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REALIGNING THE STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
UNDER THE EQUAL PROTECTION GUARANTEE— 
PROHIBITED, NEUTRAL, AND PERMISSIVE 
CLASSIFICATIONS
John E. Nowak*

Recently, the question of the appropriate judicial standard 
for reviewing legislation under the constitutional equal pro
tection guarantee has sparked considerable controversy among 
legal scholars and members of the judiciary. Joining the 
debate, Professor Nowak suggests that a new intermediate 
standard of review is emerging from Supreme Court opinions. 
He labels this approach the “demonstrable basis" standard and 
suggests that when legislation abridges neutral classifications, 
the Court will undertake both means and ends analysis.

During the past two terms the Supreme Court has begun to apply a 
new standard of review in determining whether certain classes of 
persons have been denied equal protection of the law under the four
teenth amendment. Professor Gerald Gunther was the first to identify 
this new standard under which the Court, in cases involving neither 
fundamental rights nor suspect classifications, examines the means used 
to effectuate a legislative end and determines whether the statute bears 
a rational relationship to that end.* 1 * * * * While the importance of identifying 

* Assistant Professor of Law, University of Illinois College of Law; A.B., 1968, 
Marquette University; J.D., 1971, University7 of Illinois. The author wishes to express his 
indebtedness to Ms. Lois Cannell, a third-year student at the College, for her assistance 
in the preparation of this article.

1 Gunther, The Supreme Court, 1971 Term—Foreword: In Search of Evolving Doc
trine on a Changing Court: A Model for a Newer Equal Protection, 86 Harv. L. Rev. 1,
18-24 (1972). Gunther suggests that the Court “take seriously a constitutional require
ment that has never been formally abandoned: that legislative means must substantially
further legislative ends.” Id. at 20.
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this emerging standard cannot be overstated, the Supreme Court’s de
cisions during the past two terms have deviated significantly from the 
parameters of Gunther’s proposed model. A majority of the Court 
apparently is willing to scrutinize not only the means but also the ends 
of legislation involving neither fundamental rights nor suspect classifica
tions.2 Moreover, the Court has failed to articulate why it has only 
employed the new approach selectively.3 This article will explore 
further the Court’s use of a new standard of review during the past two 
terms and suggest a revised model to be used in determining legislative 
validity under the equal protection guarantee.4

2 See United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 534-37 (1937); 
Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438, 447-54 (1972); notes 139-148, 235-243 infra and ac
companying text. See also Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973); New Jersey 
Welfare Rights Organization v. Cahill, 411 U.S. 619 (1973); notes 31-48 infra and 
accompanying text.

3 While Professor Gunther believes that the Court should apply the intensified means 
analysis in all cases other than those involving suspect classifications or fundamental 
rights, he acknowledges the Court’s fai'ure to adhere consistently to the means-oriented 
model during the 1971 Term. See Gunther, supra note 1, at 33-37. The Court has 
continued to use the new standard in only a select group of cases. Compare New 
Jersey Welfare Rights Organization v. Cahill, 411 U.S. 619 (1973) and Reed v. Reed, 
404 U.S. 71 (1971) (both cases applying a new standard) with Lehnhausen v. Lake 
Shore Auto Parts Co., 411 U.S. 910 (1973) and Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 535 
(1972) (both cases applying the conceivable basis standard).

4 Reference is made to the equal protection guarantee in lieu of the equal protection 
clause because the due process clause of the fifth amendment also prohibits the fed- 
ral government from depriving any person of equal protection of the law. See United 
States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 440 (1973); Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497, 499-500 
(1954).

5 See Developments in the Law—Equal Protection, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1065, 1076-1132 
(1969).

6 See Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 
184, 191-92 (1964).

7 See Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633, 644-46 (1948) ; Hirabayashi v. United States, 
320 U.S. 81, 100 (1943).

8 See In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 721-22 & n.9 (1973) ; Graham v. Richardson, 403 
U.S. 365, 372 (1971).

Although certain recent decisions indicate that the Court may be 
applying a new standard of review, the Court has not abandoned the 
two standards which traditionally have been utilized to determine 
whether a class of persons has been denied equal protection of the law.5 
The Court apparently will invalidate any classification which burdens 
groups described by the suspect criteria of race,6 national origin,7 or 
alienage8 unless the state can show a compelling or overriding interest
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for burdening them.9 When the classification does not involve a suspect 
classification, the Court will uphold the law if the classification bears a 
rational relationship to a legitimate state interest.10

9 See Developments in the Law, supra note 5, at 1120. The Court has indicated that 
laws which limit the exercise of fundamental rights also must meet a compelling in
terest standard. See, e.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. IB, 152-56 (1973); Dunn v. Blum- 
stein, 405 U.S. 330, 335 (1972); Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 638 (1969). How
ever, an examination of the cases will show that the Court does not apply this standard 
in such cases. See notes 69-85 infra and accompanying text.

10 See Lehnhausen v. Lake Shore Auto Parts, 410 U.S. 356, 364 (1973); Developments 
in the Law, supra note 5, at 1079-81.

11 See, e.g., Lehnhausen v. Lake Shore Auto Parts, 410 U.S. 356, 364 (1973) (state 
may distinguish between individuals and corporations for purposes of taxation) ; Fergu
son v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, 729 (1963) (state may prohibit nonlawyers from perform
ing loan adjustments); McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 425-26 (1961) (state may 
require certain businesses to close on Sunday); Williamson v. Lee Optical Co., 348 
U.S. 483, 491 (1955) (state may distinguish between opticians and optometrists regard
ing sale of eyeglasses).

12 See Fleming v. Nestor, 363 U.S. 603, 611 (1960).
13 See, e.g., San Antonio Independent School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 51 

(1973); United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 446 (1973); Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 
U.S. 535, 545-49 (1972).

14 See New Jersey Welfare Rights Organization v. Cahill, 411 U.S. 619 (1973) (per 
curiam); Gomez v. Perez, 409 U.S. 535 (1973) (per curiam).

The rational relationship test must be further subdivided because the 
Court is not consistent in its manner of applying this test. When the 
legislative classification relates only to the regulation of commercial 
activities or taxation, the Court will uphold the classification if the 
Justices can conceive of any basis upon which the classification could 
rationally rest;11 the absence of proof on the question of rationality is no 
basis for invalidation of the statute.12 When the legislative classification 
does not involve economic regulation or taxation, however, the Court’s 
method of determining whether the rational relationship test has been 
satisfied changes from case to case. In some cases, the Court continues 
to uphold the classification if it can conceive of a rational relationship 
between the classification and a legitimate end; the opinions employing 
this method of review recognize no other alternative to the compelling 
interest test.13 In other cases, however, the Court has applied the rational 
relationship test in a rigorous manner without reference to such a strict 
“two-tiered” approach.14

The Court faces at least two problems in enforcing the equal protec
tion guarantee which account for its use of these differing standards. 
First, it must identify the distinctions between persons or classes which 
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may not support differing treatment of persons or classes. Second, it 
must determine what its role should be in insuring that the legislature 
has not used these distinctions to treat otherwise similar persons or 
classes in a dissimilar manner.15 16

15 See Tussman & tenBroek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 
341, 367-68 (1949).

16 The constitutional safeguard is offended only if the classification rests on 
grounds wholly irrelevant to the achievement of the State’s objective. 
State legislatures are presumed to have acted within their constitutional 
power despite the fact that, in practice, their laws result in some in
equality. A statutory discrimination will not be set aside if any state of 
facts reasonably may be conceived to justify it.

McGowan v. Maryland, 266 U.S. 420, 425-26 (1961).
17 Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 683 (1973) (Brennan, J.); see Jefferson v. 

Hacknev, 406 U.S. 535, 546 (1972); Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 485 (1970). 
“Under ‘traditional’ equal protection analysis, a legislative classification must be sus
tained unless it is ‘patently arbitrary’ and bears no rational relationship to a legitimate 
governmental interest.” Frontiero v. Richardson, supra at 683 (Brennan, J.).

18 See Gunther, supra note 1, at 19, 21. This approach may be justified in areas such 
as economic or commercial regulation in which the relative competence of the judicial 
branch is no greater than that of the legislature. Professor Gunther suggests that the 
Court’s application of the intensified-means standard be limited by considerations of 
judicial competence in assessing matters of technical complexity or matters involving 
a myriad number of claimants permitting a wide range of legislative responses. Id. at 
23 -24. See also McClosky, Economic Due Process and the Supreme Court: An Exhuma
tion and Reburial, 1962 Sup. Ct. Rev. 34, 60. This article will suggest that the Court 
should base its standard of review upon the nature of the classification involved and 
its relationship to constitutional guarantees, rather than upon the complexity of the sub
ject matter of the legislation.

19 See Developments in the Law, supra note 5, at 1088-90.
20 See Gunther, supra note 1, at 8; Developments in the Law, supra note 5, at 1090- 

Under the conceivable basis standard of review a classification will 
be upheld if it bears any theoretically rational relation to a legitimate 
state purpose.10 The Court will honor the legislature’s judgment on the 
question of dissimilarity so long as it is not “patently arbitrary.” 17 While 
this approach provides an answer to both of the Court’s problems, it 
virtually eliminates independent judicial enforcement of the equal pro
tection guarantee.18

When dealing with classifications based on the suspect criteria of 
race, national origin, or alienage, the Court resolves the two problems 
with a different test. The Court requires the government to demon
strate a compelling interest in the creation of such classifications19 under 
the strict scrutiny standard of review—a standard which has been almost 
impossible to meet.20 The practical effect of this test in cases involving
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race issues has been to forbid any racial classification which disadvantages 
a racial minority.21 Since the primary purpose of the fourteenth amend
ment was to end racial discrimination,22 the Court is justified in exer
cising its independent and conclusive judgment in this area.

91. Gunther aptly characterized this test as “‘strict’ in theory and fatal in fact.” 
Gunther, supra note 1, at 8.

21 See, e.g., Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 
184 (1964); Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954). Koreinatsu v. United States is the 
only case in which the Supreme Court has approved of a legislative classification based 
on race that disadvantaged a racial minority and is of at least arguable continuing 
validity. 323 U.S. 214, 216 (1944).

22 See Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217, 220 (1971), citing Slaughter-House Cases, 
83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 ( 1873).

23 See, e.g., Hunter v. Erickson, 393 U.S. 385, 391-92 (1969); Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 
U.S. 497, 499 (1954); Koreinatsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214, 216 (1944); Develop
ments bi the Law, supra note 5, at 1088-91.

24 Sec, e.g., Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973) (invalidating armed services’ 
dependency benefits program which placed burden of showing need on women and 
not on men); New Jersey Welfare Rights Organization v. Cahill, 411 U.S. 619 (1973) 
(per curiam) (invalidating assistance program which excluded families with illegitimate 
children); Gomez v. Perez, 409 U.S. 535 (1973) (per curiam) (invalidating legislative 
scheme denying rights of support to illegitimate children).

If the Court had stated expressly that racial classifications were for
bidden, a clear void would have existed between this standard and the 
conceivable basis test which might then have forced the Court to examine 
openly the efficacy of using a standard of review which fell between 
these two standards. The Court chose, however, to speak of racial 
classifications as being merely “suspect,” and deserving of “strict scru
tiny,” 23 terms which connote an intermediate, nonabsolute standard 
and which impede the conception of classifications and a corresponding 
standard of review that fall in the middle of the equal protection ambit. 
In spite of this impediment, the Court apparently feels compelled, albeit 
intuitively, to take an independent role by invalidating certain legislative 
classifications,24 even though they lack any historical connection to the 
equal protection guarantee.

Classifications Based on Illegitimacy or Sex:
A New Standard at W ork?

In three cases decided during the 1972 Term, the Court, taking this 
independent role, applied a new rational basis standard of review. In two 
per curiam decisions, the Court used the new approach to invalidate laws 
discriminating against illegitimate children and invoked the new standard 
in a third case to strike down a rule which discriminated against female 
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armed services personnel. The Court’s refusal to apply the conceivable 
basis standard of review in examining these laws followed from the 
added protection previously extended to women and illegitimates under 
the equal protection guarantee.25 In Gomez v. Perez26 the Court held 
that Texas could not deny illegitimate children the right to financial 
support from their natural fathers when this right was given to legitimate 
children.27 Use of the conceivable basis standard would have resulted 
in validation of the statute since the legislature rationally could have 
decided to remedy only that portion of the parental support problem 
which was simple to administer. Although the problem of non-support 
is applicable to both legitimate and illegitimate children, enforcement 
of support rights for illegitimate children is a more difficult administra
tive problem because of the need to resolve complex factual questions 
of paternity.28 The Court decided, however, that the state could not 
justify on these grounds the creation of “an impenetrable barrier that 
works to shield an otherwise invidious discrimination.”29 The Court 
implied that it evaluated the interest sought to be furthered by the legis
lation but concluded that there is no constitutionally sufficient justifica
tion to support that interest.30

25 In Reed v. Reed a unanimous Supreme Court invalidated an Idaho probate pro
vision which gave men preference over women of the same entitlement class for ap
pointment to administrator of a decedent’s estate. 410 U.S. 71 (1971). The Court 
examined the means employed in the probate code and found that they lacked a 
demonstrably rational relationship to the state’s objectives of simplifying probate pro
ceedings. See id. at 75-77; Gunther, supra note 1, at 29-36. In Weber v. Aetna Casualty 
& Surety Co. the Court invalidated a state statute that withheld workmen’s compensa
tion benefits from unacknowledged illegitimate children. 406 U.S. 164 (1972); accord, 
Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68 (1968). There is only one possible exception to the 
present Court’s consistent review of the factual support for burdening illegitimates 
as a class. See Labine v. Vincent, 401 U.S. 532 (1971) (illegitimate status not insur
mountable barrier to sharing in father’s estate).

26409 U.S. 535 (1973) (per curiam).
27 Id. at 537-38.
28 See id. at 538.
29 Id.
'^ld.: see generally Krause, Equal Protection for the Illegitimate, 69 Mich. L. Rev. 

477 (1967).
31 411 U.S. 619 (1973) (per curiam).
32 Id. at 621.

In New Jersey Welfare Rights Organization v. CabilP1 the Court 
invalidated a program providing welfare to low income family units 
consisting of a married couple and either natural or adopted children. 
The Court held that the state could not deny benefits to the family unit 
simply because illegitimate children were members of that household.32 
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This classification could have been justified under the conceivable basis 
standard on the ground that the legislature should not be required to 
alleviate simultaneously the problems of all impoverished persons, but 
rather it may rationally attack the problems one step at a time by choos
ing to assist only those family units meeting the specified criteria.33 The 
majority found, however, that despite this conceivable basis for the 
classification, factual support was insufficient. The Court based its 
holding on the lower court finding that the practical effect of the 
statute was to deny benefits to illegitimate children and concluded that 
there is no acceptable justification for this distinction since benefits are 
necessary for both classes of children.34 35 Apparently the Court will 
examine the ends of such legislation as well as the means. Only after a 
determination that the state’s conceivable interest in preserving and 
strengthening the family unit could not withstand analysis, could the 
Court conclude that this statutory classification was not rational.

33 See id. at 622 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). It would not seem totally irrational for 
the legislature to have decided first to protect legitimates within the family unit “from 
dissolution due to the economic vicissitudes of modem life.” See id. Justice Rehnquist 
distinguished Cahill from Weber v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., upon which the 
majority relied, on the ground that in Weber rhe “disability was visited solely on the 
illegitimate child. Here the statute distinguishes among types of families,” and the 
denial of benefits is imposed equally upon parents as well as children. Id.; see Weber 
v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 406 U.S. 164 (1972).

34 411 U.S. at 621.
35 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
36 Id. at 678-79.
37 Id. at 682.
3R Zd.; see Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971); note 25 supra.

In Frontiero v. Richardson™ the third 1972 Term case making use 
of the demonstrated rational basis test, the statute under challenge auto
matically provided a serviceman increased benefits upon claiming his 
wife as a dependent. In contrast, a servicewoman was denied these 
benefits unless she proved that her husband was dependent upon her 
for over one-half of his support.36 Eight members of the Court agreed 
that this sexual classification violated the equal protection guarantee but 
only four Justices found that sex was a suspect classification.

Justice Brennan, joined by Justices Douglas, White, and Marshall, 
would add classifications based on sex to those which the Court con
siders suspect.37 He rested his conclusion on a history of sex discrimina
tion, including a resulting lack of political power for women, the im
mutable quality of the characteristic, and “at least implicit support for 
such an approach in our decision only last Term in Reed v. Reed....”38 
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Justice Stewart concurred solely on the basis that the classification was 
invalid under Reed.™ Justice Powell, joined by the Chief Justice and 
Justice Blackmun, also found Reed dispositive but felt that the elevation 
of sex to a suspect class amounted to judicial preemption of the states’ 
role in considering whether to adopt the Equal Rights Amendment.39 40

39 411 U.S. at 691.
49 Id. at 692.
41 See Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 9-11 (1967); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 

184, 191-92, 196 (1964).
42 411 U.S. at 688-90.
43 See id. at 689-90.
44 Id. at 691 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

Despite the Frontiero Court’s internal disagreement on whether sex
based classifications should be termed suspect, the standard of review 
actually applied appears to be identical. Although Justice Brennan 
designates sex a suspect class, he thereafter applies a significantly different 
standard of review than the one employed for reviewing racial classifica
tions. The Court, when reviewing laws which include a racial classifica
tion, scrutinizes the asserted basis of the law to determine whether some 
overriding or compelling governmental interest necessitated the classifica
tion;41 the Brennan opinion does not mention the need for such an 
interest. The opinion does indicate, however, that the law was examined 
carefully to determine whether a factual basis exists for concluding that 
the classification bears a rational relationship to a government interest 
capable of withstanding analysis.42 43 An inference can be drawn that he 
would have upheld the classification if it in fact advanced the govern- 
ment s interest in economy.4,3

If such a factual demonstration had not been required, the classification 
would have been upheld, because it was conceivable that such a classifi
cation was a rational means of advancing the legitimate governmental 
interest of providing benefits to members of the armed services who 
supported dependent spouses. Statistically, men might be more likely 
to have dependent spouses; granting them automatic benefits is con
ceivably more efficient and less costly than examining benefit grants 
on a case-by-case basis.44 This asserted basis for the classification, how
ever, did not withstand factual scrutiny. The Government failed to 
prove that the classification actually resulted in a saving of money, and 
there was no proof that the classification actually furthered the end of 
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caring for dependents of armed services personnel.45 Thus, the only 
purpose of the classification was administrative convenience in dispensing 
these benefits. While governmental efficiency is a legitimate goal, the 
Brennan opinion held that it could not serve as the sole basis for a sexual 
classification which disadvantaged women.46

<5 Id. at 688-90.
46 Id. at 690.
47 See Gunther, supra note 1, at 20-24.

See 411 U.S. at 692 (Powell, J., concurring).
49 406 U.S. 164 (1972).
~'°Id. at 175. Justice Brennan also used this language to explain why sexual classifi

cations burdening women were impermissible. Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 
686 (1973).

Consequently, at least the four Justices who joined in the Brennan 
opinion undertook a factual review of the government interest in the 
legislation to determine whether that end could justify such a classifica
tion. This manner of review clearly goes beyond Professor Gunther’s 
model under which the Court should use the new rational relationship 
standard to examine the means employed by the statute, not the validity 
of the end which the statute is asserted to serve.47

Viewed against the backdrop of this analysis of Justice Brennan’s 
opinion, the refusal of four concurring Justices to categorize sex as a 
suspect classification is of diminished significance. None of the Justices 
found a need to analyze the validity of the classification under a standard 
of review more lenient than Justice Brennan’s, since they all were ap
plying the demonstrable basis standard used previously in Reed. Thus 
it would appear that Justice Powell’s reluctance to designate sex classifi
cations as suspect may have resulted from a justifiable fear that such 
action would commit the Court to the compelling interest showing 
required in racial classification cases.48 49

The New Standard Examined:
An Initial Suggestion for a New Model

In the above cases the Court recognized that inherent personal traits 
cannot be the sole basis for burdening a particular class. As Justice 
Powell stated in Weber v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.™ “imposing 
disabilities on the illegitimate child is contrary to the basic concept of 
our system that legal burdens should bear some relationship to individual 
responsibility or wrongdoing.”50 Thus, basic human characteristics 
such as sex and illegitimacy which relate only to a person’s status cannot 
be used in and of themselves to distinguish classes of persons.
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Identification of such human characteristics, however, solves only the 
first part of the problem faced by the Court in enforcing the equal 
protection guarantee.51 In addition, the Court must decide the role it 
will play in reviewing classifications based on such traits. Until recently 
the Court could invoke only the conceivable basis or compelling interest 
standard of review.52 Both are unsatisfactory. A majority of the Court 
has been unwilling to expand the number of suspect classifications, 
which are subject to the compelling interest standard of review, for 
several reasons. First, this standard of review has been “ ‘strict’ in theory 
and fatal in fact.”53 Moreover, there is no historical tie between the 
fourteenth amendment and nonracial characteristics which would justify 
the Court’s de facto prohibition of such classifications.54 Finally, and 
most importantly, laws which contain such classifications may be entirely 
reasonable and appropriate legislative decisions.55 On the other hand, 
the conceivable basis standard deprives the Court of an independent 
enforcement and protective function, since any reasonable (even though 
theoretical) governmental interest in the use of these classifications is 
sufficient to uphold the statute.

51 See text at note 15 supra.
52 See Developments in the Laze, supra note 5, at 1076-1132.
53 See Gunther, supra note 1, at 8.
54 See Weber v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 406 U.S. 164, 178-82 (1972) (Rehnquist, J., 

dissenting). Justice Rehnquist assumes, however, that the only alternative to strict 
scrutiny is the minimal scrutiny standard.

55 For instance, the Court has upheld a system of intestate distribution which favored
legitimate children over illegitimates. Labine v. Vincent, 401 U.S. 532, 539-40 (1971). 
While the majority opinion is unclear, the law may have been sustained under an 
intermediate standard of review. Because an intestate distribution statute serves as the 
alternative to a will, the state attempted to establish a system which would reasonably 
fulfill the intended property distribution of most decedents. The legitimacy of the 
state’s interest in effectuating the intent of a deceased was buttressed by statutory pro
visions which permitted the deceased to have expressed a contrary intent by legitimiz
ing the illegitimate child or by making a testamentary bequest to the illegitimate child. 
Thus the law was not an unduly burdensome means of furthering a state interest 
capable of withstanding analysis. This analysis of Labine is supported by a later Su
preme Court decision which applies the new standard to invalidate a law burdening 
illegitimates and distinguishes Labine on the ground that the decedent easily could 
have changed the inferior status of the illegitimate child if he had desired to do so. 
See Weber v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 406 U.S. 164, 170-72 (1972). See also Cleveland 
Bd. of Educ. v. LaFleur,----U.S.----- , 42 U.S.L.W. 4186 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974) (court
invalidated some restrictions on the employment of pregnant teachers but allowed the 
continuation of those which were demonstrably rational means of promoting a state 
interest capable of withstanding analysis).
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Thus, a new standard of review is needed to insure that such charac
teristics are not the sole basis for legislative discrimination without 
denying the legislature the power to employ those classifications in a 
nonarbitrary manner. Under this standard, the Court first must ask if 
there is any theoretically rational relationship between the classification 
and a state interest capable of withstanding analysis; if none can be 
hypothesized, a further inquiry is not required because the classification 
violates the minimal standard of review. If the Court can imagine a 
theoretically rational government interest, the Court then must determine 
whether the classification is in fact arbitrary. Only by requiring that 
the asserted basis of the classification be capable of withstanding analysis 
can the Court insure that the classification is not being used arbitrarily 
to burden persons having a common personal status. Thus, the standard 
of review suggested in this article is termed the demonstrable basis 
standard.

This process involves review of the asserted end of the legislation, as 
well as the means by which it furthers that end. Under this standard the 
Court would examine the evidence and uphold the classification only 
upon a showing of a demonstrated rational means of advancing an in
terest capable of withstanding analysis. When this relationship is not 
proved, the law must be invalidated. There will be cases, however, in 
which the classification is a rational means of furthering a conceivably 
legitimate interest, but the interest is not capable of withstanding 
analysis. In Frontiero, for instance, the classification might have been 
a rational means of simplifying the administration of the uniformed 
services’ benefit program but the government’s failure to demonstrate 
that economy rather than convenience was the legislative goal fore
closed any assurance that the law was not in fact arbitrary.50 Similarly, 
in Qoviez, denying support to illegitimates rationally may have fur
thered the end of eliminating complex paternity questions in child 
support actions. However, the achievement of this end by the means 
selected so diminished the protections of the burdened class as to be 
arbitrary in fact.57

5G See 411 U.S. at 688-90.
•" See 409 U.S. at 539.

This intermediate standard of review allows the Court to avoid holding 
that classifications based on nonracial suspect classifications or on a 
personal status trait such as sex or illegitimacy are effectively forbidden , 
or, alternatively, that they are entirely within the legislative prerogative. * * 
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The classifications which will be accorded this form of constitutional 
protection by the Court will be referred to as neutral classifications. 
Under the intermediate demonstrable basis standard, a classification based 
on a neutral classification will be invalid if the state cannot demonstrate 
a factual relationship between a state interest capable of sustaining 
analysis and the means chosen to advance that interest.

A still unanswered question is whether there are bases for legislative 
classification, other than sex and illegitimacy, for which the intermediate 
demonstrable basis standard of review is appropriate. Any classification 
based on personal characteristics or status should be reviewed under 
this standard since the Court has recognized that such classifications are 
contrary to our concept of proper constitutional burdens.58 An ex
haustive listing of what the Court must consider to be personal traits need 
not be attempted at the outset of the recognition of the demonstrable 
basis standard of review. Express recognition of neutral classifications 
and the adoption of the demonstrable basis standard, however, will re
quire the Court to state expressly its reasons for deciding that some 
classifications apparently based on personal status require such protec
tion, while others do not.

58 See Weber v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 406 U.S. 164, 175 (1972).
59 See, e.g., Kusper v. Pontikes, 94 S. Ct. 303, 308 (1973) (showing of a legitimate 

state interest insufficient); Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134, 144 (1972) (showing of

The Court also may use the demonstrable basis standard to review 
classifications which are based on a person’s actions rather than upon his 
status. Applying the standard in these cases seems appropriate when 
the class is defined in terms of some other characteristic which has 
special constitutional protection. Therefore, the decisions in which 
the Court has found classifications to be invalid because they affected 
such rights must be examined to determine if the demonstrable basis 
standard was applied in those cases.

Fundamental Rights and the Neutral Classification Analysis

In reviewing laws which limit the exercise of a fundamental right, the 
Court subjects the statute to more vigorous review than it does under 
the conceivable basis standard. Although the Court has not been con
sistent in describing this standard and has failed to distinguish clearly 
between the standard of review and the degree of state interest required 
to support such a legislative distinction,59 the decisions of the past two 
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terms have clarified the standard which the Court uses to review such 
legislation. These decisions indicate that the Court’s classification of a 
specific right as fundamental does not have the serious implications that 
individual Justices60 or legal commentators61 have attributed to it. In
deed, recent cases indicate that the Court has adopted the emerging 
demonstrable basis standard explored earlier in connection with neutral 
classifications.

reasonable necessity to accomplish state objectives capable of withstanding analysis 
sufficient); Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 627 (1969) (necessary to promote com
pelling government interest); Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 670 
(1966) (close scrutiny); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 485 (1965) (means 
selected cannot be unnecessarily broad); Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942) 
(strict scrutiny).

GoSee Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 363-64 (1972) (Burger, C.J., dissenting); 
Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 660-63 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting).

G1 See Cox, 77? <? Supreme Court, 1965 Term—Foreword: Constitutional Adjudication 
and the Promotion of Human Rights, 80 Harv. L. Rev. 91, 95-96 (1966); Gunther, 
supra note 1, at 8; Developments in the Law, supra note 5, ar 1120-23.

02 405 U.S. 330 (1972).
G3 The statute required that a person reside within the state for one year and one 

county for three months to become a qualified voter in state elections. Id. at 332-33 
n.l.

G4 See id. at 342.
Id. ar 363-64 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).

GG See also Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973); notes 94-105 infra and accompanying 
text. In Roe the Court required a compelling interest to justify a limitation of a 
fundamental right challenged under the due process clause. 410 U.S. at 144-45.

In Dunn v. Bluwistein“2 the Court invalidated a one-year residence re
quirement for voters.63 The Court stated that the drawing of lines 
between voters at one year did not promote a compelling interest which 
would be required before the fundamental rights of travel and voting 
could be limited by the state.64 The Chief Justice objected: “To chal
lenge such lines by the compelling state interest standard is to condemn 
them all. So far as I am aware, no state law has ever satisfied this 
seemingly insurmountable [standard], and I doubt one ever will, for it 
demands nothing less than perfection.” 65

The Chief Justice’s concern is unjustified. Contrary to the Dunn 
nomenclature, the Court does not require statutes limiting fundamental 
rights to meet such an insurmountable requirement. Indeed, Dunn is 
the only majority opinion in the past two terms which has mentioned 
the need for a compelling state interest to justify limitations on such 
rights under the equal protection guarantee.66 An examination of Dunn 
indicates that the majority employed the demonstrable basis standard 
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rather than the compelling interest standard to review the limitation of 
the rights of voting and travel. The majority found that the state was 
unable to demonstrate that the residency requirement was in fact a 
rational means of promoting a state interest capable of withstanding 
analysis, which seemingly implies that if the state could demonstrate 
such a relationship, the limitation would be valid.67 This implication was 
supported when, in the subsequent term, the Court upheld voter regis
tration requirements of a lesser duration on a showing that they in fact 
were reasonably related to the running of elections.68 69

«T See ¥)5 U.S. at 357-60.
68 See Burns v. Fortson, 410 U.S. 686 (1973) (per curiam); Marston v. Lewis, 410 

U.S. 679 (1973) (per curiam); note 91 infra.
69 405 U.S. 134 (1972).
70 See id. at 143-44.
77 Id. at 147.
72 Id. at 148.
73 Dunn v. Biumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 363-64 (1972) (Burger, C.J., dissenting).

In the remainder of the 1971 Term the Court appears to have applied 
the demonstrable basis standard of review in fundamental rights cases, 
although the description of that standard varied. In Bullock v. Carter™ 
the Court invalidated a primary election filing fee system in Texas 
because it contravened the equal protection guarantee. Chief Justice 
Burger, after determining that the filing fee system affected the right 
to vote, subjected the law to a standard of review more rigorous than 
the conceivable basis standard.70 He recognized that the state had a 
legitimate purpose in creating a primary election system which would 
not be a strain on state financial resources, and in that limited sense, the 
filing fee system did not lack a rational basis.71 However, despite the 
existence of this conceivably rational basis for the fee, the statute was 
struck down because the state failed to show the necessity of financing 
primary elections by the imposition of fees so high that they are “pat
ently exclusionary [in] character.” 72 73

The Chief Justice’s use of a necessity requirement is confusing. In 
light of his earlier objection to the Court’s use of a compelling interest 
requirement in Dunn™ it is unlikely that he intended to require a 
showing of absolute necessity. If limitations on a fundamental right are 
valid only if absolutely necessary to effectuate a legitimate state purpose, 
the standard of review for such legislation seems as insurmountable as 
the compelling interest standard. In addition, the Bullock opinion 
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scrupulously avoids use of the compelling interest phraseology. It is 
more likely that the Chief Justice intended to use an intermediate 
standard of review similar to the demonstrable basis standard. Although 
the state had a legitimate interest in husbanding its resources by predi
cating eligibility for candidacy on payment of fees to finance elections, 
this end was not capable of withstanding analysis which revealed the 
patently exclusionary result which flowed from the decision to make 
the elective process self-supporting.74

74 The Court argued that the state’s interest would be capable of withstanding analysis, 
however, if the fees had been set at a level which avoids such a dramatic impingement 
on the voters’ choice of candidates. 405 U.S. at 148.

75 In Police Department of Chicago v. Mosley the Court invalidated a statute which 
prohibited pickets and demonstrations within 150 feet of local schools during school 
hours, but which exempted “peaceful picketing” caused by a labor dispute with the 
school. 408 U.S. 92, 100-01 (1972). Because the statute affected conduct within the 
protection of fundamental first amendment rights, it was inappropriate to review the 
statutory classifications under the conceivable basis standard. See id. at 98-99, 102. 
The Court did not inquire whether a theoretically reasonable state interest in the use 
of this classification could be found. Rather, the Court asked whether the state’s in
terest in protecting its schools actually was advanced by the classification. Id. at 100-02. 
Chicago’s asserted interest for drawing the distinction between the two types of picket
ing was that labor picketing is less likely to be disruptive. Id. at 100 n.7. The city was 
unable, however, to support this assertion. Id. at 100-01. The Court’s requirement that 
the city’s asserted interest be capable of withstanding analysis is consistent with the 
demonstrable basis standard.

The demonstrable basis standard also was applied in Mayer v. City of Chicago. 404 
U.S. 189 (1971). In Mayer the Court held that the state must provide all convicted 
indigent defendants wishing to appeal their convictions with either free transcripts 
of the lower court record or acceptable alternatives. Id. at 198-99. If the conceivable 
basis standard had been used to review the statute, the state’s interest in husbanding 
its resources and in not burdening its appellate process would have been sufficient to 
deny transcripts to misdemeanants. The Court’s reference to Shapiro v. Thompson 
underscores its judgment that a misdemeanant’s right to effective appeal is fundamental 
and that the classification was to be judged by a higher standard. Id. at 197; see Shapiro 
v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 633 (1969). Yet there is no mention of the need for a 
compelling interest to justify such a classification. Rather, the Court concluded that 
classification based on the nature of the offense and the defendant’s ability to pay for 
transcript costs is an unreasoned distinction, because the state’s asserted interest in the 
classification was not capable of withstanding analysis. 404 U.S. at 196.

Other 1971 Term decisions also indicate that the Court will consider 
limitations on fundamental rights under a less rigorous standard of review 
than compelling interest. Nevertheless, none of the limitations were 
upheld.75 This might have indicated the Court’s unwillingness to allow 
limitations on such rights absent a compelling state interest. During 
the 1972 Term, however, the Court upheld several limitations on the 
right to vote in a manner consistent with the demonstrable basis standard.
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In Mahan v. Howell™ the Court held that a state may deviate from 
numerical equality in state legislative district apportionment to effectu
ate a state interest capable of withstanding analysis.76 77 This and other 
1972 Term decisions articulated the scope of state discretion in re
apportionment decisions.78 Refusing to apply a standard of review which 
would prohibit any deviation not absolutely necessary, the Court re
quired the state to demonstrate that numerical inequality furthered a 
substantial interest.79 This was more than a requirement of any con
ceivable interest; adherence to political subdivision lines as a basis for 
representation in one house of a bicameral legislature is rooted deep in 
American history.80 Additionally, there was factual support that the 
deviations were minimized to the extent consistent with following po
litical subdivision lines.81 By upholding slight discrimination where the 
state asserted an interest capable of withstanding analysis and a factual 
demonstration that care was taken to minimize the discrimination, the 
Court has required substantially more than the conceivable basis stand
ard and has avoided the prohibitory effect of the compelling interest 
standard.

76 410 U.S. 315 (1973).
"Id. at 324-25.
78 In White v. Regester the Court found no violation of the equal protection clause 

from the existence of a 9.9 percent maximum deviation in a Texas House of Repre
sentatives apportionment plan. 412 U.S. 755, 763-64 (1973). Similarly, in Gaffney v. 
Cunmiings the Court found no invidious discrimination violative of the equal protection 
clause in a Connecticut reapportionment plan when the maximum deviation between 
house districts was 7.83 percent and the maximum deviation between senate districts 
was 1.81 percent. 412 U.S. 735, 740-42 (1973). So long as the state made a good faith 
effort to construct its districts as equally as possible and the resulting divergences were 
based on legitimate considerations incident to the effectuation of a state policy capable 
of withstanding analysis, such as the maintenance of party balance within political sub
divisions, these deviations were constitutionally permissible. Id. at 752-54. The Court, 
however, continues to take a strict view of numerical voter equality for federal con
gressional elections. The Court views article I, section 2 of the Constitution as com
manding strict numerical equalitv except where sufficient justification is shown for 
inequality or where inequality is unavoidable despite a good faith effort by the state 
to achieve absolute equality. In these cases, avoiding fragmentation of political sub
divisions in drawing up districts is a state interest incapable of withstanding analysis. 
See White v. Weiser, 412 U.S. 783 (1973).

™ 410 U.S. at 324-25.
80 See id. at 327-28.
81 Even the desire to follow subdivision boundaries was compromised by splitting one 

county where the deviation would have been more than slight. Id. at 326-28.

The Court has steered a middle course even more clearly through use 
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of the demonstrable basis standard to review another area involving 
fundamental rights—voter registration requirements. In Rosario v. 
Rockefeller*2 the Court upheld a statute which required voters to enroll 
in the party of their choice 30 days before a general election as a pre
requisite to voting in the following primary.82 83 Justice Stewart, writing 
for the Court, avoids the ‘"fatal in fact” attribute of requiring the state 
to meet the compelling interest standard. He found New York’s 
interest in avoidance of interparty raiding in primary elections capable 
of withstanding analysis, thereby justifying temporary disenfranchise
ment of the class of voters that failed to make the required party 
designation within the specified time period.84 Justice Powell, joined 
by three other Justices, disagreed with the majority on whether the 
elapsed time between the required party enrollment and the primary 
election is too long to justify the resulting temporary disenfranchisement 
and whether the state should be required to satisfy the compelling in
terest standard used in Dunn to review a statute which disenfranchised 
citizens who had been in the state less than one year.85 86 In focusing on 
the timing of the disenfranchisement, the dissent reveals its common 
ground with the majority—avoidance of a standard of review which 
would prohibit such a classification and adoption of a standard of review 
consistent with the demonstrable basis standard.

82 410 U.S. 752 (1973).
88 Id. at 760-62.
84 See id. at 756-58.
^Id. at 765-68 (Powell, J., dissenting); see Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 337 

(1972).
86 94 S. Ct. 303 (1973).
87 Id. at 304-05.
88 Id. at 308-09.

The Court reiterated its emphasis on the degree of the restriction im- 
josed upon voters and on the importance of a reasonable time span 
between registration and the election in Kusper v. Pontikes.*G The 
Court struck down an Illinois statute which prohibited a person from 
voting in a primary election of a particular party if he had voted in 
the primary of another party within the preceding 23 months.87 Writing 
for the majority, Justice Stewart ruled that the 23-month requirement 
imposed a more significant encroachment upon associational freedom 
than did the restriction in Rosario and could not be justified by showing 
merely a “legitimate state interest.” 88 The Court held that the legitimate 
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interest of preventing party raiding approved in Rosario would not be 
sufficient to justify the means chosen unless there were no less drastic 
means to pursue that interest.89 Since the opinion requires no more than 
a state interest capable of withstanding analysis, when the means em
ployed are in fact reasonable it again appears that the Court applied 
the demonstrable basis standard of review.90

8° Id. at 309.
90 The dissenting Justices in Kusper, unlike the Chief Justice in Dunn, could not 

challenge the majority opinion on the ground that it unrealistically required a com
pelling interest. The separate dissents of Justices Blackmun and Rehnquist find that 
the Illinois system creates only a minor burden on voters and that it is in fact a rea
sonable means of preventing organized interparty raiding. See id. at 312-13 (Rehnquist, 
J., dissenting); id. at 310-11 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).

91 The Court upheld other limitations on the right to vote during the 1972 Term. 
In two per curiam opinions, requirements that voters register 50 days prior to an elec
tion were legitimized. See Burns v. Fortson, 410 U.S. 686 (1973) (per curiam); Mars
ton v. Lewis, 410 U.S. 679 (1973) (per curiam). In each case the Court upheld the 
statute upon a factual demonstration that the limitation was consistent with a state 
interest capable of withstanding analysis—preparation of adequate voter records and 
protection of its electoral process from fraud. See Bums v. Fortson, supra at 686-87; 
Marston v. Lewis, supra at 680-81. The dissent disagreed on whether more than the 
30 days approved in Dunn was supported by the facts in the record in these cases. 
Marston v. Lewis, supra at 682-83 (Marshall, J., dissenting); accord, Burns v. Fortson, 
supra at 688 (Marshall, J., dissenting); see Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 348 (1972) 
(dictum). In both the dissent and the majority opinions, the dispute centered on the 
point at which it becomes necessary to disenfranchise temporarily some voters, not 
whether voters could be disenfranchised. This reflects a different weight given to the 
same facts and interests, but not a different standard of review.

92 The only possible deviation from the demonstrable basis standard appeared in two 
1972 Term cases where the question of whether voting rights in a special-purpose unit 
of government can be limited to landowners was resolved affirmatively. See Associated 
Enterprises Co. v. Toltec Water Shed Improvement Dist., 410 U.S. 743 (1973) (per 
curiam) (electorate of watershed district governing body may be limited to land
owners); Salyer Land Co. v. Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage Dist., 410 U.S. 719 
(1973) (electorate for water storage district may be limited to landowners). The Court 
held that the right to vote for the governing body or in the creation of a watershed 
district can be limited to landowners if any set of facts reasonably may be conceived 
to justify rhe state legislature’s decision to exclude non-landowners from the franchise. 
Id. at 732. The state interest in restricting the franchise of watershed districts to land

While the Justices may continue to disagree on the ultimate result in 
fundamental rights cases,91 the use of the demonstrable basis standard of 
review provides a clearer understanding of their differences by stan
dardizing the terms in conformity with the intermediate level of 
scrutiny which the Court apparently has adopted in such cases.92 Any 
proposed standard for reviewing such limitations, however, also must 
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be capable of assessing the validity of similar restrictions under the due 
process guarantee. When the limitation of a fundamental right is 
directed at a particular class, it properly is reviewed under the equal 
protection guarantee.93 When a law limits the exercise of a funda
mental right by all persons, however, the law has made no such classifi
cation and is properly the subject for review under the due process 
guarantees of the fifth and fourteenth amendments.

owners was capable of withstanding analysis; the legislature might have concluded that 
the landowners would not subject their property to the watershed assessment liens— 
and therefore not develop otherwise unproductive land—without assurance that they 
had a dominant voice in the control of the district. See id. at 731. However the ma
jority opinion is unclear as to whether the state had demonstrated such facts or whether 
the Court was accepting the state’s untested assumptions. Id. at 728-33. If the Court 
was accepting hypothetical facts with which to support hypothetical state interests, 
the Court did not conform to the demonstrable basis standard. It may be significant, 
however, that although reviewed in conformity with the minimal scrutiny model, the 
relationship of the means to the interest asserted was substantially less tenuous than has 
been accepted in the past. See Fleming v. Nestor, 363 U.S. 603, 611-12 (1960) (interest 
in maintaining national purchasing power by denying social security benefits to de
portees). The dissenting Justices in each case stated that a compelling state interest 
was necessary to support a limitation on the right to vote. 410 U.S. at 747 (Douglas, 
J., dissenting); 410 U.S. 736 (Douglas, J., dissenting). In both cases, Justice Douglas 
focused on the lack of a factual basis for finding that the disenfranchised citizens were 
not similarly affected by the election. Thus, the disagreement between the majority 
and dissenting opinions in each case seems to rest on whether the state had in fact 
demonstrated a rational relationship between the limitation and a state interest capable 
of withstanding analysis. Therefore, it is not clear whether the demonstrable basis 
standard was employed in these cases.

93 For instance, in cases dealing with the right to travel, the constitutional defect in 
the laws is that under each statute a specific class of persons has been restricted in its 
exercise of that right. See Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330 (1972) (franchise denied 
to those residing in state less than one year); Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 
(1969) (welfare benefits denied to those residing in the state less than one year).

94 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
95 See id. at 152-56. Professor John Hart Ely suggests that the absolute protection 

accorded by Roe of liberty to choose an abortion in early stages of pregnancy, which 
apparently exceeds even the explicit first amendment guarantee of freedom of the 
press, lacks constitutional support. See Ely, The Wages of Crying Wolf: A Comment 
on Roe v. Wade, 82 Yale L.J. 920, 935-37 (1973). He asserts that the Court has manu
factured a constitutional right and imposed its own view’ of wise social policy upon 

The Court’s decision in Roe v. Wade94 indicates that the demonstrable 
basis standard of review will be used to review a denial of fundamental 
rights under the due process guarantee, though the Court has not ex
pressly adopted such a standard. The fundamental rights in Roe include 
both the woman’s right to privacy and her right to regulate her role in 
the reproduction process.95 Writing for the majority, Justice Blackmun 
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measured the justification for abortion statutes by the compelling interest 
standard.96 The standard employed in Roe, however, is clearly incon
sistent with the compelling interest standard used to review racial classifi
cations.

the legislature. Id. at 937-43. Professor Laurence H. Tribe comes to the constitutional 
defense of Roe by viewing it in terms of an allocation of decision making authority. 
See Tribe, The Supreme Court, 1972 Term—Foreword: Toward a AFodel of Roles in 
the Due Process of Life and Law, 87 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 10-11 (1973). “In the role-allo
cation model, the due process clause is violated whenever the state either assumes a role 
the Constitution assigns to another, or fails to assume a role the Constitution imposes 
upon it.” Id. at 15. Under this model, neither the legislature nor the Court need embark 
on value-laden judgments, and state regulation would not become operative until more 
objective criteria of viability of the fetus and maternal death rate compel intervention. 
See id. at 16-32. The neutral classification analysis suggested herein would justify a 
realistic examination of such legislation, without requiring the Court to make a role 
allocation determination, by avoiding the misleading compelling interest analysis of past 
cases.

96 410 U.S. at 155-56.
97 Id. at 163.
9» Id. at 163-64.
99 A conclusion that Roe does not require the fatal clement of compelling state 

interest is supported by the majority opinion in Cleveland School Board v. LaFleur 
where the Court invalidated forced maternity leave rules and cited Roe for no more 
than the proposition that “freedom of personal choice in matters of marriage and 
family life is one of the liberties protected by the l)uc Process Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment.” 42 U.S.LAV. 4186, 4189 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974).

In a lengthy discussion, the majority opinion demonstrates the absence 
of a factual basis for restrictive abortion statutes. Such an analysis, of 
course, would have been unnecessary if the same compelling interest 
test applied to race classification cases had been employed. Under that 
test, the Court would have concluded that the prohibition of abortions 
is necessary to advance a compelling interest only if the state could 
demonstrate a compelling need for every conceived fetus to be born. 
The majority opinion found, however, that the state’s interest in pro
tecting life and health justifies regulation of abortion only when the 
fetus becomes viable or when the maternal mortality rate exceeds that 
of normal childbirth.97 The Court apparently regards any interest of 
the state in the existence of the fetus prior to the time that it is viable 
as incapable of withstanding analysis because the fetus is not capable 
of independent life.98

Thus, the Court apparently is using the demonstrable basis standard 
of review in this case.99 Although Justice Blackmun implies that there 
may be some arguable theoretical rational relationship between these 
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laws and state interests such as protection of a mother’s health or the 
continued existence of the fetus, he found no factual support for such 
arguments.100 If the Court had been persuaded that the state does have 
a factually supportable basis for achieving a state interest capable of 
withstanding analysis, however, it might have been willing to accept 
a limitation of such rights.101

100 410 U.S. at 156-62.
101 The conclusion that the Court was applying the demonstrable basis standard of 

review in Roe is buttressed by its decision in Doe v. Bolton. See 410 U.S. 179 (1973). In 
Doe rhe Court held certain procedural limitations on securing an abortion invalid 
under the equal protection guarantee. The Court, however, made no pretense of 
applving the compelling interest standard used to review racial classifications. Instead, 
a majority of the Court held that such procedures are invalid when the state’s interest 
in imposing them is not capable of withstanding analysis. Id. at 195, 197-99. The first 
procedural requirement—that an abortion be performed in a hospital accredited by the 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, a nongovernmental agency—was set 
aside because the state failed to show persuasively that other medical facilities were 
incapable of satisfying its interest in ensuring patients adequate sanitary conditions. 
Id. at 194-95. The Court also invalidated a requirement that an abortion request be pre
sented to a hospital committee prior to surgery. Since this procedure was not required 
in other surgical situations, the addition of this committee was unduly restrictive of 
patients’ rights and needs which were safeguarded adequately by a personal physician. 
Id. at 197-98. The third requirement, that two other doctors concur with the patient’s 
own physician in the decision to perform an abortion, also was struck down. Id. at 
200. The Court found that the patient was protected sufficiently by her own doctor, 
and, therefore, this requirement had no rational connection to the patient’s needs and 
unduly infringed on the physician’s right to practice. Id. at 199-200.

102 Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179, 222 (1973) (White, J., dissenting); Roc v. Wade, 
410 U.S. 113, 173-77 (1973) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

103 Roc v. Wade, 410 U.S. 1 13, 163-64 (1973); see Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179, 208 
(1973) (Burger, C.J., concurring;.

104 Cf. 410 U.S. at 170-71 (Stewart, J., concurring).
105 See id. at 155-64.

Notwithstanding the dissents of Justices White and Rehnquist on 
the ground that the majority was usurping the legislative function,102 
the standard actually applied by the majority does not undermine the 
legislature’s proper role in this area. The Court did not forbid all 
legislation limiting the right of a woman to have an abortion.103 Rather, 
the majority reasoned that because the statutes limited fundamental 
rights, the Court, in order to perform its role of insuring that such 
rights are not arbitrarily denied,104 was required to determine whether 
the state interest in the limitation was capable of withstanding analysis.105

These decisions on the permissible scope of laws which limit the 
exercise of fundamental rights indicate that a majority of the present 
Court will review such legislation under the demonstrable basis standard.
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The Court’s failure expressly to recognize an intermediate standard is 
nevertheless troublesome. So long as the Court claims to apply the 
compelling interest standard to review such legislation, it gives the 
appearance of forbidding legislative attempts to meet societal problems 
which involve these rights.106 Yet this conclusion is certainly not ap
propriate; the Court has acknowledged that such rights may be limited 
if the state can demonstrate that its interest is capable of withstanding 
analysis and that the limitation is a reasonable and narrow means of 

J

106 See Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 363-64 (1972) (Burger, C.J., dissenting); 
Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 661 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting).

107 See Tussman & tenBroek, supra note 15, at 365-68.
108 Kept apart from each other, the essential incompatibility of these two atti

tudes often escapes notice. For self-restraint is no virtue if the Court has a 
unique function to perform. If, on the other hand, the self-restraint is 
justified, the belief in a unique judicial function is untenable. These diffi

promoting that interest. Thus, the Court has done no more than insure 
that such rights are not limited arbitrarily. Express adoption of the 
demonstrable basis standard for review of limitations of fundamental 
rights would have two significant benefits. First, the Court would be 
able to classify rights as being fundamental without fearing that such 
a ruling would result in a practical prohibition of laws which affect these 
rights. Second, the Court could provide clearer guidance to state and 
lower federal courts and to legislatures by which to determine the 
legitimacy of these laws. Such an express adoption of the following 
model would provide consistency in analysis while allowing for flexi
bility in result.

A Model for the Application of Differing Standards 
of Review

Any model for determining the approach which the Supreme Court 
should employ in reviewing different types of classifications under the 
equal protection guarantee must incorporate the different functions of 
the Court when reviewing legislation. Professors Tussman and ten- 
Broek have articulated the two approaches the Court takes in exercising 
its judicial function—deferential when the Court does not inquire into 
the legislative justification and independent when the Court undertakes 
its own review of the facts and the relationship of the means to the 
ends.107 Despite the inconsistency of the two approaches,108 the Court 
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faces situations which are suitable to both postures; therefore, any pro
posed model must encompass both. In order to reconcile these disparate 
approaches, the proposed model includes three standards of review.

THE THREE LEGISLATIVE CATEGORIES AND THEIR STANDARDS OF REVIEW

Suspect-Prohibited Classifications. Whenever a classification
burdens persons on the basis of their race, the Court would invalidate 
the law unless the legislature can prove that the classification is necessary 
to achieve a compelling state interest.109 Since the fourteenth amend
ment was intended primarily to prohibit unequal treatment of blacks,110 
the Court invariably should undertake an independent examination of 
rhe state’s interest whenever a classification burdens a racial minority.111 
That interest should be sufficient only if the Court finds that it is of 
such magnitude as to override the basic purpose of the fourteenth 
amendment. This standard will be almost impossible to meet,112 thus 
warranting the term “prohibited.”

culties plague the Court at ever}' stage in the process of applying the equal 
protection clause.

Id. at 366.
109 Cf. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 9-11 (1967); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 

184, 191-92, 196 (1964).
no See Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217, 220 (1971), citing Slaughter-House Cases, 

83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873). But see Bickel, The Original Understanding and the 
Segregation Decisions, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 56-63 (1955); Developments in the Lazu, supra 
note 5, ar 1069.

in If the Court finds that the history of the fourteenth amendment establishes only 
an absolute prohibition of racial classifications used to burden a racial minority, then 
classifications which benefit racial minorities and burden the racial majority may be 
tested under the demonstrable basis standard of review, as they would still be status 
classifications. If, however, the Court finds those amendments should prohibit any 
racial classification, then all such classifications must come under this standard. This 
question may be answered this Term. See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 82 Wash.2d 11, 
507 P.2d 1169, cert, granted, 94 S. Ct. 538 (1973) (No. 73-235) (state law school’s 
admission policy of admitting minority applicants with lower statistical qualifica
tions upheld as compelling interest). However, if the state’s interest is to be auto
matically deemed compelling because it seeks to benefit rather than burden members 
of a racial minority, it would be more useful to invoke the demonstrable basis standard 
in such cases. The state would be required to demonstrate that the law in fact benefits 
members of the racial minority without burdening any such persons because of their 
race, that the state interest is capable of withstanding scrutiny, and that the means 
employed arc in fact a rational wav of advancing such a state interest.

112 See Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 363-64 (1972) (Burger, C.J., dissenting); 
Gunther, supra note 1, at 8.

Neutral Classifications. A classification is “neutral” whenever it
treats persons in a dissimilar manner on the basis of some inherent human 
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characteristic or status (other than racial heritage), or limits the exer
cise of a fundamental right by a class of persons. Whenever legislation 
involves a neutral classification, the Court will validate it only if it has 
a factually demonstrable rational relationship to a legitimate state end. 
Applying this demonstrable basis standard of review, the Court should 
validate a statute only if the means used bear a factually demonstrable 
relationship to a state interest capable of withstanding analysis. The 
Court will scrutinize the factual support for the legislation to determine 
whether its ends are capable of withstanding analysis and whether its 
means are rationally related to that end.

Permissive Classifications. Under the conceivable basis standard,
whenever legislation treats classes in a dissimilar manner but does not 
employ a prohibited or neutral classification as the basis of dissimilar 
treatment, the Court will uphold the legislation so long as there is any 
conceivable basis upon which the classification could bear a rational 
relationship to the state end.113 The Court will not review independently 
the factual basis of the end of the legislation or of the means employed.114

113 See Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 534, 546-47, 549 (1972); McGowan v. Mary
land, 366 U.S. 420, 425-26 (1961).

114 See note 11 supra and accompanying text.

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE MODEL

When the Court reviews legislation which uses a prohibited classifi
cation, its unique judicial function comes most strongly into play. The 
fourteenth amendment was primarily meant to forbid a legislature from 
using racial characteristics as a basis for finding persons to be dissimilar 
and thereby disadvantaging a minority group. Whether groups may 
be burdened because of their race is, therefore, a question of constitu
tional interpretation to be resolved by the courts and not the legislatures. 
In these cases, the Court need not reassess the practical questions con
sidered by the legislature in adopting such classifications. The Court 
must examine only the legislative end to see if that end outweighs the 
principle embodied in the fourteenth amendment and whether the means 
employed are necessary to achieve such a purpose. Such inquiries into 
the purposes of legislation involving these classifications are uniquely 
judicial in character. If the Court deferred to legislative findings in this 
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area, it would be abdicating its role of enforcing a specific constitutional 
prohibition against such legislation.

On the other end of the spectrum of review, under the conceivable 
basis standard the Court defers to the judgment of the legislature. How
ever, when the legislature bases dissimilar treatment of persons upon a 
neutral classification, the Court can look to principles either express or 
implied in the Constitution for guidance in determining whether the 
state’s interest is capable of withstanding analysis and is factually sup
portable in view of the means chosen. Under this demonstrable basis 
standard of review, the Court is asserting its function of enforcing the 
constitutional prohibition against discriminatory legislation.115 When 
the legislation affects neither a neutral nor a prohibited classification, the 
Court is without any constitutional guide for determining whether the 
legislation in fact has a rational relationship to a legitimate state end. 
Without such a guide the Court is unable to assert its unique judicial 
function because it is no more qualified than the legislature to judge 
che permissibility of limiting rights or classifying groups which have 
no special protection under the Constitution.116 Consequently, in the area 
of economic and commercial regulation the Court is restricted in its 
function to an assessment of conceivable means to accomplish a purpose 
the legislature has deemed legitimate.117 Any examination of the purpose 
af such legislation would be a usurpation of the legislative function and, 
as such, a departure from the narrow confines of judicial review.118 
With no constitutional guide for judging such legislation, the Court only 
can offer protection to parties affected by legislation which is palpably 
arbitrary and for which there is no conceivable rational relationship 
to a legitimate end.119

115 See Tussman & tenBroek, supra note 15, at 351.
no See Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 661-62 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
117 Lchnhauscn v. Lake Shore Auto Parts, 410 U.S. 356, 365 (1973).
ns Id.
no See id.
120 See Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 642 (1969) (Stewart, J., concurring).

W hen reviewing legislation which limits fundamental rights or burdens 
classes defined by personal characteristics or status, the Court must apply 
a standard of reviewr which accommodates the principles underlying the 
Court’s two basic approaches to review. When the Court determines 
that a right is fundamental, it finds that the Constitution affords some 
special protection to that right.120 Similarly, the Constitution requires 
that persons should not be treated differently under the law simply 
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because of their basic human characteristics or status, such as sex or 
illegitimacy, rather than their individual actions and responsibilities in 
society. The fourteenth amendment, however, does not require a com
pelling state interest to justify limitations on all these classes of persons 
or rights. The Court has recognized that fundamental rights may be 
limited121 and that some groups defined by personal characteristics may 
be distinguished from other segments of the population for non- 
discriminatory purposes.122 In these cases, the Court is confronted with 
legislation which may be factually justifiable despite appearing on its 
face to be a denial of equal protection. These classifications, when based 
on personal status or limitations of fundamental rights, are not clearly 
forbidden, but neither are they entirely within the legislative prerogative. 
Thus, they are constitutionally “neutral” classifications.

121 See Rosario v. Rockefeller, 410 U.S. 752, 760-62 (1973) (ineligibility to vote in 
primary election due to failure to meet deadline for party registration); Salyer Land 
Co. v. Tuiare Lake Basin Water Storage Dist., 410 U.S. 719, 729-31 (1973) (disenfran
chisement of non-landowners from election concerning special governmental unit.

122 See Labine v. Vincent, 401 U.S. 532, 536-40 (1972) (denial of benefits to illegiti
mates under state intestacy laws).

Rigid adherence to the Court’s traditional two-tiered approach in such 
cases would not be appropriate. If the Court sustained neutral classifica
tions whenever they had a conceivable rational relationship to a legiti
mate end without testing the factual foundations of that basis, it, in 
effect, would abdicate its role as the interpreter of basic constitutional 
principles. A legislature would be able to contravene these principles 
whenever it could assert a theoretical basis for its actions even though 
no such basis was demonstrable. Nor should the Court apply to these 
cases the standard which it uses to review racial classifications. If it 
applied such a test, it, in effect, would forbid legislatures from making 
rational distinctions between classes of persons or restrictions upon the 
exercise of rights which serve sufficient state interests.

The approach defined as the demonstrable basis standard and implied 
by the decisions of the last two terms seems most appropriate in these 
cases. When applying this standard the Court does not require the 
state to show that it was compelled to pursue this end. Rather, the 
Court will evaluate whether the state’s interest in enacting the legisla
tion can withstand analysis and will examine the rationality of the 
means employed to determine whether the classification is arbitrary. 
Under this standard of review the Court will not undertake an assess
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ment of the classification in the same manner as would a legislature. The 
legislature initially decides that it wishes to pursue a particular end and 
chooses among the means to achieve that end. The Court examines the 
means selected only to determine whether the legislation has some rea
sonable basis other than the arbitrary denial of a constitutionally pro
tected right or the arbitrary burdening of a constitutionally protected 
class. The Court’s most basic role as an interpreter of the Constitution 
requires that it determine what rights or characteristics are accorded 
specific constitutional protection and insure that these rights or classes 
are not subjected to arbitrary limitation. The proposed model allows 
the Court to fulfill this function without prohibiting legislative further
ance of legitimate state interests by rational means.

Use of the Model to Solve Current Analytical Problems

The proposed model is based upon the Court’s treatment of legislation 
under the equal protection guarantee during the past two terms, as well 
as the theoretical function which the Court serves in enforcing that 
guarantee. It appears, however, that there are three areas in which at 
least the Court’s language of the past two terms is inconsistent with the 
model: alienage, other cases which apply the demonstrable basis standard 
without identifying the reason (s) for its application, and cases involving 
indigency or wealth discrimination. These cases also present some of the 
most difficult analytical problems which face the Court in applying the 
equal protection guarantee. An examination of these problems will show 
that they could be resolved by an express adoption of the model.

REVIEW OF ALIENAGE CLASSIFICATIONS

The Court used different terminology for the standard of review 
applied while invalidating two state attempts to impose burdens on aliens 
during the 1972 Term. In Sugarnian v. Dougall™ the Court reviewed 
under “close judicial scrutiny” a New York statute which prohibited 
employment of aliens in all competitive class civil service positions.123 124 
While noting that a state has a sufficient interest to warrant exclusion 
of aliens from civil service employment when it can show that alienage 
bears at least a theoretically rational relationship to the special demands 
of upper-level policy-making positions,125 the Court invalidated the 

123 413 U.S. 634 (1973).
124 Id. at 642.
12-r>See id. at 646-47.
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statute as overbroad because it excluded aliens from all competitive class 
jobs.126 This overbreadth analysis involved an evaluation of both the 
means and ends of the city’s statute. The city’s interest was sufficient 
to justify a distinction based on alienage but was not great enough to 
sustain a scheme of this breadth. The Court’s dicta that the city had 
a sufficient interest to justify alien exclusion in policy-making posi
tions—without factual support—may be a departure from the demon
strable basis standard, but that was not the factual setting before the 
Court. The city did not offer factual data to support the exclusion 
of the lower level plaintiffs that brought this case; its failure to do so 
was fatal.127 128 In its demand for evidence and its thorough evaluation of 
the means and ends of the statute, the Court’s “close judicial scrutiny” 
standard appears similar to the demonstrable basis standard.

126 See id. at 643.
127 Id. at 645. The city contended that an alien, being subject to conscription by his 

own country and deportation, is likely to be a temporary employee, to the detriment 
of his state employer. Id.

128 4B U.S. 717’(1973).
129 Id. at 721-22.
130 See id. at 727.
131 ZJ. at 722-24.
132 Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634, 649 (1973) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). He 

based his contention on the origin of the fourteenth amendment as an effort to protect 
against state racial discrimination. Id.

In In re Griffiths^ the Court invalidated a state court requirement of 
citizenship for admission to the bar. The majority opinion stated that 
because alienage is a suspect classification, any classification based on 
alienage must promote a “substantial” state interest.129 While the Court 
stated that it would employ the same standard as it does when reviewing 
racial cases, the Court actually applied the demonstrable basis standard 
of review. The majority found that the state did not demonstrate a 
rational relationship between the exclusion and a legitimate state end.130 
The state had asserted that a person’s citizenship affects his ability to 
fulfill the responsibilities of an attorney; because the state could not 
prove the truth of this assertion, however, the Court held that the 
classification was invalid.131

Justice Rehnquist, dissenting in both Sugarnian and Griffiths, argued 
that the equal protection guarantee does not require alienage classifica
tions to be reviewed by the same strict standard used by the Court to 
review racial classifications.132 Even assuming the validity of this point, 
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however, this does not justify review of such classifications under the 
conceivable basis standard. Alienage should be considered a neutral 
classification because discrimination against such classes contravenes the 
basic constitutional policy of allocating burdens by “individual re
sponsibility or wrongdoing.” 133 Adoption of the demonstrable basis 
standard to review this classification would diminish the scope of dis
criminatory legislation and provide this class of persons the full degree 
of protection to which they are entitled. Use of this standard also would 
avoid prohibiting use of such classifications. Alienage was designated a 
suspect classification only because the Court had not expressly adopted 
a standard of review which falls between the compelling interest and 
conceivable rational basis standards. Thus, the Court was required to 
place alienage on a parity with race to avoid using a standard of review 
which would allow the legislature virtually complete freedom to em
ploy the alienage classification. With the emergence of the demonstrable 
aasis standard and in light of these two cases, the Court may now be 
willing to adopt this intermediate standard for reviewing alienage 
classifications.

133 Weber v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 406 U.S. 164, 175 (1972).
134 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
135 ¡d. at 658.

CASES APPLYING THE DEMONSTRABLE BASIS STANDARD
WITHOUT FINDING A NEUTRAL CLASSIFICATION

In several 1971 Term cases the Court applied the demonstrable basis 
standard to controversies where no neutral classification was identified 
with which to justify the use of such a level of review. In Stanley v. 
Illinois13* the Court invalidated a statute which denied the father of 
illegitimate children a hearing prior to their adoption. Because a hearing 
was granted to married parents and mothers of illegitimate children, the 
classification violated the equal protection guarantee.135 Without indi
cating the reason for its use, Justice White’s majority opinion clearly 
employed the demonstrable basis standard. The state could have satisfied 
the conceivable basis standard since a conceivably rational relationship 
existed between the classification and a legitimate state interest—the 
creation of an easily workable initial determination of whether or not 
the state should protect an illegitimate child by taking the child into 
custody. Conceivably, the state could rationally decide that only married 
parents or the mother of an illegitimate child have the type of relationship 
with that child which would cause the state to presume that the child 
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need not be cared for by the state or by another family.136 The majority 
opinion, however, refused to uphold the classification on this basis be
cause it could not withstand analysis. The state failed to show that 
granting a hearing to an unmarried father would result in serious impair
ment of the system for determining who should assume custody of the 
child.137 Thus, despite the presence of a conceivably legitimate interest 
in use of the classification, the Court found that it was violative of the 
equal protection guarantee.138 The majority opinion, however, did not 
identify the legislative characteristics which prompted the Court to 
adopt the demonstrable basis standard of review.

136 Id. at 665-66 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
137 Id. at 657 n.9.
138 Id. at 658.
139 405 U.S. 438 (1972).
^ld. at 440-42. As interpreted by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, 

the law allowed distribution of contraceptives by prescription to married persons for 
the purpose of preventing pregnancy, and to both married and unmarried persons to 
prevent the spread of disease. Id. at 441-42.

ill Id. at 447 n.7.
142 See id. at 448.
143 Id.
144 Id.

The majority opinion in Eisenstadt v. Baird1™ also employed the 
demonstrable basis standard without identifying the reasons for its 
application. That case invalidated a law forbidding distribution of 
contraceptives to unmarried persons for the purpose of preventing preg
nancy.140 Writing for the majority, Justice Brennan indicated that the 
Court need only employ the conceivable basis standard to invalidate 
the statute.141 It is apparent, however, that the majority actually applied 
a stricter standard of review. One conceivable purpose of the statute 
was the prevention of premarital, as opposed to extramarital, sex.142 The 
Court conceded that the state, consistent with the equal protection 
clause, could treat differently the problems of premarital and extramarital 
sexual relations.143 The Court found, however, that prevention of pre
marital sexual relations was not in fact the purpose of the statute because 
to accept that interest it would have had to impute to the legislature an 
intent to punish premarital sexual relations by forced pregnancy and 
birth of an unwanted child—an imputation it was unwilling to make.144 
Nor could it be demonstrated that the statute significantly furthered 
that end. The same statute permitted distribution of contraceptives to
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unmarried persons for prevention of disease, an exception which vitiated 
considerably the statute’s effectiveness.145

145 Id. at 448-49.
146 id. at 452.
147 Id. at 450-51.
148 Id. at 451.
149 406 U.S. 715 (1972).
150405 U.S. 504 (1972).
151 In Jackson, under Indiana law, a criminal defendant found to be incompetent to 

stand trial was committed to a psychiatric institution until found sane. Under the 
civil commitment provision, a person must be either mentally ill or feeble-minded 
before he is committed to an institution. Once committed, he can be released at the 
discretion of the institution’s superintendent. The Court held that this classification 
violated the equal protection clause because the defendant was subjected to a more 
lenient commitment standard and a more stringent release standard than those applicable 
to persons not charged with offenses. This distinction, in effect, resulted in permanent 
institutionalization without a finding of guilt. 406 U.S. at 723-30.

In Humphrey the Wisconsin Sex Crimes Act provided that a person convicted of any 
crime probably motivated by sexual desires could be committed to an institution in 
lieu of a sentence for a period equal to the maximum sentence authorized for the 

The state also asserted its interest in regulating medically harmful 
substances as a basis for the legislation, but this interest was likewise 
unable to withstand analysis on several grounds. First, the Court con
cluded that the statute was not in fact a health measure because, inter 
alia, it was contained in a chapter of the Massachusetts laws dealing 
with “Crimes Against Chastity, Morality, Decency and Good Order” 
and was cast only in terms of morals.146 Second, the statute was under- 
inclusive because it could not be shown that the health needs of un
married persons were greater than those of married persons.147 Finally, 
the statute was overbroad in restricting distribution of all contraceptives, 
while only some could be demonstrated to be dangerous.148 Thus the 
Court exceeded the conceivable basis standard by scrutinizing the state’s 
asserted interests, the means selected to advance those interests, and the 
factual connection between the state’s classification and the end. There 
was no justification asserted by the Court for the invocation of the 
demonstrable basis standard.

Finally, in Jackson v. Indiana149 and Humphrey v. Cady1™ the Court 
found that equal protection of the law had been denied to mentally 
ill persons committed under criminal statutes because they were treated 
differently than persons committed under civil statutes. Conceivably, 
the state’s responsibility to care for a committed person and to protect 
society from criminal actions required differentiated commitment and 
release procedures,151 but there was no factual demonstration that the 
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differentiated procedures advanced that interest. The state could not 
demonstrate that its goals of caring for incompetent persons and pro
tecting society from criminal acts would be impeded by granting a 
uniform procedural safeguard to persons committed for care under the 
different statutes.152 Thus, the classification was violative of the equal 
protection guarantee. Although the Court clearly applied the demon
strable basis standard in these cases, no mention is made of the reason 
for invoking it rather than the conceivable basis standard.

asserted crime. A hearing on the need for special treatment is held before the initial 
commitment. After that period of time and after further notices and hearings, the de
fendant can be committed for additional five-year terms. The Court held that the 
defendant was denied equal protection insofar as he was not afforded a jury determi
nation prior to the renewal commitments because a jury determination was available 
to a person committed under the Mental Health Act, an act similar in all other re
spects. 405 U.S. at 508-12.

152 406 U.S. at 727-30; 405 U.S. at 508-11.
153 Gunther, supra note 1, at 25-26.
154 Id. at 27-30.

The ultimate question suggested by petitioner’s contentious was what con
stitutional justifications permit detention of an ill individual. Justice Black- 
mun noted that “it is perhaps remarkable that the substantive constitutional 
limitations” on the state’s power to commit the mentally ill “have not been 
more frequently litigated.” But his disposition made it “unnecessary for 
us to reach petitioner’s Eighth-Fourteenth Amendment claim.” In noting 
the lurking problem of “substantive constitutional limitations,” Justice 
Blackinun offered a reference to Robinson v. California and Powell v. 
Texas, cases confronting the complex question of the limits on the stares’ 
power to brand behavior and conditions as criminal. Problems of that 
sort bear a strong similarity to broadranging substantive due process in
quiries, as Justice White’s dissent in Robinson noted.

Id. at 28 (footnotes omitted).

When viewed together, these cases seem to support the proposed 
model rather than showing any true deviation from it. Arguably, how
ever, the Court used the new test in these cases for reasons unrelated to 
the equal protection guarantee. Professor Gunther suggests that the 
Stanley decision actually might have been decided on procedural due 
process considerations153 and that the invigorated equal protection 
analysis in the commitment cases resulted from the Court’s desire to avoid 
a challenge to the statute on a more sweeping constitutional ground.154 
Neither of these explanations is satisfactory, however.

If the Stanley decision complies with an approach adopted by the 
Court for enforcing the equal protection guarantee, why must it be 
seen as a disguised method for enforcing another constitutional mandate?
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Indeed, Justice White, the author of Stanley, has recognized that case 
as one which requires the Court to enforce the equal protection guaran
tee, although in a manner inconsistent with the two-tiered approach.155 
Similarly, the decisions in Jackson and Humphrey cannot be explained 
simply by saying the Court was using the equal protection guarantee as 
an avoidance technique. This explanation might be sufficient if the 
Court had in fact applied the conceivable basis standard of review. If 
the Court was seeking to avoid other issues by using an intermediate 
standard, however, it acted unjustifiably. Why should the presence of 
a broader constitutional question result in legislative invalidity on nar
rower equal protection grounds if—absent the broader question—use of 
the applicable equal protection standard of review would not result in 
striking down the statute?

155 See Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 457-58 (1973) (White, J., concurring).
156 Stanley also may be viewed as a case primarily affecting illegitimate children. 

See Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 650 (1972).

The only basis upon which these decisions can be explained is that 
a majority of the Court found that the legislation involved a neutral 
classification which required it to invoke a standard of review which 
falls between the conceivable basis and compelling interest standards. 
In Stanley and Eisenstadt the Court could have found that a person’s 
marital status is a constitutionally neutral trait or status.156 In all of 
these cases, the Court could have found that the legislation limited a 
right which has some special constitutional protection: a parent’s right 
to custody of his natural children in Stanley; the right to regulate one’s 
role in procreation and to give and receive information in Eisenstadt; and 
the right to remain free from incarceration in Jackson and Humphrey.

The opinions did not identify the presence of a neutral classification 
as the basis for the Court’s manner of review because a middle-level 
standard has not been articulated. If the opinions had stated that the 
manner of classifying persons was suspect or that the rights limited 
were fundamental, the Court’s two-tiered approach would have required 
it to apply the strict scrutiny—compelling interest standard for review 
of such legislation, and, at least until recently, the use of this standard 
would have, as a practical matter, forbidden all legislative attempts to 
deal with these groups or rights. Thus, to avoid giving the appearance 
of such a prohibition, the Court applied the unarticulated middle level 
standard of review without identifying the reasons for its application.

The Court’s failure to adopt expressly the proposed model has an 
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unfortunate consequence. Because the Court has failed to adopt a model 
which incorporates these three standards of review, the reasons for ap
plying the middle standard are not identified. Consequently, legislative 
and administrative bodies which make such classifications and the state 
and lower federal courts which must review them are deprived of 
guidance as to the types of classifications subject to review under the 
new standard and which cannot be sustained on the basis of untested 
assumptions.

This failure also has resulted in the Court’s use of the due process 
clause to invalidate legislation which should have been scrutinized under 
the equal protection clause. In Vlandis v. Kline1^1 the Court invalidated 
a Connecticut statute which permanently barred a nonresident student 
from becoming an in-state resident for the purpose of becoming eligible 
to pay a lower tuition rate in the state’s system of higher education.* 158 
The Court characterized the statute as creating a permanent and ir
rebuttable presumption of nonresidence.159 The statute therefore vio
lated the due process clause since it denied students lower tuition rates 
without any procedural safeguard to determine whether they had estab
lished a bona fide residency.160 Such safeguards cannot be denied non
residents because there is no reasonable distinction in fact between those 
who are residents of the state prior to application and those who become 
bona fide residents of the state after enrollment. The state advanced 
three conceivably legitimate ends to justify its classifications: ensuring 
that bona fide residents receive their subsidy, limiting tuition benefits to 
established state residents, and providing administrative efficiency and 
convenience.161 The Court found that the classifications could not be 
used rationally to assure a subsidy for only bona fide residents because 
the statute disqualified some students who might be equally bona fide 

15^ 412 U.S. 441 (1973).
158/J. at 452. The constitutional validity of requiring nonresidents to pay higher 

tuition and fees was not at issue. Id. at 442. At issue was Connecticut’s statutory 
definition of residence for purposes of this requirement. Id. An unmarried student 
was classified as an out-of-state student if his address for any part of the one year 
period immediately prior to his application for admission at an institution of higher 
education was outside of Connecticut. Id. A married student, if living with his spouse, 
was classified as an out-of-state student if his address at the time of his application 
for admission was outside of Connecticut. Id. at 442-43. These classifications were 
permanent and irrebuttable for the whole time that the student remained at the insti
tution. Id. at 443.

159 Id. at 443.
160 Id. at 452.
161 Id. at 448-51.
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residents of the state.162 163 Nor did the classification rationally promote 
the goal of insuring that those who had contributed to the state coffers 
in the past would receive the greatest benefits because it made no 
distinction between new and established residents, and because it con
sidered married students as residents even though they had acquired that 
status shortly before the time of their application.16,3 Finally, the Court 
found that administrative ease and certainty could not justify the statu
tory scheme where other reasonable and practicable means exist to de
termine whether a student has become a bona fide resident.164 In in
validating Connecticut’s educational subsidy program, the Court neces
sarily rejected state interests incapable of withstanding analysis and 
scrutinized carefully the existence of a factual basis for the means 
selected to advance the substantial interests that the state could assert. 
In doing so, it was consistent with the demonstrable basis standard of 
review.

162 Id. at 448-49.
163 Id. at 449-50.
164 Id. at 452.

The similarity between the analysis of the Vlandis majority and equal 
protection analysis is striking. The Court recognized that a class of 
persons had been denied the benefit of lower tuition rates and required 
that these persons be given the opportunity to prove compliance with 
the statutory condition of residency. Thus, the Court only has required 
that the state comply with the equal protection guarantee by treating 
similarly situated persons in a like manner.

The reasons for the Court’s use of the due process clause are unclear. 
Certainly, not every legislative classification which treats a person in a 
dissimilar manner thereby entitles that person to a hearing to show that 
he should be treated in a similar manner. When the legislative classifica
tion is demonstrably related to a state interest capable of withstanding 
analysis, the classification is proper and no hearing is necessary. Thus, 
Vlandis requires only that the legislature create a classification with such 
a basis. Why then, did not the Court make use of the equal protection 
clause in its decision? The probable answer is that the Court had no 
basis for invoking the demonstrable basis standard of review because it 
had not adopted the neutral classification model. Because the classifica
tion rested on the students’ prior rather than current residency, it appears 
to burden a class of persons upon the basis of their previous status rather 
than their individual actions. If the Court expressly had adopted the 
model, it could have found the classification to be based on a neutral trait 
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or status and required that the classification be based on a state interest 
capable of withstanding factual analysis. Absent adoption of the model, 
however, the Court could not expressly examine the law under the equal 
protection clause.165

105 Justice White concurred in the result but not in the opinion in Vlandis, because 
he found the classification violative of the equal protection clause. Id. at 456 (White, 
J., concurring). This is especially notable since the majority relies on Stanley for its 
analysis under the due process clause. Id. at 447-48, 451-52. Justice White, the Stanley 
Court spokesman, did not concur in that reliance. Rather, he found that cases such as 
Stanley were based properly on the equal protection guarantee that a state could not 
treat similarly situated persons in a dissimilar manner. Id. at 457-58. Furthermore, 
Justice White felt that there is “ ‘a spectrum of standards in reviewing discrimination 
allegedly violative of the Equal Protection Clause.’” Id. at 458 (White, J., concurring), 
quoting San Antonio Independent School Dist. v. Rodríguez, 411 U.S. 1, 98-99 (1973) 
(Marshall, J., dissenting). He noted that in some cases the Court will hold legislation 
to be individious on its own examination of the facts; in other situations it will uphold 
the statute upon any conceivable rational basis; and, in yet other cases it will require 
a compelling interest for the state to make such a distinction. Id. at 458. As a result 
of this reality he is uncomfortable with continued adherence to the litany of the two- 
tiered approach. Id. at 458-59. Justice White did not indicate, however, upon what 
basis he would subject differing types of legislation to differing standards under a 
spectrum analysis of equal protection tests. Adoption of the proposed model, how
ever, would allow the Court to deal with this problem by providing a principled basis 
for the application of the differing standards while still allowing the Court sufficient 
flexibilitv in assessing individual classifications.

166 U.S. —; 42 U.S.L.W. 4186 (U.S. Jan 21, 1974).
167 The Cleveland rule required the teacher to take a leave of absence without pay

not less than five months before the expected date of delivery. Id. at---- ; 42 U.S.L.W.
at 4187 & n.l. The rule in Chesterfield County required the teacher to take the leave 
of absence at least four months prior to the expected birth. Id. at ; 42 U.S.L.W. 
at 4188 & n.5.

16« — U.S. at —; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4190.

During the 1973 Term the Court has continued to use a procedural 
due process analysis to avoid rulings under the demonstrable basis stan
dard of review. In Cleveland Board of Education v. LaFleur1™ the 
Court invalidated rules of two local school boards which required preg
nant teachers to terminate employment several months before term.167 
The majority found these restrictions invalid under the due process 
clause of the fourteenth amendment and did not consider the permissi
bility of the restrictions under the equal protection clause.168

The school boards argued that requiring pregnant teachers to termi
nate their employment at a set time during pregnancy provided for 
continuity of classroom instruction and insured that teachers would not 
be incapable of performing their duties due to physical incapacity 
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during the last months of their pregnancy.169 Justice Stewart, writing 
for the majority, found that a termination date based on the number of 
months that a teacher was pregnant could not relate rationally to 
insuring a continuity of classroom instruction because the termination 
date might arise at any time during a semester and thus cause an artificial 
break in instruction.170 Nor could the rules be justified because some 
teachers would be physically incapable of performing their duties during 
the last months of their pregnancy.171 The majority found that the 
restriction created an irrebuttable presumption of incapacity for all 
pregnant teachers, which was invalid under the due process clause. Be
cause some teachers would not be incapacitated, the due process clause 
required a determination on an individualized basis.172

169 id. at---- ; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4189.
170 Id. at----; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4189-90.
171 Id. at----; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4190.
172 id.
173 Id. at---- ; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4189-90.
174 Id. at----; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4190.

A debate over whether this decision should have been based on the 
due process rather than the equal protection clause is of little value. The 
rules indeed limited the right of one class of teachers; the classification 
could be viewed as one burdening all women teachers or simply all 
pregnant teachers. Thus, the law could have been tested under the 
equal protection guarantee to determine if the burden placed on this 
class was permissible. The operative constitutional provision should be 
irrelevant to the standard of review the Court employs, however. The 
important feature of this case is the Court’s review of the substance of 
the legislation. Primarily at issue was the legitimacy of the restriction 
and not the need for a formalized hearing to determine each teacher’s 
rights. Thus, despite the best efforts of the majority, the case is not 
properly analyzed in terms of procedural due process and the creation 
of an irrebuttable presumption. Procedural language cannot disguise the 
fact that the Court reviewed the substance of the rules involved, not 
merely the manner in which they were enforced.

The majority opinion would seem to have employed the demon
strable basis standard of review. Justice Stewart found that the state 
failed to show that the restrictions in fact promote the legitimate end 
of insuring classroom continuity.173 Additionally, the restrictions were 
not in fact a rational means of keeping physically incapable teachers 
out of the classroom, because there was no demonstration that all preg
nant teachers would be incapable of fulfilling their responsibilities.174
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Finally, the majority held that the restrictions could not be justified by 
the desire to promote administrative convenience, because “administra
tive convenience alone is insufficient to make valid what otherwise is a 
violation of due process of law.” 175

175/d. at ; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4191. This conclusion is also supported by the ma
jority’s decision on the permissibility of restrictions in the teacher’s return to work 
after the birth of her child. The Cleveland requirement that no teacher could return 
to work until her child was at least three months old was held invalid because it 
created an irrebuttable presumption which did not rationally promote a legitimate state 
end. However, the rule which prohibited the teacher from returning to work until 
the start of the semester following delivery was upheld. Although this was not based 
on an individualized determination, the restriction was upheld because the state’s interest 
in insuring a continuity of classroom instruction was capable of withstanding analysis. 
Id. at----; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4191-92.

176/¿Z. at---- ; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4194 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
177 Id. Although Justice Rehnquist does not state that the conceivable basis standard

is the only standard of review, this conclusion is implied by his reliance on Williamson 
v. Lee Optical Co. See id. at---- ; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4195; Williamson v. Lee Optical Co.,
348 U.S. 483 (1955).

178 Justice Rehnquist makes this point in his dissent and warns that “the Court will
have to strain valiantly in order to avoid having today’s opinion lead to the invalidation 
of mandatory retirement statutes for governmental employees.”----U.S. at —; 42
U.S.L.W. at 4195.

The use of the demonstrable basis standard of review was justifiable in 
this case since the restrictions related to both a constitutionally protected 
class of persons defined by status and a protected right. However, the 
failure of the Court to recognize the standard as an independent level 
of judicial review poses two significant problems. First, the use of 
the irrebuttable presumption analysis is at best confusing. As noted by 
Justice Rehnquist in dissent, a wide variety of laws may establish uni
form rules which limit personal freedom without any individualized 
determination as to whether a particular individual should be so re
stricted.176 Justice Rehnquist concludes that such line drawing by other 
branches of government is permissible so long as it is sustainable under 
the conceivable basis standard.177 This conclusion, although erroneous, 
can be rebutted by the majority only by recognition of neutral classifi
cations and the consequent demonstrable basis standard of review. 
Certainly, requiring government employees to retire at a certain age 
creates an irrebuttable presumption similar to the maternity leave require
ments.178 However, there is no reason for finding a retirement law 
automatically invalid because of this equivalency. Even if a majority 
of the Court found such a requirement to be based on personal status, as 
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long as the state could demonstrate that the requirement was a rational 
means for promoting a state interest capable of withstanding analysis, 
it would be upheld despite the fact that it created such a “presumption” 
against those employees of retirement age. However, the majority 
opinion lends credence to the dissent by focussing on the presumption 
rather than giving a clear statement of the standard of review employed 
in the case.179

179 In his concurrence Justice Powell seeks to avoid Justice Rehnquist’s arguments 
concerning the use of the irrebuttable presumption analysis by basing his decision on 
the equal protection clause. See id. at----; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4192-94. Justice Powell
clearly makes use of the demonstrable basis standard of review and concludes that the 
classification which burdens all pregnant teachers is invalid because the state failed to 
demonstrate that it rationally promoted a state interest capable of withstanding analysis. 
Id. at---- ; 42 U.S.L.W. at 4193. Unfortunately, Justice Powell’s opinion cannot answer
the basic thrust of Justice Rehnquist’s dissent which relates to the deference which 
the Court should pay to the factual determinations by other governmental bodies. 
Because the neutral classification and the demonstrable basis standard of review have 
not been adopted expressly, Justice Powell’s position lacks a reference point to support 
review of the factual basis of the classification.

Winter, Poverty, Economic Equality, and the Equal Protection Clause, 1972 

Second, the continued use of the irrebuttable presumption analysis 
rather than the proposed model will inject a dangerous artificiality into 
what should be equal protection decisions. The demonstrable basis 
standard should be used when the Constitution affords protection to a 
class of persons or to a specific right. The success of the irrebuttable pre- 
sumption-procedural due process analysis to determine that a class 
receives this protection will depend on an attorney’s ability to argue that 
the classification involved creates a presumption. This may cause the 
Court to refuse to apply the demonstrable basis standard to certain 
classifications which might be considered neutral and to avoid focusing 
on whether the class is one with special constitutional protection. Adop
tion of the proposed model, however, would cause the Court to focus 
on whether the classification is one that can be employed on the basis 
of “untested assumptions” regardless of whether it can be termed an 
“irrebuttable presumption.”

CLASSIFICATIONS BURDENING THE POOR

Supreme Court decisions which review the validity of classifications 
burdensome to indigents present the greatest difficulty in terms of the 
proposed model. The Court may lack the capability to even out all 
distinctions which result in lesser benefits for such persons.180 Neverthe
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less, it is unjustifiable for the Court to rely on that position as the reason 
for failing to examine claims of indigent persons under the equal protec
tion guarantee. The question is not whether the Court should abstain 
completely from reviewing laws which have an especially burdensome 
impact on poor persons, but what standard the Court should employ in 
reviewing such legislation. Although the Court may be unable to 
guarantee fulfillment of certain needs of the poor, it has a duty under 
the equal protection clause to review laws which burden poor persons. 
In deciding upon the standard of review which should be applied, the 
Court must determine whether the classification involved or the right 
affected by the law requires it to impose a standard of review stricter 
than the conceivable basis standard. If a neutral classification is not 
involved, the Court should apply the conceivable basis standard. If a 
neutral classification is involved, however, the Court should not accept 
a conceivable basis for the classification without subjecting it to analysis.

The decisions involving wealth classifications must be examined to 
determine whether the Court explicitly has considered or will consider 
what standard of review should be applied in these cases. This is espe
cially true in light of the Court’s use of the demonstrable basis standard 
to review other classifications.

Classifications Burdening Poor Persons as a Class. The Court’s
decisions during the past two terms indicate that it will apply the con
ceivable basis standard for reviewing laws which burden poor persons 
as a class. The Court uses the demonstrable basis standard when the law 
in addition affects a fundamental right, but has failed to explain why 
any classification which burdens persons only on the basis of their 
poverty should not be subject to more than the minimal standard.

In two 1971 Term decisions the Court held that statutes which limited 
a person’s exercise of fundamental rights by their ability to pay are 
impermissible under the equal protection clause. In Bullock v. Carter181 
the Court invalidated a statute which required candidates for public 
office to pay fees as a prerequisite to entering a primary election.182 183 In 
Mayer v. City of Chicago188 the issue was whether a state could deprive 

Sup. Ct. Rev. 41. But see Michelman, The Supreme Court, 1968 Term—Foreword: On 
Protecting the Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 7 (1969).

181 405 U.S. 134 (1972).
182 Id. at 149.
183 404 U.S. 189 (1971).
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an indigent defendant of a free transcript if the sentence did not involve 
incarceration.184 In each case the rights affected previously had been 
recognized as fundamental.185 The Court applied the demonstrable basis 
standard and inquired into whether the denial of these fundamental 
rights could be demonstrated to be a rational means of advancing a state 
interest capable of withstanding analysis.186 187 In both Bullock and Mayer 
the statutory scheme failed to survive this review.

1«4 Id. at 196-99.
1855^, e.g., Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 667-68 (1966) (right 

to vote); Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 561-62 (1964) (right to vote); Draper v. 
Washington, 372 U.S. 487, 496-99 (1963) (right to record of case as incidental to right 
to adequate and effective appellate review); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 18-19 (1956) 
(right to record of case as incidental to right to adequate and effective appellate re
view) .

is« 405 U.S. at 144-47; 404 U.S. at 195-98.
187 410 U.S. 263 (1973).
188 Id. at 268-70.
18« Id. at 270-73. The Court said that “[w]e have supplied no imaginary basis or 

purpose for this statutory scheme, but we likewise refuse to discard a clear and legiti
mate purpose because the court below perceived another to be primary.” Id. at 277. 
Nor was strict scrutiny applied. See id. at 270. Justice Douglas claimed that the 
statute was meant to serve only a disciplinary purpose and that the classification was 
an arbitrary means of furthering that end. Id. at 279-81 (Douglas, J., dissenting). The 
majority seems correct, however, in noting that once the state has demonstrated the 
required relationship between the classification and a state interest capable of with
standing analysis, the law cannot be invalidated without an impermissible inquiry into 
legislative motives. See id. at 276-77.

19° See id. at 264-65. See also James v. Strange, 407 U.S. 128 (1972). In James the

The Court also used the demonstrable basis standard in McGimis v. 
Royster™" to review a statute which gave good time credit toward parole 
to prisoners released on bail or on their own recognizance prior to 
sentencing, but which denied similar credit to prisoners who failed to 
post bail.188 Although the Court upheld the statute, the majority opinion 
clearly required the state to demonstrate a rational relationship beween 
the classification and the substantial purpose189 of rehabilitating prisoners 
by extension of time-served credit to those who appeared to be in 
diminished need of rehabilitative programs while imprisoned. Although 
no reasons for use of the demonstrable basis standard were articulated, 
the presence of the fundamental rights of fairness in the criminal process 
and freedom from incarceration was probably determinative. Therefore 
it is not reasonable to draw from McGimis the inference that a ma
jority is ready to recognize indigency as a neutral classification.190

Although the Court appears to use the demonstrable basis standard for 
review of laws which burden poor persons in the exercise of a funda
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mental right, the decisions of the past two terms indicate that it will use 
the minimal scrutiny standard in the absence of such a right. For ex
ample, in Schilb v. Kuebel™1 the Court upheld an Illinois bail provision 
which returned the full amount of bail posted to those who could 
furnish either a bond for the full amount or who could pledge property 
double the amount of the bail, but which imposed a charge of one 
percent of the bail on those defendants who had been released upon 
depositing only 10 percent of the bail.* 192 Having determined that this 
did not affect the fundamental right to bail, the Court applied the 
conceivable basis standard of review.193 Since the statute had been en
acted as a reform measure designed to end the abuses of subjecting 

Court invalidated a statute under which indigent defendants in criminal cases became 
indebted to the state for their defense costs because they were denied exemptions avail
able to civil judgment debtors. Id. at 129-31, 141-42. While the majority opinion states 
that the Court will not stretch the imagination to find a legitimate basis for the statute, 
it appears that the Court only applied the conceivable basis standard in this case. See 
id. at 133. The Court noted that it would not judge whether the law was wise, de
sirable, or whether it was based on assumptions which could be substantial. Id. The 
Court, however, failed to find a state interest which the differing treatment could 
advance in a rational manner.

In Lindsey v. Normet the Court held violative of the equal protection clause a stat- 
tutory provision which required tenants appealing adverse eviction rulings under a 
forcible entry and detainer act to post bonds for twice the rental value of the prop
erty as a prerequisite to the appeal. 405 U.S. 56, 74-79 (1972). The Court found 
that this requirement was arbitrary and irrational because it was not conceivably 
related to any legitimate purpose of protecting the landlord’s interests or of limit
ing frivolous appeals. ZtZ. at 77-78. Although the Court does not state which stand
ard of review that it is using in this portion of the majority opinion, the rejection 
of other equal protection claims in the case indicates that the majority applied onlv 
the conceivable basis standard. The plaintiffs had contended that other provisions of 
the forcible entry and detainer act which limited the presentation of defenses to 
eviction suits and which provided for speedier trials than in other civil actions violated 
the equal protection clause because defendants faced with eviction were denied pro
cedural safeguards and defenses granted to defendants in other civil suits. The Court 
held that these limitations were rationally related to a legitimate purpose of the state 
to provide for rapid settlement of landlord-tenant disputes. They also would protect 
both the interests of the landlord and the interests of the tenant by preventing self
help and violence on the part of landlords. The Court held that no more stringent 
standard than mere rationality should be applied for the examination of the validity of 
this law. Because the Court found that the ability to obtain minimally decent housing 
was not a fundamental right, it undertook no independent examination of the asserted 
basis for the statute.

191 404 U.S. 357 (1971).
192 Id. at 358-59.
193 See id. at 364-65.
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defendants who could not post bond to private bail bondsmen, the 
state had a legitimate interest in its operation.194 No explanation was 
given, however, as to why those who only could post 10 percent of their 
bail should be charged a fee while those capable of depositing the entire 
amount would incur no similar charge. The majority opinion seems to 
assume that the fee could be justified as an administrative expense195 196 but 
did not answer the dissenting Justices’ point that the state was unable 
to demonstrate that its expenses were significantly greater when only 10 
percent of the bond was posted than when the full amount of the bond 
was posted.190 Apparently this resulted from a failure to question 
whether the state’s interest was capable of withstanding analysis.

194 Id. at 359-60.
19"> Id. at 367-68.
196 Id. at 383-84 & n.3 (Stewart, J., dissenting); see id. at 379-80 (Douglas, J., dis

senting) .
’9'409 U.S. 434 (1973).
198 See id. at 441-50.
199/J. at 445-46. The Court distinguished Kras from Boddie v. Connecticut where 

the Court held that indigcnts could not be denied access to the courts for purposes 
of obtaining divorce simply because they could not pay court costs. Id. at 443-46; 
see Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371 (1971). First, bankruptcy was not the only 
remedy available to the plaintiff in Kras, whereas in Boddie the divorce sought could 
be obtained only through judicial process. In this case, the majority found that the 
plaintiff, among other remedies, could have adjusted his debts through a negotiated 
agreement with his creditors. 409 U.S. at 445-46. Second, Boddie involved rights evolv
ing from a marital relationship, the fundamental importance of which the Court fre
quently has recognized. In comparison, the interest in removing a debt burden and 
in obtaining a new start in life, although important, “does not rise to the same consti
tutional level.” Id. at 444-45.

Two further 1972 Term decisions provide striking examples of the 
Court’s continued application of the conceivable basis standard for 
review of legislation which is burdensome to the poor but does not 
involve a fundamental right. In United States v. Kras197 the Court 
upheld a $50 fee required to file a petition in voluntary bankruptcy 
under the Bankruptcy Act. The Court analyzed the validity of the fee 
under both the due process and equal protection guarantees of the fifth 
amendment.198 No denial of due process was found because other reme
dies were available for the bankrupt’s economic plight.199 The Court’s 
reliance on the procedural due process theory is somewhat misleading, 
however. Since persons who could pay the filing fee had access to 
bankruptcy while those too poor to arrange for payment were denied 
this benefit, the statute had the apparent effect of treating similarly 
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situated persons in a dissimilar manner.200 As a result, the Court assessed 
the validity of the filing fee under the equal protection guarantee and 
indicated that the law would be upheld so long as it had any conceivable 
rational relationship to a legitimate end.201 In setting out this standard, 
the Court stated that because neither a suspect classification nor a funda
mental right was involved, the Government was not required to demon
strate a compelling interest before it could regulate or limit access to 
the bankruptcy system.202 The Court concluded that the legislation was 
in the realm of economics and social welfare and that only a conceivable 
basis was required to sustain its validity.203

200 Kras’ economic situation seems to indicate that there is a class of persons who 
cannot afford to pay the filing fee either in a lump sum or on the time payment 
schedule. Kras lived in a IVi room apartment with his wife, three minor children, 
and his mother. One child suffered from cystic fibrosis and Mr. Kras had been un
employed for two years except for odd jobs which produced a $300 yearly income. 
He was diligently seeking permanent employment but unfavorable references from his 
last permanent employer prevented him from obtaining such a job. His wife was un
able to work because of the sick child. The household subsisted entirely on welfare 
benefits. Consequently, he alleged, no money was available to pay the filing fee. He 
also believed that bankruptcy discharge of a debt he owed to his last employer would 
allow him to obtain favorable references from that employer and perhaps to get a 
permanent job. 409 U.S. at 437-48.

While the majority opinion might be seen as indicating that those Justices do not 
believe that such an indigent class exists, opinion admits that the Government never 
rebutted Kras’ description of his economic situation. Id. at 437, 449. It would have 
been preferable for the majority to admit that such a class of persons exists, because 
the individual views of the Justices on the ways in which poor persons live must cer
tainly be irrelevant to any decision on the standard of review to be employed in judg
ing the legitimacy of a classification. Id. at 459-60 (Marshall, J., dissenting). It appears, 
however, that such considerations did not influence the majority’s decision because the 
Court found the statute to have a conceivably rational basis without referring to these 
considerations. It might be that the majority’s observation that the statute permitted 
payment to be spread over a six or mne-month period was only meant to show that it 
was unlikely that the fee would have an adverse impact on a large number of people 
and therefore was at least conceivably legitimate.

201 See id. at 446.
202 id.
203 Id. at 446-67.
204 Id. at 447.

Since the conceivable basis standard was used to review the statute, 
the government’s rational interest in the fee requirement was readily 
apparent to the Court—the desire to establish a system which was finan
cially self-supporting by the assessment of filing fees.204 In addition, the 
economic hardship of the filing fee system is tempered by a provision 
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which allows indigents to file in bankruptcy and then pay the filing 
fee over a six or nine-inonth period.205 206 The Court inquired only briefly 
whether this was a reasonable burden on impoverished persons who 
sought discharge from their debts under the Bankruptcy Act.200 As 
Justice Stewart noted in dissent, there was no evidence that the bank
ruptcy system would be impaired if persons were allowed to receive 
discharges in the absence of a promise to pay the $50 fee.207 If the 
bankruptcy system is equally protected whether or not the fee is charged 
to poor persons, then Congress has no interest denying the availability 
of voluntary bankruptcy to impoverished persons which is capable of 
withstanding analysis. Perhaps the bankruptcy system would be impaired 
by allowing such petitions; but whether this is true will never be known. 
Only Justice Stewart focused on the question. The majority found it 
unnecessary to explain why poor persons as a class did not deserve the 
protection of the demonstrable basis standard under the equal protection 
guarantee.208

205 Id. at 436.
206 See id. ar 448-49.
207 id. at 456-57 n.9 (Stewart, J., dissenting). Justice Stewart thought the statute 

was invalid under the due process guarantee, finding no demonstration of a need to 
deny this procedure to persons unable to pay the filing fee. Id. This consideration of 
the demonstrability of the rationality of the limitation is equally applicable to equal 
protection problems. Justice Stewart has been unwilling, however, to apply the same 
standard when the law can only be challenged under the equal protection guarantee. 
His analysis is only consistent with the demonstrable basis standard when reviewing 
laws burdening the poor under the due process clause. See San Antonio Independent 
School Dist. v. Rodríguez, 411 U.S. 1, 59-62 (1973) (Stewart, J., concurring). Justice 
Stewart is the only member of the Court to use differing standards of review, depending 
upon whether the law is challenged under the due process or equal protection guaran
tee. Although Justice White voted with the majority in Kras, he has since criticized 
the two-tiered approach. Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 458-59 (1973) (White, J., 
concurring).

208 See 409 U.S. at 446. A majority of the Court seems resolute in this position, hav
ing just recently upheld the constitutionality of a $25 filing fee required of indigent 
litigants seeking review of agency determinations which result in lower welfare pay
ments. Ortwein v. Schwab, 410 U.S. 656, 656-61 (1973) (per curiam). Appellants 
alleged that the fee deprived them of due process and equal protection of the laws 
because they were unable to receive judicial review as a result of their inability to 
pay the fee. id. at 656, 660. Reliance was placed on Kras to uphold the fee require
ment. First, the Court found that an interest in increased welfare payments is of less 
constitutional significance than the interest asserted in Boddie. Id. at 658-59. Further
more, since these appellants had been provided with a pretermination evidentiary hear
ing—an alternative remedy nor conditioned on the payment of fees—the fee did not 
violate the due process clause because due process does not require that the state pro
vide an appeal, id. at 659-60; see Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970). In addition, 
the fee did not violate the equal protection clause because the state had a legitimate 
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The Court attempted a justification of the conceivable basis standard 
for review of statutes imposing burdens on poor people in San Antonio 
Independent School District v. Rodriguez.™ In a five-to-four decision, 
the Court upheld the constitutionality of using local property taxes to 
finance primary and secondary education, although such financing led 
to intra-district differences in the quality of education received by stu
dents.209 210 Justice Powell’s majority opinion found that education is not 
a fundamental interest because it is protected neither explicitly nor 
implicitly by the Constitution.211 Nor did the case involve a suspect 
classification.212

goal in meeting its operating costs, and the fee was a rational means of accomplishing 
that goal. 410 U.S. at 660. Finally, Oregon’s denial of in forma pauperis appeals to 
welfare recipients is not capricious or arbitrary under the conceivable basis standard 
even though such appeals are permitted in many other civil cases. Id. at 661. Justice 
Stewart, dissenting on the ground that Boddie was controlling, was convinced that the 
Court is so resolutely firm in the contrary view that it would serve no useful purpose 
to set the case for oral argument. Id. at 661 (Stewart, J., dissenting).

209 411 U.S. 1 (1973).
210 Id. at 6.
211 Id. at 33-35. It was argued that even if education is not a fundamental right, its 

nexus with the fundamental freedoms of speech and vote should require greater pro
tection than that provided by the minimum scrutiny standard. Id. at 35-36. The Court 
found, however, that it had no authority to guarantee the citizenry the most effective 
speech or the most informed electoral choice. Id. at 36. Furthermore, Justice Powell 
found no evidence that the present levels of educational expenditures provided an 
education which fell short of providing each child with the minimal skills necessary 
for the enjoyment of these rights. Id. at 36-37. He also questioned how education could 
be distinguished from personal interests in decent food and shelter which also affect 
meaningful exercise of first amendment freedoms, but which have not been held to 
constitute fundamental rights. Id. at 37.

212 Id. at 28. Justice Powell, while correctly observing that the Court has never held 
that the presence of wealth discrimination requires more than a minimal standard under 
the equal protection clause, fails to consider whether a burdensome wealth classifica
tion should be analyzed by a standard which requires a state to demonstrate an interest 
capable of withstanding analysis, though not a compelling interest, to support the 
classification.

213 Zrf. at 49-55.
214 Id. at 39.

Invoking the minimal standard, the Court found it arguably reasonable 
for a legislature to use local property taxation to advance its goal of 
preserving local control over schools.213 Additionally, this system of 
taxation resulted from legislative efforts to reform the state’s system of 
education and to produce a higher level of education throughout the 
state.214 The Court accepted these asserted state interests at face value 
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and never inquired whether the system in fact bears a rational relation
ship to a state interest capable of withstanding analysis.215 Thus, the 
majority opinion never asked whether the state’s goals might equally 
be met if an equal amount of money was expended on the education 
of each child in the state. If the state’s goal could be met equally by 
a uniform system, then the persons in the poorer districts have been 
singled out for the denial of a benefit so that wealthier persons might 
enjoy it.

215 Id. at 51.
216 Id. at 67-68 (White, J., dissenting).
217 Id. at 98 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
wid. at 110.

The dissenting opinions of Justices White and Marshall show the need 
for the Court to adopt the demonstrable basis standard and to deal ex
plicitly with the question whether the proposed standard should be used 
to review laws burdening poor persons. Although Justice White also 
purports to apply only the minimal standard in assessing the validity of 
the law, he comes to a different conclusion after subjecting the state’s 
interest in the classification to analysis. He observed that the statute 
lacked rationality as a means of providing options for local school system 
control, since it restricts the assessment of local property taxes in a 
manner which precludes a poorer school district from raising as much 
money for education as the richer school districts.216

Justice Marshall grounded his dissent on an objection to the Court’s 
rigid two-tiered approach.217 Citing Professor Gunther’s article, Justice 
Marshall points out that the Court has failed to articulate why it has 
applied a stricter rational basis standard for judging equal protection 
claims in some cases and not in the present one. He also notes that 
the failure to articulate the standards of review actually applied in equal 
protection cases leaves the Court open to the criticism of legislative 
usurpation.218

Independent of which standard of review the Court would use to 
review laws burdening poor persons if it adopted the proposed model, 
the manner of selecting the appropriate standard of review in Kras and 
Rodríguez is objectionable. It is, of course, reasonable for the Court to 
decide that classifications burdening poor persons should not be reviewed 
under the standard used to review racial classifications, but it is not 
reasonable to assume that its only alternative is to use the conceivable 
basis standard. The Court previously has used the demonstrable basis 
standard to review the non-suspect classifications of sex and illegiti
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macy.219 Since both classes have been the beneficiaries of an invigorated 
equal protection based on their personal status, the Court should address 
explicitly the question whether laws burdening the class of persons 
sharing the status of poverty are still appropriately reviewable under the 
conceivable basis standard.220 Additionally, in Rodríguez the Court 
should have asked whether the ability to receive an education deserves 
special protection which requires a middle level standard of review 
rather than implying that the standard of review for limitations on fun
damental rights is so strict that the number of such rights must be 
severely limited. Until the Court openly considers these questions, 
those who have been disadvantaged by such laws will have no assurance 
that they received the manner of judicial review to which they should 
be entitled, or that these decisions rest upon a truly principled basis. 
Unless the Court openly adopts a complete model for the application 
of its differing standards of review, it is unlikely that the Justices will 
find it necessary to articulate the basis of their decisions in this area.

219 See notes 25-50 supra and accompanying text.
220 The Court may be able to justify either conclusion. Laws which burden poor 

persons as a class may be viewed as being based on status rather than on individual 
responsibility or wrongdoing. On the other hand, the Court might rule that a person’s 
wealth is not such a status because it is not an immutable personal characteristic or 
status such as sex or illegitimacy.

221 406 U.S. 535 (1972).
222 Id. at 538.

Classifications Which Burden a Discrete Group of Poor Persons.
Although the Court may continue to review laws which burden poor 
people in general only under the conceivable basis standard when a 
fundamental right is not affected, it appears that a majority of the 
Court now may be willing to use the demonstrable basis standard when 
reviewing laws which grant a benefit to some, but not all, poor persons.

During the 1971 Term the Court still was applying the conceivable 
basis standard to review such laws. In Jefferson v. Hackney221 the 
plaintiffs claimed, inter alia, that they had been denied equal protection 
of the law by the manner in which Texas computed amounts payable 
under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) pro
gram.222 Texas, in conjunction with the federal government, administers 
four types of welfare programs: old age assistance, aid to the blind, 
aid to the permanently and totally disabled, and aid to families with 
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dependent children.223 After computing the amount needed by members 
of each group, Texas determined that it would pay 95-100 percent of 
the needed amount for the first three programs, but only 75 percent 
of the needed amount for the AFDC program.224 Plaintiffs claimed that 
this scheme violated the Social Security Act225 and the equal protection 
clause of the fourteenth amendment.226 Writing for the majority, Justice 
Rehnquist applied the minimal scrutiny standard and observed that the 
legislature is free to solve benefit problems one at a time or to select one 
aspect of the problem and ignore others, so long as its judgments are 
rational.227 Since the amount of money available for welfare recipients 
is limited,228 the state rationally could conclude that those receiving 
AFDC payments were in a better position than other welfare recipients 
to improve their situation or to withstand the hardships of a lowered 
standard of living.229 No effort was made, however, to determine 
whether this conclusion was factually supportable,230 in spite of the sub
ject’s apparent susceptibility to proof.

223 Id. at 537 & n.2.
224 id. at 537 & n.3.
225 The Court held that this system did not violate the Social Security Act. Id. at 

539-45. The four dissenting Justices focused almost exclusively on whether the system 
of computation complied with the Act. Id. at 552-58 (Douglas, J., dissenting); id. at 
560-74 (Marshall, J., dissenting).

22« Id. at 546-47. The Court rejected a claim that the added burden placed on AFDC 
recipients resulted in racial discrimination. Id. at 547-49. Plaintiffs asserted that the 
percentage of Negroes and Mexican-Americans who received AFDC payments was 
larger than any other group and that the other categories of assistance did not include 
a similar percentage of racial minorities. Id. at 548. The Court was unwilling to find 
a suspect class simply because a greater percentage of racial and ethnic minorities re
ceive payments under the AFDC program than under the other programs. Id. at 548. 
The Court probably was concerned that if it did assume that such a discrimination 
existed, it then would be required to use the strict scrutiny standard, which in turn 
virtually would forbid any reduction or limitation of any type of welfare benefits 
which as a statistical matter tended to primarily aid racial minorities. See id. at 548-49. 
Because the statute affected all persons on AFDC equally and there was no other evi
dence demonstrating racial discrimination, the Court may have concluded that it could 
not rule out all legislative distinctions in this area simply because of a statistical assump
tion.

227 Id. at 546, citing Williamson v. Lee Optical of Okla., Inc., 348 U.S. 483 (1955). 
Williamson is a commercial classification case, in which the Court applied the most 
lenient standard of review. Williamson v. Lee Optical of Okla., Inc., 348 U.S. 483, 
488-89 (1955).

228 406 U.S. at 537 & n.l. The Texas Constitution limits the amount of money which 
can be spent by the state on such grants. Id. at 537.

229 Id. at 549.
230 See id.
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In dissent, Justice Marshall noted evidence that AFDC payments were 
made at a lower level because it was a politically unpopular program.231 
The state therefore might have acted without an interest capable of 
withstanding analysis in treating AFDC recipients less favorably than 
the recipients of other welfare benefits. The majority, however, found 
it unnecessary to explain why this classification should not have been 
reviewed under a standard which would require some demonstration 
that the classification was not in fact discriminatory.232 233 Instead, a ma
jority of the Justices followed the Dandridge v. Williams™ dichotomy 
of minimal and prohibitive standards of review.234

231 Id. at 575 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
232 But see id. at 547-48.
233 397 U.S. 471 (1970).
234 The Court also used this approach in Richardson v. Belcher where it upheld a 

provision in the Social Security Act which reduced a disabled person’s benefits by the 
amount of state workmen’s compensation benefits he received. 404 U.S. 78, 80 (1971). 
The plaintiff claimed that he belonged to a class of persons which arbitrarily was de
nied a benefit given to persons similarly situated, a claim which the Court considered 
under the equal protection guarantee inherent in the due process clause of the fifth 
amendment. Id. at 81. The Court held that the legislation would be valid so long as 
there was any conceivable rational relationship between the distinctions created and a 
legitimate state end. See id. at 81-82. The majority opinion by Justice Stewart states 
that thé Court would not judge for itself “whether the apprehensions of Congress were 
justified by the facts.” Id. at 84. The Court concluded that Congress could have 
rationally decided to reduce social security benefits by the amount of workmen’s 
compensation benefits received by an individual, while not reducing them by the 
amounts received under other disability insurance programs, in order to avoid over
payment and thereby encourage the worker to engage in rehabilitative efforts so that 
he might once again work. Id. at 82-83. Additionally, Congress could have reduced 
these benefits to prevent the states from terminating workmen’s compensation benefits 
in these cases on the grounds that double payments would give excessive grants to such 
persons. See id. at 83. Because the facts could conceivably support these congressional 
conclusions, the Court found the law' valid. Id. at 82-84.

In dissent, Justice Marshall noted that none of the asserted interests were factually 
supported and thus concluded that the classification seemed arbitrary because it was 
not a rational means of furthering a state interest capable of withstanding analysis. 
See id. at 91-96 (Marshall, J., dissenting). The majority, however, chose not to answer 
the questions raised by the dissent. Instead, they followed the traditional two-tiered 
approach that had been used in other wealth discrimination cases and tested the stat
utory distinction by the conceivable basis standard used for general economic and tax 
statutes. Id. at 81.

In contrast, during the 1972 Term a majority of the Justices applied 
the demonstrable basis standard to review legislation which burdened 
a discrete class of poor persons. In United States Department of Agri
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culture v. Moreno235 the Court invalidated a section of the Food Stamp 
Act which made any household comprised of unrelated individuals 
ineligible to receive food stamps.236 Writing for six members of the 
Court, Justice Brennan indicated that the conceivable basis standard was 
used to review the legislation.237 The application of this standard, how
ever, was considerably more rigorous than the standard employed the 
previous Term. As noted by Justice Douglas in his concurrence238 and 
Justice Rehnquist in his dissent,239 Congress conceivably could have 
chosen to exclude households containing unrelated persons to minimize 
the chances of persons fraudulently qualifying for the food stamp pro
gram. The majority opinion, however, did not accept such a theoretical 
basis for the law. Justice Brennan’s opinion subjected the state’s 
interest in the law to analysis and found that the classification could not, 
in fact, rationally further this or any other substantially governmental 
interest.240 Thus, the Court seems to have applied the demonstrable basis 
standard.241

235 413 U.S. 528 (1973).
236 id. at 529.
237 id. at 533.
238 Id. at 542-43 (Douglas, J., concurring).
239 Id. at 546-47 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
240 Id. at 533-38.
241 See id. at 537-38. The Court’s decision in United States Department of Agricul

ture v. Murry is also consistent with the use of the demonstrable basis standard. 413 
U.S. 508 (1973). In Murry the Court examined a section of the Food Stamp Act 
which disqualified from participation in the program any household that included a 
member who was over 18 years of age and who had been claimed as a tax dependent 
by a non-member in the previous year. Id. at 509-10 n.l. The majority opinion con
cluded that there was no rational basis for the creation of a conclusive presumption 
that an entire household is not in need of federal food stamps simply because one of 
its members had been used as a tax deduction bv his parents in the previous year. Id. 
at 514. The majority opinion found no factual support for the asserted state interest 
in channeling benefits to those who were more likely to need the funds. Id. at 513-14. 
Therefore, the Court invalidated the provision under the due process guarantee be
cause an excluded household was provided no hearing to demonstrate that the pre
sumption should not be applied in its case. See id. This provision, however, lends itself 
to easier analysis under the equal protection guarantee than under the due process 
guarantee. Under cither guarantee, there is no significant constitutional claim if the 
legislative classification treats in a similar manner persons who are similar with respect 
to a substantial interest of the Government. Justice Marshall seems correct in noting 
that the due process and equal protection guarantees seem to merge in this situation. See 
id. at 519 (Marshall, J., concurring). The question, as Justice Marshall sees it, is whether 
the governmental unit has treated individuals fairly because of some true, reasonable 
differentiations between them in light of the object of the law. Id. at 517 (Marshall, 
J., concurring). Thus, this case may indicate that a majority of the Justices will submit 
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Regardless of the standard of review applied in these cases, the manner 
in which the standard of review was selected is objectionable. In earlier 
cases such as Jefferson v. Hackney 242 the majority failed to address 
explicitly the question of whether classifications burdensome to a discrete 
group of poor persons should be tested by a higher standard than minimal 
scrutiny because the classification was based on an individual’s status 
rather than on his actions and responsibilities. The Moreno majority 
also avoids this question and fails to indicate whether a middle level 
standard must be applied because the law affects a fundamental right, 
because it burdens poor persons generally, or because the singling out 
of a discrete group of poor persons for the denial of a benefit is objec
tionable in itself.243

legislation which denies a benefit to a discrete group of poor persons to the demon
strable basis standard.

242 406 U.S. 535 (1972).
243 See United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 533-38 (1973). 

Justice Douglas thought it necessary to invoke a higher standard of review because 
he found that the classification affected the freedom of association. Id. at 541-45 
(Douglas, J., concurring).

Conclusion

There can be little doubt that a new equal protection standard of 
review has emerged during the past two terms. Although there may be 
differences of opinion as to the nature of this standard, the suggested 
neutral classification-demonstrable basis analysis offers a workable stan
dard which is justifiable in terms of the functions which the Court must 
serve. Although the Court may not adopt this model precisely as pro
posed, the Court should adopt some model which explains the basis for 
its application of the different standards of review.

Lower courts and legislatures must have some guidance from the 
Court as to the rights or classes of persons which may never be bur
dened, which may be burdened only in a manner which demonstrably 
furthers a state interest capable of withstanding analysis, or which may 
be burdened on the basis of untested assumptions. But most importantly, 
until the Court articulates why some classifications of persons are not 
entitled to any form of protection beyond that required by the most 
minimal test, the members of such classes may well feel that the Court’s 
review is as discriminatory as the challenged legislation. Adoption of 
the model will allay such fears while giving needed guidance to lower 
courts and legislatures.
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NOTES
THE RULE 23(b)(3) CLASS ACTION: 

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY
Introduction

The class action device is the object of a controversy that has mush
roomed since the 1966 amendment of rule 23 of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure.1 Critics assert that class actions for damages under the 
amended rule are frequently unmanageable and open to abuse; pro
ponents argue that the procedure is a workable and proper means to 
remedy wrongdoing against large numbers of people. A series of hear
ings before the Committee on Commerce of the United States Senate 
on bills creating consumer class actions2 became one forum for the de
bate. Seeking information on the actual use of rule 23 in federal court, 
the Commerce Committee commissioned this study which involves a 
close look at all class actions brought in the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia since 1966 and also surveys a limited num
ber of completed class actions from other jurisdictions. Methods of 
dealing with manageability problems are suggested for consideration by 
draftsmen of future consumer class action legislation.

1 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23. The amendments to rule 23 in part redefined the categories 
of cases that could be brought as class actions. Rule 23(b)(1) authorizes a class action 
when separate actions would create a risk that the party opposing the class would face 
inconsistent adjudications resulting in conflicting standards of conduct or that individual 
class members would be prejudiced by inconsistent adjudications. Id. 23(b)(1). Rule 
23(b)(2) is limited to cases where final injunctive or declaratory relief is appropriate 
to the class as a whole because the party opposing the class has acted or refused to 
act on grounds generally applicable to the class. Id. 23(b)(2). The most controversial 
section is 23(b)(3) which allows a class action in the court’s discretion if common 
questions of law or fact predominate over questions affecting only individual class 
members. Id. 23(b)(3); see C. Wright, Federal Courts § 72, at 311-12 (2d ed. 1970); 
Kaplan, Continuing Work of the Civil Committee: 1966 Amendments of the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 356, 389-400 (1967).

2 See S. 1378, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971); S. 1222, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971); S. 984, 
92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971). “Unfair consumer practices” giving rise to class actions 
in federal court were listed in each bill. See S. 1378, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (1971); 
S. 1222, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. § 2 (1971); S. 984, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. § 101 (1971).

3 See Hearings on S. 984, S. 1222, S. 1318 Before the Consumer Subcomm. of the Senate 

Several major areas of contention over rule 23 actions emerged in the 
Senate hearings. Critics contended that the rule provided insufficient pro
tection from unwarranted or unmanageable class actions.3 They char

[ 1123 ]
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acterized the typical class action as adding major hurdles to the litiga
tion process.4 The device also was criticized as being an attorney’s tool 
for the harassment and coercion of legitimate businesses.5 Potentially 
destructive publicity6 and the in terrorem effect of large class actions 
were cited as forcing defendants to settle, often resulting in huge at
torneys fees and small individual recoveries.7 Additionally, critics con
tended that legislation extending the use of class actions would place an 
unbearable burden on the federal courts.8 One particularly evocative 
critic summed up the class action as giving “legal sanction to a form of 
mob rule as to the economic life of the nation.’’9

Comm. on Commerce, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., ser. 120, at 145 (1971) [hereinafter cited 
as 1971 Hearings] (testimony of Irving Scher, Consumer Issues Comm., U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce).

4 Hearings on S. 2246, S. 3091. S. 3201 Before the Consumer Subcomm. of the Senate 
Comm, on Commerce, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., ser. 48, pt. 2, at 305 (1970) [hereinafter 
cited as 1910 Hearings] (testimony of William B. Norris, Chamber of Commerce Anti
trust and Trade Regulation Comm.) Assembling, certifying, and notifying the class, 
extensive hearings and trial time, and assessing and distributing damages are the prin
cipal problem areas. See id.

See 1911 Hearings 104 (testimony of Richard D. Godown, Nat’l Ass’n of Mfrs.)
6 Id. at 169-70 (testimony of Thomas Nichol, Jr., Gas Appliance Mfrs. Ass’n).
7 See Hearings on S. 3201 Before the Senate Comm, on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 

2d Sess. 108-09 (1970) (testimony of Milton Handler, Professor of Law, Columbia 
University).

8 Id. at 109.
9 1971 Hearings 203 (testimony of Thomas Rothwell, Nat’l Small Business Ass’n).
1{) Id. at 2 (letter from United States District Court Judge Gus Solomon to Senator 

Warren Magnuson, quoted in Opening Statement by Subcommittee Chairman Frank 
Moss); 1970 Hearings 320 (testimony of Harold Kohn, Attorney).

11 1910 Hearings 318 (testimony of Harold Kohn, Attorney).
12 Sec 1911 Hearings 95 (testimony of John P. Kelley, Cal. Rural Legal Assistance).

Id. at 97; id. at 105 (testimony of Richard D. Godown citing Milton Handler).

Advocates of class actions defended rule 23 on the ground that the 
rule adequately enables judges to control abuses and to administer the 
cases efficiently.10 They cited judicial effort to decide cases early 
through use of dismissals for unmeritorious claims as counterbalancing 
the danger of court delay.11 Similarly, supporters viewed the deterrence 
of unlawful business activity as outweighing the danger of business 
harassment or coercion.12 Both proponents and opponents of the class 
action device agreed that the issues had been clouded with emotion
alism.13

Aside from reading reported cases, students of the controversy had
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little data to turn to in evaluating the arguments. In 1972, however, a 
special committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers published 
a critique of rule 23 class actions with supporting statistics and proposed 
a narrowing of the rule.14 In a study of the Southern District of New 
York between mid-1966 and December 1971, the committee tallyed all 
civil dockets containing class action allegations and concluded that the 
alarming rise in the number of class actions in the Southern District 
alone raised a substantial question as to whether judicial chaos rather 
than judicial economy was not the end product of the amended rule.15 
The study, in centering its criticism on the 23(b)(3) class action,16 
focused on the courts’ liberal reading of the required statutory finding 
of predominance of common questions of law or fact.17 The committee 
discovered motions concerning class action status in 1,339 out of the 
29,673 case dockets examined but did not distinguish among actions 
brought under the three subdivisions of rule 23(b).18

14 American College of Trial Lawyers, Report and Recommendations of the 
Special Committee on Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (1972).

is Id. at II, III.
16 See id. at 4, 6.
17 See id. at 7-10, 25-26.
18 Id. at 13; see note 1 supra.
19 American College of Trial Lawyers, supra note 14, at 15.
20 See id. at 15-16.
21 Id. at 13.

The committee also expressed concern about the frequency of actions 
having extremely large classes. Noting that several classes in the study 
exceeded one million members, the committee used a 4‘conservative” 
estimated average class size of 300,000 members for the 1,339 cases to 
hypothesize that “one must conclude that one federal district has been 
compelled to handle the claims of more than 400 million people, almost 
twice the population of the United States.” 19 Implying that rule 23(b) 
(3) is responsible for the existence of massive, unidentified classes, the 
committee contended that the threat of enormous liabilities and trials 
on multiple individual claims pressure not only defendants but also the 
judiciary to settle, resulting in procedural and substantive unfairness.20 
Attorneys rather than class members, they concluded, are the chief 
beneficiaries in such actions.

The American College of Trial Lawyers acknowledged that the 
validity of their statistical analysis was open to some question.21 United 
States District Judge Jack Weinstein subsequently voiced skepticism 
about the meaningfulness of the ACTL’s data in a two-part article de
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fending the class action mechanism.22 He argued that more reliable 
quantitative data was needed before commentators could determine 
whether class actions placed an unwarranted burden on federal courts.23 24 
The study presented in this Note attempts to supply that necessary data. 
The findings of this study indicate that the hypotheses of the ACTL 
study in all likelihood do not represent accurately the use of rule 23 
in federal courts. Beyond identifying numbers of class actions, critical 
variables such as the type of remedy sought, the size of class and scope 
of relief, and the disposition of the case must be examined and have been 
accounted for in the present study.

22 Weinstein, The Class Action is Not Abusive, N.Y.L.J., May 1, 1972, & May 2, 
1972.

23 Id.
24 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir.), cert, granted, 94 S. Ct. 235 (1973) (No. 72-203).
25 The decisional history of Eisen is illustrative of many of the phases and problems 

of class action suits. See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 41 F.R.D. 147 (S.D.N.Y. 1966) 
(dismissed as class action), rev’d, 391 F.2d 555 (2d Cir. 1968), 52 F.R.D. 253 (S.D.N.Y. 
1971) (class certified), 54 F.R.D. 565 (S.D.N.Y. 1972) (defendants required to bear 
90 percent of the cost), rev'd, 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir.) (dismissed because unmanage
able as class action), cert, granted, 94 S. Ct. 235 (1973) (No. 72-203).

26 479 F.2d at 1009, 1015. The court noted other lower court transgressions of the 
rule. Id. at 1009-11, 1015-16, 1018.

27 Id. at 1019.

This study does not consider in depth the case law or treatises, yet 
recent federal decisions are laced with observations on the rule 23 con
troversy. The most prominent decision is the Second Circuit’s opinion 
in Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelinan extraordinary case involving a 
class of approximately six million odd lot stock buyers whose average 
damage claim was estimated at less than four dollars. The court finally 
dismissed the class action as unmanageable after a torturous legal his
tory,25 finding that the notice contemplated by the trial court was in
adequate under rule 23.26 At the close of its opinion the court called 
upon Congress to fashion solutions where “immense numbers of con
sumers have been mulcted in various ways by illegal charges.” 27

It is hoped that this study will be of some use to Congress as it con
siders again consumer class action legislation.

Methodology

The first part of this study consists of a comprehensive examination 
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of all class actions filed in the United States District Court for the Dis
trict of Columbia between July 1, 1966, and December 31, 1972. The 
second section involves a national survey based upon questionnaires 
completed by class action practitioners.

The District of Columbia segment, which composes the major por
tion of the study, presents a profile of all class actions within a given 
federal district court jurisdiction. Through examination of case files 
and interviews with attorneys, information was compiled on such data 
as type and number of cases, disposition, and length of pendency. This 
portion of the study is designed to overcome two inherent problems 
connected with employing a national questionnaire to examine class ac
tions. First, no systematic method exists to identify all class actions and 
ensure a statistically complete sample, short of examining all dockets in 
every federal district court.28 Second, although the questionnaire tech
nique is an effective method for accumulating empirical data, it must be 
restricted in the type and number of questions that may be asked if the 
study is to be kept manageable.

28 The Administrative Office of the United States Courts began in 1972 to record 
information on class actions pending nationwide as of June 30, 1972. See Annual Re
port of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts 
1972 [hereinafter cited as 1972 Annual Report], No means of identification exists for 
unreported cases not pending in 1972.

29 Id. Table 51, at 11-98 to -101.
30 See notes 38-39 infra and accompanying text.
31 See notes 52-55 infra and accompanying text (complete breakdown of type of 

class actions filed).

Several factors were considered in the selection of the District of 
Columbia as a sample federal district court jurisdiction. The District of 
Columbia ranks fourth among 94 districts in number of class actions 
pending in 19 7 2 29 and thus offers a substantial number of cases for 
analysis.30 Intensive research of class files and conduct of interviews were 
possible within the resources of the study because of the district’s loca
tion in the nation’s capital. Moreover, while the District of Columbia 
is not a commercial center, many commercial interests are located there 
which results in the filing of all types of class actions.31 With the federal 
government centered within its jurisdiction, one would expect to have 
a considerable number of cases involving the United States Govern
ment. While this is true, the percentage of such cases does not differ 
substantially from national averages. The Government was party to 28 
percent of the civil cases pending in all federal district courts during 
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1972, while in the United States District Court for the District of Co
lumbia, the figure for the same period was 34 percent.32

32 See 1972 Annual Report Table Cl, at A-10. No comparable national figures exist 
for class actions, but in the District of Columbia 31 percent of the class actions studied 
had the United States Government as a party. Figures for the District of Columbia 
revealed class actions involving the United States Government or government officials 
in 133 of 434 cases. See Table 1 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

33 Key phrases such as “all persons similarly situated” frequently were captioned 
on the docket sheets suggesting the possibility that the action was a class suit. The 
staff also examined the short case descriptions on the first page of the docket sheet as 
well as all docket entries for any indication, such as rule 23 motions and orders, that 
the suit might be a class action. Case files for any suit that possibly could have been 
filed as or subsequently made a class action were examined in an effort to ensure that 
all class suits were identified.

34 The methodology that reduced concentrated study to these 120 cases is discussed 
elsewhere. See notes 44-51 infra and accompanying text.

35 Interviews with all attornevs were impossible due to time limitations and the 
difficulty of locating attorneys who had left the Washington, D.C. area. To encourage 
candid discussions, interviews were held on a strictlv confidential basis. Comments of 
attorneys will be footnoted according to a coded number system employed by the re
search staff. Summaries of interviews are on file with the Senate Commerce Com
mittee but are not to be made public.

36 The sample contains a disproportionate percentage of large cases because the list 
was compiled from both reported cases and cases named bv attorneys in response to 
an earlier questionnaire sent by the Senate Commerce Committee.

In order to identify all class actions filed in the United States Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia during the specified period and 
to ensure a complete data base, a systematic review of over 20,000 
docket sheets was conducted.33 The study identified 434 class actions. 
The court records and files of each class action were examined; exten
sive review was devoted to 120 of these actions seeking some form of 
class damages.34 Sixty-four cases were the subject of confidential inter
views involving 60 plaintiffs’ and defendants’ attorneys.35

Unlike the District of Columbia part of the study, the national seg
ment does not present a profile of class actions but rather is intended to 
provide data on specific aspects of class action litigation such as notice 
and damage distribution. Approximately 200 cases were selected from 
a federal class action list compiled by the Commerce Committee with 
the assistance of numerous attorneys.36 Questionnaires devised and tested 
with the aid of law professors and practitioners were sent to nearly 400 
plaintiffs’ and defendants’ attorneys associated with the cases. Responses 
relating to 105 cases provide the basis of the national segment of the
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Data gathered for the District of Columbia part of the study as well 
as for the national portion was computerized, producing the statistical 
information analyzed below.37

37 The data will be footnoted to the appropriate computer run used in tabulating 
the surveys.

38 See note 29 supra and accompanying text.
39 Since 1966 class actions have increased in the District of Columbia at an annual 

rate of 59 percent. See ’Table 1 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee). But 
see note 43 infra.

40 District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970, § 111, 
D.C. Code Ann. § 11-501 (1973); see id. § 11-921.

District of Columbia Study

PROFILE OF CLASS ACTIONS FILED IN THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Any attempt to assess the impact of class litigation on the federal 
judicial workload would be meaningless without some effort to distin
guish between the various types of rule 23(b) actions, the nature of the 
claim, and the size of the class. An examination of the cases filed in the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia reveals that 
class actions have less impact on the court’s workload than critics assert 
and, at least in the District of Columbia, do not appear to place an over
whelming burden on the federal district court.

From July 1, 1966, to December 31, 1972, 434 class actions were filed 
in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, one of 
the most active federal jurisdictions in terms of class action litigation.38 
The growth of class actions has been substantial. During the fiscal year 
following the 1966 amendments to rule 23, 16 class actions were filed; in 
fiscal year 1972 the number of cases filed was 125, a sevenfold increase.

Number of Class Actions Filed Annually39

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 (First 6 months)
16 27 40 95 79 125 52

The increase in class action filings is far greater than the rate for all 
civil actions. Civil filings in the United States District Court for the 
District of Columbia increased negligibly from 1968 to 1970, and, as a 
result of court reorganization reducing the jurisdiction of the federal 
courts in the District of Columbia,40 the number of federal civil filings 
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actually decreased.41 In 1972, when the number of civil actions filed in 
the District of Columbia decreased by nearly 18 percent over the pre
vious year,42 class action filings increased by 58 percent.43

41 The total number of civil actions filed annually in the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia were as follows: 1968—4,529; 1969—4,627; 1970—4,654; 
1971—3,690; 1972—3,037. 1972 Annual Report Table 15, at 11-24.

42 See note 41 supra. Nationwide, civil action filings increased three percent in 
fiscal 1972 over 1971. 1972 Annual Report 11-23.

43 See Table 1 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee). While the per
centage growth of class actions is clearly substantial in relation to all civil actions, the 
absolute number of class actions involved is relatively small; thus an increase of a few 
cases has a significant effect on percentage figures. For example, while the increase 
in class actions filed in fiscal year 1968 reflects a 68 percent growth rate from the 
previous year, it represents an increase of only 11 cases. The growth rate of class 
actions represents an annual average increase of slightly less than 22 cases.

Unfortunately, no figures exist reflecting the growth of class actions nationally over 
the past six years. However, figures for the District of Columbia study suggest that 
class actions nationwide probably have increased in numbers yearly and have grown 
at a rate greater than the growth reflected by all civil actions. Whether class actions 
will continue to increase at the same rate is difficult to predict. Statistics for class 
actions filed in the District of Columbia for the first six months of fiscal 1973 indicate 
that the rate of increase may be leveling off. Fifty-one class actions were filed in the 
first half of fiscal 1973. At that rate the total of slightly more than 100 cases would 
represent a drop of nearly 25 cases as compared to fiscal year 1972 figures. While 
court reorganization may have caused some decline in class actions, the data for fiscal 
year 1972, the second year of the court reorganization in the District of Columbia, 
indicated a substantial increase despite reorganization.

A partial explanation for this growth trend may be that immediately following the 
rule 23 amendments in 1966, practitioners were reluctant to utilize this new rule and 
consequently filed few class actions. However, early successes of class actions ap
parently generated the belief that the device was a panacea for handling multitudinous 
legal claims and a means to reap substantial fees. See Confidential Interviews 15a, 21a 
(on file with the Senate Commerce Committee). An increasing awareness of the 
falsity of these assumptions was evident in recent discussions with attorneys. One 
attorney pointed out that anyone who believes he can file a class action to force the 
defendant to settle regardless of the strengths of the merits quickly learns that he was 
wrong. “You only have to be burned once to know that it’s a mistake to file an un- 
meritorious class action.” See id. 21a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

Statistics from the District of Columbia study indicate that class actions rarely result 
in recovery for the plaintiff class. See note 83 infra and accompanying text. Attorneys 
also indicated a growing skepticism concerning the use of class actions in light of 
what they say is increasing judicial hostility to class actions. See Confidential Inter
view 15a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee). These changing attitudes

Paring Donim the Sample. If all of the 434 class actions filed
from 1966 to 1972 had been damage actions of the magnitude of Eisen
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v. Carlisle & Jacquelin44 the burden on the courts indeed would have 
been devastating. Because of cases like Eisen, criticism of class actions 
has centered on suits seeking damages; actions for injunctive or declara
tory relief as a rule do not create the manageability problems or abuses 
that are generated by class actions for damages. In suits for equitable 
relief no damages are distributed and individual notice is not required.45 
Actions for equitable relief therefore generally proceed as if they were 
brought on behalf of the named plaintiff, except that judgment is binding 
on the class. Thus, in any examination of class suits it is imperative to 
distinguish between actions for class damages and those seeking only 
injunctive, declaratory, or similar equitable relief.

toward class actions make it plausible that the growth rate of class actions is leveling 
off, as is suggested by the 1973 data from the District of Columbia study.

44 479 F.2d 1015 (2d Cir.), cert, granted, 94 S. Ct. 235 (1973) (No. 72-203); see notes 
24-27 supra and accompanying text.

^See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2), (c) (2)-(3).
40 These cases were not included in the analysis because frequently these cases were 

not far advanced when transferred and little information was available concerning the 
nature of the suits. Class actions originating in other federal districts and transferred 
to the United States District Court for the District of Columbia were included in the 
study.

47 See notes 3-13 supra and accompanying text. These equitable actions have in
creased in number from 15 filed in fiscal 1967 to 58 filed in fiscal 1972.

Civil rights cases composed 33 percent of the class actions not seeking damages. 

An examination of class actions filed in the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia indicates that in many instances the 
complaint failed to specify under which section of rule 23 the action 
was being brought. Generally actions for damages were brought under 
23(b) (3), although some actions seeking back pay or restitution were 
brought under 23(b) (2). For the purposes of this study, actions brought 
under the latter seeking back pay or some other form of monetary re
lief have been included in the group of class actions seeking damages, 
because these suits may raise the same type of issues confronting rule 
2 3(b) (3) actions.

Twenty-six class actions filed in the United States District Court for 
the District of Columbia subsequently were transferred to other federal 
district court jurisdictions and are not considered in the remainder of 
the study.46 Of the remaining 408 cases, 233 sought only injunctions, 
mandamus, or declaratory relief. Thus, 57 percent of the class actions 
under study did not seek monetary relief in any form and consequently 
did not burden the court with the problems attributed to class actions 
seeking damages.47 Only 170 cases or 42 percent of the 408 cases dock
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eted from 1966 to 1972 sought damages for the class members.48

T hese civil rights cases, combined with welfare actions, composed 48 percent of class 
actions seeking only equitable relief and 28 percent of all class actions filed in the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia. Labor related cases com
posed 14 percent of the non-damage cases with the remaining percentage made up of 
a variety of other actions.

Number of Class Actions Not Seeking Damages

Antitrust Securities Consumer Labor Civil Rights Welfare Other
1 1 2 32 77 36 84

48 Five class actions or approximately one percent of all class actions in the District 
of Columbia were filed under rule 23(b)(1) seeking damages for a common fund. See 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(1). Since damages were not sought for individual class mem
bers, these actions arc not treated in the study.

49 Mise. No. 45-70 (D.D.C., filed May 9, 1972), 55 F.R.D. 269 (D.D.C. 1972) (estab
lishment of classes).

50 At the time of compilation there were 49 cases to be consolidated; the number 
has since fluctuated and only 46 actions were involved when classes were established. 
See id.

51 Id.
52 District of Columbia Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 1 (on

file with the Senate Commerce Committee) [hereinafter cited as D.C. Class Action 
Study].

However, the 170 case figure for damage actions is itself misleading 
unless consideration is given to those cases that have been consolidated 
into one action. For example, In re Ampicillin Antitrust Litigation4" 
combined 49 cases,50 including 14 actions that were transferred to the 
District of Columbia as a result of a multidistrict litigation order.51 While 
consolidated cases such as Ampicillin are undisputedly large and com
plex, it would be misleading to treat that particular proceeding as 49 
separate antitrust class actions. If consolidation of cases is ignored, anti
trust actions would have composed the largest percentage of class actions 
for damages, totaling 54 cases. When consolidated cases are counted 
only once, however, the number of antitrust actions is reduced to five. 
Recognizing each consolidated case as one class action, the figure for 
class actions seeking damages in the sample is reduced to 120 cases. The 
remainder of the District of Columbia study will concern itself primarily 
with these 120 cases.

Nature of Suit and Type of Relief Sought. Of the 120 suits
filed containing claims for class damages, civil rights actions, accounting 
for 31 percent, constituted the largest segment.52 * Consumer actions, 
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representing the second largest group, made up 24 percent, followed by 
labor and pension-related actions with 19 percent.53 Antitrust, securities, 
welfare, and other types of actions made up the remaining 26 percent.

Id. 
'•4 Id.
55 Id.

Id.
301 F. Supp. 610, 610-11, 612 (D.D.C. 1969).

5S Civil No. 3565-69 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 17, 1969).
59 459 F.2d 1304, 1307-08 (D.C. Cir. 1972), nwtf m pzrri, 412 U.S. 306 (1973).
,!0 Complaint at 1, Civil No. 855-71 (D.D.C., filed Apr. 28, 1971).

Type of Class Actions for Damages54
Civil

Type Rights Consumer Labor Welfare Securities Antitrust Other 
Number
Filed 37 29 23 5 2 5 19

No discernible trend in growth patterns was evident among the various 
types of actions other than a steady growth in the number of civil rights 
actions.55

Seventy-five percent of the cases seeking damages also sought man
damus or some form of injunctive or declaratory relief.56 * * 59 * While there 
is no precise method to ascertain which actions, if any, sought equitable 
relief primarily, an examination of the prayers for relief suggests that 
damages were of secondary concern in some cases. Many civil rights 
actions primarily sought equitable relief although also requesting dam
ages; significantly, civil rights actions constituted nearly one-third of 
class actions for damages. Stewart v. Washington™1 for example, was an 
action that sought to have the District of Columbia’s loyalty oath for city 
employees declared unconstitutional. In People Against Racism v. Laird™ 
the United States Government’s alleged harassment of antiwar demon
strators was challenged; and in Doe v. McMillan™ the plaintiffs sought 
to ensure the privacy of elementary students’ personal records. Another 
suit, Moss v. Nixon™ did not involve a civil rights issue but sought in
stead to enjoin the Vietnam War. In all these actions damages were 
requested but never were pursued seriously. Thus, when speaking of class 
actions for damages, even the figure of 120 cases may be inflated.

Class Size at Time of Filing. Perhaps the greatest misconception
held by class action critics is their perception of the size of the typical 
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class. The American College of Trial Lawyers study suggested that a 
conservative estimate of the average class size would be 300,000 mem
bers.61 Statistics compiled from the study of class actions in the District 
of Columbia indicate the inaccuracy of that estimate. Of the 50 cases 
for which figures on class size were available, either from papers filed 
with the court or from interviews with attorneys, only 14 percent had 
classes over 100,000 members and 25 percent had classes under 10,000 
members.62 Also, in many cases for which no figures were available, the 
description of the class in the complaint suggested that class membership 
was relatively small. For example, many of the Title VII actions63 which 
made up 24 percent of all class actions for damages were filed against 
employers of moderate size and involved classes of less than 1,000 
members.64 Furthermore, in several cases, the plaintiffs attempted to 
restrict class membership to individuals located in the District of 
Columbia metropolitan area.65 66 67 This is not intended to suggest that large 
classes were absent. The class in Haddad v. The Crosby Corp.™ consisted 
of all persons who had purchased stocks from any mutual fund, and 
Bartholomew v. Volkswagen of America, lnc.G1 was brought on behalf 

61 See American College of Trial Lawyers, supra note 14, at 15.
62 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 1 (on file with the Senate 

Commerce Committee). These figures do not take into account the reduction in class 
membership that may occur at certification when the size of the class becomes im
portant. Estimates based on class descriptions and actual figures on class size where 
they were available, show that approximately 40 percent of the class actions had classes 
of 1,000 members or less and 66 percent had classes of less than 25,000 members.

63 The term “Title VII action” as used in this study refers to actions brought under 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, later retitled the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Act of 1972. See 42 U.S.C. 2000e to 2000e-15 (1970), as amended id. §§ 2000e 
to 2OOOe-17 (Supp. II, 1972).

64 See, e.g., Dodge v. Giant Foods Co.,----F.2d----- , — (D.C. Cir., Nov. 26, 1973)
(Civil No. 71-1415, at 2) (male employees with mustaches); Complaint at 2, Thome 
v. Washington Gas Light Co., Civil No. 2230-71 (D.D.C., filed Nov. 5, 1971) (male 
employees with long hair); Complaint at 2, Forst v. Finance Gen. Corp., Civil No. 
1692-71 (D.D.C., filed Aug. 20, 1971) (all female employees).

65Complaint at 2, Hines v. City Fin. Co., 474 F.2d 430 (D.C. Cir. 1972) (all past 
and present residents of the District of Columbia who borrowed money from the 
defendant); Complaint at 3, Ambrose v. Central Charge, Civil No. 833-71 (D.D.C., 
filed Apr. 4, 1971) (all persons who purchased goods in the District of Columbia and 
suburban stores who are members of Central Charge); Complaint at 1, Mack v. Spiegal, 
Inc., Civil No. 2595-69 (D.D.C., filed Sep. 11, 1969) (persons injured by the de
fendant who were residents of the District of Columbia).

66 Civil No. 2454-72 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 8, 1972), dismissed on motion for summary 
judgment, Dec. 14, 1973.

67 Complaint at 2-3, Civil No. 2172-71 (D.D.C., filed Oct. 28, 1971).
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of all owners of 1965-1970 model Volkswagens. Finally, the Ampicillin 
case68 was a consolidation of 49 separate actions which, when combined, 
encompassed a nationwide class.

08 In re Ampicillin Antitrust Litigation, 55 F.R.D. 269, 281 (D.D.C. 1972) ; see notes 
49-51 supra and accompanying text.

69 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 1 (on file with the Sen
ate Commerce Committee). Case status for purposes of the D.C. portion of this study 
is as of August 1973). Damage distribution is still underway in seven of these cases. 
Id.

70 Id. Computer Run 9, at 11 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
71 In 27 of the 33 dismissed cases certification was never raised. Id. Computer Run 

1, at 83 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
72 See, e.g., Mandelkorn v. Patrick, Civil No. 2147-72 (D.D.C., filed Oct. 26, 1972); 

Fields v. District of Columbia, 299 F. Supp. 1319 (D.D.C. 1969), rev'd, 443 F.2d 740 
(D.C. Cir. 1971).

73 See American College of Trial Lawyers, supra note 14, at 13. The ACTL Com
mittee identified cases as class actions by searching the dockets for notations of motions 
relating to class action statutes. Id.

Statistics based upon class actions filed in the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia, therefore, demonstrate that most 
class actions are not as large as critics have suggested. Moreover, as in
dicated previously, a substantial portion of class actions seek only equit
able relief and do not raise the problems attributed to rule 23(b) (3) 
actions. These factors alone, however, do not determine the manage
ability of a class suit since many problems bearing upon manageability 
arise during the later stages of class action litigation.

DISPOSITION

Of the 120 cases brought between mid-1966 and the end of 1972 
alleging damages to class members, 81 have reached some kind of dis
position at the trial level.69 Whether all the completed cases should be 
characterized as class actions is doubtful since certification of the class 
was never raised for the court’s consideration in 63 percent of the cases.70 
In many instances early dismissal precluded consideration of certifica
tion,71 while in other cases the plaintiff chose not to pursue the case as 
a class action.72 These findings contrast sharply with the finding of the 
American College of Trial Lawyers’ study that 1,003 of the 1,339 cases 
identified as class actions filed in the Southern District of New York 
between mid-1966 and 1971 were still pending.73 The ACTL study 
suggested that many cases in the Southern District would have been 
dismissed except for court decisions requiring notice to the class even 
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if the proposed dismissal would be without prejudice to the class.74 There 
is no indication that such a procedure was required for dismissal in the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia during the 
period under study.

74 Id. at 36 & n.l.
75 See id. at 16; note 7 supra and accompanying text.
76 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 1, at 75 (on file with the Senate Com

merce Committee).
77 See Chart 8 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
78 The Annual Report of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts does 

not break down the disposition of cases tallied, but does provide statistics indicating

Type of Disposition. Class action critics have charged that a
defendant faced with a class action is forced to settle even if the plain
tiff’s claim is weak.75 76 However, defendants in those cases which have 
been completed evidently preferred initially to press for dismissal or 
summary judgment and did not feel pressed to settle. In fact, 44 of the 
81 completed cases, or 55 percent, have been disposed of in favor of the 
defendant on preliminary motions. Summary judgment was granted in 
11 cases, while 33 others were dismissed.70 The most frequent reason for 
dismissal was failure to state a claim.

Dismissals77

No. of Cases
Failure to state a claim 16
Lack of jurisdiction 4
Voluntary dismissal by plaintiff 4
Improper party, lack of standing,

mootness, res judicata 5
Want of prosecution 2
Other 2

Total 33

Because no statistics are compiled on types of disposition of civil cases 
in any federal court, it is impossible to determine whether this high 
proportion of cases with early disposition by motion in favor of de
fendant is unique to class actions.78 Furthermore, the underlying reasons 
for early dismissal are difficult to ascertain. Defendants might contend 
that the high dismissal rate indicates that numerous frivolous suits are 
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brought, while plaintiffs might assert that the dismissal rate reflects a 
judicial hostility to the class action device. In fact, however, interviews 
with defendants’ attorneys disclosed that no more than a handful would 
label their opponents’ cases as frivolous.79 If frivolous cases are brought, 
the high proportion of dismissals and summary judgments indicates that 
the class action is not a very effective tool for forcing settlements. De
fendant attorneys interviewed indicated that if faced with a weak suit 
they certainly would fight it on the merits initially before agreeing to 
settle.80

Forty-seven cases, or 58 percent, of the 81 cases completed at trial 
level have concluded favorably for the defendant.81 As noted previously, 
44 of these 81 cases were disposed of on motion to dismiss or for summary 
judgment for defendant. Only three of the 81 cases resulted in judgment 
for defendant after trial.82

Some relief to the class—either by judgment or settlement—was 
afforded in 21 cases, or 27 percent, of this 81 case pool.83 The disposition 
included equitable—injunctive or declaratory—relief to the class in over 
half the cases in which a decision favorable to the class was rendered.

Time of Termination

that most cases are disposed of before trial. In fiscal year 1972, 3,714 civil cases were 
terminated in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.

Before any 
court action

Before 
pre-trial

Pre-trial After trial

Number of
Cases 1,189 1,868 470 187
1972 Annual Report Table C4A, at A-24.

79 See note 178 infra and accompanying text.
80 Confidential Interviews 2b, 63b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
81 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 9, at 17 (on file with the Senate Com

merce Committee).
82 Id.
88 Id.

Relief Granted

Class Relief
No. of Cases

Summary Judgment, Judgment for Plaintiff Class 10
Settlement 11

21
Individual Relief

Summary Judgment for Individual Plaintiff 1
Settlement to Individuals 12

13
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Type of Class Relief Obtained84

No Relief
Dismissal, Summary Judgment for Defendant 47

81 
Id. Computer Run 1, at 92 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

«4 Id.
85 Id.

Id. Computer Run LAW I'AB, at 1 (on file with Senate Commerce Committee).
87 1972 Annual Report Table C4A, at A-24.
88 See note 8 supra and accompanying text.

No. of
Cases

Compensation to individual class representatives,
equitable relief to class.................................................. 3

Compensation to class...................................................... 8
Equitable relief only to class.............................................. 4
Compensation to class, equitable relief to class.............. 6
Total .................................................................................. 21

The class relief in the 21 cases above was effected by settlement agree
ment in 11 cases, on motion for summary judgment by plaintiff in six, 
and by judgment for plaintiff class in four.85

Only seven of the 81 cases disposed of went to final judgment after 
trial.86 This small proportion of trials, however, is consistent with the 
proportion for all civil actions in the United States District Court for 
the District of Columbia; for example, in fiscal 1972 only five percent 
of all civil cases terminated were tried.87

Time in Court. Critics frequently contend that class actions clog
the courts because the judiciary is obliged to spend a disproportionate 
amount of time shepherding this kind of litigation.88 It is difficult to 
measure the judicial resources being allocated to class actions, especially 
since the length of time between filing and disposition of these cases may 
not reflect the resources expended. Therefore, the data set out below 
will be only suggestive of the time taken by this district court for class 
action litigation.

I he median time interval from filing to disposition of all civil cases 
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in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia in fiscal 
year 1972 was 10 months, with 10 percent of the cases taking less than 
one month and 10 percent lasting longer than 40 months.89 The 81 class 
actions disposed of at trial level did not vary markedly from civil cases 
in general in time of disposition. Although direct comparisons are not 
entirely meaningful, at least 25 percent of the class actions were disposed 
of in 10 months and less than 7 percent took more than 40 months. 
Forty-four of the 81 cases were disposed of in less than one year and 69 
in less than two years.90

89 1972 Annual Report Table C5, at A-26.
90 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 9, at 2 (on file with Senate Commerce 

Committee).
91 Id.
92 However, 28 of the 39 pending cases were filed in the latest year under study

fiscal 1972.
93 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 9, at 20 (on file with the Senate Com

merce Committee).

Time in Court91
No. of Cases Percent

0-1 month.......................................... 5 6%
1-3  months........................................ 3 4%
3-6 months ...................................... 12 15%
6-12 months...................................... 24 30%
1- 2 years............................................ 25 31 %
2- 3 years............................................ 6 7%
3- 4 years............................................ 2 2%
4- 5 years............................................ 3 4%
5- 6 years............................................ 1 1%
Total................................................... 81 100%

These 81 cases, however, may contain a disproportionate number of 
cases of shorter duration since amended rule 23 has been in effect only 
since 1966. Further, the 39 pending cases, when completed, will lengthen 
the range since most of these cases already have been pending longer 
than the disposition time of the completed cases.92

Time in Court—Pending Cases93
No. of Cases Percent

6-12  months...................................... 7 18%
1-2 years............................................ 20 51%
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2- 3 years............................................ 5 13%
3- 4 years............................................ 5 13%
4- 5 years............................................ 2 5%
Total.................................................. 39 100%

Because the study included both completed and pending cases, it is 
impossible to compare the data with all civil cases in the District of 
Columbia. It can be said, though, that most class actions do not take 
markedly longer from filing to disposition in district court than do 
civil actions in general. In particular, those 33 cases which were dis
missed were treated expeditiously. Forty-five percent were dismissed 
in six months or less and 73 percent in one year or less.94 Seven of the 
11 cases disposed of on motion for summary judgment required a year 
or less.95 In the 21 cases which resulted in some kind of relief for the 
plaintiff class, the length of time from filing to disposition at trial level 
was longer, although 16 of the 21 cases, or 76 percent, were completed 
in two years or less.96

94 Id. at 5.
95 Id.

Id. at 17.
97 Id. Computer Run 2, at 4 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
^ld. Computer Run 8, at 4 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
99 Id. Computer Run LAWTAB, at 4 (on file with the Senate Commerce Com

mittee) .

The above data, of course, reflects only trial court time. Twenty-seven 
of the 81 cases disposed of at trial level, or 33 percent, were appealed 
after final judgment.97 In the 13 cases in which these appeals have been 
concluded, the time for appeal ranged from six months to three years.98 
Interlocutory appeals on class issues were rare; in only three of the 120 
cases studied have such appeals been sought.99

Thus, an analysis of the dispositions of class actions filed in the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia and of the time 
required for completion demonstrates that defendants frequently are 
successful in defending on the merits, that actions are handled ex
peditiously, and that class recoveries occur in only a limited number 
of cases. When actions are not disposed of early in the litigation, how
ever, a number of problems arise concerning certification, notice, and 
damage distribution.
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CERTIFICATION

Rule 23 requires that “[a]s soon as practicable after the commencement 
of an action brought as a class action, the court shall determine by order 
whether it is to be so maintained.” 100 Despite this instruction, in 51 of 
the 81 cases disposed of in the United States District Court for the 
District of Columbia between mid-1966 and December 1972 the certifi
cation issue never was raised.101 Certification most often was not in issue 
due to early dismissal or summary judgment in favor of the defendant.102 
In other instances, plaintiffs did not pursue the case as a class action 
beyond the initial complaint.103

100 fEDi R. Civ. P. 23(c) (1).
101 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 2, at 1 (on file with the Senate Com

merce Committee).
M&ld. Computer Run 1, at 83 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee); see 

notes 76-77 supra and accompanying text.
103 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 1, at 83 (on file with the Senate Com

merce Committee).
104 Local rules passed by the United States District Court for the District of Colum

bia which went into effect after the period of inquiry of this study bear upon the 
timing of certification. The local court now requires the filing of a certification mo
tion within 90 days of filing. D.D.C.R. 1-13(b). In the period under study, 37 percent 
of the certification motions were filed within 90 days. D.C. Class Action Study, Com
puter Run LAWTAB, at 2 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

ioo Confidential Interviews 10a, 23a, 32b (on file with the Senate Commerce Com
mittee).

ioo Id. 56a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
107 ABA Code of Professional Responsibility canon 2.

Time for Certification. Many of the attorneys interviewed in
dicated that the proper time to raise the certification issue was difficult 
to pinpoint.104 Both plaintiffs’ and defendants’ attorneys felt that post
poning certification often unnecessarily delayed disposition of the case.105 
At the same time plaintiffs’ attorneys observed that often they needed 
to conduct discovery to define the class more precisely before moving 
for certification.106 Perusal of the initial pleadings in the class actions 
under study reveals that frequently the description, size, and alleged 
damages of the class are outlined only generally. The rules forbidding 
solicitation107 prevent direct communication with potential class members 
who are not named class representatives, even if they are known to 
plaintiffs, and therefore plaintiff attorneys in some cases must identify 
the class through discovery.

Due to competing considerations such as these, the period between 
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filing suit and filing a certification motion varied from one month to 
three years in the cases under study. In the majority of suits, however, 
certification motions were filed within six months of the commencement 
of the action.108 The certification issue ordinarily would be expected 
to come before the court on plaintiff’s motion to have the class certified; 
however, in 15 of the 41 cases in which certification motions were 
filed,109 the defendant raised the issue by filing a motion to deny certifi
cation in an attempt to force disposal of the class issue at an early 
stage.110

108 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 2 (on file with the 
Senate Commerce Committee). In 25 of the 41 cases in which certification motions 
have been filed, these motions were filed within six months of the commencement of 
the action. Id.

109 In five additional cases, the court considered certification though no formal mo
tions were filed. See note 114 infra.

no D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 1, at 5 (on file with the Senate Com
merce Committee). This offensive strategy by defendants was not particularly suc
cessful. In 10 of the 15 cases in which a denial of certification motion was filed, 
certification was granted. In only 12 of the 26 cases where a certification motion was 
filed by plaintiff was certification granted. Id.

in Confidential Interviews 10a, 23a, 32b (on file with the Senate Commerce Com
mittee).

112 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 2 (on file with the 
Senate Commerce Committee). In a few cases the certification motion was never 
decided or is still pending. See text at note 114 infra.

113 D.C. Class Action Study, Computer Run 1, at 5 (on file with the Senate Com
merce Committee).

n4In five additional cases in which certification was considered by the court, no 
formal motions were filed; two of the cases were certified, one was denied certifica
tion, and two were certified as part of a settlement.

Both plaintiffs’ and defendants’ attorneys observed that once certifi
cation motions were filed, a prompt decision would have facilitated 
disposition of the case.111 In the 35 cases in which the court ruled on 
certification motions, the time between filing and court action on the 
motion varied from one month to nearly four years, although in only 
three instances did the court delay its ruling for more than one year.112

District court judges in the District of Columbia have granted certifi
cation on slightly over half the motions presented to them.113

Disposition of Certification Motions114
P Motion D Motion Total 

Certification granted............ 12 10 22
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Certification denied.............. 10
Certified as part of 

settlement .......................... 1
Certification never decided . . 2
Certification pending .......... 1

Total 41

It is difficult to assess the criteria employed by this court in determining 
whether a case should be certified as a class action. In most cases, notably 
those actions which were denied certification, no written order giving 
the basis of the court’s action was issued. Orders granting certification 
seldom specified which category of rule 23 (b) was involved. It fre
quently was not clear, for example, whether a class seeking both in
junctive relief and damages was being certified as a 23 (b) (2) or 23 (b) 
(3) class action.115 A few of the attorneys interviewed expressed a desire 
for development of a uniform law on issues such as certification.116

115 This ambiguity was particularly noticeable in civil rights cases, since those com
plaints frequently sought both equitable and compensatory relief. Civil rights lawyers 
interviewed preferred to consider their cases as 23(b)(2) actions. They argued that 
equitable relief was central to their claim and did not feel it appropriate that civil 
rights litigation be limited by the notice and other requirements governing 23(b)(3) 
claims. See Confidential Interviews 11a, 60a (on file with the Senate Commerce Com
mittee) .

id. 3a, 14a, 32a, 53a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
117 See notes 124-125 infra and accompanying text.
ns Confidential Interviews 12a, 20a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

Early Consideration on the Merits. Scrutiny of the cases under
study indicates that theory and practice differ on the question whether 
consideration of the merits of a case should precede or follow consider
ation of class certification. Presumably the class certification issue and 
notice questions must be decided at an early stage so that adequate 
representation of the class will be assured and a decision on the merits 
will bind the absent class members.117 Some attorneys observed, however, 
that in a class action for damages, the litigation sometimes can be re
solved more expeditiously if the central questions of liability are decided 
before dealing with certification and notice.118 Several plaintiffs’ attorneys 
contended that if a decision on the merits were reached in favor of the 
defendant prior to consideration of class certification and notice ques
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tions, the court and parties could avoid altogether the problems of 
certification and notice. These attorneys felt that a finding by the court 
of adequate representation sufficiently would protect the class. Though 
admitting that in theory the class would not be bound by the decision, 
these attorneys felt that in practice a decision on the merits in favor of 
defendant would preclude further suits. Finally, they argued that early 
decision on the merits would eliminate any suggestion that plaintiffs were 
using the class action device to inflate a weak claim.

The cases under study do reveal that the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia tends to consider the merits along with the 
class issues from the outset of an action. In the preliminary stages of 
litigation, the court showed no reluctance to dismiss or to grant summary 
judgment to defendants on the merits without consideration of the class 
issues.119 Plaintiffs’ attorneys felt that it was essential for them to present 
a strong case on the merits as well as on the class issues before the certifi
cation issue arose since they felt it unlikely that certification would be 
granted in a case in which the judge was not convinced that the plaintiff 
had a meritorious position.120

119 See notes 76-77, 102 supra and accompanying text.
120 Confidential Interviews 10a, 53a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
121 See also Haddad v. The Crosby Corp., Civil No. 2454-72 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 8, 

1972), dismissed on motion for summary judgment, Dec. 14, 1973 (certification motion 
stayed, pending decision whether mutual funds are immune from prosecution under the 
Investment Company Act); Bissctte v. Colonial Mortgage Corp., 340 F. Supp. 1191, 
1194 (D.D.C. 1972), rev'd on other grounds, No. 72-1742 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (summary 
judgment for plaintiff before certification decided); Waiters Union v. Hotel Assn of 
Washington, Civil No. 3686-70 (D.D.C., Dec. 18, 1970) (directed verdict for defend
ant; certification issue never reached).

122 351 F. Supp. 402 (D.D.C. 1972).
123 Id. at 402 n.*.

The court explicitly allowed consideration of the merits before the 
class issues were decided in several of the cases under study although 
the basis for these decisions was unarticulated. The court recorded in at 
least two cases that certification or notice was postponed by consent of 
the parties.121 In Boyce v. Safeway Stores, Inc}22 the court granted 
summary judgment in favor of defendant and indicated that “the parties 
at pre-trial agreed to leave the class aspects and damage question for later 
determination pending a determination [of the merits].” 123 Perhaps the 
most carefully considered decision to omit notice to the class prior to a 
decision on the merits was that in Cohen v. District of Columbia 
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National Bank.124 The defendant suggested that notice to the class not 
be sent until after the merits were decided, recognizing that a decision 
in his favor would not be res judicata as to the absent class members and 
that the entire class would be entitled to recover if the plaintiff pre
vailed. Before deciding the case on the merits, the court determined that 
the named plaintiffs were representative of the class, that counsel for 
the plaintiff would adequately represent the class, and that there was 
no reason to believe that postponement of notice would cause hardship 
or inflict prejudice.125

124 Order of Aug. 2, 1973, Cohen v. District of Columbia Nat’l Bank, Civil No. 
2110-69 (D.D.C., filed July 28, 1969).

!25 Id. at 2-3.
12GSee Chart 13 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

A judge concerned with the most efficient use of court time may be 
reluctant to consider certification and notice without some belief that 
the case is strong on the merits. The limited data from interviews and 
scrutiny of the records supports the conclusion that the merits of the 
case are considered by the court at an early stage along with certifica
tion and notice.

NOTICE TO CLASS MEMBERS

In only 19 of the sample’s 120 class actions seeking damages has some 
form of notice been given. In eight cases notice concerned the pen
dency of the action, in seven cases notice of only proposed settlement 
or class award was given, and in four suits both initial notice of the 
action and notice of proposed settlement or award occurred.126 While 
in most instances the classes receiving notice were small and notice 
was achieved without major difficulty, problems with identifying class 
members or failure to reach members who had been identified did arise 
in some cases. These problems and those related to the costs of notice 
and the opting in or out procedure related to the notice process will be 
discussed below.

Individual Notice. In 16 of the 19 cases in which notice was
given, individual notice was provided to class members and in two of 
these 16 cases individual notice was supplemented by published notice. 
A factor which partially explains the frequent use of individual notice 
is the small size of the classes involved, the largest class of the 16 cases 
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being composed of 5,800 members.127 A more significant factor, how
ever, may be the relative ease with which the class members were iden
tified from records within the defendant’s possession. In several cases 
the names and addresses of class members were ascertained easily from 
computer print-outs.128 Where the class easily is identified, size becomes 
important only when the class is so large as to make mailing of notice 
costly.

127 See Merit Motors, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp., Civil No. 2000-70 (D.D.C., filed July 
2, 1970).

128 See, e.g., Confidential Interviews 5a, 26a, 27a (on file with the Senate Commerce 
Committee).

129 See id.
iso Id.
131 See id. 43a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee). In this case the 

plaintiffs’ attorney was unable to confer with potential class members until they entered 
the building in which depositions were to be taken. Id.

132 See id. 32b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

While the process of identifying class members usually was con
ducted successfully, problems did arise in several instances. In one Title 
VII action involving a class composed of past and present employees, 
difficulties arose in identifying the past employees.129 However, the 
plaintiffs’ and defendant’s attorneys cooperated, with the plaintiff iden
tifying approximately 60 percent of the class from union records and 
the defendant providing the remaining 40 percent from inactive per
sonnel records.130

One problem associated with identifying members from customer 
lists and records is the difficulty of ascertaining which customers have 
legitimate claims. Often it is impossible to make such determinations 
until after certification and notice have been completed because the 
attorneys usually are precluded from communicating with potential 
class members.131 While restrictions on communications may be justi
fied to prevent solicitation by attorneys, they have hampered the identi
fication of those members who should be included in the class.

The major difficulty associated with providing individual notice is 
ensuring that those members identified actually receive notice. While in 
most cases all but a small percentage of those identified received notice, 
in several cases a substantial number of class members did not. In one 
action one-third of a class numbering over 1,200 did not receive notice 
because no addresses were available. Moreover, 300 of the 870 notices 
actually sent were returned undelivered.132 In another Title VII action, 
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out of 2,880 individual notices mailed, 300 were returned for lack of a 
proper address.133 While the problem of inaccurate addresses is likely 
to arise due to the mobility of our nation’s population, the problem 
might be mitigated to some extent by not delaying certification and 
notice procedures unnecessarily.

!33See id. 5a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
See March v. United States, Civil No. 3437-70 (D.D.C., filed Nov. 20, 1970) (pay 

dispute involving overseas teachers employed by the United States Government; notice 
published in educational journals); Blankenship v. Boyle, Civil No. 2186-69 (D.D.C., 
filed Aug. 4, 1969) (labor pension dispute; notice published in state United Mine 
Workers journals).

135 United Fed’n of Postal Clerks v. United States, Civil No. 3593-69 (D.D.C., filed 
Dec. 19, 1969) (government pay dispute; notice posted in postal installations); Blanken
ship v. Boyle, Civil No. 2186-69 (D.D.C., filed Aug. 4, 1969) (pension dispute; notice 
handed out in mine fields). Notice consisting of posting or passing out leaflets is 
only possible where members work for the same employer, live in a confined area, or 
otherwise are located in a geographically concentrated area.

136 Civil No. 2186-69 (D.D.C., filed Aug. 4, 1969).
13" Id. The large response no doubt is related directly to the large potential re

covery which has been estimated in the range of $300,000,000.

Other Forms of Notice. In suits involving large classes or classes
composed of members who could not be individually identified, various 
forms of non-individual notice were employed. Publication in news
papers of general circulation was employed in several cases, but in other 
cases more direct notice was provided which was better suited to ensure 
notice to a maximum number of class members. For example, notice was 
given in trade journals and magazines134 and in several cases notice was 
posted or handed out at the class members’ place of employment or 
given in the geographic area where the class was concentrated.135

Difficulties arise in any attempt to assess the efficiency of non-indi- 
vidual notice. However, the experience in one case filed in the United 
States District Court for the District of Columbia suggests that such 
notice can be effective. In Blankenship v. Boyle,136 a pension action in
volving a class estimated at 9,000 to 20,000 miners, notice was pub
lished in local newspapers, in United Mine Workers journals, and in 
flyers passed out in the coal fields. Over 60,000 inquiries from potential 
class members have been received, suggesting that a substantial portion 
of the class has received notice.137

Costs of Notice. The majority of the cases in which notice has
been given involved small classes, and, consequently, the cost of notice 
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in most instances was not substantial. The cost of notice was $100 or 
less in 50 percent of the cases for which figures were available, while 
J2,000 was the highest cost figure for a suit using individual notice.138 
This is not to suggest that the costs of notice in all cases were minimal. 
In Blankenship v. Boyle,139 for instance, notice consisted of publication 
in 41 local newspapers and trade magazines, and the distribution of 
flyers at the class members’ places of employment, procedures which no 
doubt were extremely costly.

138 See Merit Motors, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp., Civil No. 2000-70 (D.D.C., filed July 
2, 1970).

139 Civil No. 2186-69 (D.D.C., filed Aug. 4, 1969).
140 See notes 3-9 supra and accompanying text.
in See Chart 14 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
142 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c) (2)-(3).
143 See American College of Trial Lawyers, supra note 14, at 2-3.

More significant than the actual costs of notice are the costs in rela
tion to the amount of total recovery. Critics of class actions often con
tend that notice expenses and other administrative costs consume a 
substantial portion of the recovery.140 * The data from class actions filed 
in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia fails 
to sustain that view. In no case for which such information was available 
did the cost of notice exceed five percent of the total recovery.111

Plaintiffs paid the cost of notice in 10 cases, defendants in six cases, 
and costs were shared in three suits. Since the notice costs usually were 
small, payment apparently was not a substantial burden to the plain
tiffs and was not made an issue. No information is available, however, 
indicating whether the plaintiffs could have paid for notice in these 
cases if the costs had been substantially higher.
Procedure for Opting Out or Opting In. Under present rule
23(c)(2), a member receiving notice of an action proceeding under 
rule 23(b) (3) is considered a member of the class unless he affirmatively 
removes himself from the class.142 Proposed revisions to rule 23 have 
been suggested which would require an affirmative opting in as a pre
requisite to becoming a member of a class.143 Attorneys interviewed 
expressed strong views regarding this proposal, and judges in several 
cases have required an opt in procedure, which provides a basis for 
evaluating this proposal in light of actual experience.

The most frequently expressed reason favoring an opt in require
ment is that such a procedure would provide the parties and the court 
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with an accurate view of the contours of the class at an early stage of 
the proceeding.144 145 Several defendants’ attorneys commented that the 
present opt out procedure allows absent members with little or no 
interest in the action to recover damages.143 The opt in procedure also 
was seen as an effective method to reduce substantially the size of the 
class.146

144 See Confidential Interviews 27b, 28b, 43a (on file with the Senate Commerce 
Committee).

145 See id. 32b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
14G See id. 27b, 28b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
147 See id. 11a, 12a, 14a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
148 See id. 2a, 26a, 27a, 43a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
149 See id. 27a.
150 See id. 43a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
151 See id 2a, 5a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
152 See note 63 supra.

Although several defendants’ attorneys recognized that the opt in 
procedure might work unfair hardships on the plaintiff class, the major 
opposition to the change in procedure unsurprisingly came from plain
tiffs’ attorneys. The opt in procedure was viewed as unfair in requiring 
uneducated, unknowledgeable, or fearful class members to take affirma
tive action at an early stage in the litigation.147 The classes involved in 
consumer class actions in the United States District Court for the Dis
trict of Columbia often were composed of just such persons from the 
inner city who lacked the education and understanding to respond 
properly to legal notice requiring opting in.148 In one consumer class 
action brought on behalf of inner city home owners, the judge required 
an affirmative reply in order for a recipient of notice to become a class 
member.149 150 151 152 Notice was sent to 114 individuals who were instructed to 
check the appropriate box—one indicating an intention to join and the 
other an intention not to participate in the action. Ninety-one people 
returned the form, 18 of whom failed to check either box, while one 
individual checked both boxes indicating an intention to both opt in 
and to opt out.130

To remedy this defect, several attorneys suggested that the opt in 
device be employed only where the nature of the suit—as in securities 
actions—indicates that class members would understand the notice.131 
This partial solution would not solve another problem associated with 
an opt in device, described by an attorney who successfully prosecuted 
a Tide VII action.132 He pointed out that whenever a class is composed 
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of employees, members are reluctant to take affirmative action early in 
the suit for fear of reprisals by the employer.153

153 See Confidential Interview 42a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
154 In only one case was the class substantially reduced by those opting out. Merit 

Motors, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp., Civil No. 2000-70 (D.D.C., filed July 2, 1970) (3,500 
out of 5,800 members opted out).

155 See Confidential Interview 5a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
156 Id.
15" See id. 27a, 28a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

The opt in procedure has a substantial effect in terms of reducing the 
number of class members. In three cases requiring an affirmative opt in 
procedure, class sizes were reduced by 39, 61, and 73 percent, while in 
two-thirds of the cases applying the standard opt out procedure, reduc
tions in class size were less than 10 percent.154 The sharp contrast be
tween the effects of the two procedures was evident in a suit involving 
alleged discrimination. Employees were divided into two sub-classes. The 
first group sought recovery under Title VII and the standard opt out 
procedure was applied; the second group’s claim was based on a different 
cause of action and the judge required affirmative opting in.155 Only 
eight percent opted out of the first subclass. By contrast, the second 
subclass was reduced by 39 percent because only 1,100 of the 1,800 
potential class members opted in.156 Each subclass was made up of the 
same type of employees and the claims of both classes arose from the 
same complaint; yet there was a difference of 31 percent in class reduc
tion. The study also revealed two consumer fraud class actions filed the 
same day against the same defendant, both based upon alledged fraud 
committed against home owners.157 One action employed the opt out 
procedure, reducing the class by 17 percent, while the other case re
quired opting in and the class was reduced by 73 percent.

There is little doubt that the opt in procedure is an effective device 
for reducing class size. If, however, this reduction is accomplished at 
the expense of denying people a legal remedy simply because they fail 
to comprehend their affirmative duty or are fearful of taking action, 
then such a procedure must be questioned.

Despite the problems raised by requiring opting in and the problems 
experienced in several cases with identifying members or obtaining 
proper addresses, the picture portrayed by the cases reviewed in the 
District of Columbia portion of the study suggest that manageability 
problems of notice are not insurmountable. However, manageability 
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problems associated with class actions are not restricted to notice pro
cedures; where cases are settled or otherwise disposed favorably for the 
plaintiff class, damage distribution must be made.

CLASS RECOVERY

Twenty-two cases in the District of Columbia study have resulted in 
some form of class relief, but the class recovered damages in only 14 
suits.158 Therefore, information relating to damage distribution is limited; 
however, the sample still shows that two difficulties attributed to class 
actions for damages—manageability and administrative costs—were not 
overwhelming in most cases. In no instance were the problems of damage 
distribution insurmountable or were class awards consumed by costs.

158 See note 84 supra and accompanying text. The largest total recovery was esti
mated at $300,000,000. See Confidential Interviews 53a (on file with the Senate Com
merce Committee). The smallest recovery was approximately $7,500. This amount 
constitutes a portion of a settlement involving two cases with common defendants 
which was settled for a total of $15,000. See id. 26a, 27a (on file with the Senate Com
merce Committee). As in other instances, names of cases have been withheld pending 
final approval by the court.

159 See Confidential Interview 42a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
1G0Sec Consent Order of Aug. 26, 1971, Memorandum Opinion of Apr. 3, 1973, Partial 

Final Judgment of Aug. 8, 1973, United Fed’n of Postal Clerks v. United States, Civil
No. 3593-69 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 19, 1969) (detailed procedure for filing claims for 
overtime pay, including an appeal process).

Damage Distribution. Of 23 suits ending in summary judgment,
six for plaintiff, only one case completed damage distribution. In that 
case there was no question that each member of the class was entitled 
to recovery once liability to the class was established.159 In those cases 
in which damages resulted from settlements, awards were based upon 
such factors as the number of shares owned or the amount of finance 
charges in issue and did not involve great controversy or extensive proof 
of individual claims. Therefore, it is difficult to assess the problems in
volved when proving claims is necessary. Although in several settled 
cases procedures have been established for paying individual claims,160 * 
the success of these procedures cannot be assessed since they are yet to 
be tested. Significantly, the majority of cases resulting in class relief have 
not involved individual, contested claims once the suit has been settled 
or liability to the class decided.

A pattern that was evident in most of the cases involving class relief 
was the substantial drop in class size at distribution from that at certifi
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cation. The percentage by which the class membership decreased ranged 
from 23161 to 74 percent.162 The reduction in class size suggests either 
that classes certified were too large and the class actually recovering is 
composed only of those entitled to relief or that many eligible class 
members fail to share in class relief. There is some truth in both theories; 
factors contributing to reductions in class size are diverse and vary in 
importance from case to case. In the cases studied, class reductions were 
caused by persons opting out, persons failing to opt in, failure to identify 
or locate class members, exclusion of class members for failure to appear 
at depositions, failure to submit claims, and findings that class members’ 
claims were invalid. No one factor predominated but rather each con
tributed to reducing the number of class members.

1(>1 Colton v. National Press Bldg. Corp., Civil No. 2871-70 (D.D.C., filed Sep. 28, 
1970).

i(>2 See Confidential Interview 27a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
163 Civil No. 3789-70 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 31, 1970).
164 Final Settlement Order at 3, Mar. 22, 1972, Bullock v. Budget Fin. Plan, Civil 

No. 3789-70 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 31, 1970). Two checks were returned to the defendant 
pursuant to this procedure. Certification of Compliance with Final Settlement Order 
at J, July 10, 1972, Bullock v. Budget Fin. Plan, Civil No. 3789-70 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 
31, 1970).

165 See Confidential Interview 4a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
166 See note 63 supra.
167 Order of Feb. 25, 1972, Civil No. 1334-71 (D.D.C., filed July 6, 1971).

The problem of distributing unclaimed funds arose in only two cases. 
In Btdlock v. Budget Finance Plan™3 plaintiff’s attorney was given 30 
days to distribute checks returned as undeliverable. If the attorney failed 
to distribute the checks in that time, he was to return them to the de
fendant. The class members who had not received their awards were 
then allowed more than two years to claim payment from the defend
ant.164 In a second case, over $22,000 of a $140,000 settlement remains 
unclaimed; the procedure for disposition is still to be decided.165

Title VII cases 166 167 present a potential problem for damage distribu
tion since complaints in these actions usually include within the class nor 
only past and present employees, but also potential employees who have 
or might have sought employment. Identifying the members of and 
distributing damages to this latter group is extremely difficult. The 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia has avoided 
this problem by restricting the award of damages. For example, in 
McCoy v. Safeway™7 the court restricted damages to named plaintiffs 
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and granted only equitable relief to the class. In Watkins v. Washing
ton™8 a certified class included those who might have sought employ
ment with the defendant, but the entire class was restricted to equitable 
relief. A special subclass eligible to recover damages was established and 
was composed of those employees eligible for promotion who had not 
been advanced. While both cases avoided difficult damage distribution 
and class identification problems, McCoy also precluded recovery of 
damages by those who might have been able to prove damages. The 
judge in Watkins, however, was able to preserve the possibility of class 
recovery by creating a subclass and restricting it to those who were 
most likely to prove actual losses.

Size of Class Recovery. The largest class recoveries have oc
curred in labor pension cases and have ranged from $6 million to $300 
million including prospective relief.168 169 The remaining suits in which 
recovery information was available were considerably smaller in dollar 
amount, the next largest recovery being $190,000.170 Sufficient data is 
not available to determine whether amounts recovered represented actual 
damages suffered, but in several cases full recovery apparently resulted. 
An attorney representing past and present employees in a pension dispute 
indicated that the settlement amount represented full recovery.171 In a suit 
settled with the federal government and involving back wages, full re
covery is expected to the extent that individual class members can prove 
their claims.172

168 Order of Feb. 28, 1973, Civil No. 2977-69 (D.D.C., filed Oct. 17, 1969).
169 See Chart 13 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
no See Colton v. National Press Bldg. Corp., Civil No. 2871-70 (D.D.C., filed Sep. 28, 

1970).
171 See Confidential Interview 8a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
172 See id. 7b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
i"3 See Chart 14 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
174 See Confidential Interview 42a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

There is no evidence that class recoveries were depleted substantially 
by the costs of administering the suit or by attorneys’ fees. For the 
actions in which all figures were available, the class share of the total 
recovery ranged from 45 to 85 percent.173 Attorneys’ fees, which were 
the major factor in reducing the class recovery, ranged from 15 to 
slightly over 50 percent of the total recovery. In one of the two cases 
in which the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees exceeded 50 percent, the attorney 
originally accepted the case not expecting a fee, but the fee was set by 
the judge after class recovery had been established.174 In the second 
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action, plaintiffs1 attorney also had succeeded in procuring equitable relief 
in the form of cancellation of fraudulently obtained debt obligations 
which resulted in a considerable savings to the plaintiff class.175 Although 
the statistics indicate that recoveries in class actions are not consumed 
by costs, the absolute size and percentage of attorneys’ fees in several 
cases have been focal points for critics of class action abuses.

175 See id. 26a, 27a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
i~6See note 7 supra and accompanying text.
177 See notes 75-77 supra and accompanying text.
178Confidential Interview 44b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee). Even 

in that case defendant’s attorney claimed he did not settle because of the class action 
allegation; he was sure that the class would not have been certified. Id.

179 Id. 39a, 46a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
180 Id. 23a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

ABUSES

Critics of class actions charge that plaintiffs’ attorneys frequently 
abuse the class action device by engaging in solicitation to create a class 
and by utilizing it primarily as a vehicle to collect exorbitant fees.176 One 
purpose of this study is to assess the criticism in light of the class actions 
for damages brought in the United States District Court for the District 
of Columbia.

Class actions have been deprecated as tools of blackmail used by at
torneys to force large individual settlements and consequently large 
attorneys’ fees through filing of frivolous claims. The high rate of dis
missal of class suits already has been noted as casting doubt on the success 
of such a strategy.177 In addition, only a handful of the defendants’ 
attorneys interviewed labeled their opponent’s suit as frivolous, and only 
one case labeled frivolous resulted in an individual settlement.178 More
over, several plaintiffs’ attorneys said they simply would not bring a 
class action unless it were particularly strong on the merits because class 
actions require a greater time commitment and greater supervision of 
administrative details than do non-class actions.179 One plaintiffs’ attorney 
further suggested that the weak claims are filed by inexperienced lawyers 
who soon learn their mistake when such suits are dismissed.180

While the substantiality of the plaintiffs’ claims was seldom criticized, 
defendants’ attorneys more frequently complained about plaintiffs’ at
torneys’ motives in bringing a class action suit. Several defendants’ 
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attorneys indicated that although a suit might have been meritorious, the 
primary purpose in bringing the suit as a class action was to obtain large 
attorneys’ fees, even though an individual suit might have been in the 
client’s best interest.181 Although this pecuniary motive probably is not 
limited to class action practitioners, many defendants’ attorneys inter
viewed felt that the class action was notable because plaintiffs’ attorneys 
generally stood to gain more than any individual class member. De
fendants’ attorneys’ criticism focused on contingent fee arrangements 
by which plaintiffs’ attorneys, if successful, take a percentage of the 
class recovery or settletment as a fee.

181 Id. 34b, 29b, 24a, 24b, 20b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
182 Id. 10a, 11a, 12a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
1*3 Id. 10a, 12a, 46a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
184 id. 53a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
1*3 Id. 8a, 60a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
186 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e).
187 2 J. Moore, Federal Practice, Manual for Complex Litigation § 1.47 (2d ed. 

1973).

Plaintiffs’ attorneys differed among themselves as to the propriety of 
the contingent fee arrangement in class action litigation. A few plain
tiffs’ attorneys agreed that the contingent fee was inappropriate for the 
class action and felt that the fee should be set primarily on the basis of 
hours expended.182 Others felt that the primary criterion should be the 
size of recovery obtained by the attorney and that the fee should reflect 
the risk that is taken in bringing a class action suit.183 One attorney sug
gested that attorneys’ fees in a successful class action not be paid out of 
the fund created for the class but rather be litigated separately so that 
the defendant has a stake in insuring that the fee is reasonable.184 The 
difficulty, as one plaintiffs’ attorney pointed out, is to arrive at a method 
of setting fees that prevents unreasonable awards yet provides sufficient 
incentive for attorneys to bring meritorious suits.185 186

Although this study encompasses only a limited number of class 
actions that have resulted in damage or settlement distributions, it appears 
that where distribution was made, the court looked quite carefully at 
attorneys’ fees. Rule 23 requires that a compromise or settlement be ap
proved by the court,180 and the Manual for Complex Litigation states 
that the court should scrutinize plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees whether the 
class litigation ends in judgment or settlement.187 The United States 
District Court for the District of Columbia has approved, on occasion, 
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fees representing a healthy percentage of the settlement amount.188 The 
court also has approved without change fees that reflected a rate for 
hours expended,189 and in one major case the court, in an effort to 
balance hours expended with the risks and benefits of the litigation, ap
proved a fee that explicitly represented 125 percent of the plaintiffs’ 
attorney’s hourly rate.190 In other cases, however, the court reduced the 
fee submitted in one civil rights case by 35 percent191 and drastically 
scaled down the fees requested in two pension fund cases.192 In a recent 
case, Haddad v. The Crosby Corp.,193 the judge placed plaintiffs’ at
torneys on notice during the pretrial conference that he was unlikely to 
approve any contingent fee arrangements and would award a fee pri
marily on the basis of actual time spent by counsel.194 Among the other 
factors the judge indicated are relevant were the experience and quality 
of work of the attorney, the difficulty of the task, the originality of the 
effort, and the benefit to the class.195 196

188 in one case the court approved a $47,000 fee that represented 25 percent of the 
settlement. Colton v. National Press Bldg. Corp., Civil No. 2871-70 (D.D.C., filed 
Sep. 28, 1970).

189 Johnson v. American Gen. Ins. Co., Civil No. 3161-67 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 13, 
1967).

190 Blankenship v. Bovle, Civil No. 2186-69 (D.D.C., filed Aug. 4, 1969).
191 Order of June 8, 1973, Watkins v. Washington, Civil No. 2977-69 (D.D.C., filed 

Oct. 17, 1969).
192 Memorandum Opinion & Order of Oct. 23, 1973, Chapoloney v. Carey, Civil No. 

1203-72 (D.D.C., filed June 15, 1972); Kiser v. Carey, Civil No. 2599-70 (D.D.C., filed 
Aug. 28, 1970).

193 Civil No. 2454-72 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 8, 1972), dismissed on motion for summary 
judgment, Dec. 14, 1973.

191 Transcript of the Pre-Trial Conference at 28, Haddad v. Crosby Corp., Civil 
No. 2454-72 (D.D.C., filed Dec. 8, 1972), dismissed on motion for stimmary judgment, 
Dec. 14, 1972.

195 id.
196 Confidential Interview 46a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

In addition to criticizing the size of attorneys’ fees, those who oppose 
class actions argue that solicitation of class members frequently occurs. 
The interviews reflected little evidence that the named plaintiffs in the 
class actions under study had been solicited. One plaintiffs’ attorney, 
however, without directly charging solicitation, indicated that shortly 
after he had filed a class suit, a number of very similar complaints were 
filed in his and other jurisdictions and he questioned whether other 
attorneys might have solicited clients.190 In another case, certification 
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was denied in part because the named plaintiff was himself an attorney.197 
Defendants’ attorneys expressed concern that plaintiffs’ attorneys initi

ated communication with potential class members once suits were filed198 
and indicated that they frequently filed motions for protective orders 
to prevent such communication without court approval.199 One attorney 
even indicated that he would file such motions as a matter of course in 
any class action. On the other hand, plaintiffs’ attorneys also complained 
of unauthorized communication with class members by defendants trying 
to persuade the class members not to participate in the action,200 and in 
at least two cases, plaintiffs filed motions for protective orders proscrib
ing this sort of communication.201

197 Graybeal v. American Sav. & Loan Ass’n, Civil No. 265-71 (D.D.C., filed Jan. 
29, 1971).

198 Confidential Interviews 34b, 45b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
199 Id. 2b, 26b, 33b (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
200 Id. 29a, 43a, 56a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
201 Id. 43a, 56a (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
202 The scope of the national study encompasses notice and damage distribution in 

order to supplement the District of Columbia study in which only a limited number 
of cases reached these stages. The national segment relies entirely on data taken from 
questionnaires returned by class action practitioners and which have been analyzed 
by computer. Of the 105 cases for which data was obtained by questionnaire in the 
national study, 53 cases involved notice questions and 39 cases had reached the damage 
distribution stage. While the number of cases is not large, they provide an adequate 
basis for analysis of these two areas. The national portion does not examine other 
areas of class action litigation because insufficient data was received for those other 
areas. The District of Columbia portion of the study covers many of these other 
areas.

203 See note 36 supra and accompanying text.

The scope of this study is too limited and the present rule 23 too new 
to generate much data on court control of fees and solicitation. It does 
appear, though, that in the United States District Court for the District 
of Columbia an effort is being made to scrutinize attorneys’ fees before 
approval and to prevent unauthorized attorney communication with the 
class.

National Study

The national segment of this study is devoted to an examination of 
class actions selected from jurisdictions throughout the nation and 
focuses on two important links in the class action process—notice and 
damage distribution.202 No suggestion is made that the cases examined in 
this segment are in any way typical class actions,203 and a brief descrip
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tion of the data base is necessary to put the national segment in proper 
perspective. Statistics based upon 79 actions for which information is 
available204 indicate that class membership at the time of filing exceeded 
1,000 in 61 percent and 10,000 in 42 percent of the cases. Class member
ship numbered 100,000 or more in 23 percent of the cases and four 
percent had classes composed of over 1,000,000.

204 The number of cases for which data is available on a given item under investi
gation varies due to the fact that on most completed questionnaires some information 
was missing. On the question regarding size of the class at filing, data was received 
for only 79 of the 105 cases examined in this portion of the study.

205 National Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 1 (on file with the 
Senate Commerce Committee).

206 Figures from the District of Columbia study indicate that 14 percent of the class 
actions at time of filing had memberships over 100,000 as compared to 22 percent of 
the cases in the national segment. See note 62 supra and accompanying text. Also 
classes notified in the national segment were far larger than those in the District of 
Columbia segment. Of greater significance is that the class sizes at time of damage 
distribution were substantially different: the largest class recovering in the District of 
Columbia was estimated at no more than 20,000 while the largest class recovering in 
the national study exceeded 100,000.

207 See note 36 supra and accompanying text.
208 See American College of T rial Lawyers, supra note 14, at 15.

Class Size205
Number in
class 1-25 26- 101- 501- 1001- 10,001- 50,001- 100,001- 1,000,0004

100 500 1,000 10,000 50,000 100,000 1,000,000
Number of
cases 3 3 14 11 15 8 7 15 3

Percent 3.8 3.8 17.7 13.9 18.9 10.1 8.8 18.9 3.8

The size of classes in these cases is generally greater than class member
ship in cases examined in the District of Columbia,206 primarily due to 
the different methods used to identify class actions in each part of the 
study.207 Even so, over 75 percent of the cases in the national segment 
had smaller classes than the average size of 300,000 suggested by the 
American College of Trial Lawyers study.208

Securities and antitrust suits composed a substantial portion of the 
cases in the national study—3 3 and 24 percent respectively—and far 
exceeded the percentage found either in the District of Columbia seg
ment of the study or in the Administrative Office of the United States 
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Courts statistics for class actions pending nationwide in 1972.209 Pre
cisely because it contains larger than average size classes and a dispro
portionate percentage of antitrust and securities cases, the national study 
is likely to demonstrate manageability problems and consequently will 
provide a valuable data base for examination of notice and damage 
distribution.

209 Three thousand one hundred forty eight cases or 9.8 percent of the class actions 
pending nationwide in 1972 were antitrust actions and 616 actions or 19.6 percent were 
securities cases. 1972 Annual Report Table 51, at 11-98. In the District of Columbia 
study antitrust actions composed 4.2 percent of all class actions seeking class damages 
while securities cases made up only 1.7 percent. See note 54 supra and accompanying 
text.

210 National Class Action Study, Computer Run 1, at 115 (on file with the Senate 
Commerce Committee). In two cases no members were identified by name and in 
another case less than 50 percent were identified. Id.

211 Id. Computer Run LAWTAB, at 2 (on file with the Senate Commerce Com
mittee) .

NOTICE TO CLASS MEMBERS

Identification of Class Members. The first step in the process of
notice in class actions is the identification of class members. Of the 33 
cases in the national study for which the pertinent information was 
available, all members were identified in 83 percent of the 24 actions in
volving classes of 10,000 members or less, while in nine actions with 
classes exceeding 10,000 all members were identified in only 56 percent 
of the cases.210 These statistics indicate that the difficulty of identifying 
class members increases with the size of the class. It is significant none
theless that all members were identified in 25 out of the 33 cases, suggest
ing that identification of class members is possible in most cases. The 
question remains, however, how many of those individual class members 
who were identified actually received notice.

Individual Notice to Class Members. Class actions examined in
the national segment of the study indicate that individual notice is pos
sible in most instances and often has been employed. Individual notice 
was employed most frequently as the sole means of notice in cases in
volving class membership of less than 1,000, which may be attributable 
to the increased difficulty in identifying members in larger classes. In 86 
percent of the 50 cases in which all members of the class were individu
ally identified and for which information is available, individual notice 
was provided to the entire class.211 In 52 cases, some form of notice was 
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provided. Individual notice was given at least to some members of the 
class in 92 percent of these cases; individual notice was the only means 
of notice used in 52 percent of the 52 cases.212 More specific information 
was available in 49 of the 52 actions. In 71 percent of these, all members 
were sent individual notice and in 91 percent at least half the class was 
given individual notice.

Percent of Class Sent Individual Notice213

Percent 0% 1-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-90% 91-99% 100%
No. of cases 3 0 1 5 4 1 35

Statistics such as those presented above do not reveal the difficulty ac
companying the identification or notice of class members, nor do they 
reflect the number of class members who never received notice that was 
sent.214 In most cases, however, class members have been identified and 
sent individual notice suggesting that the manageability problems of this 
phase of notice are not overwhelming.

Costs of Notice. Notice costs for cases in the national segment
of the study were considerably higher than notice costs incurred in class 
actions filed in the District of Columbia. This might be attributed to the 
larger class sizes in the national study. In 33 percent of the class actions 
in the national segment for which figures were available, notice costs 
were less than $1,000; in 26 percent notice costs were $10,000 or more

212 Id.
213 Id.
214 These problems are discussed in the District of Columbia portion of the study. 

See notes 132-137 supra and accompanying text.
215 National Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 5 (on file with the 

Senate Commerce Committee).

and exceeded $5,000 in 35 
exceeded $25,000.

percent. In several cases the costs of notice

Notice Costs215

Dollar 50- 101- 501- 1,001- 5,001- 10,001- 25,000+
Amount 100 500 1,000 5,000 10,000 25,000
Number 
of Cases 2 4 1 8 2 2 4
Percent 8.7% 17.4% 4.3% 34.8% 8.7% 8.7% 17.4%
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While the study did not generate sufficient data to demonstrate a cor
relation between the type of notice employed and costs of notice, the 
high costs apparently were not limited to those cases employing only 
individual notice. Two of the four cases in which notice costs exceeded 
$25,000 involved non-individual forms of notification such as publica
tion.216

Id. Computer Run 2, at 13 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
217 Id. Computer Run 1, at 138-39 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
218 Id.
21^ See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 391 F.2d 555, 568-69 (2d Cir. 1968).
220 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir.), cert. granted, 94 S.Ct. 235 (1973) (No. 72-203).
221 See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jaquelin, 391 F.2d 555, 568-69 (2d Cir. 1968).
222 National Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 6 (on file with the 

Senate Commerce Committee).
223 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 (c) (2)-(3).
224 National Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 2 (on file with the 

Senate Commerce Committee).
225 See notes 154-157 supra and accompanying text.

The costs of notice were borne by the plaintiff in 11 cases, by the 
defendant in 14 cases, and shared or paid as part of the settlement in 9 
cases;217 information was unavailable for the remaining suits. The de
fendant paid for notice in six out of seven cases where the class exceeded 
10,000 members.218 When notice costs run as high as figures from the 
national study indicate, the plaintiff probably would be unable to carry 
such costs.219 Thus, if courts follow the Second Circuit’s direction in 
Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin220 by requiring initial payment of notice 
costs by the plaintiff, class action plaintiffs may be precluded from pro
ceeding in many instances.221

While the costs of notice in class actions composing the national sec
tion of the study undeniably were high, they were not substantial in 
relation to the total recovery. In 16 of the 17 cases for which cost and 
recovery figures were available, notice costs constituted less than 10 
percent of the total recovery and in many instances were far less.222

Class Members Opting Out. Upon receiving notice, class mem
bers have the opportunity to opt out under rule 23 if they do not wish 
to remain a member of the class.223 In 15 of the 36 cases for which in
formation is available regarding individuals opting out, no members of 
the class exercised their option to be dropped from the class, and in 31 
of the 36 cases 10 percent or less of the class opted out.224 Thus, as the 
results of the District of Columbia segment of the study also indicate,225
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few individuals utilize the opt out procedure, and it does not contribute 
substantially to the reduction of class sizes.

CLASS RECOVERY

Class relief of some form was granted in 46 cases included as part of 
the national segment of the study; 39 of those cases, or 84 percent, in
cluded damages for class members and in the remaining 7 cases the class 
received only equitable relief.226 Eighty-one percent of the 37 cases in 
which damages were recovered and for which information was available 
involved recoveries exceeding $100,000. Recoveries of over $1 million 
occurred in 38 percent of the cases and in 13 percent damages topped 
$5 million.227 Contrary to the implication of the District of Columbia 
portion of this study,228 statistics from the national study demonstrate 
that class recovery is not restricted to actions involving a small number 
of class members. Thirty-eight percent of the 29 cases in which recovery 
was obtained and for which data is available had classes at the time of 
certification which exceeded 10,000, and in 14 percent the class was over 
100,000.229 However, in the national study, as in the District of Columbia 
study,230 the size of the class recovering is often smaller than the size 
of the same class at time of filing or certification. In 21 percent of the 
29 national cases all members present in the class at time of certification 
received awards, but in 38 percent of the cases less than half of the class 
at certification eventually recovered.231 This is to be expected because

Damages Recovered

226 Nauonal Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 3 (on file with the 
Senate Commerce Committee).

227 Id.

Amount Less than $100,001- $500,001- $1,000,001- $5,000,001 +
Recovered $100,000 $500,000 $1,000,000 $5,000,000

Number of
Cases 5 9 9 9 5

228 See notes 161-162 supra and accompanying text. The largest class in which re-
covery has been awarded in the District of Columbia is estimated at 20,000 members. 
See Chart 14 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

229 National Class Action Study, Computer Run 1, at 39-40 (on file with the Senate 
Commerce Committee).

230 See notes 160-162 supra and accompanying text.
231 National Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 2 (on file with the 

Senate Commerce Committee).
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all members of the class at time of certification are not eligible to recover 
at damage distribution. In the interim, class members may have opted 
out or persons may have been disqualified by the court. Consequently a 
more meaningful statistic is the number of persons eligible for recovery 
who ultimately receive damages. As reflected in the chart below, all 
eligible persons received damages in 7 of the 19 cases where recoveries 
were awarded and for which information was available, and in 13 of the 
19 cases, 90 percent or more of the eligible members of the class actually 
recovered.

Percent of Eligible Class Members Receiving Damages* 232

Pcrcent of Class at Certification Eventually Recovering

Percent 1-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-90% 91-99% 100%
No. of Cases 8 2 1 4 4 2 6

232 Id. at 4.
233 Id. Computer Run 1, at 126-27 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
234 Under the concept of fluid class recovery, in the initial stages of litigation the 

“class as a whole” is substituted for the class made up of individual claimants. Notice 
is given in such a way that the class as a whole will receive it; the class members are 
not individually identified or notified. Damages, if awarded, are calculated on the 
basis of the injury sustained by the class as a whole. The defendant pays the damage 
amount into court. At that time an attempt is made to notify individual class members 
and to solicit the filing of claims. As class members file and prove claims, they are 
compensated out of the fund already paid into court by the defendant. This method 
of handling class damages is criticized on two grounds: first, many members of the 
class will receive nothing because notice is not carefully administered; second, often 
there will be a large difference between the amount paid into court by the defendant 
and the amount actually claimed and received by individual class members. See gen

Less than
Percent 50% 51-64% 65-74% 75-89% 90-94% 95-98% 99% 100%
No. of Cases 3 0 1 2 3 2 1 7

These figures suggest that the problems of damage distribution are not 
overwhelming because in the majority of the national cases studied in 
which damages were awarded, virtually all eligible class members re
ceived awards.

The problem of unclaimed funds has rarely arisen in cases examined 
in this portion of the study. In 10 of the 20 cases in which recoveries 
were awarded and for which figures are available, all funds designated 
for class recovery were distributed to the class and in six additional cases 
less than five percent of the class recovery was left unclaimed.233 Fluid 
class recovery234 was employed in two cases and in six cases the remain
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ing funds were returned to the defendant; in two cases no such data 
was available.235 236

erally Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 479 F.2d 1005, 1010-11, 1017-18 (2d Cir.), cert, 
granted, 94 S. Ct. 235 (1973) (No. 72-203).

235 National Class Action Study, Computer Run LAWTAB, at 4 (on file with the 
Senate Commerce Committee).

236 Id. Computer Run 2, at 10-11 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).
237 Id. Computer Run LAWTAB, at 3 (on file with the Senate Commerce Com

mittee).

A direct correlation appeared between the percentage of the class 
individually notified and the percentage of the class at certification that 
eventually recovered. When all members of the class were given indi
vidual notice, recoveries in about two-thirds of the cases reached 75 
percent or more of the class. Recoveries usually did not reach more than 
one-fourth of the class as defined at certification for cases in which less 
than all of the class received individual notice.

Percentage of Class at Certification Recovering236
All class members Total No. 100% 91-99% 76-90% 51-75% 26-50% 25% or
at time of certifi of-cases less
cation received indi
vidual notice

19 6 2 3 3 0 5

All class members at
certification did not 
receive individual 
notice

6 0 0 1 0 0 5

No information 14 - - _ _
available

These figures suggest that individual notice far more effectively assures 
a greater percentage of the class recovering than use of other forms of 
notice such as publication.

Relationship of Fees to Total Class Recovery. Statistics from
the national study clearly indicate that administrative and attorney costs 
do not consume class recoveries. Despite the limited number of cases for 
which data is available on plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees, notice costs, and 
settlement or damage distribution costs, some observations are still possi
ble. In nine of these 11 cases, total costs did not exceed one-third of the 
total recovery and in five cases the costs were 25 percent or less of the 
total recovery.237 In only two cases did the costs exceed 50 percent of 
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the recovery.238 Administrative costs associated with settlement and 
damage distribution constituted less than 10 percent in all but two cases 
and in no action did such costs exceed 25 percent.239 This, however, is 
not to suggest that administrative costs were not high; in 66 percent of 
the cases for which figures were available, administrative costs were 
$1,000 or more and in one case settlement costs alone exceeded $50,000.240

238 Id.
™ Id. at 6.
™>Id. at 3.
^Id. at 2.
242 Jd.
243 These figures represent only those cases in which the court certified the class 

action and later settlement was reached. They do not include those cases in which 
certification was part of settlement. See National Class Action Study, Computer Run 
LAWTAB, at 5 (on file with the Senate Commerce Committee).

Attorneys’ fees often were substantial and accounted for the greatest 
reduction in the recovery ultimately received by the class. In 20 of the 
32 cases in which the class received awards and for which information 
was available, the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees exceeded $100,000.241 Anti
trust and securities actions accounted for the largest fees in suits in
volving fees of over $500,000 and 85 percent of the cases with fees be
tween $100,000 and $500,000. In slightly more than half of the 28 actions 
where information was available, plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees represented 
25 percent or less of the recovery but in three cases fees amounted to 
over 50 percent of the total recovery.242 243 While plaintiff’s attorneys’ fees 
did not consume the class recovery, they were nonetheless often quite 
substantial, particularly in securities and antitrust actions. There is no 
way to assess whether attorneys were grossly overcompensated but the 
question is legitimately raised when fees reach such great amounts.

Time Scheme for Damage Distribution. Though perhaps not a
conclusive indicator of the difficulty of damage distribution, the national 
study showed that damage distribution took over one year in 40 percent 
of the cases for which data is present.

Time Between Judgment or Settlement and Final Damage Distribution243
Time 1 mo.

Number
or less 1-3 mo. 4-6 mo. 7-12 mo. 1-2 yr. 2-3 yr. 3-4 yr.

of cases 2 4 3 4 6 1 1

Legislative Proposals

The results of this study suggest that most class actions proceed with 
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reasonable smoothness in the federal courts. However, the study also 
identified a group of cases in which management of notice and damage 
methods under present federal rule 23 became difficult or impossible. 
Those cases usually involved both very large classes and small individual 
claims—frequent characteristics of consumer class litigation. This finding 
should be a matter of serious concern to legislators and consumer ad
vocates seeking to devise legislation to protect consumers in such in
stances. Therefore, any bill proposing class remedies for damages to 
consumers should provide specific mechanisms to modify the ordinary 
treatment of representative suits.

As a conclusion to this study, this Note will suggest areas of parti
cular concern in the consumer class action area. Any evaluation of special 
consumer class action provisions should be a two-step process: first, the 
goals of the consumer legislation must be articulated, and then, the new 
consumer legislation procedures should be measured against the rule 23 
procedures to compare the realization of the goals under each system.

GOALS OF A CONSUMER CLASS ACTION STATUTE

A consumer class action statute would establish consumer claims for 
which relief can be granted and would authorize the filing of class 
action suits.244 The framers of this type of legislation generally have 
four main purposes in mind: compensation of named plaintiffs, compen
sation of unnamed plaintiffs, prevention of unjust enrichment, and de
terrence. The national and District of Columbia studies indicate that in 

244 The substantive requirements of a consumer statute can have a major impact on 
the frequency and ease with which rule 23 is used by plaintiffs. For example, the 
amenability of the substantive provisions of the statute to grounding a common ques
tion of fact or law for the class, as required by rule 23(a)(2), will influence the filing 
of class suits. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(2). In the realm of consumer protection this 
issue of common question has been particularly troublesome. See Kirkpatrick, Con
sumer Class Litigation, 50 Ore. L. Rev. 21, 30-31 (1970). Attempts by the courts to 
stretch the category of common question, or in some cases to ignore substantive pro
visions of the cause of action—most notably reliance in fraud complaints—have drawn 
substantial criticism as well as praise. See Simon, Class Actions—Useful Tool or Engine 
of Destruction?, 55 F.R.D. 375, 380-86 (1972); Smit, Are Class Actions for Consumer 
Fraud a Fraud on the Consumer?, 26 Bus. Lawyer 1053 (1971); Note, Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure: Rule 23, The Class Action Device and Its Utilization, 22 U. Fla. 
L. Rev. 631, 634-35 (1970). Positive statutory action through careful drafting of the 
substantive provisions could help considerably. Thus, for this particular problem, 
Congress might look to the actions of defendants—misrepresentation—rather than plain
tiffs’ reliance, to establish a cause of action. See Kirkpatrick, supra at 32.
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many class suits all four goals can be accomplished under present rule 23 
procedures, Ideally, where the plaintiff class obtains judgment, the en
tire class is given notice so that all members can receive compensation, 
the defendant is deprived of his ill-gotten gain, and the defendant is 
deterred from further illegality.

Present rule 23 procedures such as those for notice and subsequent 
damage distribution are better suited, however, to effect some of the 
above four goals than others.245 The strong notice requirement of rule 
23(c) (2) as interpreted by the Second Circuit246 is aimed mainly at 
guarding the interests of individual class members.247 A court adopting 
this position probably will dismiss as unmanageable cases involving large 
classes and consequently great notice costs and thereby forfeit the possi
ble attainment of the other valid goals of class action litigation.248

245 Because the rule 23 procedure lends itself more to one purpose than another, it 
defines in a real sense the purposes and limits of an act. Moreover, this favoritism in 
the federal rule is not accidental. Comment, Manageability of Notice and Damage in 
Consumer Class Actions, 70 Mich. L. Rev. 338, 362-63 (1971).

24(5 See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 479 F.2d 1005, 1015 (2d Cir.), cert, granted, 94 
S. Ct. 235 (1973) (No. 72-203).

See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 391 F.2d 555, 568 (2d Cir. 1968).
248 See Harte & Forde, Practical Problems in Handling Class Actions, 15 Trial Law

yer Guide 549, 560-61 (1971); Homburger, State Class Actions and the Federal Rule, 
71 Colum. L. Rev. 609, 637-47 (1971); Pomerantz, New Developments in Class Actions 
—Has Their Death Knell Been Sounded?, 25 Bus. Lawyer 1259, 1263 (1970); Note, 
Class Actions Under Amended Rule 23: Three Years of Judicial Interpretation, 49 
Boston U.L. Rev. 682, 702 (1969); Note, Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin “Frankenstein 
Monster Posing as a Class Action"?, 33 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 868, 879 (1972); Comment, 
supra note 245, at 355; Comment, Adequate Representation, Notice and the New Class 
Action Rule: Effectuating Remedies Provided by the Securities Laws, 116 U. Pa. L. 
Rev. 889, 908-09 (1968).

249 See Comment, supra note 245, at 360.
250 Cf. Miller, Problems in Administering Judicial Relief in Class Actions Under 

Federal Rule 23(b)(3), 54 F.R.D. 501, 505.
251 Harte & Forde, supra note 248, at 557; Wilson, Consumer Class Actions—S. 1222, 

43 Pa. B. Ass’n Q. 21, 24 (1971).
252 See Note, Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin “Frankenstein Monster Posing as a Class 

Action"?, 33 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 868, 874-78 (1972).

Similarly, the primary purpose behind requiring aggressive money 
judgment distribution is compensation of individuals.249 The courts, to
gether with the drafters of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, have 
placed emphasis on the need to effect class notice and damage distribu
tion—250 procedures strongly oriented toward compensation of unnamed 
class members. Yet most large classes with small individual claims are 
particularly apt to be unmanageable251 if the chief purpose is viewed as 
individual compensation.252
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Thus, it is not necessarily the mechanics of administration which are 
in need of modification; it is the legislative goals which must be re
examined. Congress is faced with a policy choice when enacting a con
sumer protection statute with class action enforcement potential. It may 
retain individual compensation as the primary purpose of class actions, 
secure in the knowledge that in a large number of cases the resulting 
litigation will fully accomplish that statutory purpose under present rule 
23.253 Alternatively, Congress may accept that individual relief is not 
feasible in all class suits and conclude that other legitimate goals such as 
prevention of unjust enrichment and deterrence can be and should be 
effected even when significant individual recovery is not possible. If Con
gress makes such a determination, it must design carefully the enabling 
procedures included in any consumer class action bill.

253 Individual compensation also will result in achieving other legislative ends—for 
example, deterrence and prevention of unjust enrichment.

254 Notice need not be impossible to be held unmanageable by the courts. Un
manageability is a weighing of the reasonableness, given all the circumstances, of 
sending notice to the class. The factors to be considered include the number of 
members in the class, the degree of difficulty in discovering their names and addresses, 
the geographic grouping or dispersion of the class, the existence of on-going com
munication with the class, the logistics necessary in sending out notice and accepting 
responses and the expense of notice.

255 See Hansberry v. Lee, 311 U.S. 32, 44-45 (1940). A determination that repre
sentation is adequate includes both a finding that the representatives and the class 
enjoy a reasonable identity of interests, and that counsel for the representatives pos
sesses the requisite legal skill to pursue the lawsuit. See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 
391 F .2d 555, 562 (2d Cir. 1968).

PROCEDURES

Once a judge has determined that an action under a consumer statute 
can not proceed as a rule 23(b) (3) action because of class size and 
manageability problems, procedures specified in the statue should allow 
the case to proceed; notice and damage distribution then would be 
carried out under the special provisions of the consumer legislation. 
Notice could be made waivable in the court’s discretion254 once it de
termined that the representation of the class is adequate.255 In appro
priate cases the court might divide the plaintiff class into subclasses and 
direct notice by publication, individual notice, or require no notice at 
all to the various subclasses. For example, if 40 percent of a large class 
whose members were identifiable resided in the District of Columbia 
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and the remainder of the class was scattered geographically outside of 
Washington, the court might decide that notice, either individually or 
by publication, would protect the Washington class members and that 
notice to class representatives would protect adequately the subclass 
outside of Washington.256

256 Although rule 23(c)(2) of course would pose no barrier to legislative authoriza
tion of such action, the dispensation from notice requirements in a consumer statute 
raises substantial due process questions. Commentators have explored the advisability 
and constitutionality of giving federal courts discretion to dispense with notice in 
class actions. See Note, Managing the Large Class Action: Eisen v. Carlisle <¿2 Jacque
lin, 87 Harv. L. Rev. 426, 433-41 (1973); Comment, supra note 245. In essence, the 
question is whether a procedure which as a whole ensures a meaningful presentation 
of all plaintiffs’ positions can be constitutional even though each individual plaintiff 
may not have been notified. Two Supreme Court cases provide the only real guide
lines in this area. See Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 
(1950); Hansberry v. Lee, 311 U.S. 32 (1940). Mullane is the leading decision in a 
line of cases in a non-representative context holding that, after a balancing of interests, 
notice is essential to due process in order that each party have a real opportunity to 
defend his interests. See e.g., Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 267-68 (1970); Sniadach 
v. Family Fin. Corp., 395 U.S. 337 (1969); Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 550 
(1965); Schroeder v. City of New York, 371 U.S. 208, 212 (1962); Mullane v. Central 
Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1950); Anderson Nat’l Bank v. Luckett, 
321 U.S. 233, 246 (1944); Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385, 394 (1914); cf. Brinkerhoff- 
Faris v. Hill, 281 U.S. 673, 682 (1930).

Although the Court never has ruled squarely on the obligation to notify members 
in a class suit, its decision in Hansberry suggests that a different result may be ap
propriate in a class context. The Hansberry Court indicated that due process may be 
satisfied by a finding that all class members are adequately represented. 311 U.S. at 
43; see Comment, supra note 245, at 353-54. When adequately represented, the class 
member has his arguments presented to the court, contrasting sharply with the non
representative context where failure to be notified usually results in default. Thus 
under a balancing of interests test, as endorsed in Mullane, where the Congress has 
expressed a strong governmental interest in consumer class suits going forward to 
judgment, it would not be surprising that the interest in individual notice must give 
way. Cf. Note, supra at 433-40.

Lower courts have split on the question of dispensibility of notice in the class suit 
context. In the Second, Third, Seventh, and District of Columbia Circuits the highest 
court which considered the question held that notice was required in all class actions. 
See, e.g., Schrader v. Selective Serv. Sys., 470 F.2d 73 (7th Cir. 1972); Eisen v. Carlisle 
& Jacquelin, 391 F.2d 555 (2d Cir. 1968); Arey v. Providence Hosp., 55 F.R.D. 62 
(D.D.C. 1972); Walker v. Mancusi, 338 F. Supp. (W.D.N.Y. 1971); Katz v. Carte 
Blanche Corp., 53 F.R.D. 539 (W.D. Pa. 1971); Zachary v. Chase Manhattan Bank, 
52 F.R.D. 532 (S.D.N.Y. 1971); Fowles v. American Export Lines, Inc., 300 F. Supp. 
1293 (S.D.N.Y. 1969); Berland v. Mack, 48 F.R.D. 121 (S.D.N.Y. 1969). But see 
Dolgow v. Anderson, 43 F.R.D. 472 (E.D.N.Y. 1968); cf. Germonprez v. Director of 
Selective Serv., 318 F. Supp. 829 (D.D.C. 1970). These decisions are largely the 
progeny of Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, which stated that due process requires notice 
in all class suits. Given the great respect the Second Circuit Court of Appeals com
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Similarly, if the court found that proof of all individual damages and 
compensation for all class members were not feasible,257 it should have 
discretion to dispense with notice to class members for such purposes. In
stead of computing individual claims, actual damages then could be set 
by a determination of the gross amount of damages caused by defendant 
to the class,258 utilizing defendants’ business records and available statis
tics.259 Although precise gross-sum determination may not be possible in 
some instances,260 reasonable estimates should be acceptable, even if not 
accurate to the last penny.261

mands and the notoriety of the Eisen case, the reliance is hardly surprising. It is un
fortunate, nonetheless, that a minor irrelevancy in such a major opinion as Eisen, 
stated without critical analysis and with only perfunctory citation should become such 
an oft cited authority. See 391 F.2d at 564-65. Subsequent cases which have relied on 
Eisen have added little. But see Berland v. Mack, 48 F.R.D. 121, 129 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).

However, the highest courts which considered the issue of notice in the First, 
Sixth, and Tenth Circuits have held that due process does not require notice in all 
class actions. See, e.g., Yaffe v. Powers, 454 F.2d 1362 (1st Cir. 1972); Northern Nat
ural Gas v. Grounds, 292 F. Supp. 619 (D. Kan. 1968); Gregory v. Hershey, 51 F.R.D. 
199 (E.D. Mich.) (Mem.), 331 F. Supp. 1 (1970), rev’d sub nom. Gregory v. Tarr, 
436 F.2d 513 (6th Cir.), cert, denied, 403 U.S. 922 (1971); cf. Whitmore v. Tarr, 318 
F. Supp. 1279 (D. Neb. 1970), vacated, 443 F.2d 1370 (8th Cir. 1971). The Fifth Cir
cuit has a split of opinion at the district court level which is yet to be resolved. 
Compare Johnson v. Baton Rouge, 50 F.R.D. 295 (E.D. La. 1970) (notice not required 
in all class actions) with Pasquier v. Tarr, 318 F. Supp. 1350 (E.D. La. 1970), affd on 
other grounds, 444 F.2d 116 (5th Cir. 1971) (notice required).

257 Factors which the court should consider in determining feasibility include the 
number of class members, estimated average cost of distribution, estimated average 
recovery, manageability of notice, estimated number of claims that will be brought, 
and difficulties of proof.

258 See Comment, supra note 245, at 264.
259 In one case the defendants argued that the gasoline pricing system was too com

plex for the gross-sum method to be useful. City of Philadelphia v. American Oil Co., 
53 F.R.D. 45, 72 (D.N.J. 1971); see Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 52 F.R.D. 253, 261-62 
(S.D.N.Y. 1971). In consumer fraud cases, since business records regarding sales 
volume at various prices usuallv are kept, a reasonable figure usually can be de
termined. Comment, Damage Distribution in Class Actions: The Cy Pres Remedy, 39 
U. Chi. L. Rev. 448, 460 (1972).

260 See Comment, supra note 245, at 364, 373.
261 it would be remarkable were the gross sum determination of damages to yield 

an “exact” figure in most circumstances, given the frequent uncertainty of the size 
and membership of the class. This problem is analogous to fixing damages by adding 
only the claims of those class members who come forward. Fairness in determining 
the amount of damages can be achieved through an adversary proceeding. See Com
ment, supra note 245, at 264; cf. Miller, supra note 250, at 506.

Although in present practice the court assesses only those damages 
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actually proved by plaintiff, Congress could consider some other pro
cedure when compensation of all class members, because of unmanage
ability, is superseded by other purposes of consumer class legislation. 
The statute might provide for the defendant to pay not only claims 
submitted and verified by the plaintiffs as well as legal costs, but also a 
deterrent fund consisting of a given percentage of the gross damages.262 
Unlike a fixed fine, the percentage deterrent fund would be related di
rectly to the actual harm caused by the defendant. Congress also might 
authorize the assessment of punitive damages to further enhance the 
consumer class action’s deterrent value.

262 This deterrent fund would assure that the defendant would have to pay a sub
stantial proportion of the damage award even if few claims were submitted. Claims 
submitted would be satisfied from the defendant directly or from the deterrent fund, 
up to the total gross damages.

2(53 Damages would remain undistributed where claims filed were insufficient to ex
haust either the gross sum determination or the percentage deterrent fund.

264 See Pomerantz, supra note 248, at 1260-63; Comment, supra note 245, at 360-73; 
Comment, supra note 259.

2(15 See Pomerantz, supra note 248, at 1260-63; Comment, supra note 245, at 365-70. 
Cv pres is a rule of construction bv which the courts attempt to effect the intent of 
the legislature. Even proponents of the cy pres doctrine, however, admit that legis
lative intent sometimes is difficult to discern. See Comment, supra note 259, at 462-63.

If not all assessed damages are distributed to class members,263 a hear
ing could be held shortly after judgment to determine an appropriate 
dispostion of the damage fund by using a “cy pres” concept. This ap
proach has been analyzed frequently in current literature,264 and pro
ponents have urged judicial acceptance without specific legislative sanc
tion.265 An immediate cy pres disposition has appeal when either it is 
not reasonable to expect claims against the judgment to be made or 
there is no intent to compensate unnamed class plaintiffs. Such an im
mediate decision to employ cy pres in disposing the remaining judgment 
monies to a large extent would foreclose compensation of unnamed class 
plaintiffs. Even if the emphasis of a consumer class action is on deter
rence and prevention of unjust enrichment, such compensation to un
named class members should not be foreclosed more than is necessary. To 
this end, the damage fund could be held open for a specified period of 
time to allow claims against it, after which the disposition of the re
maining sum could be made. However, if as proposed for cases with large 
classes and small individual claims, no notice of judgment is given, 
claimants would be unlikely, and simply holding the fund open would 
seem to be no more helpful than an immediate cy pres decision. Since 
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the likelihood of unnamed class members coming forward to claim their 
share of the recovery should not depend entirely on publicity attending 
the suit, a central office266 should be created to monitor actions under the 
consumer statute. Through this device persons considering the action 
under the statute might be encouraged to inquire if a similar case is 
pending or already has been decided.267 Under such a scheme the period 
to hold open the fund might be determined by the legislature by adding 
a grace filing period to the statute of limitations for the particular offense. 
Thus a potential claimant, were he to avail himself at all of the statutory 
remedy, would have sufficient time to discover the existence of the fund 
and file a claim. After expiration of the designated filing period, the 
fund could be closed, and a cy pres disposition then would be appro
priate. Additionally, because the potential time gap between judgment 
and class closing may make it impractical to assemble judge and parties 
to argue the manner of final disposition, this could be done at the 
termination of the suit, or the statute might provide for alternative dis
position through escheat to the state.268

266 The clearinghouse might be run under the Administrative Office of the United 
States Courts. See generally 28 U.S.C. 601-11 (1970), as amended, (Supp. II, 1972).

267 With small individual claims it is unlikely that most potential claimants will seek 
legal assistance and thus learn of the central clearinghouse. The present statute itself 
does provide some notice. Cf. Anderson Nat’l Bank v. Luckett, 321 U.S. 233, 243 
(1944). But for the method to be effective in compensating large numbers of persons, 
substantial public education probably would be necessary.

268 Cf. Comment, supra note 259, at 453-54.

In conclusion, both the national and the District of Columbia studies 
indicated that some rule 23(b) (3) class actions have manageability prob
lems because of problems of administering notice and damages. Since 
rule 23 is designed to protect the interests of individual class members, 
it hinders class actions on behalf of large numbers of consumers with 
meritorious claims too small to support individual suits, thus frustrating 
other valid ends of consumer class actions such as prevention of unjust 
enrichment and deterrence. Congress should modify class action pro
cedure to allow these suits to be litigated. Specifically, the legislation 
should approve notice of the pendency of suit and notice of judgment 
limited to class representatives, allow a gross-sum approach to the de
termination of damages, and permit judgment sums not distributed to 
individual class members to be expended in a cy pres disposition or 
through escheat to the state.

Bruce I. Bertelsen
Mary S. Calfee 
Gerald W. Connor



IRREBUTTABLE PRESUMPTIONS AS AN 
ALTERNATIVE TO STRICT SCRUTINY: 

FROM RODRÍGUEZ TO LaFLEUR
The doctrinal difficulties of the Equal Protection Clause are in

deed trying, but today the Court makes an uncharted drift toward 
complications for the Due Process Clause comparable in scope 
and seriousness with those we are encountering in the equal pro
tection area. Can this be what we are headed for?1

1 Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 462 (1973) (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
2 Compare Bickel, The Supreme Court 1960 Term—Foreword: The Passive Virtues, 

75 Harv. L. Rev. 40, 49-50, 53 (1961) with Gunther, The Subtle Vices of the “Passive 
Virtues'1'1—A Comment on Principle and Expediency in Judicial Review, 64 Colum. 
L. Rev. 1, 20-24 (1964).

3 See Kurland, The Supreme Court, 1963 Term—Foreword: “Equal in Origin and 
Equal in Title to the Legislative and Executive Branches of the Government,” 78 
Harv. L. Rev. 143, 144 (1964).

4 United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528 (1973); United States 
Dep’t of Agriculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508 (1973); Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441 
(1973); Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973).

5 Board of Educ. v. LaFleur, 42 U.S.L.W. 4186 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974).

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger

One recurrent issue confronting the Supreme Court in its attempt to 
protect the rights and interests of the individual from oppressive or 
arbitrary governmental action has been the degree of deference due the 
power of the legislative branch.2 Last term the Court, while cognizant 
of past criticism that it had become a “super legislature,” 3 seemed to 
be searching for a constitutional test which would allow the legislature 
sufficient leeway to develop pragmatic solutions to the nation’s difficult 
social and economic problems but which would provide a means by 
which the judiciary could intervene on behalf of the individual when 
necessary. How the Supreme Court historically has utilized first the due 
process clause and then the equal protection clause in an attempt to re
solve the conflict between governmental power and individual rights 
deserves fresh examination. The present Court apparently has found 
neither doctrine in its traditional formulation entirely satisfactory. 
Analysis of four cases decided late in the 1972 term4 and one case de
cided this term5 indicates that the Court is developing a new equal pro
tection test while also reconsidering the applicability of the due process 
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clause to social welfare cases. Because the courts have avoided applying 
due process reasoning to economic and social welfare controversies for 
3 5 years, this trend will be examined to determine whether it will enable 
the Court to strike the appropriate balance between individual rights and 
deference to the legislature.

Constitutional Analysis of Social Welfare Legislation:
An Overview

THE CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS

The fifth and the fourteenth amendments to the Constitution have 
been the basis for most judicial scrutiny of state and federal social wel
fare legislation. Both forbid the deprivation from any person of life, 
liberty, and property without due process of law.6 The fourteenth 
amendment carries a second prohibition, not found in the fifth, that states 
may not deny to any person the equal protection of the law.7 However, 
in Bolling v. Sharpe8 the Court held that the concept of equal protection 
is implicit in the due process clause of the fifth amendment,9 and, since 
Bolling, the analysis of federal laws challenged on equal protection 
grounds has not differed from the analysis applied to state laws.10

6 U.S. Const, amend. V; id. amend. XIV, § 1.
7 Id. amend. XIV, § 1. The equal protection and due process clause only apply to 

governmental actions and not to actions by private individuals. The courts have inter
preted governmental action broadly to include all areas of state responsibility. See 
generally Developments in the Law—Equal Protection, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1065, 1069-72 
(1969).

8 347 U.S. 497 (1954).
9 Id. at 499-500.
10 See Harvith, Federal Equal Protection and Welfare Assistance, 31 Albany L. Rev. 

210 (1967). Although Bolling dealt solely with racial discrimination, subsequent de
cisions established that federal statutes would be subject to the same equal protection 
analysis as state statutes regardless of the nature of the discrimination. See, e.g., United 
States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 538 (1973) (federal food stamp 
program cannot discriminate between persons living in households in which all mem
bers are related and those in which all residents are not related); Frontiero v. Richard
son, 411 U.S. 677, 690-91 ((1973) (administrative convenience does not justify dif
ferential treatment of sexes in armed forces); Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 
641-42 (1969) (District of Columbia cannot distinguish between newly arrived and 
long-term residents in determining welfare eligibility); Schneider v. Rusk, 377 U.S. 
163, 168 (1964) (naturalized citizens have same rights as native born citizens).

DUE PROCESS

Substantive Due Process. Justice Peckham’s decisions in All-
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gey er v. Louisiana11 and Lochner v. Neiv York12 first articulated the sub
stantive due process doctrine that any law infringing upon freedom of 
contract was not within the legitimate police power of the state and, 
therefore, violated due process in the absence of an overriding public in
terest.13 Under substantive due process analysis, the Court examined the 
statute or regulation at issue to determine whether the purpose of the 
governmental action was appropriate for the exercise of governmental 
power.14 llie legitimacy of legislative ends hinged upon whether the 
infringed interest was within the constitutionally protected areas of life, 
liberty, or property,15 which could not be encroached upon in the 
absence of an overriding public interest.16 Assuming the presence of an 
overriding public interest, the constitutionality of a given statute then 
depended upon the Court’s determination that the statute provided a 
means directly related to that end.17

11 165 U.S. 578 (1897).
12 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
13 198 U.S. at 53, 57; 165 U.S. at 589-90. Court decisions relying on such analysis are 

said to employ the Lochner doctrine. See McCloskey, Economic Due Process and 
the Supreme Court: An Exhumation and Reburial, 1962 Sup. Ct. Rev. 34, 44; Com
ment, In Defense of Liberty: A Look at the Abortion Decisions, 61 Geo. L. J. 1559, 
1562-64 (1973).

14 Allgeyer v. Louisiana, 165 U.S. 578, 591 (1897).
45 Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45, 53 (1905).
46 165 U.S. at 591; see Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 154-55 (1973).
47 198 U.S. at 58, 64.
48 See, e.g., Adkins v. Children’s Hosp., 261 U.S. 525, 554 (1923) (District of Colum

bia law setting maximum wages for women violates fifth amendment); Coppage v. 
Kansas, 236 U.S. 1, 26 (1915) (law outlawing agreement not to join union as con
dition of employment unconstitutional); Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45, 64 (1905) 
(statute setting maximum work hours for bakery workers violates due process by in
fringing upon freedom to contract). See also id. at 75 (Holmes, J., dissenting); Mc
Closkey, supra note 13, at 36, 42-43.

19 Sec, e.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973) (right of privacy derived from 
fourteenth amendment protects right to terminate pregnancy); Griswold v. Con
necticut, 381 U.S. 479, 481-83 (1965) (right of privacy protects distribution of con
traceptives); Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U.S. 500, 505 (1964) (statute indis- 
criminatclv restricting freedom to travel violates fifth amendment). See also Pierce 
v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534-35 (1925) (right to attend private rather than 

The substantive due process doctrine fell into disrepute because the 
Court, disregarding the views of the country’s political majority, em
ployed it during the first 35 years of the twentieth century to protect 
business practices from legislation passed by the states in their attempt 
to regulate the excesses of laissez faire capitalism.18 The doctrine has 
maintained vitality in the area of individual liberties19 but was rejected 
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in the area of social welfare and economic policy in 1937 in West Coast 
Hotel v. Parrish^ and declared officially dead in 1963 in Ferguson v. 
Skrupa20 21 The abandonment of the Lochner doctrine was so complete 
that the Court not only refrained from applying substantive due process 
reasoning to economic and social welfare laws but also seemingly with
drew all judicial scrutiny from the area of social and economic welfare.22

public school protected by due process clause); Emerson, Nine Justices in Search 
of a Doctrine, 64 Mich. L. Rev. 219, 222-25 (1965); McCloskey, supra note 13, at 45- 
50; McKay, The Preference for Freedom, 34 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 1182, 1213 (1959).

20 300 U.S. 379, 399-400 (1937) (District of Columbia law mandating minimum wage 
for women upheld), overruling Adkins v. Children’s Hosp., 261 U.S. 525 (1923).

21 372 U.S. 726, 729-30 (1963).
22 See Gunther, The Supreme Court, 1971 Term—Foreword: In Search of Evolving 

Doctrine on a Changing Court: A Model for a Newer Equal Protection, 86 Harv. L. 
Rev. 1, 37-43 (1972); McCloskey, supra 13, at 53-55. See also Tussman & tenBroek, 
The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 341, 364 (1949).

23 See Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497, 499 (1954). Various tests have been formu
lated as the measure of due process protections. See, e.g., Rochin v. California, 342 
U.S. 165, 172 (1952) (due process forbids state actions which shock the conscience); 
Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46, 71-72 (1947) (Black, J. dissenting) (due process 
includes those procedural safeguards guaranteed by the Bill of Rights); Palko v. Con
necticut, 302 U.S. 319, 325 (1937) (due process includes only those procedural rights 
without which one could not envision an enlightened system of justice).

24 Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 541-42 (1971).
25 See notes 161-189 infra and accompanying text.
26 Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 650-51 (1972).
27 See, e.g., Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 19 (1967) (states may not abridge de

fendant’s right to compulsory process to obtain witness’ testimony); Miranda v. Ari
zona, 384 U.S. 436, 478-79 (1966) (suspect must be warned of rights when undergoing 
custodial interrogation); Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400, 406-07 (1965) (right to con

Procedural Due Process. Procedural due process recognizes the
state’s power to deprive a person of life, liberty, or property but insists 
that the individual be granted certain procedural safeguards which com
port with traditional notions of fundamental fairness.23 Primary among 
the procedural rights guaranteed by the due process clause is the right 
to a fair hearing,24 which may not be infringed by the enactment of 
statutory presumptions which are either irrebuttable or contrary to 
fact.25 In procedural due process analysis, state interests such as adminis
trative efficiency and economy are weighed against the importance of 
the societal interest asserted by the individual.26 Recently, procedural 
due process has been used primarily to guarantee procedural safeguards 
to defendants in criminal actions.27 Although procedural due process is 
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applicable to the social welfare area,28 an equal protection analysis has 
predominated.

front witnesses); Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 492 (1964) (right to counsel dur
ing accusatory police questioning); Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 344-45 (1963) 
(right to counsel at trial).

28 See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 263-64 (1970); Comment, The Constitutional 
Minimum for the Termination of Welfare Benefits: The Need For and Requirements 
of a Prior Hearing, 68 Mich. L. Rev. 112, 119-21 (1967).

29 Tussman & tenBroek, supra note 22, at 380-81.
30 See generally Developments in the Lave, supra note 7, at 1067-68.
31 See, e.g., Lehnhausen v. Lake Shore Auto Parts, 410 U.S. 356, 364-65 (1973) (state 

may tax corporations at different rate than individuals); Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 
726, 731-32 (1963) (state may forbid non-lawyers from drafting loan adjustments); 
McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 425-26 (1961) (state may require certain busi
nesses to close on Sunday while allowing others to remain open); Williamson v. Lee 
Optical Inc., 348 U.S. 483, 488-89 (1955) (state may regulate opticians and exempt 
sellers of ready-to-wear glasses). See generally Developments in the Law, supra note 
7, at 1077-87.

32 Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co., 220 U.S. 61, 78 (1911); see Tussman & 
tenBroek, supra note 22, at 346-52.

33 Railway Express Agency, Inc. v. New York, 336 U.S. 106, 109-10 (1949); cf. Mar
shall v. United States, 94 S. Ct. 700, 706 (1974) (judiciary should defer to legislative 
judgments in areas involving medical and scientific uncertainties).

EQUAL PROTECTION

In 1949 Tussman and tenBroek observed that the equal protection 
clause had been used rarely by the courts as a means of overturning 
legislation but predicted that it soon would become a familiar tool of 
judicial review.29 Indeed, in the 25 years since this prediction the equal 
protection clause has become an important weapon for the protection 
of individual rights.30 Although the excesses of the Locbner era occa
sionally influenced the Court to defer to the legislature when applying 
equal protection analysis to social and economic legislation,31 the Court 
nevertheless developed an equal protection doctrine which increasingly 
justified intervention.

Traditional Equal Protection. Traditional equal protection
analysis recognizes both that a state must classify its citizens for a num
ber of legitimate governmental purposes and that all similarly situated 
citizens cannot be treated in exactly the same manner in all circum
stances.32 Under the traditional equal protection doctrine, the Court will 
uphold any classification which bears reasonable relation to the purpose 
of the statute.33 Commentators have urged that this minimum rationality 
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or reasonable relation test applied in the social and economic area was 
not a valid analytical tool but merely reflected an ad hoc judicial de
termination in favor of a particular classification.34 Indeed, from the 
1937 renunciation of the substantive due process doctrine until 1972, 
only one law to which the minimum rationality test was applied was 
declared invalid.35

34 See Gunther, supra note 22, at 8-9; Note, The Decline and Fall of the New Equal 
Protection: A Polemical Approach, 58 Va. L. Rev. 1489, 1495 (1972).

35 See Morey v. Doud, 354 U.S. 457 (1957). In Morey the Court overturned an 
Illinois statute which required the licensing of any firm selling or issuing money 
orders. The American Express Company was exempt from obtaining a license. The 
Court held that there was no rational basis for the creation of a closed class com
prised only of the American Express Company in light of the statutory purpose of 
protecting the citizens of Illinois from the sale of money orders by under-capitalized 
businesses. Id. at 466-70.

In the 1971 term the Court applied the minimum rationality test and often found 
that the law in question was unconstitutional. See, e.g., James v. Strange, 407 U.S. 
128, 140-41 (1972) (indigent defendants subject to state recoupment actions for legal 
fees may not be denied rights accorded other judgment debtors); Eisenstadt v. Baird, 
405 U.S. 438, 446 (1972) (ban on distribution of contraceptives to unmarried persons 
void as invalid discrimination); Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 76-77 (1971) (provision 
of state probate code giving preference to male applicant for estate administrator’s 
post is impermissible). See also Gunther, supra note 22, at 18-20.

36 See Developments in the Lav supra note 7, at 1087-1132.
37 See Kramer v. Union Free School Dist., 395 U.S. 621, 627-28 (1969). Strict scrutiny 

has been described as “strict in theory and fatal in fact.” Gunther, supra note 22, at 
8. Like minimum rationality7, the words “strict scrutiny” have been regarded as a signal 
that the Court has made an ad hoc determination that the classification in question 
is unconstitutional and allegedly do not represent a legitimate analytical tool. See Note, 
34, at 1494-95.

38 See Korcmatsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214, 219-20 (1944).

The Ne<w Equal Protection. The Court s ability to intervene on
behalf of the individual was enhanced by the development of a complex 
doctrine known as the new or substantive equal protection doctrine. This 
doctrine subjected laws to strict scrutiny if they created a suspect classi
fication or affected a fundamental interest.36 When strict scrutiny is 
applied, the court presumes the invalidity of the classification in ques
tion, and thé state must prove that the classification is necessary to 
achieve a compelling state interest.37 To date, the only state interest 
deemed sufficiently compelling to overcome the presumption of in
validity has been the state’s interest in preventing sabotage and subver
sion during war.38
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The idea that certain types of classifications are inherently suspect 
and that the state bears a heavy burden to prove their validity is not a 
new one. For example, classifications which tend to discriminate against 
blacks always have been regarded as suspect because the equal protec
tion clause was intended to prohibit precisely that type of discrimina
tion.39 By analogy, the equal protection clause was held to prohibit dis
crimination on the basis of national ancestry40 and alienage.41 Similarly, 
classifications based on legitimacy42 and wealth43 were treated as suspect.

39 See, e.g., Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1967) (state ban on interracial 
cohabitation void as invalid exercise of police power); Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 
497, 499 (1954) (racial segregation in District of Columbia schools violates equal pro
tection guarantees implicit in fifth amendment); Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 
303, 309 (1880) (state may not exclude blacks from juries).

40 See Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 373-74 (1886).
41 Takahasi v. Fish & Game Comm’n, 334 U.S. 410, 418-19 (1948).
42 Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68, 71 (1968) (state may not preclude illegitimates 

from prosecuting wrongful death action on behalf of mother). But see Labine v. 
Vincent, 401 U.S. 532, 536, 539 (1971) (states may classify illegitimates for purposes 
of determining inheritance rights).

43 Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 668 (1966) (distinctions based 
on wealth or property, like those based on race, traditionally are disfavored); Douglas 
v. California, 372 U.S. 353, 358 (1963) (California law providing counsel for indigents 
with right of appeal only when the court determines that appointment of counsel 
would be advantageous to the defendant or helpful to the appellate court held un
constitutional); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 19 (1956) (Illinois law requiring appel
lant to pay for trial transcript effectively denies right of appeal to indigents). See 
generally Michelman, The Supreme Court 1968-1969 Term—Foreword: On Protecting 
the Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 7 (1969). But cf. 
notes 73 76 infra and accompanying text.

The idea that nonrace related classifications might be suspect apparently had its 
genesis in United States v. Carolene Products Co. where Justice Stone, while using 
the traditional equal protection test, suggested in a footnote that prejudice against 
discrete and insular minorities might trigger strict equal protection scrutiny. 304 U.S. 
144, 153-54 n.4 (1938). Footnote four has been regarded as the source of the two- 
tiered system of constitutional analysis under the due process and equal protection 
clauses. Under both clauses a hands-off approach is taken toward economic and social 
welfare legislation, but a more activist approach is assumed when laws affect individual 
liberties or discriminate against minorities. Justice Frankfurter objected to the Court’s 
reliance on the footnote as a source of constitutional doctrine. See Kovacs v. Cooper, 
336 U.S. 77, 91 (1949) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).

44 See Developments in the Law, supra note 7, at 1130-31.
45 The phrase “invidious discrimination” first was used in the equal protection con-

In the absence of a suspect classification, the statute or regulation still 
might be subject to strict scrutiny if the individual interest affected is 
considered fundamental.44 If the state cannot show that the statute or 
regulation is necessary to achieve a compelling state interest, the statute 
is said to work “an invidious discrimination”45 and is unconstitutional 
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under the equal protection clause. Among those interests which have 
been declared fundamental are voting,46 marriage and procreation,47 the 
right to appeal from a criminal conviction,48 and the right to interstate 
travel.49 Although the fundamental interest doctrine became an increas
ingly powerful tool in constitutional analysis, the Warren Court never 
articulated a test for determining which interests are fundamental.50 
Critics feel that the fundamental interest doctrine is too arbitrary since it 
permits a majority of the Court to override a legislative judgment.51 
Because strict scrutiny almost invariably means unconstitutionality, the 
fundamental interest doctrine is subject to criticism similar to that leveled 
at the substantive due process doctrine.52

text by Justice Douglas. See Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942). Un
fortunately, the phrase may have become a talisman for any discrimination which a 
jurist intends to find unconstitutional under the equal protection clause. See Frontiero 
v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 691 (1973) (Stewart, J., concurring). See generally Karst, 
Invidious Discrimination: Justice Douglas cmd the Return of the “Ndttira!-Law-Due- 
Process Formula,” 16 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 716, 732-40 (1969); Michelman, supra note 43, 
at 19-20.

4(5 Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 670 (1966); Reynolds v. Sims, 
377 U.S. 533, 576 (1964).

47 Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942).
4S Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353, 356 (1963); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12,

21 (1956) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
49 Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 629-31 (1969).
50 Cox, The Supreme Court 1965 Term—Foreword: Constitutional Adjudication and 

the Promotion of Human Rights, 80 Harv. L. Rev. 91, 95 (1966).
51 See Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 655-63 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting). 

Justice Harlan thought that the doctrine was unfortunate because it created an excep
tion which threatened to swallow the standard equal protection rule and because the 
due process clause would provide sufficient protection for any right guaranteed by the 
Constitution. See also Kurland, supra note 3, at 145-47.

52 See, e.g., Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 661 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting); 
Karst, supra note 45, at 744; Michelman, supra note 43, at 16-17, 22.

53 See Gunther, supra note 22, at 8-20; Kalven, The Supreme Court 1910 Term-
Foreword: Even When a Nation is at War—, 85 Harv. L. Rev. 3, 4-5 (1971).

The Burger Court’s Approach to Social Welfare Legislation 

fundamental interest narrowly defined

Although the new members of the Court obviously were troubled bv 
the flexibility of the fundamental interest doctrine, the concept was not 
abandoned entirely.53 * Rather, the Court attempted to avoid making 
legislative judgments by narrowly defining fundamental interest.
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In April 1970, near the end of Chief Justice Burger’s first term, the 
Court held in Dandridge v. Williams^ that plaintiffs’ interest in the re
ceipt of welfare payments was not fundamental. In Dandridge recipients 
of benefits under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program 
(AFDC)55 sought to enjoin a Maryland regulation which placed a ceil
ing upon the monthly amount of AFDC money a single family could 
receive regardless of family size.56 Justice Stewart, writing for the ma
jority, stated that because welfare laws were in the area of economics 
and social welfare, the classification need only have some reasonable 
basis.57 He conceded that the cases he cited in support of his application 
of the minimum rationality test concerned state regulation of business 
or industry but argued that even though the regulation affected the most 
basic needs of the impoverished, there was no justification for application 
of a different constitutional standard.58 The Maryland regulation was 
determined to be rationally related to a legitimate legislative end because 
it tended to encourage employment and to avoid discrimination between 
welfare families and families of the working poor.59 Dandridge made 
clear that the Court did not consider food, clothing, and shelter to be 
fundamental interests for purposes of equal protection analysis.60 Only 
Justices Marshall and Brennan protested the emasculation of the equal 
protection clause as a constitutional principle applicable to social welfare 
administration.61 Thus, the fundamental interest branch of the new equal 
protection doctrine was not as flexible as many had hoped.62

™ 397 U.S. 471 (1970).
™See 42 U.S.C. §§ 601-08 (1970).
56 397 U.S. at 474.
57 Id. at 485.
58 Id. Three cases were cited in support of the minimum rationality rule. Mc

Gowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 425-26 (1961) (Sunday closing laws allowing some 
types of business to remain open not arbitrary); Metropolis Theatre Co. v. City 
of Chicago, 228 U.S. 61, 69 (1913) (city ordinance setting license fee for theatres 
based on price of admission not arbitrary); Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co., 
220 U.S. 61, 78 (1911) (state law prohibiting pumping excess gas from mineral waters 
reasonable).

59 397 U.S. at 486.
GGId. at 485; see id. at 522 (Marshall & Brennan, J.J., dissenting).
61 Id. at 508. Justice Harlan, arguing that the Court did not go far enough in re

stricting the new equal protection doctrine, asserted that the strict scrutiny standard 
should apply only to racial classifications. Id. at 489-90 (Harlan, J., concurring). Jus
tice Douglas, the major proponent of the fundamental interest doctrine, never reached 
the equal protection issue but instead dissented on the grounds that the Maryland 
regulation was inconsistent with the federal law. Id. at 493 (Douglas, J., dissenting).

62 See e.g., Cox, supra note 50, at 91; Deenes, To Feed the Hungry: Judicial Re-
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In his Dandridge dissent, Justice Marshall contended that the Court 
need not identify an interest as fundamental in order to find a classifica
tion unconstitutional under the equal protection clause.03 He would 
compare the character of the classification and the relative importance to 
the individual of the benefits at stake with the asserted state interest in 
support of the classification.64 Applying this test, Justice Marshall found 
the state interest advanced in Dandridge insufficient to sustain the classifi
cation.65 66

trencbinent in Welfare Adjudication, 58 Calif. L. Rev. 555, 593-600 (1970); Harvith, 
supra note 10, at 222-26.

G3 397 U.S. at 520-21 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
Mid. at 521-22; see San Antonio Indcp. School Dist. v. Rodríguez, 411 U.S. 1, 98- 

133 (1973) (Marshall, J., dissenting).
05 397 U.S. at 530 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
66 404 U.S. 78 (1971) (Social Security Act provision requiring that benefits be re

duced to reflect workmen’s compensation payments but not so penalizing recipients 
of similar kinds of disability payments meets minimum rationality test).

67 406 U.S. 535 (1972) (Texas scheme for allocation of limited welfare funds which dis
criminated against recipients of AFDC aid in favor of recipients under other federally 
funded categorical assistance programs meets minimum rationality7 test).

68 See Note, supra note 34, at 1489.
69 411 U.S. 1 (1973).
70 The Texas scheme called for a minimum grant per child from the state endow

ment fund to each school district. Additional funds were allocated to each school 
district based on a formula reflecting each district’s ability to raise funds through 
property taxes. Id. at 6-10.

71 Id. at 11-12.

The Dandridge decision, reaffirmed in Richardson v. Belcher™ and 
Jefferson v. Hackney,67 was regarded by some as the demise of the equal 
protection clause as a tool for intervention in the social welfare legislation 
area.68 69 Last term, the Court again retreated from the new equal protec
tion analysis by further narrowing the scope of the fundamental interest 
doctrine. In San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodríguez™ 
the plaintiffs attacked on equal protection grounds the complex scheme 
which Texas had devised for funding local school districts.70 Because 
the plan depended in part on funds derived from local property taxes, 
the plaintiffs alleged that the districts with low property values were un
able to spend as much per pupil as districts with high property values 
and that the scheme therefore was discriminatory.71 The district court 
found that the scheme discriminated on the basis of wealth, a suspect 
classification, and that plaintiffs’ and society’s interest in education 
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was fundamental.72 Applying the strict scrutiny test, the court did not 
find the state’s interest in the scheme sufficiently compelling to support 
the classification.73

72 337 F. Supp. 280, 282-83 (W.D. Tex. 1971) (per curiam).
73 ZJ. at 285.
74 411 U.S. at 18.
75 Id. at 18 24; see Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Electors, 383 U.S. 663, 668 (1966) (poll 

tax barring indigents from voting unconstitutional); Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 
352, 358 (1963) (right of access to criminal appellate procedure); accord, Griffin v. 
Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 19 (1956).

7(iSce 411 U.S. at 20-23.
77 Id. at 23. Justice Powell cited a Connecticut study which concluded that, in 

Connecticut, the poorest people do not live in the poorest school districts. See Note, 
A Statistical Analysis of the School Finance Decisions: On Winning Battles and Losing 
Wars, 81 Yale L.J. 1303, 1328-29 (1972). The Court also noted that there is con
siderable controversy among educators over whether there is a direct relationship be
tween per pupil expenditures and equality of education. 411 U.S. at 23.

The Supreme Court, Justice Powell writing for the majority, found 
neither the suspect classification nor the fundamental interest analysis 
persuasive.74 Addressing first the suspect classification argument, he 
distinguished Rodríguez from other cases in which classifications based 
on wealth had been treated as suspect. Previous cases had dealt with the 
rights of indigents to equal treatment in the criminal trial and appellate 
processes and wealth restrictions on the right to vote.75 In these cases, 
which treated wealth as a suspect classification, the classes were com
posed of persons who were indigent or whose incomes fell below a desig
nated poverty level, and those persons were deprived absolutely of the 
desired benefit because of their lack of funds.76 The plaintiffs in Rodrí
guez had not established their indigency but merely their residence in a 
geographical area with relatively low property values.77 Nor were the 
plaintiffs absolutely deprived of an education; they received at worst a 
poorer quality education than did pupils living in wealthier districts and 
therefore met neither of the tests which would afford strict scrutiny to 
their class.

Turning to the fundamental interest question, Justice Powell admitted 
that education was extremely important in America but argued that the 
importance of an interest does not determine whether it must be regarded 
as fundamental. He stated that if the degree of scrutiny depended on 
the majority’s view of the importance of the benefit, then the Court 
would be assuming a legislative function. A fundamental interest, there
fore, must be one either explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Con
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stitution.78 Despite the plaintiff’s argument that education was necessary 
for meaningful exercise of freedom of speech and the right to vote, 
Justice Powell found that education was not guaranteed by the Consti
tution.79 Since no fundamental right was involved and the classification 
was not suspect, the minimum rationality test was applied. The Court 
found that the classification bore a rational relationship to a legitimate 
state interest in the encouragement of local participation in the school 
system and thus upheld the scheme.80

78 411 U.S. at 31-34, 54-55.
79 Id. at 35.
89 Id. at 48-49.
81 See id. at 35; id. at 63 (Brennan, J., dissenting). Of the four dissenters only Jus

tice Brennan objected to the narrow definition of fundamental right. Justice Marshall 
reiterated the test he had proposed in Dandridge. Id. at 98-99 (Marshall, J., dissenting); 
see note 64 supra and accompanying text. Justice White did not reach the funda
mental interest doctrine because he found that the means chosen by Texas for funding 
the schools was not rationally related to the end of maximizing local participation in 
the schools. 411 U.S. at 67-68 (White, J., dissenting). Justice Douglas joined with 
both Justices Marshall and White, but did not join Justice Brennan’s dissent.

82 Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 522 (1970) (Marshall, J., dissenting).
83Sce 411 U.S. at 20-23.
84 The option of increasing the vigor of scrutiny under the minimum rationality 

doctrine has been examined at length by Gerald Gunther. See Gunther, supra note 
22, at 20-48. Gunther proposes an equal protection model which would submit all 

The Rodríguez decision is significant because it defines fundamental 
interest in a way that may preclude further expansion of the doctrine. 
If an interest is protected explicitly by the Constitution, the plaintiff 
need not invoke the equal protection clause. If he is challenging a federal 
law, he may rely directly on the relevant language of the Constitution, 
or, if he is attacking a state law, he may rely on the due process clause 
of the fourteenth amendment which incorporates most constitutionally 
guaranteed rights. If neither education with its close relation to freedom 
of speech81 nor food, shelter, and clothing, which are basic to life,82 can 
be implied as rights in the Constitution, few additional interests are likely 
to be declared fundamental. Moreover, Rodríguez narrowed the concept 
of wealth as a suspect classification by implying that the plaintiff must 
be indigent and totally deprived of the desired benefit because of his 
inability to pay.83

Having thus restricted the new equal protection doctrine, the Court 
either had to develop the traditional minimum rationality test into an 
effective analytical tool84 or resurrect the long neglected due process 
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clause if it intended to intervene in the social welfare area. Late last 
term, the Court experimented with both options.

THE NEWER EQUAL PROTECTION

In Frontiero v. Richardson^ the Court examined federal statutes pro
viding that spouses of male members of the uniformed services are pre
sumed to be dependents for purposes of obtaining increased benefits, 
while female members of the same service must prove that their husbands 
are actually dependent for over one-half of their support in order to 
receive the same benefits.85 86 Four members of the Court felt that sex 
was a suspect classification and that the statutes consequently merited 
strict scrutiny.87 Justice Brennan, writing for those Justices, found that 
the government’s interest in administrative convenience was not suffi
ciently compelling to survive the strict scrutiny test.88 89 He found at 
least implicit support for finding sex a suspect classification in Reed v. 
Reed.8Q Had the majority of the Court in Frontiero held that sex was a 
suspect classification, this decision would be remarkable only because a 
new category would have been added to those classifications already 
presumed invalid.90 However, four other Justices found the statute 
unconstitutional without applying strict scrutiny. Justice Stewart, con
curring in the judgment, said only that the statute worked an invidious 

equal protection cases to a somewhat stricter test than the traditional minimum 
rationality. The state would have the burden of coming forward with some rational 
explanation for the classification. In examining the rationality of the classification, the 
Court would not question the legitimacy of the legislative end but would examine only 
whether the means chosen bear any rational relationship to the end as articulated by 
the state. Id.; see Aguayo v. Richardson, 473 F.2d 1090, 1108-10 (2d Cir.), petition for 
cert, filed, 41 U.S.L.W. 3602 (U.S. Apr. 18, 1973) (No. 72-1416).

85 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
86 See 10 U.S.C. §§ 1072, 1076 (1970); 37 id. §§ 401,403.
8’411 U.S. at 682 (opinion of Justice Brennan, joined by Justices Douglas, White 

and Marshall).
88 Id. at 688-90.
89 404 U.S. 71 (1971). In Reed a unanimous Court did not address the issue of 

whether sex classification is suspect; the Court applied the minimum rationality test 
to a provision of the Idaho probate code preferring men as administrators of de
cedents’ estates and found that sex bore no rational relationship to a person’s ability 
to perform the duties of an administrator. Id. at 76.

99 See notes 39-43 supra and accompanying text. Two cases were decided late last 
term on the basis of suspect classifications. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717 (1973) (law 
making aliens ineligible to become members of state bar held unconstitutional); Sugar- 
man v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634 (1973) (New York City ordinance making aliens in
eligible to hold certain jobs in city government held unconstitutional).
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discrimination, citing Reed?1 Justice Powell, joined by the Chief Justice 
and Justice Blackmun, concurred on the grounds that Reed established 
the unconstitutionality of the law and made unnecessary a finding that 
sex was a suspect classification.91 92

91 411 U.S. at 691 (Stewart, J. concurring).
•)2 Id. at 691-92 (Powell, J., concurring). Furthermore, Justice Powell indicated that 

by finding sex a suspect classification, the Court would usurp the prerogative of Con
gress and the state legislatures who arc considering the proposed twenty-seventh 
amendment which would make all classifications based on sex explicitly suspect. Id. 
at 692.

93 The district court found that the Frontiero statute met the minimum rationalityJ 
test. Sec Frontiero v. Laird, 341 F. Supp. 201 (N.D. Ala. 1972). Justice Rehnquist, 
the only dissenting Justice in Frontiero, adopted the lower court’s decision. 411 U.S. 
ar 691 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

94 413 U.S. 528 (1973).
95 7 U.S.C. § 2012(e) (Supp. II, 1972).
96 413 U.S. at 534.

Thus, four of the five Justices who constituted a majority in Rod
ríguez used equal protection reasoning to overturn a federal law in 
Frontiero. The Reed decision does not compel this result. In Reed, the 
underlying assumption of the classification, that women are less capable 
administrators of decedents’ estates than men, bears no relation to fact 
and might not survive even the traditional minimum rationality test. On 
the other hand, the underlying assumption in the statute at issue in Fron
tiero, that wives of servicemen are more often dependent upon their 
spouses than the husbands of servicewomen, seemingly bears sufficient re
lation to reality to meet the minimum rationality test.93 94 Therefore, the 
Justices who did not find sex to be a suspect classification applied a more 
stringent test than the traditional minimum rationality test. Neither 
Reed nor Frontiero explains the standard which these Justices applied.

In United States Department of Agriculture v. Moreno** a majority 
of the Court again overturned a federal law on equal protection grounds 
without finding a suspect classification or a fundamental interest. At 
issue in Moreno was the constitutionality of section 3(e) of the Food 
Stamp Act of 1964,95 96 which denied food stamps to any household con
taining an individual unrelated to any other member of the household. 
Justice Brennan, writing for the majority, found that the statute dis
criminated against persons living in households containing one or more 
unrelated members and in favor of persons living in households in 
which all members are related.90 Citing Dandridge, he applied the mini
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mum rationality test and found that the only legitimate governmental 
interest which might support the classification was the minimization of 
fraud.97 He then examined the assumptions underlying the related house
hold requirement and found no rational basis for the distinction.98 Justice 
Douglas concurred on first amendment freedom of association grounds.99 
Justice Rehnquist, joined by the Chief Justice, argued in dissent that the 
statute withstood the minimum rationality test and, invoking the tradi
tional argument against substantive due process, accused the Court of 
usurping the legislative function.100

5)7 Id. at 535-37.
™ld. at 535-38. The Government contended that households with one or more 

unrelated members were more likely to contain individuals who would voluntarily 
remain poor or who would abuse the program by failing to report sources of income, 
'the Government also alleged that the relatively unstable character of these house- 
ho’ds rendered more difficult the detection of abuses. Id. at 535.

99 Id. at 542-45 (Douglas J., concurring). Justice Douglas recognized that under 
the Dandridge test, the statute did bear a rational relation to the control of fraud. 
Id. at 544-45. However, he found that the statute violated the plaintiffs’ right of as
sociation which he considered within the penumbra of the first amendment. Since 
freedom of association is implicit in the Constitution, the statute affected a funda
mental interest as defined in Rodríguez. Id. at 542-45. Applying the strict scrutiny 
test, Justice Douglas found the statute unconstitutional. Id. at 544-45.

100 Id. at 545-47 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting); see Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 
471,489-90 (1970) (Harlan, J., dissenting).

101 See Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 489-90 (1970) (Harlan, J., concurring); 
Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 658-63 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting).

102 Sec Gunther, supra note 22, at 15, 18-19.
103 See .Marshall v. United States, 42 U.S.L.W. 4121 (U.S. Jan. 9, 1974). In Marshall 

the Court applied the minimum rationality test to uphold a provision of the Narcotic 
Addict Rehabilitation Act of 1966 which excluded from lenient treatment all addicts

Apparently a majority of the Court is unwilling to accept the full 
consequences of Dandridge and Rodríguez and to defer absolutely to the 
judgment of the legislature in the social welfare area. A majority of the 
Court also seems to have abandoned the strict scrutiny test. Heeding 
Justice Harlan’s advice, the Court has declined to expand the number 
of suspect classifications and fundamental interests which place a heavy 
burden of justification on the government.101 Instead, the Court has 
found the minimum rationality test sufficiently potent to overturn legis
lation. This development was predicted by Professor Gerald Gunther in 
19 7 2,102 and, although the Court has not applied the more stringent 
minimum rationality test in all cases,103 future equal protection cases 
probably will be decided by applying this stricter, minimum rationality 
test.
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the return of due process

The Right to a Hearing. Decided on the same day as Moreno,
United States Department of Agriculture v. Murry™* presents an in
triguing contrast. Factually, the cases seem indistinguishable. At issue 
in Murry was another 1971 amendment to the Food Stamp Act of 1964 
which denied food stamps to any household containing a member over 
18 years of age who had been claimed as a dependent child by a tax
payer who was not a member of an eligible household.* 105 * Such house
holds are ineligible for the tax period claimed and for one year after ex
piration of the tax period.100 The district court found that the provision 
denied the plaintiffs both due process and equal protection of laws.107 
In reaching this result, the district court found that the statute created 
an irrebuttable presumption contrary to fact that households containing 
18-year-old tax dependents are likely to defraud the Government.108

who had two prior felony convictions. Id. at 4125; see 18 U.S.C. § 425(f)(4) (1970). 
Appellant claimed that the provision violated equal protection as embodied in the due 
process clause of the fifth amendment. 42 U.S.L.W. at 4122. The Ninth Circuit had 
concluded that there was no fundamental right to narcotics rehabilitation, that the 
classification was not suspect, and that the minimum rationality test applied. The 
court was unable to find that Congress had acted irrationality in fashioning the Act. 
Marshall v. Parker, 470 F.2d 34, 38-39 (9th Cir. 1972). A majority of the Court agreed 
with the Ninth Circuit’s reasoning. 42 U.S.L.W. at 4123.

iw 413 U.S. 508 (1973).
105 See 7 U.S.C. § 2014(b) (1970).
ion See id.
io? 348 F. Supp. 242, 243 (D.D.C. 1972) (per curiam).
16S Id. T hus, households were classified arbitrarily along lines which bore no ra

tional relationship to the statutory scheme. Id.
too 413 U.S. at 514.
no Id. at 512-13.

The statute clearly did not create a suspect classification, and under 
Rodriguez and Dandridge the interest affected was not fundamental. 
The Court might have followed the district court and applied increased 
scrutiny in the guise of the minimum rationality test as in Frontiero and 
Moreno. Instead, Justice Douglas, writing for the majority, decided the 
case on procedural due process grounds.109 He found that the presump
tion had been enacted to avoid abuses by college students who are chil
dren of wealthy parents. However, he argued that dependency for tax 
purposes bore no rational relationship to a determination of the de
pendent’s need for food stamps in the following year and bore no rela
tionship whatsoever to the need of the household as a whole.110 Finding 
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that the statute created an irrebuttable presumption often contrary to 
fact, he held that due process was lacking because the plaintiffs were 
denied the opportunity to prove the presumption invalid as applied to 
them.111

111 Id. at 513-14. The decision is noteworthy because it marks a departure by Justice 
Douglas front the equal protection analysis with which he has been closely identified. 
Three years before Murry, in Boddie v. Connecticut, Justice Douglas had objected to 
the Court’s reliance on due process grounds to overturn Connecticut’s filing fee for 
divorce hearings. See 401 U.S. 371, 384 (1970) (Douglas, J., concurring). He stated 
that a return to due process reasoning was dangerous when equal protection reasoning 
could achieve the same result. Id. Although he had concurred without opinion in 
two subsequent cases, he recently had dissented from the use of due process reasoning. 
Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 463 (1973) (Douglas, J., dissenting); see Stanley v. 
Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1970); Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535 (1970). Finding in Afz/rry 
no right falling within the penumbra of the first amendment nor any suspect classifi
cation, Justice Douglas apparentlv turned to due process reasoning in order to achieve 
a just result.

112 413 U.S. at 514-17 (Stewart, J., concurring).
113/¿Z. at 517-18 (Marshall, J., concurring).
114 /d. at 519.
115/J. at 522 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
no /d. at 521-22.
ii" Id. at 524-27 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

Justice Stewart pointed out that in order to avoid unconstitutionality, 
Congress need only provide the recipients with an opportunity to rebut 
the presumption.112 Justice Marshall noted that one aspect of due process 
is that persons similarly situated must be treated similarly by the Govern
ment; he consequently employed the equal protection analysis which he 
espoused in Dandridge and Rodríguez to achieve that end.113 Justice 
Marshall recognized that his analysis combined elements traditionally 
identified with the separate doctrines of due process and equal protection 
but argued that the elements of fairness should not be so rigidly classi
fied.114

Justice Blackmun dissented and would have remanded the case for a 
hearing to determine whether the deductions were claimed properly.115 * 
He argued that if the statute were interpreted to allow the houshold to 
show that the individual was not claimed properly by a non-household 
member, the most obvious injustices would be avoided.110 Justice Rehn
quist, joined by Chief Justice Burger and Justice Powell, thought that 
the provision was not a conclusive presumption and that there was a 
qualitative difference between this case and the previous statutory pre
sumption cases upon which the majority relied.117 Citing Dandridge, he
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claimed that dependency for tax purposes is a rational measure of need 
and that the statute should be upheld.118

H8Zd. at 525-26.
mi See id. at 517 (Marshall, J., concurring).
12° Co-counsel for the plaintiffs in both Moreno and Murry stated that counsel 

argued equal protection in Moreno because the underlying assumptions of the un
related household provision were attacked. The first amendment issue was argued in 
order to provide a fundamental interest to trigger strict scrutiny. In Murry the 
plaintiffs argued that if the tax-dependency test met the minimum rationality tests the 
presumption was not valid as applied to plaintiffs. Interview with John R. Kramer, 
Associate Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, in Washington, 
D.C., Oct. 12, 1973.

121 412 U.S. 441 (1973).
122 Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 10-329b (Supp. 1973).
123 412 U.S. at 444-45.
12-1 Id. at 446.
12& Zd. at 451-53. The state argued that two other purposes were advanced by the

Due Process or Equal Protection. The finding of an irrebuttable
presumption in Murry is incompatible with the Court’s failure to find an 
irrebuttable presumption in Moreno—that unrelated individuals living 
together are likely to defraud the Government. Justice Marshall found 
the classifications in Murry similar to those in Moreno.1™ Yet Justices 
Blackmun and Powell concurred in Moreno but dissented in Murry. 
Since the facts of the two cases are so similar, their votes can be ex
plained only on doctrinal grounds, representing a preference for equal 
protection analysis as defined by Justice Powell’s decision in Rodríguez 
and a reluctance to indulge anew in due process clause activism.120

The majority in Murry strongly relied on Vlandis v. Kline121 decided 
two weeks earlier. In Vlandis the Court considered the validity of a Con
necticut statute which charged all state university students who were not 
residents at the time of their application for admission the non-resident 
tuition rate for their entire tenure at the university.122 Plaintiffs claimed 
that they had become bona fide Connecticut residents while students at 
the university and objected to classification as out-of-state students for 
tuition purposes.123 Justice Stewart, speaking for the Court, found that 
the statute raised an irrebuttable presumption of a kind long disfavored 
under the fifth and fourteenth amendments.124 He found that the 
statute was unconstitutional under the due process clause because the 
state’s interest in administrative convenience did not outweigh the detri
ment to the plaintiffs when that detriment could have been avoided by 
the simple expediency of a hearing.125
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Justice Marshall, joined by Justice Brennan, concurred in the majority 
opinion but added that he would rule the one-year residency require
ment invalid on equal protection grounds as well.120 * * * * * * Justice White con
curred in the judgment but did not agree with the due process analysis. 
Instead, he found that the statute invidiously discriminated among bona 
fide Connecticut residents.127 Adopting Justice Marshall’s equal protec
tion test, he weighed the individual’s interest in obtaining a higher educa
tion, combined with a substantial difference in in-state and out-of-state 
tuition rates, against the state’s interest in administrative convenience 
and concluded that the resulting discrimination was invidious.128

statute: that the system equalized costs between bona fide residents and non-residents
and that the scheme gave favorable rates to long-term residents who contributed to the
state through past taxes. The statute was held to bear no rational relationship to these
ends. Id. at 449-50.

v-c'Id. at 454-55 (Marshall, J., concurring). Other cases have held residency re
quirements invalid on equal protection grounds. See Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S.
330 (1972) (state residency requirement for voting violates equal protection); Shapiro 
v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969) (one year residency requirement for welfare re
cipients violates equal protection as infringement upon the right to travel interstate).

127 412 U.S. at 456 (White, J., concurring). Justice White found three classes of 
Connecticut citizens affected by the statute: unmarried students who had lived in 
Connecticut for more than a year prior to application, married students having a legal 
address in Connecticut at the time of application, and unmarried students who became 
residents less than one year before application. Id.

128 Id. at 458-59.
129 Id. at 459-60 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
130 Id.
131 Id. at 462; see note 1 supra and accompanying text.
132 412 U.S. at 463, 467-68 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

Chief Justice Burger, joined by Justice Rehnquist, decried the trans
ference of the “elusive and arbitrary” compelling interest doctrine to 
the due process clause.129 He considered the majority’s procedural due 
process reasoning to be merely a guise for the strict scrutiny test.130 The 
Chief Justice argued that any number of statutes can be interpreted as 
raising an irrebuttable presumption and feared that the problems of due 
process analysis would be as severe as those encountered in the equal 
protection area.131 Justice Rehnquist, joined by Chief Justice Burger 
and Justice Douglas, argued in dissent that the majority opinion reflected 
a return to substantive due process.132 He pointed to the difficulty in 
determining bona fide residency when all students necessarily are present 
in the state. The indicia of residency which the majority had found 
significant—drivers licenses and voter registration—are easily available to 
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any student wishing to qualify for lower tuition rates. Thus, he main
tained, the Connecticut statutory scheme effectively was destroyed.133 134

133 Id. at 466-69.
134 As Chief Justice Burger pointed out, there was no indication that the plaintiff 

in Vlandis would be unable to afford a college education unless given the benefit of 
the resident rates. 413 U.S. at 509-11.

135 United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508, 520 (1973) (Black
mun, J-, dissenting).

136 Id. at 524 (Powell, J., dissenting).
137 See San Antonio School Dist. v. Rodríguez, 411 U.S. 1, 33-35, 55 (1973).
138 42 U.S.L.W. 4186 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974).

An analysis of the voting patterns in Vlandis and Murry produces 
some interesting comparisons. Justice Douglas, in writing the majority 
opinion in Murry, relied strongly on Vlandis, even though he had 
joined in Justice Rehnquist’s strong dissent to Vlandis. Undoubtedly 
Justice Douglas’ concern for the rights of the poor overcame his dis
taste for the due process reasoning when neither a suspect classification 
nor a fundamental interest was present to trigger strict scrutiny. He 
apparently is not yet ready to reject the new equal protection in favor 
of a strengthened minimum rationality test. Significantly, Justice 
Douglas did not join the Chief Justice’s dissenting opinion in Vlandis 
which objected to the compelling interest doctrine and noted the doc
trinal difficulties of the equal protection clause.

Justices Powell and Blackmun dissented in Murry, yet they joined the 
Court’s opinion in Vlandis. This difference is difficult to explain on 
equitable grounds since the plaintiffs in Murry presented a more appeal
ing case than the plaintiffs in VlandisThe variance of Justice Black- 
mun’s opinions can be explained by his dissent to Murry in which he 
interpreted the statute so as to avoid most unjust results.135 Justice 
Powell’s reasoning is unclear. In Murry he joined Justice Rehnquist’s 
dissent which reasoned that the Connecticut residency requirement in
cluded a factual inquiry without a hearing, thus raising an irrebuttable 
presumption, while the tax dependency requirement was merely a 
prophylactic limitation designed to cure abuses.136 The distinction does 
not seem to justify inconsistent results. Justice Powell’s concurrence in 
Vlandis is inconsistent with his previous insistence that the Court may 
overturn legislation only when the law interferes with a right firmly 
grounded in the Constitution.137 138

Early this year the Court again employed a statutory presumption 
analysis in Board of Education v. LaFleurM* In LaFleur plaintiffs chal
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lenged the constitutionality of school board rules which required preg
nant teachers to take maternity leave without pay several months before 
term.139 The lower courts had decided the cases on equal protection 
grounds,140 but Justice Stewart held for the majority that the regula
tions violated the due process clause.141 Because decisions concerning 
marriage and family life fall within the due process guarantee of liberty, 
the Court reasoned that the state must not penalize women arbitrarily 
for their decision to bear children.142 The school boards contended that 
the maternity leave rules provided continuity of classroom instruction 
since they afforded schools advance knowledge of a teacher’s departure 
and facilitated provisions for substitute teachers. Further, the rules al
legedly protected the health of the teacher and her unborn child while 
ensuring students the continual presence of a physically capable in
structor.143 Justice Stewart found that although these were both legiti
mate goals, neither was sufficient to support the regulations.144 The 
majority found no rational relationship between the goal of continuity 
and the four or five month employment cut-off. In fact, the Court 
declared that the goal of continuity would be served better by allowing 
the teacher to stay until the end of the semester preceding the expected 
birth.145

139 Id. at 4186-87.
140See Cohen v. School Bd., 474 F.2d 395, 398 (4th Cir. 1973) (en banc) (regulation 

is not invidious classification based on sex and meets rational basis test), rev'g 326 
F. Supp. 1159, 1161 (E.D. Va. 1971) (mem.) (regulation denies equal protection be
cause there is no rational basis for treating pregnancy differently from other medical 
disabilities); LaFleur v. Board of Educ., 465 F.2d 1184, 1188 (6th Cir. 1972) (regula
tion discriminates on the basis of sex by unconstitutionally restricting employment 
of women teachers), rev'g 326 F. Supp. 1208, 1213-14 (N.D. Ohio 1971) (regulation 
meets reasonable basis test).

141 42 U.S.L.W. at 4191.
142 ]d. at 4189; see, e.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152-53 (1973); Loving v. Vir

ginia, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 485-86 (1965).
143 42 U.S.L.W. at 4189.
144 Id. at 4189-90.
145 Id. at 4190.
146 Id.

Specifically with regard to the goal of protecting the health of the 
mother and the unborn child and providing the children with a physi
cally capable teacher, Justice Stewart noted that the regulations created 
an irrebuttable presumption that every pregnant teacher is physically in
capable of working after a determinable point in pregnancy.146 Because 
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a pregnant woman’s ability to work after the fourth or fifth month is an 
individual matter and the school board had a reasonable means of deter
mining the point of incapability, the Court found the presumptions 
violative of the principles set forth in Vlandis and embodied in the due 
process clause.147 Once again the individual’s right to determine matters 
pertaining to family life outweighed the state’s interest in administrative 
convenience.148

147 Id.; see Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 452 (1973). See also United States Dep’t 
of Agriculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508, 514 (1973); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 
656 57 (1972); Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 541 (1971); Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 
89, 96 (1965).

148 42 U.S.L.W. at 4191.
149 Id.
150 Id. at 4191-92.
151 Id. at 4186. Justice Marshall recently had advanced the sliding scale test in 

Marshall v. United States. 94 S. Ct. 700, 708-13 (1974) (Marshall, J., dissenting). He 
did not press the argument for he found that the classification, which excluded per
sons convicted of two previous felonies from the benefits of the Narcotics Addict 
Rehabilitation Act, totally irrational under the minimum rationality test. Id. at 709-10. 
He noted, however, that the classification raised an irrebuttable presumption violative 
of due process that such persons are not likely to benefit from treatment. Id. at 
710-11.

152 42 U.S.L.W. at 4186; see Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 456 (White, J., con
curring).

153 42 U.S.L.W. at 4192.

The Court in LaFleur also struck down a rule precluding a teacher 
from returning to work until the beginning of the next regular school 
semester after her child is three months old.149 The Court found that 
the school board could require a teacher to present a medical certificate 
attesting to her fitness to return to work after the birth of her child and 
could limit return to the semester after delivery. Yet the three-month 
rule contained an irrebuttable presumption that no mother is fit to work 
until three months after delivery and was unconstitutional by virtue of 
the same reasoning applied to the pre-birth rules.150

LaFleur is noteworthy because a majority of the Court used the ir
rebuttable presumption analysis when the same result could have been 
reached under equal protection criteria. Justice Marshall did not invoke 
his sliding scale analysis but merely joined in the majority opinion151 as 
did Justice White who adopted the sliding scale analysis in Vlandis.™2 
This indicates that they may feel that the irrebuttable presumption analy
sis adequately balances individual rights against legitimate state interests.

Justice Douglas concurred in the LaFleur result without opinion.153
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Although he wrote the majority opinion in Murry, Justice Douglas has 
expressed distrust for due process reasoning154 and probably predicated 
his concurrence on equal protection grounds. Since Justice Douglas 
considers suspect any classification based on sex,155 he likely applied the 
strict scrutiny test and found that the regulations invidiously discrimi
nated by treating pregnancy, a condition unique to women, differently 
from other disabilities.156

154 See Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 384 (1970) (Douglas, J., concurring).
155 See Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 682 (1973).
150 See LaFleur v. Board of Educ., 465 F.2d 1184, 1188 (6th Cir. 1972), citing Reed 

v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 76-77 (1971).
157 42 U.S.L.W. at 4192 (Powell, J., concurring).

Id. at 4193. This means-end analysis employed by Justice Powell resembles that 
proposed by Gerald Gunther. See Gunther, supra note 22, at 20-25.

15942 U.S.L.W. at 4192. He points out that the regulations upheld in Dandridge 
also burdened the right to bear children. See Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471 
(1970); notes 54-61 supra and accompanying text.

mo 42 U.S.L.W. at 4194-95 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). Justice Powell agreed with 
Justice Rehnquist’s objections to the irrebuttable presumption approach. See id. at 
4192 (Powell, J., concurring).

1,!1 Id. at 4194-95 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

In LaFleur Justice Powell reexamined his concurrence in the irre
buttable presumption reasoning contained in Vlandis. Although he con
curred in the Court’s result in LaFleur and supported the result in 
Vlandis, he indicated a preference for an equal protection rationale.157 
In his view, the school board regulations violated the equal protection 
clause because they contained classifications which were either counter
productive or irrationally overinclusive, thus bearing little relation to 
legitimate ends.158 Justice Powell objected to the Court’s finding that 
the decison to bear children was protected by the due process clause.159

Justice Rehnquist, in a heated dissent joined in by the Chief Justice, 
regarded the irrebuttable presumption analysis as a step backward to the 
days of ad hoc judicial determination.160 He foresees that this type of 
analysis could invalidate laws which prescribe age limits for voting, 
marriage, drivers licenses, the sale of alcoholic beverages, and mandatory 
retirement.161 Applying the minimum rationality test, he would uphold 
the school board’s regulation.

Statutory Presumptions—A Trend in Analysis of Social Welfare Laws? 
Thus, five members of the Court apparently consider the irre

buttable presumption analysis a viable alternative to the equal protection 
rationale, while four members prefer various equal protection doctrines. 
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Those dissenting from the use of irrebuttable presumption analysis char
acterize it as a new and dangerously flexible tool. However, while 
statutory presumptions are unusual in the social welfare context, the 
analysis is certainly not new to a due process schematic and has not been 
regarded previously as a threat to legislative powers.

Statutory presumptions in criminal law have engendered considerable 
recent discussion.162 In criminal statutes a presumption shifts the burden 
of proof from the state to the defendant with the obvious consequence 
of relieving the government of its duty to prove the particular element 
of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.163 Consequently, the Court has 
required that the state show with substantial assurance that the presumed 
fact is more likely than not to flow from the proved fact on which it 
depends.164

162 See generally Abrams, Statutory Presumptions and the Federal Criminal Law: 
A Suggested Analysis, 22 Vand. L. Rev. 1135 (1969); Ashford & Risiger, Prestimptions 
and Due Process: A Theoretical Overview, 79 Yale L.J. 165 (1969); Christie & Pye, 
Presumptions and Assumptions in the Criminal Law: Another View, 1970 Duke L.J. 
919; Soules, Presumptions in Criminal Cases, 20 Baylor L. Rev. 277 (1968); Note, The 
LJnconstitutiotiality of Statutory Criminal Presumptions, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 341 (1970); 
Note, Abrogatiojt of Criminal Statutory Presumptions, 5 Suffolk L. Rev. 161 (1970).

163 See McCormick’s Handbook on the Law of Evidence §§ 344, 346 (2d ed. E. 
Cleary 1972). An irrebuttable presumption in a criminal statute might be a bill of 
attainder. See United States v. Brown, 381 U.S. 437 (1965) (criminal statute prohibiting 
past or present member of the Communist Party from serving on the executive board 
of a union is unconstitutional bill of attainder).

164 See Leary v. United States, 395 U.S. 6 (1969). In Leary the Court found that 
possession of marijuana cannot raise a presumption that the person in possession knew 
of its importation. Id. at 52. See also United States v. Romano, 382 U.S. 136 (1965) 
(possession, custody, and control of contraband cannot be inferred from accused’s 
presence at illegal still); United States v. Gainey, 380 U.S. 63 (1965) (presumption of 
carrying on business of distiller may be inferred from accused’s presence at illegal 
still); Tot v. United States, 319 U.S. 463 (1943) (possession of firearm by convicted 
felon does not permit inference that firearm was received in interstate commerce).

The Supreme Court has not resolved whether the state must establish beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the presumed fact flows from the proven fact. See United 
States v. Turner, 396 U.S. 398 (1970). In Turner the Court upheld a statutory pre
sumption that possession of heroin permits an inference of knowledge that the heroin 
was imported illegally. The Court applied both the more-likely-than-not test and the 
beyond-a-reasonable-doubt test without rejecting the former in favor of the latter. 
Id. at 416.

165 See McCormick, supra note 163, §§ 344, 345. See generally Brosman, The Statu
tory Presumption, 5 Tul. L. Rev. 17 (1930); Morgan, Some Observations Concerning

In civil cases the statutory presumption also has served to shift the 
burden of proof.165 The leading case in civil statutory presumptions is 
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Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City Railroad v. Turnipseed1™ which held 
that such presumptions are constitutional so long as the inference of one 
fact from the proof of the other is rational and not so unreasonable as 
to be a purely arbitrary mandate, and so long as it does not preclude the 
party from the right to present his defense to the presumed fact.* 167 If 
these prerequisites are met, the legislature may enact presumptions just as 
they may enact any other rule of evidence.168

Presumptions, 44 Harv. L. Rev. 100 (1929); Note, Statutory Presumptions, Their Con
stitutionality and Legal Effects, 10 Texas L. Rev. 34 (1931).

ice 219 U.S. 35 (1910).
167 Id. at 43.
168 Id. at 42.
16!) grosnian, supra note 165, at 24; see 9 J. Wigmore, Wigmore on Evidence § 2492 

(3d ed. 1940). See also United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508, 
524 (1973) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

170 See Brosman, supra note 165, at 28-29.
171 See United States v. Brown, 381 U.S. 437, 450 (1969).
172 270 U.S. 230 (1926).
173/J. at 239.
174 Id. at 239-40.
175 Id. at 240.
176 § 302(c), 44 Stat. 9, as amended, Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 2035.
177 285 U.S. 312 (1932).
178 Id. at 328.

Irrebuttable or conclusive statutory presumptions, however, are not 
merely burden-shifting devices. Such presumptions usually have a sub
stantive as well as an evidentiary character.169 The primary objection 
to conclusive presumptions is that they usurp the judicial fact-finding 
function.170 Accordingly, the legislature may enact a generally appli
cable rule but may not determine which individuals fall within its 
scope.171 For example, in Schlesinger v. Wisconsin172 the Supreme Court 
considered a Wisconsin estate tax statute which conclusively presumed 
that all gifts made within six years of death were gifts made in con
templation of death and therefore were taxable as part of the decedent’s 
estate.173 Although the state had the power to tax inter vivos gifts, it had 
not chosen to do so. The Court found that the statute operated to tax 
only those inter vivos gifts made within six years of death and that this 
distinction was wholly arbitrary.174 The Court implied, however, that 
the result would have been different had the presumption merely shifted 
the burden of proof.175 Considering similar language in the Revenue 
Act of 1926,176 the Court in Heiner v. Donan177 observed that irrebuttable 
presumptions preclude an inquiry concerning the fact upon which lia
bility rests and compared the presumption to an act by the legislature 
forbidding the taxpayer from proving the facts of his case.178
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In this light, a discussion of whether an irrebuttable presumption 
rationally relates to a legislative end is confusing and unnecessary. If the 
presumption is invalid as applied to but one person, then in effect that 
person has been denied the procedural right to a fair hearing guaranteed 
by the due process clause.179 In Stanley v. Illinois,180 for example, the 
Court held that unwed fathers were entitled to a hearing on their com
petency to have custody of their children even if the Court assumed 
that most unmarried fathers were unsuitable and neglectful parents.181 
Because the statute affected important rights of fathers and children, 
the state’s interest in administrative convenience was insufficient to over
come the due process requirement of a hearing.182

179 See, e.g., Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535 (1971) (revocation of driver’s license) ; 
Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 262 (1970) (summary termination of welfare bene
fits); Sniadach v. Family Fin. Corp., 395 U.S. 337 (1969) (pretrial garnishment of 
wages).

180 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
181 Id. at 654.
182 Id. at 657. On occasion a state interest may outweigh the individual’s right to a 

hearing, but when this occurs, there is usually a public interest present in addition to 
the need for administrative efficiency. See Cafeteria Workers, Local 473 v. McElroy, 
367 U.S. 886, 894-99 (1961) (state’s interest in maintaining security at defense facility 
outweighs employee’s right to a hearing).

183 Compare Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441 (1973) (administrative proceeding) and 
Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535 (1971) (administrative proceeding) with Mobile, Jackson 
& Kansas City R.R. v. Turnipseed, 219 U.S. 35 (1910) (civil trial) and Tot v. U.S., 
319 U.S. 463 (1943) (criminal trial).

184 See Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972) (unwed father permitted to establish 
fitness to have custody of his children); Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535 (1971) (un
insured motorist permitted to argue issue of fault at hearing on suspension of license); 
Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970) (welfare recipient permitted to prove eligi
bility prior to termination of welfare payments).

185 Board of Educ. v. LaFleur, 42 U.S.L.W. 4186, 4189 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974). The pro

The same reasoning obtains whether a judicial or administrative de
termination is contemplated by the statute.183 Statutory presumption- 
due process reasoning does not question the right of the state to infringe 
upon a protected interest but only requires that the individual be given 
an opportunity to prove that he is not within the purview of the pre
sumption.184 For example, in LaFleur, even though the Court found 
that the regulation penalized teachers for exercising their freedom to 
choose to bear children, some of the regulations were deemed to be 
valid exercises of state power.185 Only those provisions which raised an 
irrebuttable presumption were held violative of due process.
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Because the right to a fair hearing is a procedural right, the irrebuttable 
presumption analysis is a procedural due process approach entailing 
neither the opprobrium nor the pitfalls which have been connected with 
the substantive due process doctrine. Moreover, procedural due process is 
a narrower ground for reversal than equal protection, as is evident 
from a consideration of Frontiero. The statute in Frontiero would have 
withstood the irrebuttable presumption-due process analysis because the 
individual was allowed to show that the presumption was invalid when 
applied to her. In addition, the other requirement of Turnipseed was 
met in that there was a rational relationship between the premise and 
the fact presumed.

In LaFleur, Vlandis, and Murry relief for plaintiffs could have been 
achieved by applying a more rigorous minimum rationality test. As Jus
tice White observed, the Connecticut statute in Vlandis discriminated 
between Connecticut residents who lived in Connecticut before applica
tion to the state university and those who became Connecticut residents 
while students at the university.186 These classifications seem no more 
rational than the classification in Frontiero and should fail by the same 
reasoning. In LaFleur the regulation discriminated against women of 
childbearing age and against women teachers who were at least four 
months pregnant.187 In Murry the classification discriminated against 
households containing a tax dependent over 18-years-old.188 Because 
these cases were decided on procedural due process grounds, the pre
sumptions may be reenacted in a modified form which places the burden 
of proof on the individual to establish that the presumption is invalid 
as applied to him or her. Had these statutes been invalidated on equal 
protection grounds, the provisions would have been immediately invalid, 
for the Court would have had to hold that they bore no rational rela
tionship to any legitimate government end.

vision that a teacher must give the school board advance notice of her intention to 
take maternity leave, the requirement that she must present a medical certificate or 
submit to a physical examination before returning to work, and the requirement that 
she will not be rehired until the beginning of the next regular semester after the birth 
of her child were upheld. Id.

186 Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 456-57 (1973) (White, J., concurring).
18" Board of Educ. v. LaFleur, 42 U.S.L.W. 4186, 4192-93 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974) 

(Powell, J., concurring).
18* United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508, 517 (1973) (Marshall, 

J., concurring).

Justice Rehnquist’s fear that irrebuttable presumption analysis will 
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negate all legislatively created classifications is ill-founded. In order to 
be protected under the due process clause, the individual’s interest must 
fall within the protected areas of life, liberty, or property. Although 
the Court has been liberal in defining these protected interests in the past, 
wholesale extension of those interests is unlikely. Moreover, even if an 
interest is protected by the due process clause, irrebuttable presumption 
analysis requires individual determination only when such determination 
is a reasonable alternative 189 If individual determination would place an 
unreasonable burden upon the state, the presumption probably would 
remain inviolate. Further, although the state’s interest in administrative 
efficiency alone may be insufficient to outweigh an individual’s right, 
the Court has recognized that efficiency is a valid state goal190 and, if 
coupled with another valid state interest such as protecting the public 
health and welfare, then the presumption also might be upheld.

189 See Vlandis v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 452 (1973).
190 See, e.g., Board of Educ. v. LaFleur, 42 U.S.L.W. 4186, 4191 (U.S. Jan. 21, 1974); 

United States Dep’t of Agriculture v. Murry, 413 U.S. 508, 513 (1973); Vlandis v. 
Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 451 (1973); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 656 (1972).

Conclusion

Last term the Court continued searching for an alternative to the new 
equal protection doctrine and the strict scrutiny—minimal rationality 
dichotomy it posed. Although the applicability of the strict scrutiny 
test was restricted in Rodriguez, the Court appears unwilling to abandon 
the social welfare area entirely to the judgment of the legislature. In its 
place a different equal protection standard, more stringent than minimum 
rationality but less fatal than strict scrutiny, is being developed. Yet, if in 
fact a new equal protection standard has emerged, the Court has not 
articulated a precise test, and the outcome of any case argued on equal 
protection grounds is still very much in doubt.

Alternatively, the Court has made tentative steps toward applying 
procedural due process reasoning to social welfare cases. The procedural 
due process analysis, triggered by a finding of an irrebuttable statutory 
presumption, has the advantage of allowing the legislature the freedom 
to experiment with various answers to difficult social welfare problems 
without fear that statutes will be overturned on sweeping equal protec
tion grounds. Although hearing requirements will make administration 
of statutes containing an irrebuttable presumption more burdensome, the 
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individual will be protected from arbitrary and capricious legislative 
action.191 In this manner, the procedural due process approach strikes 
an appropriate balance between judicial deference to the legislature and 
judicial intervention on behalf of the individual.

191 The Constitution does not require a quasi-judicial proceeding. The minimum 
due process requirements call for an impartial decision-maker and an effective oppor
tunity for the aggrieved party to present his case. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 
254, 266-71 (1970).

Susan S. Sauntry





COMMENTS
EXTENDING SECTION 337 TO 

LIQUIDATIONS TRIGGERED BY THE 
INVOLUNTARY CONVERSION OF 

CORPORATE ASSETS
On September 10, 1965, an accidental fire destroyed much of the 

building and equipment of Central Tablet Manufacturing Company, 
an Ohio corporation. After several months of negotiations between 
the corporation and its insurance carrier, the corporation received in
surance proceeds in excess of its tax basis in the property destroyed 
and thereby realized taxable gain.1 Six days before the corporation and 
the insurance company reached a final settlement on the precise amount 
of property loss, Central Tablet adopted a plan of complete liquida
tion. Central Tablet asserted to the Internal Revenue Service that 
under section 337 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the corporation 
would recognize no gain upon receipt of the insurance proceeds.2 How
ever, since section 337 requires the adoption of a plan of complete 
liquidation prior to the sale or exchange resulting in gain or loss,3 its 
availability to this corporate taxpayer was questionable. Nonrecognition 
was available only if the involuntary conversion constituted a sale or 
exchange at a time after Central Tablet adopted its plan of liquida
tion. Although an earlier Eighth Circuit decision, United States v. 
Morton,4 supported Central Tablet’s argument that it was entitled to 
nonrecognition, the Sixth Circuit, in Central Tablet Manufacturing 
Co. v. United States,5 ruled against the taxpayer and found that the 
application of section 337 was barred on both technical and policy 
grounds.6

1 Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 481 F.2d 954, 956-57 (6th Cir. 1973),
cert, granted, 42 U.S.L.W. 3359 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1973) (No. 593). The taxable gain 
realized by the taxpayer is the excess of the sum of any money received and the 
value of the property received in compensation over the adjusted basis of the prop
erty converted. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, 1001(a), (b); cf. Herder v. Helvering,
106 F.2d 153, 159 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 308 U.S. 617 (1939) (the difference be
tween insurance proceeds received and adjusted basis of the property destroyed was 
taxable income realized and recognized).

2 481 F.2d at 957; see Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 337.
3 See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 337 (a).
4 387 F.2d 441 (8th Cir. 1968).
5 481 F.2d 954 (6th Cir. 1973), cert, granted, 42 U.S.L.W. 3359 (U.S. Dec. 17, 

1973) (No. 593).
6 Id. at 958, 960.
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If its requirements are met, section 337 provides for nonrecognition 
of gain or loss to the corporation on the sale or exchange of certain 
corporate property, where the sale or exchange is incident to complete 
liquidation of the corporation.* 1 2 * * * * 7 In brief, the corporation must adopt 
a plan of complete liquidation, the sale or exchange of the assets must 
take place within a 12-month period after the plan is adopted, and the 
assets or proceeds must be distributed to the shareholders within 12 
months of the adoption of the plan. While an involuntary conversion, 
including condemnation,8 constitutes a sale or exchange under section 

7 Section 337 reads, in pertinent part:
(a) GENERAL RULE. —If—

(1) a corporation adopts a plan of complete liquidation on or after 
June 22, 1954, and

(2) within the 12-month period beginning on the date of the adop
tion of such plan, all of the assets of the corporation are distributed
in complete liquidation, less assets retained to meet claims,

then no gain or loss shall be recognized to such corporation from the 
sale or exchange by it of property within such 12-month period.

Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 337 (a). Section 337 nonrecognition is inapplicable to sales 
of a corporation’s stock in trade or inventory, unless sold in bulk, and to most sales 
of installment obligations. Id. § 337(b); see Bittker & Eustice, Complete Liquidations 
and Related Problems, 26 Tax. L. Rev. 191, 259-61 (1971); Dohan, Recent Develop
ments Under Section 331: Effect of Other Code Sections, N.Y.U. 25th Inst, on Fed. 
Tax. 297, 300-03 (1967); Murray, Developing Uncertainties in Section 331 Liquida
tions—The Tax Benefit Rtile and Other Problems, 23 Tax Law. 181, 184-87 (1969).

In addition, the court-fashioned tax benefit rule and the statutory recapture provi
sions override section 337 and may require that portions of the proceeds from sale or 
exchange be recognized as income. See, e.g., Anders v. United States, 462 F.2d 1147, 
1149 (Ct. Cl.), cert, dettied, 409 U.S. 1064 (1972) (proceeds from the sale of pre
viously expensed items are ordinary income, not gain entitled to nonrecognition); 
Spitalny v. United States, 430 F.2d 195, 197-98 (9th Cir. 1970) (previously expensed 
items constitute income when recovered); Commissioner v. Anders, 414 F.2d 1283, 
1287 (10th Cir.), cert, denied, 396 U.S. 958 (1969) (sale of previously expensed items 
generates ordinary income and is not entitled to nonrecognition); Pridemark, Inc. v. 
Commissioner, 345 F.2d 35, 45 (4th Cir. 1965) (tax on income generated by the nor
mal operation of business cannot be avoided); Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United 
States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 1139-40 (S.D. Ohio 1972), rev'd on other grounds, 481 F.2d 
954 (6th Cir. 1973), cert, granted, 42 U.S.L.W. 3359 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1973) (No. 
593) (depreciation recaptured under section 1245 constitutes income); Rev. Rul. 61- 
214, 1961-2 Cum. Bull. 60 (recovery of amounts of items previously deducted is 
treated as ordinary income to the extent of the prior tax benefit). See also Canfield 
& Lungershausen, How to Avoid Double Tax on Sale of Corporate Property, 2 P-H 
Tax Ideas 51 24,030, at 24,835-36 (1971); Gardner, The Impact of Sections 1245 and 
1250 on Corporate Liquidations, 17 U. Fla. L. Rev. 58, 64-73 (1964); Grant, Some 
Pitfalls in a One-Year Liquidation, 12 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 1135, 1137-38, 1140-42 (1965); 
Murray, supra at 182-84.

8 See Covered Wagon, Inc. v. Commissioner, 369 F.2d 629, 635 (8th Cir. 1966) ; 
Rev. Rul. 59-108, 1959-1 Cum. Bull. 72.
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337,9 a difficult and unsettled issue is the determination of when a sale or 
exchange occurs where the sale or exchange is involuntary conversion by 
fire.10 If the fire itself constitutes a sale or exchange, a corporation can
not adopt a plan of liquidation after the fire and obtain nonrecognition of 
gain arising from the insurance proceeds.11 However, if the sale or ex
change is found to have occurred at a time subsequent to the fire, the 
corporation might be able to adopt a plan of complete liquidation be
fore the date of sale and thereby obtain nonrecognition of resulting 
gain.12

9 Previously the Internal Revenue Service had asserted that an involuntary con
version by fire or similar casualty was- not a sale or exchange within the meaning of 
section 337 and, therefore, could not qualify for nonrecognition. Rev. Rul. 56-372, 
1956-2 Cum. Bull. 187, revoked, Rev. Rul. 64-100, 1964-1 Cum. Bull. 130. Two 
courts refused to follow the Service’s ruling and held that involuntary conversions 
occurring during the 12-month period after the adoption of a plan of liquidation 
were sales, entitling the gain resulting from collection of insurance proceeds to non
recognition. Kent Mfg. Corp. v. Commissioner, 288 F.2d 812, 815-16 (4th Cir. 1961); 
Towanda Textiles, Inc. v. United States, 180 F. Supp. 373, 376-77 (Ct. Cl. 1960). 
Following these decisions the Service reversed its stand and ruled that when property 
is destroyed by fire after the corporation has adopted a plan of complete liquidation 
and the requirements of section 337 otherwise are met, gain from the insurance pro
ceeds will not be recognized. Rev. Rul. 64-100, 1964-1 Cum. Bull. 130.

10 Sec United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 445 (8th Cir. 1968); Central Tablet 
Mfg. Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 1137 (S.D. Ohio 1972), rev’d, 481 F.2d 
954 (6th Cir. 1973), cert, granted, 42 U.S.L.W. 3359 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1973) (No. 593).

The Treasury Regulations emphasize the intent of the parties in determining the 
time of sale where the question is whether the property was sold after the plan of 
liquidation was adopted. Treas. Reg. § 1.337-2 (a) (1955). Intent of the parties, how
ever, obviously provides no guidance in determining time of sale or exchange where 
property is converted involuntarily. See West St.-Erie Blvd. Corp. v. United States, 
411 F.2d 738, 741 (2d Cir. 1969); Dwight v. United States, 225 F. Supp. 933, 935 
(N.D.N.Y. 1963), aff'd per curiam, 328 F.2d 973 (2d Cir. 1964).

11 Sec Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 481 F.2d 954 (6th Cir. 1973).
12 See United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441 (8th Cir. 1968); Kinney v. United 

States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80, 128 (N.D. Cal. 1972).
13 339 F. Supp. 1134 (S.D. Ohio 1972).
14 Id. at 1139.

The district court which heard Central Tablet Manufacturing Co.13 
accepted the taxpayer’s argument that the sale or exchange took place 
at a time after the fire and after the corporation adopted a liquidation 
plan, and granted section 337 nonrecognition.14 The sole issue on appeal 
was the date on which the sale or exchange had occurred. The Govern
ment argued that the sale or exchange had occurred when the tax
payer’s property was destroyed. Under this analysis, the sale preceded 
adoption of the liquidation plan, and the corporation’s gain could not be 
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shielded from recognition. Central Tablet, however, contended that 
the sale or exchange was not completed until the insurance proceeds 
actually were paid, a date subsequent to the adoption of the plan of 
liquidation.15 *

15 481 F.2d at 958.
16 324 U.S. 331 (1945).
i< 338 U.S. 451 (1950).
is See 481 F.2d at 958-59.
19 324 U.S. 331 (1945).
20 Id. at 332-33.
21 Id. at 333-34. Prior to the enactment of the 1954 Code, it was advantageous for a 

corporation to distribute appreciated property to its shareholders rather than to sell 
the property and then distribute the proceeds. If the corporation sold the property, 
the gain realized on the sale was taxable. However, if the corporation distributed 
the property to its shareholders, no gain or loss was realized by the corporation 
under the rule derived from General Utilities & Operating Co. v. Helvering. 296 
U.S. 200, 206 (1935); see Natural Gasoline Corp. v. Commissioner, 219 F.2d 682, 683 
(10th Cir. 1955), aff’g 21 T.C. 439 (1953); Louisiana Irrigation & Mill Co., 14 CCH 
Tax Ct. Mem. 1252, 1253 (1955); Horne Oil Co., 6 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 233, 234 
(1947); Estate of H. H. Timken, 47 B.T.A. 494, 518 (1942), not acquiesced in, 
1942-2 Cum. Bull. 32, affd, 141 F.2d 625 (6th Cir. 1944). See also note 38 infra and 
accompanying text.

However, under certain circumstances the distribution of inventory property was

Reversing the district court, the Sixth Circuit denied section 337 
nonrecognition treatment to Central Tablet. Primarily for policy rea
sons, the court accepted the government’s analysis of time of sale. The 
opinion focused on the legislative history and purpose of section 337 
and extensively analyzed Commissioner v. Court Holding Co.1Q and 
United States v. Cumberland Public Service Co.,17 two landmark Su
preme Court cases which prompted the enactment of section 337.18

In Commissioner v. Court Holding Co.19 a closely held corporation, 
in negotiating the sale of its only asset reached an oral agree
ment with the intended buyers. On the day set for reducing the 
oral agreement to writing, the corporation’s attorney informed the 
prospective vendees that the sale could not be concluded because it 
would result in a large corporate tax. The following day the corpora
tion liquidated by deeding the building to its two shareholders in return 
for the surrender of their stock. The former shareholders, as indi
viduals, then entered into a written contract for the sale of the building 
to one of the former intended vendees.20 The Supreme Court decided 
that, in substance, the sale had been made by the corporation, which 
therefore was taxable as though it had consummated the sale.21
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Five years later, in United States v. Cumberland Public Service Co.,* 22 
the Supreme Court attributed a similar sale to the shareholders of the 
liquidated corporation, leaving the corporation untaxed on the proceeds 
of the sale. In Cumberland the shareholders of a closely held corpora
tion offered to sell their stock to a competitor. The competitor refused 
to buy the stock and offered instead to buy the corporation’s equip
ment. Because the sale of its equipment would have resulted in a large 
capital gains tax, the corporation rejected the offer. Pursuant to a 
subsequent agreement between the shareholders and the competitor, the 
corporation distributed its equipment to its shareholders, sold its remain
ing assets, and dissolved. The shareholders then sold the equipment to 
the competitor.23 The Court held that, in this case, there had been a 
genuine liquidation and dissolution and that the corporation could not 
be taxed on the shareholders’ sale.24

taxable to the corporation. See United States v. Lynch, 192 F.2d 718, 720-21 (9th Cir. 
1951), cert, denied, 343 U.S. 934 (1952) (shareholders caused dividend declaration, 
knowing that inventory property to be distributed as dividend would be sold immediate
ly, shareholders had executed sales agreement with corporation for the corporation to 
act as sales agent; corporation held taxable).

22 338 U.S. 451 (1950).
23 M. at 452-53.
24 Id. at 454-55. A corporation which is no longer a going concern and which has

no corporate existence under state law should not be taxed on a transaction after it 
has distributed all its assets and thus ended its federal tax existence. Treas. Reg. 
§ 1.6012-2(a) (2) (1959); see note 43 infra. See generally .Messer v. Commissioner,
438 F.2d 774, 778-79 (3d Cir. 1971) (where corporation received income before dis
tributing all assets, corporation taxed on income).

25 481 F.2d at 959.
26 Id. at 958-59. Indeed, section 337 goes beyond providing that sales concluded by 

shareholders after distribution will not be imputed and taxed to the liquidating 
corporation and permits the corporation itself to sell its property and remain un
taxed on the sale. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 337.

27 481 F.2d at 959-60.

According to the Sixth Circuit in Central Tablet, the factual dif
ferences between Court Holding Co. and Cumberland Public Service 
Co. were too tenuous to justify disparate tax consequences.25 Moreover, 
Congress enacted section 337 to establish a well-defined method by 
which a corporation could avoid taxation on sales concluded by its 
shareholders after the corporate distribution of property.26 The court 
further concluded that the legislative history of section 337 indicated 
a strict requirement that the adoption of a plan of liquidation precede a 
sale or exchange in order for the transaction to qualify for nonrecogni
tion.27
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Having developed this analysis of the legislative purpose and history 
of section 337, however, the Central Tablet court based its decision on 
policy arguments largely unrelated to the analyzed purpose of the pro
vision. According to the court, where property is involuntarily con
verted, section 337 should apply only when the destruction occurs after 
the corporation has adopted a plan of liquidation,28 because taxpayers 
who suffer involuntary conversions can obtain tax relief under section 
1033 by reinvesting the insurance proceeds in property similar or 
related in use or service to the taxpayer.29 To extend them tax relief 
under section 337 if they choose to liquidate would give them tax relief 
under two tax provisions governing two courses of action. Under the 
court’s reasoning, this would constitute an unfair advantage in that tax
payers not sustaining involuntary conversion can obtain nonrecognition 
treatment under only one provision, section 337.30 To implement a 
policy of strict construction of tax relief provisions, the court held 
that the destruction of the property constituted a sale which occurred 
before the adoption of the plan of liquidation.31

28 Id. at 960.
29 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1033; see note 77 infra and accompanying text.
30 481 F.2d at 960.
31 Id. at 958, 960.
32 Id. at 958.
33 387 F.2d 441 (8th Cir. 1968).
34 In Morton rental property of a corporation was destroyed by fire. The share

holders adopted a resolution of liquidation about a month and a half after the fire. 
Almost 20 days later the directors accepted the settlement offer of the four insurance 
companies. The insurance proceeds were received about a month after the settlement 
date. See id. at 443.

39 Id. at 447-48.
36 The Supreme Court has granted certiorari in Central Tablet. 42 U.S.L.W. 3359 

(U.S. Dec. 17, 1973) (No. 593).

In reaching its decision that the sale occurred when the property was 
destroyed, the Sixth Circuit expressly declined to follow an earlier 
Eighth Circuit decision,32 33 United States v. Morton,™ which held, on 
similar facts,34 that a sale or exchange was not effected until the exact 
amount of the insurance proceeds was determined. According to 
Morton, certainty was achieved when the insured received the proceeds, 
the parties reached agreement on the amount of the proceeds, or the 
insured obtained a court judgment for insurance proceeds.35 The con
flict between the Sixth and Eighth Circuits on this issue is apparent.36
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Legislative History as a Guide

Both the Morton and the Central Tablet courts observed that section 
337 was enacted in response to the uncertainties which arose as a result 
of the Supreme Court’s Court Holding Co. and Cumberland Public 
Service Co. decisions.37 Under the law at the time of those cases, if the 
corporation sold its property and then distributed the proceeds in liqui
dation, a double tax resulted: the corporation was taxed on any gain 
realized on the sale proceeds and the shareholders were assessed on the 
distribution of the proceeds. If, however, the corporation distributed 
the property in liquidation and the shareholders sold it shortly there
after, the practical effect was the imposition of a single tax at the share
holder level.38 Court Holding Co. and Cumberland Public Service Co. 
raised substantial uncertainties about whether sales completed by a cor
poration’s shareholders after the distribution of property would be at
tributed and taxed to the corporation. Because the facts of the two 
cases were similar and yet led to widely disparate tax consequences, 
Congress considered the law and the formalities of dissolution empha
sized in Cumberland and Court Holding a “trap for the unwary,” 39 
and the passage of section 337 resulted.

37 See Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 481 F.2d 954, 958-59 (6th Cir. 
1973) ; United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 444 ( 8th Cir. 1968); notes 19-24 supra 
and accompanying text.

38 See S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 48-49, 258 (1954); H.R. Rep. No. 1337, 
83d Cong., 2d Sess. 38-39 (1954); Hearings on H.R. 8300 Before the Senate Comm, on 
Finance, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 32-33 (1954) (summary of the House bill); 100 
Cong. Rec. 9451 (1954) (remarks of Senator Capehart).

The shareholders were taxed both on the distribution of the corporation’s property 
and on the proceeds of the sale. However, the sale following distribution presum
ably resulted in no gain to the shareholders. Their basis in the property distributed 
was its fair market value at the time of distribution, and that basis probably was 
equal or nearly equal to the amount realized by the shareholders on the sale closely 
following distribution. J. Chommie, The Law of Federal Income Taxation § 192, 
at 440 (1968); see Bittker & Eustice, supra note 7, at 204, 246.

39 S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 49 (1954); H.R. Rep. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 
2d Sess. A106 (1954).

40 See Frank W. Verito, 43 T.C. 429, 439 (1965); Gardner, supra note 7, at 60 & 
n.18. See also West St.-Erie Blvd. Corp. v. United States, 411 F.2d 738, 740-41 (2d 
Cir. 1969); Towanda Textiles, Inc. v. United States, 180 F. Supp. 373, 375 (Ct. Cl. 
I960); Bittker & Eustice, supra note 7, at 263; Clurman, “Involuntary” Section 331 
Liquidations Continue to Plague Tax Planners, 23 J. Tax. 134 (1965); Note, Tax-Free 
Sales in Liquidation Under Section 331, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 780, 781-82 (1963).

Although a literal reading of the record indicates that Congress acted 
primarily to obviate the Court Holding-Cumberland uncertainties,40 
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the elimination of double taxation on liquidation sales frequently has 
been cited as Congress’ purpose in enacting the statute.41 Congress 
could have adopted a different approach to remedy the Court Holding- 
Cumberland uncertainties without eliminating the double tax. For ex
ample, Congress might have established a time period after distribution 
within which sales would be attributed to the corporation or might have 
provided that a corporation thereafter would be taxed on all sales of 
property by its shareholders following distribution. Congress also 
might have declared that no sale completed by shareholders after dis
tribution of property to them would be attributed and taxed to the 
corporation. Instead, Congress provided that there would be no tax 
at the corporate level on sales incident to liquidation, regardless of who 
completed the sale; this eliminated the double tax.42

41 See, e.g., Kent Mfg. Corp. v. Commissioner, 288 F.2d 812, 815 (4th Cir. 1961); 
Kinney v. United States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80,128, 80,129 (N.D. Cal. 1972); Central 
Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 1137 (S.D. Ohio 1972); Grant, 
supra note 7, at 1135; Note, The Tax Benefit, Recoveries, and Sales of Property 
Under Section 331, 9 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 476, 482 (1967); cf. Rev. Rul. 56-387, 
1956 2 Cum. Bull. 189, modified, Rev. Rul. 73-264, 1973 Int. Rev. Bull. No. 25, at 37.

42 See Commissioner v. Anders, 414 F.2d 1283, 1287 (10th Cir.), cert, denied, 396 
U.S. 958 (1969); Bittker & Eustice, supra note 7, at 263; Grant, supra note 7, at 1136.

43 This may reflect, in part, a decision that the corporate tax should apply only to 
gain realized on operations as a going concern, or that, while ordinary corporate in
come should not escape taxation, sales in liquidation do not result in ordinary income 
and need not be taxed. See United States v. Cumberland Pub. Serv. Co., 338 U.S.
451, 455 (1950); accord, United States v. Lynch, 192 F.2d 718, 720 (9th Cir. 1951), 
cert, denied, 343 U.S. 934 (¡952); cf. Pridemark, Inc. v. Commissioner, 345 F.2d 35,
45 (4th Cir. 1965) (income generated by normal business operations must be taxed); 
S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 259 (1954).

Resort to the congressional intent manifest in section 337 does not 
resolve the issue at stake in Morton and Central Tablet. No Cumber
land-Court Holding uncertainties are present, for there is no question 
whether the sales were made by the corporation or by the shareholders, 
and there was no distribution of property to shareholders followed by 
sale. Nor is the conflict resolved by assuming that one purpose under
lying section 337 was the elimination of double tax on sales in con
nection with corporate liquidation. Because section 337 implicitly 
eliminated a double tax only on gain from sales or exchanges occurring 
after the corporation decided to liquidate,43 * 45 the statute itself refocuses 
attention on the key issue—at what point does involuntary conversion 
constitute sale?
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Analogous Principles and Transactions

Sales by involuntary conversion arguably may take place at three 
times: the date of the destruction of the property, the earlier of the 
dates on which the exact amount of the recovery is fixed or the com
pensation received, or the date on which the corporation acquires an 
unconditional right to compensation.44 Different courts apparently have 
adopted each of these solutions.45

44 See Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 11 37 (S.D. Ohio 
1972).

45 See Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 481 F.2d 954, 958 (6th Cir. 1973) 
(date of destruction); United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 444-48 (8th Cir. 1968) 
(date when exact amount of insurance proceeds is determined); Central Tablet Mfg. 
Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134 (S.D. Ohio 1972) (date when corporation ac
quires right to compensation); Kinney v. United States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80,125 
(N.D. Cal. 1972) (date when corporation acquires right to compensation).

46 See generally 2 J. Mertens, The Law of Federal Income Taxation 12.60, 
12.61 (rev. ed. 1967).

47 See Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 1138-39 (S.D. Ohio 
1972); Kinney v. United States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80,128, 80,130-31 (N.D. Cal. 1972).

48 Commissioner v. Hansen, 360 U.S. 446, 463-64 (1959); Spring City Foundry Co. v. 
Commissioner, 292 U.S. 182, 184 85 (1934); Continental Tie & Lumber Co. v. United 
States, 286 U.S. 290, 295-96 (1932); Lark Sales Co. v. Commissioner, 437 F.2d 1067, 1072- 
73 (7th Cir. 1970).

49 Continental Tie & Lumber Co. v. United States, 286 U.S. 290, 295-96 (1932); 
Cappel House Furnishing Co. v. United States, 244 F.2d 525, 529-30 (6th Cir. 1957); 
Treas. Reg. § 1.446-1 (c) (1) (ii) (1957); Rev. Rul. 58-474, 1958-2 Cum. Bull. 158; 2 
J. Mertens, supra note 46, § 12.61, at 215.

50 See Demor, Inc., 27 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1496, 1503 (1968) (dictum) (insurer denied 
liability; taxpayer forced to institute suit to collect proceeds); Thalhimer Bros., 27 T.C. 
733, 734-36, 739 (1957), acquiesced in, 1957-2 Cum. Bull. 7 (insurers would not pay 
until dispute over whether the insurers would be subrogated to taxpayer’s possible claim 
against manager was settled); E. T. Slider, Inc., 5 T.C. 263, 267-69 (1945) (conflicting 
claim raised doubt as to one claimant’s right to proceeds); 2 J. Mertens, supra note 46, 
§ 12.60, at 208; id. § 12.61, at 217.

Where the taxpayer’s right to proceeds is disputed, income generally is not accruablc 
until settlement is reached or final judgment rendered. See Demor, Inc., supra at 1503; 
E. T. Slider, Inc., supra at 267-69.

51 A. Raymond Jones, 19 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 611, 615 (1960), rev'd on other grounds, 
306 F.2d 292 (5th Cir. 1962) (payment of claimed amount contingent on final audit); 

The body of principles governing the accrual of income40 could 
provide some guidelines for determining the time of sale.44 45 46 47 Accrual of 
income for accounting and tax purposes occurs when the right to 
receive income becomes fixed.48 The amount of proceeds to be re
ceived must be determinable with reasonable accuracy.49 A genuine 
dispute over the right to income50 or a substantial condition precedent 
to the right51 will prevent accrual until the dispute is resolved or the 
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condition is satisfied. One touchstone employed to determine the time 
of accrual is the unconditional admission of liability by the obligor.52 
These principles are as fully applicable to the accrual of insurance pro
ceeds as to the accrual of other income.53

H. W. Lancaster, 11 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1108, 1110-11 (1952) (no legal right to demand 
payment until contractor received payment from the owner; no accrual until this condi
tion precedent was satisfied).

52 Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. v. United States, 409 F.2d 1363, 1369 (Ct. 
Cl. 1969) (per curiam); see 2 J. Mertens, supra note 46, § 12.61 (rev. 1967, Supp. 1973).

153 Insurance proceeds also accrue when the right to receive them is established and 
the amount to be received can be determined with reasonable accuracy. See Cappel 
House Furnishing Co. v. United States, 244 F.2d 525, 529 (6th Cir. 1957); Demor, Inc., 
27 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1496, 1503 (1968) (dictum); Thalhimer Bros., 27 T.C. 733, 738-39 
(1957), acquiesced in, 1957-2 Cum. Bull. 7; Rite-Way Prods., Inc., 12 T.C. 475, 480 
(1949); E. T. Slider, Inc., 5 T.C. 263, 267-69 (1945). The right to receive the proceeds 
is established when policy conditions precedent to the insurer’s liability are satisfied or 
the insurer waives the requirements. See notes 60, 66 infra. Admission of liability by the 
insurer, either tacit or express, may be sufficient to establish the insured’s right to pro
ceeds. Cappel House Furnishing Co. v. United States, supra at 530 (inference of no 
contest over liability sufficient); Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. v. United 
States, 409 F.2d 1363, 1369 (Ct. Cl. 1969) (per curiam) (strict requirement of admission 
of liability); Rite-Way Prods., Inc., supra at 480 (insurance company never denied 
liability; no evidence of a dispute sufficient to delay accrual). However, a dispute over 
the insured’s right to proceeds or the attachment of a substantial condition to the 
exercise of the right will postpone accrual. Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. v. 
United States, supra at 1367 (attachment of condition to insurer’s willingness to pay); 
Thalhimer Bros., 27 T.C. 733, 739 (1957) (bona fide dispute over subrogation of in
surers); E. T. Slider, Inc., 5 T.C. 263, 268-69 (1945) (conflicting claim made claimant’s 
right to the proceeds doubtful). Because accrual cannot take place until the right to 
proceeds is established, a dispute over the right will postpone accrual until settlement is 
reached or judgment rendered. See note 50 supra.

54 This discussion of the principles of accrual is not intended to suggest that there 
should be different rules for accrual and cash basis taxpayers as to time of sale. Any 
argument for different rules on the basis of accounting method used must be criticized 
on two grounds. First, the Internal Revenue Service can require a taxpayer to use the 
accounting method most likely to reflect income. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 446(b). A 
corporation while liquidating may be required to use the accrual method, regardless of 
which accounting system it normally uses, so that the corporation cannot make un
accrued items of income appear to be capital assets and shield gain realized on them 
from taxation. See Family Record Plan, Inc. v. Commissioner, 309 F.2d 208 (9th Cir. 
1962), cert, denied, 313 U.S. 910 (1963); Commissioner v. Kuckenberg, 309 F.2d 202, 
204-06 (9th Cir. 1962), cert, denied, 373 U.S. 909 (1963); Bittker & Eustice, supra note 
7, at 242, 263-64; cf. Pridemark, Inc. v. Commissioner, 345 F.2d 35, 45 (4th Cir. 1965) 
(section 337 is not a device whereby taxpayers can avoid tax on income generated by 
normal operations of business).

Although accrual principles govern when gain, loss, or income must 
be reported by an accrual basis taxpayer54 and not when sale or ex
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change takes place,55 sale or exchange arguably does not occur until

Secondly, to distinguish between cash and accrual basis taxpayers merely would inject 
a formalistic inequality into a statute passed to remove unequal tax treatment resulting 
from formalities. See Commissioner v. Kuckenberg, supra at 205-06; A. T. Newell 
Realty Co., 53 T.C. 130, 134 (1969), appeal dismissed, (3d Cir.) (1970 P-H § 61000).

55 There is a body of law dealing with time of sale or exchange for different tax 
purposes, including the reporting of gain or loss, the determination of the holding 
period of a capital asset, or the decision regarding the person entitled to a depreciation 
deduction. Although these purposes differ, common principles apply, and sale or ex
change usually is held to occur when title passes or when possession and the benefits 
and burdens of ownership are transferred, whichever occurs first. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 
69-93, 1969-1 Cum. Bull. 139 (time of sale for purposes of determining realization of 
gain or loss); Rev. Rul. 69-89, 1969-1 Cum. Bull. 59 (vendee entitled to depreciation 
deductions from the time he receives possession and the benefits and burdens of owner
ship, although vendor retains title); Rev. Rul. 54-607, 1954-2 Cum. Bull. 177 (time of 
sale or exchange terminating the holding period of capital assets). See also Ted F. 
Merrill, 40 T.C. 66, 74 (1963), affd per curiam, 336 F.2d 771 (9th Cir. 1964) (sale of 
real estate under section 1231 of the Internal Revenue Code)-, William A. Cluff, 17 
T.C. 225, 230 (1951) (date of sale and delivery of stock terminated holding period not
withstanding that the amount of money to be received in return was indefinite).

The above criteria for time of sale generally are not applicable to cases involving the 
destruction of property covered by insurance because title does not pass and because 
the benefits and burdens of ownership attaching to destroyed property are negligible. 
Two cases which have dealt with the determination of time of sale or exchange for 
purposes of computing holding period of lost or destroyed property have established 
that the holding period terminated on the date when the property was destroyed or 
lost. See Rose v. United States, 229 F. Supp. 298, 300 (S.D. Cal. 1964); Fred Draper, 
32 T.C. 545, 548-49 (1959), acquiesced in, 1960-1 Cum. Bull. 4. See also Steele, Jr. v. 
United States, 52-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 46,170 (S.D. Fla. 1952). These cases are distinguishable 
from Central Tablet and Morton, however. In Fred Draper the building destroyed by 
windstorm was uninsured. 32 T.C. at 547-49. Therefore, the destruction was the final 
event with respect to that building and there was no reason to look beyond the destruc
tion for an event terminating the holding period. In Rose, which dealt with involuntary 
conversion, the holding period was found to terminate when the ship involved was lost 
at sea rather than when insurance proceeds were received. See Rose v. United States, 
supra at 300. See also Steele, Jr. v. United States, supra. In Rose the provisions of the 
California Insurance Code applicable to the insurance policy on the ship lost at sea dis
tinguish the case from Central Tablet and Morton. The marine insurance policy gave the 
insurer all rights to the lost ship, including the right to conduct salvage operations and 
recover the ship, if it chose to do so. The taxpayer, Rose, showed no interest in recover
ing the ship and looked only to obtaining the insurance proceeds. 229 F. Supp. at 300-01. 
The taxpayer had relinquished to the insurer the benefits and burdens of ownership, in 
keeping with the principles delineated above. These cases may be distinguished further 
because, where the determination is of holding period, it is difficult not to find a termina
tion of holding when property is destroyed. This body of law governing termination of 
holding period provides little guidance to the resolution of the issue of when sale or 
exchange by involuntary conversion should be deemed to take place for purposes of 
section 337. See United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 446 ( 8th Cir. 1968); Kinney v. 
United States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80,128, 80,131 (N.D. Cal. 1972).
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there is a level of certainty that the insured will receive some compen
sation for the loss of the property—sufficient certainty to justify the 
accrual of the potential receipt. The Morton and Central Tablet deci
sions might have been reconciled on the basis of these accrual principles. 
The Central Tablet court explicitly found that the insurer did not deny 
liability but disputed only the amount of liability.56 Hence, if the 
amount of the proceeds to be received were reasonably ascertainable 
before the adoption of the plan of liquidation, accrual would pose no 
problem, and sale would have been completed prior to adoption of the 
plan of liquidation.57 The Morton court, on the other hand, explicitly 
noted that collection of insurance proceeds is “predicated upon com
pliance with policy conditions.” 58 Morton adopted a plan of complete 
liquidation before submitting proof of loss in compliance with the policy 
conditions.59 Thus, Morton adopted a plan of liquidation before its 
right to compensation accrued.60

56 481 F.2d at 956-57. The district court, however, had found insufficient evidence of 
admission of liability and stated that even if liability had been admitted, the precise 
point in time could not be pinpointed. 339 F. Supp. at 1139. Where the exact point in 
time at which liability is admitted is not as important as it is in the instant case, a rea
sonable inference of admission or tacit agreement on liability may be sufficient. See 
Cappel House Furnishing Co. v. United States, 244 F.2d 525, 530 (6th Cir. 1957); Rite- 
Way Prods., Inc., 12 T.C. 475, 480-81 (1949). But of. Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock 
Co. v. United States, 409 F.2d 1363, 1369 (Ct. Cl. 1969) (per curiam) (tacit recognition 
of fact that the insured had suffered damage did not constitute admission of liability by 
insurer).

57 Even if the circuit court’s assessment of the facts is accepted, the admitted dispute 
over the applicability of a co-insurance clause might have prevented accrual. See Mary
land Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. v. United States, 409 F.2d 1363, 1369 (Ct. Cl. 1969) 
(per curiam); Georgia Carolina Chem. Co., 3 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1213, 1216 (1944) 
(dispute over application of co-insurance clause postpones accrual because it prevents 
reasonable estimation of the amount to be recovered).

58 387 F.2d at 448.
59 Sec United States v. Morton, 258 F. Supp. 922, 923-24 (W.D. Mo. 1966), rev'd on 

other grounds, 387 F.2d 441 (8th Cir. 1968).
60 Where submission of proof of loss is a condition precedent to the insurer’s liability, 

the insured has no right to recover proceeds unless the proof is submitted. See 20 
J. Appleman, Insurance Law and Practice § 11419 (1963); 14 G. Couch, Cyclopedia 
of Insurance Law § 49:541 (2d cd. 1965).

G1 See Kinney v. United States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80,128, 80,130-31 (N.D. Cal. 

A comparison of destruction by fire with another involuntary con
version, condemnation, also supports a conclusion that a sale or ex
change should be deemed to occur only when a right to compensation 
actually vests in the corporation.61 Sale or exchange of condemned 
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property usually is held to occur when title passes to the condemning 
authority.62 Consequently, comparison to destruction by fire is difficult, 
since no similar title transfer occurs where fire loss is compensated by 
insurance proceeds.63 However, an analysis of condemnation decisions 
reveals that, where courts have probed beneath the passage of title, the 
underlying rationale for finding a sale when title passes is that the rights 
of the parties are established unconditionally at that time.64 Specifically, 
the condemning authority acquires full ownership rights in the prop

1972). See also Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 1137-38 
(S.D. Ohio 1972).

62 See Dwight v. United States, 225 F. Supp. 933, 935 (N.D.N.Y. 1963), affd per 
curiam, 328 F.2d 973 (2d Cir. 1964); Driscoll Bros. & Co. v. United States, 221 F. Supp. 
603, 606 (N.D.N.Y. 1963); W ood Harmon Corp. v. United States, 206 F. Supp. 773, 776 
(S.D.N.Y. 1962), aff'd, 311 F.2d 918 (2d Cir. 1963).

However, the time at which title passes varies according to local law. Under some 
statutes, the taxpayer may have time to weigh alternatives and adopt a plan of liquida
tion before title passes because title is not transferred until the final award is made. See 
United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 446 (8rh Cir. 1968) (condemnation law of 
Missouri); Covered Wagon, Inc. v. Commissioner, 369 F.2d 629, 634 (8th Cir. 1966) 
(condemnation law of Minnesota); Rev. Rul. 59-108, 1959-1 Cum. Bull. 72, 73 (law of 
New York follows the “traditional” procedure under which title vests and the obliga
tion to pay compensation is fixed at the end of the proceeding).

Under other statutes, the taxpayer has little warning or time to act, often because 
title passes upon the filing by the government of a declaration of taking or similar 
document and payment of estimated compensation into court. See, e.g., Covered Wagon, 
Inc. v. Commissioner, supra at 630, 633-34 (Federal Declaration of Taking Act); A. T. 
Newell Realty Co., 53 T.C. 130, 132-33 (1969). appeal dismissed, (3d Cir.) (1970 P-H 
€ 61,000) (Pennsylvania Eminent Domain Code); 44 West 3rd St. Corp., 39 T.C. 809, 
812 (1963), aff'd sub 110111. Wendell v. Commissioner, 326 F.2d 600 (2d Cir. 1964) (New 
York City Administrative Code, vesting title in the city upon order of the court grant
ing city’s condemnation application, before suit or other proceedings).

In a few instances, courts hate noted that the condemning authority must pay into 
court estimated compensation before title is transferred or that the date title passes fixes 
the dare for computing the compensation to be paid with interest. However, courts 
have not developed the implications of those facts and instead have focused on passage 
of title as the crucial component of time of sale. See Likins-Fostcr Honolulu Corp. v. 
Commissioner, 417 F.2d 285, 289 (10th Cir. 1969), cert, denied, 397 U.S. 987 (1970); 
Covered Wagon, Inc. v. Commissioner, 369 F.2d 629, 635 (Sth Cir. 1966); Place Rcaltv 
Corp., 21 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 754, 756 (1962).

G3 United States v. Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 446 (8th Cir. 1968).
64 See Wendell v. Commissioner, 326 F.2d 600, 602 (2d Cir. 1964), aff'g 44 West 3rd 

St. Corp., 39 T.C. 809 (1963); of. Commissioner v. Kicsclbach, 127 F.2d 359, 360-62 (3d 
Cir. 1942), aff'd, 317 U.S. 399 (1943) (condemnation constitutes a sale or exchange for 
purposes of capital gains treatment). See also Rev. Rul. 59-108, 1959-1 Cum. Bull. 72; 
Clark, Pitfalls of a Section 337 Liquidation; Where They Exist and How to Avoid Them, 
26 J. Tax. 144, 145 (1967); Eiseman, Section 337 Liquidations—Their Snares and Uncer
tainties, 22 Ark. L. Rev. 300, 314 (1968).
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erty, and a right to compensation vests in the former property owner 
even though the exact amount of compensation may not yet be deter
mined.65 Applying this rationale to the cases involving conversion by 
fire, sale should be considered complete only when the rights of the 
parties, particularly the right of the insured to receive payment, become 
fixed.66

65 See note 64 supra.
GG See Central Tablet Mfg. Co. v. United States, 339 F. Supp. 1134, 1138 (S.D. Ohio 

1972) (semble); Kinney v. United States, 73-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 80,128, 80,131 (N.D. Cal. 
1972).

Both the circuit court in Morton and the district court in Kinney noted the usual 
insurance policy requirement of submission of a proof of loss form. United States v. 
Morton, 387 F.2d 441, 448 (8th Cir. 1968); Kinney v. United States, supra at 80,130; 
see 20 J. Appleman, supra note 60, § 11419; 14 G. Couch, supra note 60, §§ 49:482 to 
49:510, 49:541. Where this requirement is a condition precedent to the insurer’s liability, 
the insured acquires no right to the proceeds until the requirement is satisfied or waived 
by the insurer. See note 60 supra.

67 See notes 53, 60, 66 supra.
G8 See notes 64-65 supra and accompanying text.
09 See notes 49-53 supra and accompanying text.
70 See McGuirl v. Commissioner, 74 F.2d 729, 730 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 295 U.S. 

748 (1935); Driscoll Bros. v. United States, 221 F. Supp. 603, 606-07 (N.D.N.Y. 1963).
7] See notes 89-90 infra and accompanying text.

Accrual of proceeds and right to compensation may occur at dif
ferent times. Where insured property is destroyed, the right to com
pensation vests when policy conditions are met.67 Where property is 
condemned, the right to compensation vests when title passes.68 If the 
amount of the proceeds to be received is disputed or contingent upon 
future events, accrual will be postponed until the amount is fixed or 
capable of reasonable ascertainment.69 Thus, if the vesting of a right 
to compensation were held to constitute sale, the usual rule in con
demnation cases would remain unchanged, and sale would take place 
when title passed. Yet, if the time for accrual were held to establish 
the time of sale, the result in certain condemnation cases would be 
altered significantly, for accrual of a disputed amount does not take 
place until the award is determined, and this may occur long after title 
passes to the condemning authority.70 It would be desirable to change 
the condemnation rule and to establish a rule which uniformly would 
provide section 337 relief for those suffering involuntary conversion by 
condemnation as well as by fire or other casualty.71 However, the 
courts might be reluctant to make the change, for a departure from the 
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well-established condemnation rule might generate confusion.72 In addi
tion, use of the accrual guidelines would lead to wide and largely acci
dental disparity of tax results. For example, the time of sale might 
depend upon the time at which all events fixing the extent of damage 
occurred, the time at which disputes over the amount of payment were 
resolved, and the availability to the corporation of information suffi
cient to estimate the amount to be received.73 Courts which hesitate 
to change the established time of sale in condemnation cases and which 
want to assure some uniformity of tax treatment should adopt the right 
to compensation test for time of sale. This test would not change the 
condemnation rule to extend relief to those whose property is con
demned but would result in a degree of uniformity among those whose 
insured property is destroyed by fire, since policy conditions deter
mining right to compensation are fairly uniform.74 Because a period of 
time usually elapses after the fire and before the right to compensation 
arises, this test would provide some relief to corporations whose prop
erty is destroyed by giving them time in which to adopt a liquidation 
plan prior to sale.75

72 At least one court has expressed the view that it might be equitable to hold that, 
for purposes of section 337, sale or exchange does not occur until the amount of the 
condemnation award is determined or paid. However, the court has declined to so hold, 
expressing concern that it would cast doubt on the time of sale in the analogous situa
tion in which parties conclude a sales agreement but leave the price to be determined 
at a later time. See Driscoll Bros. v. United States, 221 F. Supp. 603, 606 (N.D.N.Y. 
1963). See also Dwight v. United States, 225 F. Supp. 933 (N.D.N.Y. 1963), affd, per 
curiam, 328 F.2d 973 (2d Cir. 1964). Further, finding time of sale at a time later than 
passage of title would conflict with the established rules of time of sale for other tax 
purposes. See note 55 supra.

73 Time of sale also would depend on whether the amount to be received was 
reasonably ascertainable as well as on the corporation’s acquisition of a right to pro
ceeds. Whether the amount of the proceeds could be reasonably estimated, in turn, 
would depend on whether all events fixing the amount had occurred, whether the 
corporation had sufficient information on its books to estimate the amount to be re
covered, and whether there was sufficient dispute over the amount of proceeds to 
render the recovery inestimable. See notes 49, 53 supra and accompanying text.

74 See note 66 supra. There would not be total uniformity, for insurance com
panies are likely to differ with respect to admitting liability, an important factor in 
determining right to proceeds. See note 53 supra and accompanying text.

75 While the corporation would have no time to act if its right to proceeds vested 
immediately upon the destruction of the property, the usual policy terms require the 
fulfillment of certain conditions precedent to that right. See note 66 supra. Al
though this provides the corporation only limited time within which to act, this 
degree of limitation would be an improvement for the corporation presently faced 
with denial of section 337 relief.
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Policy Considerations

While the right to compensation test could provide a rational legal 
basis for deciding cases such as Central Tablet and Morton, policy con
siderations also must be assessed. If legal principles required extension 
of section 337 treatment to taxpayers such as Central Tablet, policy 
considerations against the extension would be inconsequential. How
ever, since legal principles do not militate decisively for or against 
extension, policy considerations may be determinative. The policy 
considerations can be analyzed by examining the alternatives open to 
a corporation whose property has been involuntarily converted and 
the effects of the Morton and Central Tablet decisions on those alterna
tives.

A corporation facing loss of property may continue business with 
the remaining property and assets, acquire new assets, or dissolve. If the 
property lost were not significant to the company’s operations and gave 
rise to a tax loss, the corporation might continue in business with its 
remaining property and apply the property loss against income.76 If 
the property were integral to corporate operations or if the collection 
of insurance proceeds resulted in gain, the corporation might choose 
to replace the destroyed property with property similar or related in 
service or use and elect to shield gain on insurance proceeds from 
recognition.77 If the major portion of the corporation’s assets were lost, 

76 See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, 1231(a), 165(a); Treas. Reg. § 1.165-1 (c) (3)
(1960).

11 See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1033 (a)(3). Section 1033 makes nonrecognition of 
gain mandatory only when the proceeds of the involuntary conversion are directly 
converted into property similar or related in service or use. See id. § 1033 (a)(1). 
In the usual situation, where property is converted into money or property not 
similar in use, the application of section 1033 to shield gain from recognition is at the 
taxpayer’s election; the taxpayer is deemed to have so elected if he does not report 
the gain. See id. § 1033(a)(3)(A); Treas. Reg. §§ 1.1033(a)-2(c) (2) (1957). If the 
taxpayer elects to have section 1033 apply, gain realized on the involuntary conversion 
of his property into money or dissimilar property is recognized only to the extent 
that the proceeds exceed the cost of the similar use property purchased by him. 
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1033 (a) (3) (A).

Section 1033 requires that property be replaced with property of similar use 
within two years after the first taxable year in which the taxpayer realizes any part 
of the gain resulting from conversion; the nonrecognition election is invalid without 
that replacement. Id. § 1033 (a)(3)(B). Where an investor or lessor must replace 
investment property, the replacement property has to be similar only in its relation 
to the investor, entailing similar investment risks or requiring similar services to be 
performed by him. The functional end use to which the investment property is put 
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the corporation might prefer liquidation to attempting to replace lost 
property and reestablish itself after a potentially lengthy gap in time.78 
That is the fact situation presented by Morton and Central Tablet.

is irrelevant in determining the similarity in service or use to the investor. Loco 
Realty Co. v. Commissioner, 306 F.2d 207, 214-15 (8th Cir. 1962); Liant Record, Inc. 
v. Commissioner, 303 F.2d 326, 329 (2d Cir. 1962); Harvey J. Johnson, 43 T.C. 736, 
741 (1965), acquiesced in, 1965-2 Cum. Bull. 5; Rev. Rul. 64-237, 1964-2 Cum. Bull. 
319.

Section 1033 does not affect the taxpayer’s loss deductions where loss results from 
involuntary conversion. Treas. Reg. § 1.1033 (a)-1 (a) (1957).

78 The corporation may wish to liquidate for reasons other than the delay and 
difficulty of acquiring new property. Even when a corporation recovers insurance 
proceeds, those proceeds may be inadequate to enable the corporation to acquire new 
propertv for similar use or to rebuild its destroyed assets. In certain situations it may 
not be feasible for the corporation to acquire property similar in use, no matter how 
large the compensation. This is most likely to occur in condemnation cases, where 
the government condemns and monopolizes public utility or transportation systems; 
it a'so may occur where destroyed or condemned property is irreplaceable for other 
reasons. Section 103 3 could not reasonablv be utilized in either of these circum
stances.

"'•* See notes 41-42 supra and accompanying text.
80 See 481 F.2d at 960. Section 337 treatment would be applicable to other sales 

and exchanges by Central Tablet if the sales and exchanges involved qualified property 
and were consummated within a 12-month period after the adoption of a plan of 
complete liquidation. However, the major portion of Central Tablet’s property was 
destroyed, and the corporation realized gain on the involuntary conversion. The 
application of section 337 to minor transactions is small benefit if the corporation’s 
major gain is recognized. The corporation probably would benefit more from utiliz
ing section 1033 to obtain nonrecognition of its major gain.

Under Central Tablet, if the corporation chooses to liquidate, any 
gain realized on receipt of insurance proceeds is taxable both to the 
corporation prior to liquidation and to the shareholders upon distri
bution. However, where the destruction of corporate property vir
tually forces a corporation to liquidate, the imposition of a double tax 
on insurance proceeds is inconsistent with the nonrecognition treat
ment accorded a corporation liquidating under less dire circumstances.79 80 
Further, nearly all corporations other than those sustaining involuntary 
conversions may control their property dispositions and receive non
recognition of gain if they decide to liquidate. Central Tablet seeks to 
limit the nonrecognition treatment of gain realized on involuntary con
version to that available under section 1033, unless the involuntary 
conversion fortuitously occurs after a plan of liquidation is adopted.89 
In essence, this allows those who retain control of their property great 
flexibility in timing their transactions and in planning tax consequences 
while compelling those involuntarily deprived of property to remain 
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in business in order to obtain nonrecognition of gain resulting from 
that deprivation.81 A corporation suffering involuntary conversion which 
wants to liquidate in a tax-free manner must acquire replacement prop
erty, employing section 1033 to shield its gain from taxation, and then 
sell the replacement property after adopting a plan of liquidation, uti
lizing section 337 to prevent recognition of any gain realized on the 
sale.82 This is a time consuming and indirect route to the result reached 
directly in United States v. Morton.83 The Morton approach delays time 
of sale to a time later than the destruction of the property, giving the 
corporation time to adopt a plan of liquidation before sale. Thus, non
recognition is available without forcing the acquisition of replacement 
property and subsequent liquidation.

81 See Int. Rf.v. Code of 1954, § 1033. One of the policy considerations which 
prompted Congress to enact section 337 was the desire to promote business flexibility 
and to facilitate arrangements for the sale of a corporate business. See S. Rep. No. 
1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 258 (1954); H.R. Rep. No. 1 337, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 38-39 
(1954); 100 Cong. Rec. 3425 (1954) (remarks of Representative Reed); Gardner, 
supra note 7, at 73; MacLean, Taxation of Sales of Corporate Assets in the Course of 
Liquidation, 56 Colum. L. Rev. 641, 641-42 (1956); cf. Hearings on H.R. 8300, supra 
note 38, at 1704-05 (statement by Western New York Water Co.) (involuntary con
version rule of section 1033 was designed to give the taxpayer who suffered involun
tary conversion the same freedom of choice in riming recognition of gain enjoyed by 
others whose sales arc not forced).

82 The Internal Revenue Service explicitly has allowed the utilization of both sec
tions 1033 and 337 in this manner so long as the section 1033 replacement is com
pleted prior to the expiration of the replacement period and before completion of the 
corporate liquidation. Rev. Rul. 55-517, 1955-2 Cum. Bull. 297.

83 See 387 F.2d at 447 (sale did not occur until insured obtained settlement or 
judgment, at the earliest, and perhaps not until insured actually received insurance 
proceeds).

84Treas. Reg. § 1.337-2 (a) (1955).
85 The corporation can achieve even greater flexibility and favorable tax treatment 

by utilizing the device known as the straddle. The corporation sells assets upon which 
it will realize a loss prior to adopting a plan of liquidation and then resolves to 

On the other hand, fault might be found with the Morton decision 
because it affords a corporation time in which to determine whether 
gain or loss will be realized before adopting a plan of liquidation. How
ever, a corporation which does not sustain an involuntary conversion is 
permitted the same flexibility. The regulations provide that negotiations 
for sale are in no way determinative of time of sale.84 Hence, a cor
poration may negotiate for the sale of assets until it knows whether 
gain or loss will result and then may adopt a liquidation plan if it will 
realize gain.85 Thus, contrary to the opinion of the Central Tablet 
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court, granting section 337 treatment will not give those suffering 
involuntary conversions an unfair advantage over other corporations 
but will simply help redress the inequity arising when property is 
destroyed by giving to those whose property is destroyed the ability 
to control the tax consequences of property disposition.86 In addition, 
the inference that a corporation sustaining an involuntary conversion 
should be accorded even more favorable tax treatment could be drawn 
from two other sections of the Internal Revenue Code.87 Sections 1231 

liquidate and sells assets on which it will realize gain. The purpose is to have its 
losses recognized and yet shield its gains from taxation. See Bittker & Eustice, supra 
note 7, at 253-54; Eis email, supra note 64, at 311; Lewis & Schapiro, Sale of Corporate 
Business: Stock or Assets?, N.Y.U. 14th Inst, on Fed. Tax. 745, 746 (1956). The In
ternal Revenue Service has attempted to prevent corporations from manipulating 
their tax treatment in this way by providing that where a corporation splits its sales, 
rather than selling the bulk of its property either before or after formally adopting 
a plan of complete liquidation, the facts and circumstances rather than a formal 
resolution will be determinative of the time of the plan’s adoption. Treas. Reg. 
§ 1.337-2 (b) (1955). However, cases which have arisen involving straddle sales have 
been decided in favor of the taxpayer, allowing the deduction of losses on sales 
before the plan of liquidation was formally effected and granting nonrecognition to 
gains on sales taking place after the plan’s formal adoption. See City Bank of Wash
ington, 38 T.C. 713, 721-22 (1962), appeal dismissed, (4th Cir.) (1963 P-H 56,454); 
Virginia Ice & Freezing Corp., 30 T.C. 1251, 1256-57 (1958). Where the corporation is 
careful to follow the formalities of adopting a resolution of liquidation, it appears 
unlikely that courts will push back the date of adoption to an apparent time of in
formal adoption. Bittker & Eustice, supra note 7, at 254.

86 Hearings on Advisory Group Recommendations on Subchs. C, J & K of the 
Interna1 Revenue Code Before the House Comm, on Ways & Means, 86th Cong., 
1st Sess. 921 (1959) (presentation by the American Bar Association); Hearings on 
H.R. 8300, supra note 38, at 1704-05 (1954) (statement of the Western New York 
Water Company).

Further policy considerations favor allowing liberal use of section 337 where there 
is a sale or exchange by involuntary conversion and when the gain from the con
version is to be recognized. Involuntary conversions are far more likely to induce 
small corporations than large corporations to liquidate, because a single conversion 
more easily may deprive a sma’l corporation of a major portion of its assets. Thus, the 
application of section 337 to involuntary conversions could be regarded as an ex
tension of assistance to small businesses, for whom concern was expressed during the 
debates preceding passage of the 1954 Code. See 100 Cong. Rec. 3554 (1954) (re
marks of Representative Knox).

87 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, 1033(a), 1231(a). Section 1231 deals with the sale,
exchange, or involuntary conversion of real and depreciable property used in trade or 
business and held for more than six months, and with involuntary conversions of 
capital assets held for more than six months. Prior to 1970, all section 1231 trans
actions were aggregated. See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, subch. P, pt. 4, § 1231(a), 68A 
Stat. 325 (1954), as amended, Technical Amendments Act, title I, § 49(a), 72 Stat. 1642 
(1958), as amended, Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1231(a).

Since 1969, section 1231 has required the gains and losses resulting from involuntary 
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and 1033 could be interpreted as evidencing congressional intent that 
companies deprived of property involuntarily be afforded special tax 
relief.88

conversions other than condemnations to be aggregated separately. If losses on the 
conversions exceed gains, these transactions are removed from section 1231 and 
treated under other applicable Code sections. If gains resulting from these involuntary 
conversions exceed losses, these gains and losses are aggregated with other section 
1231 transactions. If, after this aggregation of all section 1231 transactions, gains ex
ceed losses, each transaction is treated as a sale or exchange of a capital asset held 
for more than six months. If net loss results from the total aggregation, the transac
tions are not treated as sales or exchanges of capital assets and receive the treatment 
they would have received without section 1231. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1231(a).

Section 1033 permits nonrecognition of gain, but not of loss, when the corporation 
reinvests all insurance or condemnation proceeds in property similar in use. See 
note 77 supra. An even more liberal rule obtains where real property is condemned; 
the proceeds need be reinvested only in like property rather than in property similar 
in use. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1033(g).

These provisions are generally favorable to the taxpayer because their practical 
effect is to permit the deduction of loss on involuntary conversion as ordinary loss 
but to shield gain from recognition or to tax it at capital gains rates. See 3 J. Mer
tens, supra note 46, § 20.167 (rev. ed. 1972); 3B id. § 22.122 (rev. ed. 1966).

88 There is evidence of this intent aside from the favorable statutory provisions. See 
Hearings on H.R. 8300, supra note 38, pt. 2, at 1047 (statement of Edison Electric 
In stitute of New York); Hearings on General Revenue Revision, Before the House 
Comm, on Ways & Means, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. pt. 2, at 1324-25 (1954) (presentation 
bv the Chamber of Commerce); Hearings on Advisory Group Recommendations on 
Suhchs. C, J & K of the Internal Revenue Code Before the House Comm, on Ways 
& Means, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., at 408, 532, 921 (1959) (presentations and recom
mendations of the Advisory Group on Subchapter C and of the American Bar Asso
ciation).

89 See Dwight v. United States, 225 F. Supp. 933, 935 (N.D.N.Y. 1963), affd per 
curiam, 328 F.2d 973 (2d Cir. 1964); Driscoll Bros. v. United States, 221 F. Supp. 603, 
606 (N.D.N.Y. 1963).

90 Many suggestions have been made for legislative change, most of which provide 
that a corporation whose property is taken or destroyed be given a specified period 
after the taking within which to adopt a plan of liquidation. See Hearings on Ad- 

Because the policy considerations relevant to destruction of property 
also are applicable to condemnation, section 337 nonrecognition treat
ment should be available to corporations whose property is condemned as 
well as to those whose property is destroyed. Congress is the better 
forum for enacting a provision broad enough to change the rule in 
condemnation cases89 and should clarify the application of section 3 37 
to involuntary conversions, explicitly including condemnations in any 
provision made.90 Absent congressional action, however, the courts 
are not powerless to act.
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Of the possible solutions thus far discussed, only the Morton decision 
could be applied to extend relief uniformly to corporations whose prop
erty is condemned before they have the opportunity to adopt a plan 
of liquidation.91 The Morton holding would preclude a finding of sale 
before compensation was received or at least until the exact amount 
of the award was fixed.92 This approach has drawbacks, however, since 
it might permit a corporation to postpone action for an inordinate 
amount of time, while the parties engaged in frivolous litigation or 
privately contested the amount of compensation. Moreover, it is diffi
cult to avoid finding a sale at the time of condemnation because title 
passes and the rights of the parties vest unconditionally.93 94 Thus, appli
cation of Morton to condemnations is neither likely nor advisable.

vi-ory Group Recommendations on Subchs. C, J & K of the Internal Revenue Code 
Before the House Comm. on Ways & Means, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 584-85, 943 (1959) 
(recommendations of the Advisory Group on Subchapter C and of the American 
Bar Association); Clurman, supra note 40, at 136; Note, supra note 40, at 786.

91 The accrual principles would permit de’ay of the time of sa’e beyond the date of 
passage of title only in cases where the amount of proceeds was seriously disputed 
after title passed. See note 70 supra and accompanying text.

92 See 387 F.2d at 447-48.
93 See Wendell v. Commissioner, 326 F.2d 600, 602 (2d Cir. 1964); see Treas. Reg. 

§ 1.337-2(a) (1955); cf. A. T. Newell Realty Co., 53 T.C. 130, 134 (1969), appeal dis
missed, (3d Cir.) (1970 P-H 51 61,000).

94 35 T.C. 418 (1960), appeal dismissed, (9th Cir.) (1961 P-H 51 56,369), acquiesced 
in, 1961-1 Cum. Bull. 4.

95 If a court finds that a plan of liquidation was adopted on the same day as that 
on which sale occurred, the sale qualifies for nonrecognition. Treas. Reg. § 1.337-2 (a) 
(1955).

96 35 T.C. at 427.

An alternative judicial solution extending uniform possibility of 
relief to those suffering condemnation and those suffering destruction 
might be one similar to that utilized by the Tax Court in Mountain 
Water Co. of La Crescental This solution focused on the requirement 
of adoption of a plan of liquidation rather than upon the time of sale.95 
The Tax Court found that where the corporation’s reason for existence 
ended upon the taking of its property by condemnation and where 
the evident consensus of opinion was that the corporation would be 
dissolved if the condemnation action succeeded, a plan of liquidation 
was adopted informally when the corporation decided not to appeal and 
accepted the condemnation award.96 Refusing to require formal adop
tion of a plan, the Tax Court looked instead for facts and circumstances 
indicating a decision to liquidate and commitment to a course of action 
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culminating in liquidation.97 98 99 Although many factors present in Moun
tain Water Co?9, were not present in the cases under consideration, a 
court could conclude, as in Mountain Water Co., that where the major 
part of a corporation’s assets are taken involuntarily, either by destruc
tion or by condemnation, liquidation is inevitable and that the destruc
tion or condemnation constitutes, for all practical purposes, the informal 
adoption of a plan of liquidation."

97 Id. The facts and circumstances test used bv the Tax Court in Mountain Water 
Co. is similar to that which the Service argues should be used when a company at
tempts to straddle section 337. See note 85 supra.

98 The Mountain Water Company was to be condemned. T he corporation decided 
to fight the condemnation but developed a consensus that if the condemnation were 
successful, it had no reason for remaining in business. After the court which heard 
the condemnation case found in favor of the Government and rendered a judgment 
of condemnation and award, the corporation had a period of time within which it 
could appeal. Appeal was debated but was decided against. 35 T.C. at 419-21.

99 See Note, supra note 40, at 785-86 & n.33.
100 If the destruction constituted the sale, the sale and the adoption of a liquidation 

plan would occur on the same date and section 337 would apply to the sale. See 
Trcas. Reg. § 1.337-2(a) (1955) (sale on or after the date of the adoption of the plan 
qualifies). The vesting of the right to compensation, the accrual of proceeds, and the 
receipt of proceeds would all take place at a time after the destruction or taking but 
before the end of the 12-month period, where the corporation was able to completely 
liquidate within one year. Thus, time of sale determined by any of these would fall 
within the prescribed 12-month period.

101 Milwaukee Sanitarium v. United States, 193 F. Supp. 299, 304 (E.D. Wis. 1961); 
see Covered Wagon, Inc. v. Commissioner, 369 F.2d 629, 635-36 (8th Cir. 1966); Vern 
Realty, Inc., 58 T.C. 1005, 1009 (1972), aff’d court order, (1st Cir. 1973); Harriet 
Fibel, 44 T.C. 647, 655-57 (1965); Maxine Dev. Co., 22 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1579, 
1581-82 (1963); Treas. Reg. 1.337-1, -2 (b) (1955); Bittker & Eustice, supra note 7, 
at 256-58.

Finding the adoption of a liquidation plan on the date of the con
version would obviate the need to determine the time of sale under 
certain circumstances. If a corporation completely liquidated within 
one year of the date of the destruction or condemnation, section 337 
would apply regardless of whether the conversion, the right to compen
sation, accrual principles, or receipt of proceeds determined the time 
of sale.100 The difficulty with this approach is that it would generate 
hardship where an involuntary conversion resulted in loss, because 
section 337 would apply to prevent recognition of the loss if the cor
poration liquidated within one year. The corporation sustaining an 
involuntary conversion resulting in loss could avoid the application of 
section 337 only by delaying complete liquidation until 12 months after 
the destruction of its property.101
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However, the corporation should not be forced to delay liquidation 
beyond one year in order to avoid the application of section 337 and 
to recognize a loss. Congress, acknowledging the exceptional circum
stances present in involuntary conversion cases, could create a narrow 
exception to the section 337 requirements by providing that although 
the conversion itself represents the adoption of a plan, the corporation 
may rescind the plan within a reasonable time after the conversion, 
thus allowing recognition of loss by the corporation. If Congress does 
not adopt such legislation, the courts, nevertheless, could grant relief. 
Corporations whose assets are not converted have been permitted by 
the courts to recognize losses realized prior to the formal adoption of a 
plan of liquidation while avoiding recognition of gains realized after 
the plan’s adoption. The date of the formal adoption of the plan of 
liquidation has been determinative of the initiation of section 337 non
recognition.102 This treatment may convey excessive tax relief to those 
corporations not suffering involuntary conversion but would be justified 
where a corporation is virtually forced out of business by the involun
tary conversion of its assets. Following a similar approach where assets 
are converted, the courts would look to the conversion to find informal 
adoption of a plan of liquidation only if the corporation did not adopt 
a formal plan. Where the corporation adopted a formal plan of liqui
dation, the date of that plan would initiate application of section 337. 
Thus, a corporation wishing to apply section 337 would avoid for
mal adoption of a plan of liquidation, allowing a court to find an in
formal adoption on the date of the conversion. This corporation would 
have only to liquidate within one year to receive nonrecognition under 
section 337.103 A corporation seeking to avoid section 337 should adopt 

102 See note 85 supra.
103 The requirement that a corporation completely liquidate within one year of the 

adoption of the plan may work a hardship where the corporation wishes to apply 
section 337 but is unable to collect and distribute proceeds within one year of the 
adoption of the plan. This requirement should be relaxed, by legislative action, where 
a corporation is prevented from completely liquidating within one year by circum
stances it cannot control. Again, there are alternatives for achieving this equitable 
result in the courts without legislative action. The corporation wishing to apply 
section 337 formally might adopt a plan at a time later than the destruction or taking, 
preventing the court from terminating the liquidation period 12 months after the 
destruction or taking. Alternatively, the corporation might revoke the informal plan 
of liquidation and formally adopt a new plan. Cf. West St.-Erie Blvd. Corp. v. United 
States, 411 F.2d 738, 741-42 (2d Cir. 1969) (corporation may revoke initial formal 
plan and adopt new one, when condemnation proceedings take longer than antici
pated). The corporation would adopt the effective formal plan at a time near the 
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a formal plan of liquidation at a time after the time of sale, forestalling a 
court from looking to an earlier informal adoption and preventing the 
application of section 337 to the conversion.

Conclusion

The tax treatment provided under section 337 should be available to 
corporations liquidating within a reasonable time after major assets are 
destroyed or condemned. If that treatment applied, gain realized upon 
the receipt of insurance proceeds or of a condemnation award would 
not be recognized. Courts could extend such relief in many involuntary 
conversion cases, but legislative action would resolve the present diffi
culties more effectively. Congress could evaluate the policy considera
tions and establish a uniform rule applicable to all involuntary conver
sions. Where strong policy considerations favor change in the law’s 
application consistent with the existing legal framework, however, the 
courts should not await legislative action.

The courts can use any of several rationales to extend relief to cor
porations suffering destruction of property; many of these would also 
offer relief to those whose property is condemned. Three of the judi
cial solutions—those providing that right to compensation, accrual prin
ciples, or receipt of proceeds determine time of sale—extend relief by 
providing a time period beyond the destruction or taking of the 
property in which a corporation may act to take advantage of section 
337. The corporation would have to act within the time allowed, before 
sale took place, to adopt a plan of liquidation if it wished to obtain 
section 337 nonrecognition of gain. The first of these would aid only 
some of those corporations whose property is destroyed and would not

anticipated receipt of proceeds in an effort to assure that it could receive and dis
tribute the proceeds within one year.

Delaying the formal adoption of a plan would not secure the application of sec
tion 337 unless the date of the formal adoption coincided with or preceded the time 
of sale. Where the conversion itself, the right to compensation, or accrual principles 
governed time of sale, a plan of liquidation adopted before time of sale might pre
cede collection and distribution of proceeds by more than a year. Of the judicial 
approaches discussed, only that of the Morton court would allow the corporation to 
adopt a plan of liquidation at a time late enough to assure the receipt and distribu
tion of the proceeds within one year. Since, according to the Morton court, sale 
equated with receipt of proceeds or ascertainment of the exact amount, a plan adopted 
shortly before or on the date of the fixing of the exact amount or actual receipt of 
the proceeds would be effective.
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correct the inequity to corporations whose property is condemned or 
whose right to compensation otherwise vests before they can act to 
adopt plans of liquidation. The latter two solutions often would aid 
those whose property is condemned. A fourth solution would obviate 
the need for the corporation to adopt a formal plan but also might 
impose hardship by limiting the corporation’s opportunity to escape 
the application of section 337. That solution would hold that a plan 
of liquidation was adopted, as a practical matter, when the property of 
the corporation was destroyed or condemned, provided the corporation 
completed liquidation within one year. The potential hardship could 
be averred if courts looked for this informal adoption only when the 
corporation took no formal action. Where the corporation formally 
adopted a plan, the date of the adoption would be determinative of the 
application of section 337.

The most comprehensive solution would provide for time of sale 
later than the destruction or condemnation of property and later than 
the time of the vesting of the right to compensation, thereby making 
relief available to most of the corporations suffering destruction or 
condemnation of property. A corporation would have the opportunity 
to adopt a plan of liquidation at any time prior to or on the date of 
sale, if it sought to apply section 337. Conversely, a corporation seek
ing to avoid section 337 would delay adoption of a plan of liquida
tion until after the date of sale. In the absence of a formal adoption by 
a corporation, a court could view the destruction or condemnation 
as an informal adoption of a liquidation plan, applying section 337 if 
the corporation completely liquidated within one year after the loss 
of property. This approach would correct many of the inequities 
arising out of involuntary conversions and might prompt Congress to 
clarify the rules under section 337 both as to involuntary conversions 
and as to the adoption of a plan of liquidation.104

104 Sec Mountain Water Co. of La Crcsccnta, 35 T.C. 418, 425-27 (1960), acquiesced 
hi, 1961-1 Cum. Bull. 4.

Margo K. Rogers





DISCLOSURE OF LITIGATION 
INVOLVING ACCOUNTANTS 

UNDER SEC PROXY RULE 14a-9
Rule 14a-9, adopted by the Securities and Exchange Commission 

pursuant to section 14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,1 
states the requirements for disclosure of material information in proxy 
solicitations and provides the basis of liability for failure to include 
material information in such statements.2 Cases in the past few years 
alleging non-disclosure under rule 14a-9 have focused particularly on 
the failure of corporate directors to disclose material information about 
themselves or about the affairs of their corporation.3 Recently, for ex
ample, a shareholder attempted to secure relief for the failure of cor
porate directors to disclose that employees of an accounting firm whose 
ratification was sought in a proxy statement were under criminal in
dictment for alleged securities violations. The court’s reasoning in the 
case, Lyman v. Standard Brands,4 may foreshadow a significant ex

1 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-9 (1972); see 15 U.S.C. § 78n (1970). Rule 14a-9 states that:
No solicitation . . . shall be made by means of any proxy statement 
. . . containing any statement which, at the time and in light of the cir
cumstances under which it is made, is false and misleading with respect 
to any material fact, or which omits to state any material fact necessary 
in order to make the statements therein not false or misleading or neces
sary to correct any statement in any earlier communication with respect 
to the solicitation of a proxy for the same meeting or subject matter 
which has become false or misleading.

17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-9 (1972). See generally Note, False and. Misleading Proxy State
ments, 3 Ga. L. Rev. 162 (1968).

2 See Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 18, 15 U.S.C. § 78(f)(9) (1970) (civil
liability for misleading statements); id. § 20, 15 U.S.C. § 78(f)(9) (1970) (controlling 
persons also jointly and severally liable for violations). See generally Note, Private 
Remedies Available under Section 14(a) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, 
55 Iowa L. Rev. 657 (1970); Comment, Elements of a Cause of Action Under Section 
14(ai of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934: The Priorities of Proxy Regulation, 
42 Temp. L.Q. 36 (1968).

2 Sec, e.g., Rafal v. Gcnccn, 1972-73 CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. <1 93,505 (E.D. Pa. 
1972) (failure to report that three proposed board members were charged with vio
lating insider trading regulations); Robinson v. Penn Cent. Co., 336 F. Supp. 655 
(E.D. Pa. 1971) (failure of proxy statement seeking approval of refinancing plan and 
reelection of directors to disclose that former directors who had negotiated plan 
had been charged with fraud and breach of fiduciary duty); Beatty v. Bright, 318 
F. Supp. 169 (S.D. Iowa 1970) (failure to report that directors proposing sale of 
corporate assets were charged with fraud, self-dealing, conflict of interest, and mis
management) .

4 364 F. Supp. 794 (E.D. Pa. 1973).
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pansion in the potential scope of disclosure under rule 14a-9. As a by
product of the Lyman suit, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
has solicited comments of interested persons on whether the failure of 
issuers to disclose proceedings involving accounting firms in proxy 
statements and other securities filings constitutes the omission of ma
terial facts.5 This Comment will analyze Lyman, the responses to the 
SEC’s solicitation, and certain related- cases to explore the ramifications 
of such disclosure.

See SEC Securities and Exchange Act Release No. 34-10296 (July 25, 1973). The 
Commission stated that, until the inquiry’ is completed, it will not suggest such dis
closure except under “unusual circumstances.” In the interim, the responsibility of 
determining whether disclosure of litigation is required under the security laws rests 
upon rhe issuers. Id.

6 364 F. Supp. at 795-96.
7 Id. at 796. The plaintiff also claimed that Standard Brands had violated rule 

14a-9 by not disclosing other lawsuits involving alleged securities violations by 
Andersen. The court did not consider this charge due to plaintiff’s failure to sub
stantiate the existence of such litigation. Id. ar 796 n.2.

8 396 U.S. 375 (1970).
9 364 F. Supp. at 796; Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary 

Relief at 4, Lyman v. Standard Brands, 364 F. Supp. 794 (E.D. Pa. 1973). Under 
Mills a material omission of fact is one which might be considered important by a 
reasonable shareholder who is in the process of deciding how to vote on the basis of 
a proxy statement. 396 U.S. at 384. The omission or defect must have a “significant 
propensity’” to affect the voting process. Id.

In Lyman the plaintiff shareholder alleged that defendant Standard 
Brands’ proxy solicitation was false and misleading because it did not 
include certain material facts as required by section 14(a) and rule 
14a-9.6 A portion of the proxy solicitation proposed shareholder rati
fication of the appointment of Arthur Andersen & Co. (Andersen) as 
Standard Brands’ independent auditors. The plaintiff complained that 
the proxy material omitted the fact that Andersen was named as an 
unindicted coconspirator in a criminal indictment handed down in the 
Four Seasons Nursing Homes of America, Inc. litigation and that three 
of Andersen’s employees were named as defendants in the same indict
ment and were charged with knowingly certifying false financial state
ments.7 8

Basing his argument on Mills u. Electric Auto-Lcte Co.,s the plaintiff 
alleged that Standard Brands’ failure to disclose constituted an omission of 
material facts in violation of rule 14a-9.9 The defendants, on the other 
hand, asserted that they were required to disclose only information called 
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for by applicable SEC regulations and, having done so, that they had 
complied fully with rule 14a-9.10 The defendants also maintained that 
since they had not made any statement about the independence, in
tegrity, or competence of Andersen in the proxy statement, disclosure of 
litigation that possibly reflected on these qualifications was unneces
sary.11

10 364 F. Supp. at 796. Defendants argued that they were obligated to disclose only 
that information called for by the identical requirements of rule 14a-3 and schedule 
14A, item 8. Id. Rule 14a-3 requires that proxy material state: “(1) The auditor’s 
name; (2) Any direct or material indirect financial interest which the named auditor 
has in the issuer, its parent or subsidiaries; and (3) Any connection during the past 
three years which the named auditors had with the issuer, its parent or subsidiaries, 
as a promoter, underwriter, voting trustee, director, officer or employee.” 17 C.F.R. 
§ 24O.14a-3 (1972).

11 364 F. Supp. at 796.
12 Id. at 796-97.
13 Id. at 796, quoting J. I. Case v. Borak, 377 U.S. 426, 431 (1964).
14 Id.
is Id. at 796-97.
i6 Id. at 797. The court indicated that if the Securities Exchange Act were being- 

followed, the shareholder’s assumption would be a proper one. Id.

The district court rejected both of defendants’ contentions. While 
admitting that Standard Brands’ proxy statement did provide all infor
mation required under SEC regulations, the court indicated that the 
specific provisions of the regulations set only minimum standards of 
disclosure which were neither exhaustive nor exclusive.12 Since the 
purpose of section 14(a) and rule 14a-9 is “to prevent management or 
others from obtaining authorization for corporate action by means of 
deceptive or inadequate disclosure in proxy solicitations,” 13 the court 
concluded that “[e]ven though the issuer of a proxy statement may 
have complied with [their] requirements, it is still held to the require
ments of full and fair disclosure.” 14

Responding to defendants’ second argument that the question of 
materiality was not in issue because no statement had been made about 
Andersen’s fitness as auditor, the court noted that such an exceedingly 
narrow construction of the word “statement” conflicted with the 
broad remedial purposes of section 14(a) and rule 14a-9.15 The court 
thought a shareholder would conclude that, if the directors had ful
filled their fiduciary duty to the corporation, they would have done 
something more than randomly select an auditor without regard to the 
auditor’s competence or integrity.16 Consequently, the court pointed 
out that the section of the proxy statement on the appointment of 
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auditors did not exist in a vacuum but carried with it an implication, 
made more explicit by the indication in the proxy material that manage
ment favored ratification, that Andersen possessed a general fitness to 
perform the tasks expected of an independent auditor.17

Id.
18 Id.; see note 9 supra.
19 364 F. Supp. at 797. Moreover, since the indictment, the three Andersen em

ployees involved had been relieved of all duties by Andersen pending the outcome of 
that litigation. Id.

™ Id.
21 Id.; see Rafal v. Geneen, 1972-73 CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. «1 93,505, at 92,441 (EJ). Pa. 

1972); Robinson v. Penn Cent. Co., 336 F. Supp. 655, 658 (E.D. Pa. 1971); Beatty v. 
Bright, 318 F. Supp. 169, 174-75 (S.D. Iowa 1970).

Rafal held that the failure to report that three proposed members of the board of 
directors were defendants in lawsuits charging them with violating insider trading 
sections 10(b) and 16(b) of the 1934 Act was a defect which might be considered

After rejecting defendants’ arguments, the court considered the pri
mary question of the materiality of the omitted facts. Applying the 
standard of materiality set forth in Mills, the court concluded that, 
even though Standard Brands was obligated to provide full and fair 
disclosure beyond minimum requirements, the defects alleged by the 
plaintiff did not meet the Mills standard.18 None of the three persons 
charged in the Four Seasons Nursing Homes indictment had any con
nection with Standard Brands’ audits, and all three operated out of 
Andersen’s Oklahoma City office, rather than the New York office 
where work on the Standard Brands account was performed. Accord
ingly, the court held that the “nexus” between the indicted employees 
and Andersen’s fitness to be Standard Brands’ independent auditor was 
so remote “as to render the fact that the indictments were handed up 
quite unrelated to the substance of the proposal before the share
holders.” 19

The plaintiff argued, however, that the facts in Lyman were analogous 
to cases in which the failure to disclose pending litigation against cor
porate officers was held to constitute the omission of material facts.20 
The court conceded that litigation against an auditor was no less sig
nificant than litigation against directors. However, the two situations 
differed in that the cases plaintiff cited all involved facts about pending 
litigation which directly related to the integrity or judgment of the di
rectors of the corporation soliciting the proxies and which therefore 
could significantly affect the shareholders’ vote.21 The court considered 
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the indictment of Andersen’s employees to have only the most tenuous 
relationship to the shareholders’ selection of Standard Brands’ inde
pendent auditors and concluded that the undisclosed facts were so un
related to the corporate integrity or the fitness of Andersen that their 
omission would not have a “significant propensity to affect the voting 
process.”22 On this basis the court held that the undisclosed informa
tion was not material and entered judgment for the defendants.23

material by a reasonable shareholder deciding how to vote on their election to the 
board. Also, in contrast to Lyman, the proxy statements in Rafal apparently omitted 
statements specifically required by item 7(e) of schedule 14A. See 17 C.F.R. 
§ 240.14a-101 (1972). The undisclosed lawsuits involved director-nominees charged
with liability to the company under sections 10(b) and 16(b). Item 7(e) requires that 
the proxy statement set forth any indebtedness greater than $10,000 of each director 
or nominee to the corporation and include the nature of the indebtedness as well as 
the transaction in which it was incurred. Id.; see Rafal v. Geneen, supra at 92,441.

Robinson held that a proxy statement seeking approval of a refinancing plan and 
the reelection of directors omitted material facts because it failed to disclose that 
former directors who had negotiated the plan had been named as defendants in law
suits charging them with fraud and breach of fiduciary duty. Unlike Lyman, how
ever, these suits related directly to the corporation’s financial affairs. Robinson v. 
Penn Cent. Co., supra at 658. Beatty held that a shareho’der’s vote on a sa'e of cor
porate assets might be influenced if he knew that the directors proposing the sa^ 
had been named as defendants in lawsuits charging them with fraud, self-dealing,, 
conflict of interest, and mismanagement. Beatty v. Bright, supra at 174-75.

22 364 F. Supp. at 798 (emphasis in original).
23 Id.
2-> Id.

The significance of Lyman v. Standard Brands lies not in the outcome 
itself but in the reasoning of the decision. The principles of full and 
fair disclosure beyond minimum requirements and of an implied state
ment of fitness, when combined with the concept of nexus, clearly 
imply that situations might exist in which disclosure of litigation in
volving accounting firms would be required under rule 14a-9. For 
example, the court in Lyman hypothesized that an indictment of An
dersen employees who had worked on or might be assigned in the 
future to the Standard Brands audit could well be a material fact which 
would have to be disclosed to shareholders.24

However, this hypothetical, while raising the possibility of a finding 
of materiality under those circumstances, offers no guidelines as to 
other circumstances under which disclosure of litigation involving ac
counting firms would be required. Securities and Exchange Act Re
lease No. 34-10296 was issued in response to Lyman in an effort to 
define the parameters of this area of disclosure. The problems involved 
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go far beyond the few issues discussed in Lyman, for the ramifications 
of disclosure extend into areas other than the question of the materiality 
of the undisclosed litigation. Any solution to the problems posed by 
Lyman and underscored by the SEC release must indicate the facts 
sufficient to require a finding of materiality, assess the value of dis
closing such facts to the shareholder or investor, and justify the effect 
of disclosure upon the individual professional and the accounting firm.25 

Disclosure is based upon a finding that the existence of litigation is 
material. Several factors are important in determining materiality. In 
the particular context of Lyman, the court considered the nexus be
tween the undisclosed litigation and the information provided in the 
filing. Materiality also depends upon the nature of the filing and the 
nature of the litigation. The nature of the filing is important because 
materiality hinges primarily upon the reaction of the recipient to the 
information contained in the filing.26 For example, in a proxy statement 
involving the selection of auditors under rule 14a-9, the recipient share
holder must decide whether to vote in favor of the auditors selected 
by management. In this situation, materiality depends upon whether 
information about litigation would influence the reasonable share
holder's voting decision.27 On the other hand, if the filing is a registra
tion statement under rule 12b-2O or a financial report under rule 10b-5, 
the recipient is faced with an investment decision which depends upon 
the accuracy of the accountants’ work in certifying the specific finan
cial report submitted.28 In these cases, materiality depends upon 
whether information about litigation would influence the reasonable 

25 When the SEC release invited comments, it focused upon eight factors: 1) the 
standard of materiality to be applied, if any; 2) the type of professional involved in 
the litigation, his connection with the filing, and firm or individual involvement; 
3) the identity of other parties to the litigation; 4) the nature and status of litigation; 
5) the relevance of litigation other than that arising under federal securities laws; 6) 
the nature of the filing in which disclosure might be required; 7) the appropriate 
form disclosure should take, if any; and 8) the period of time during which disclosure 
should be required, if any. SEC Securities and Exchange Act Release No. 34-10296 
(July 25, 1973).

26 Comments of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants Concerning 
the Materiality of Disclosure in Filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
of Civil and Criminal Litigation and Administrative Disciplinary Proceedings Affecting 
Professionals Practicing Before the Commission, Sept. 14, 1973, at 6-7, in SEC File 
S7-488 [hereinafter cited as Comments].

27 Id. at 7.
28 Id.
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investor’s decision to purchase stock. However, a shareholder electing 
auditors might be more influenced by disclosure than an investor de
ciding what reliance to place upon financial information verified by 
the same auditors.29 Thus, materiality in these different situations might 
be determined according to differing standards of what would influence 
the reasonable investor’s or reasonable shareholder’s decision.

29 Id. A shareholder electing auditors must determine their general competency to 
perform the various tasks assigned to them by the corporation during their tenure as 
auditors. Thus, a shareholder will be concerned about any information that indicates rhe 
auditor has performed poor quality work in the past since over a period of time in the 
future, such poor quality might be repeated. On the other hand, an investor must 
make a decision based on the particular financial material before him; he will not 
primarily be concerned about the possibility of poor quality work sometime in the 
future but only about the possibility of error on the particular financial statement 
before him. Thus, it is arguable that the investor would be less interested in dis
closure concerning the auditors than would be the shareholder. And even if disclosure 
does cause the investor to doubt the accuracy of the figures he is considering, how 
does disclosure aid the investor in evaluating those same figures? “Should he dis
believe some of the statements of income, or all of the statements of income, or some 
figures on the balance sheet, or some footnotes, or be slightly ‘less certain’ as to the 
accuracy of all the financial statements?” Letter from Drinker, Biddle & Reath to 
SEC, Sept. 14, 1973, at 3-4, in SEC File S7-488. See also Letter from Cahill, Gordon & 
Reindel to SEC, Sept. 14, 1973, at 3, in SEC File S7-488; Comments, supra note 26, at 
19, 21-22.

30 Litigation against professionals may take many forms with greatly 
differing standards of liability. In an action under Section 11 of the 
Securities Act of 1933 once a material misstatement or omission has been 
established, the burden is shifted to the defendant professional to estab
lish in defense his reasonable belief, after a reasonable investigation, in 
the accuracy of the statement made in the registration statement upon 
his authority as an expert. This is very different from the situation in, 
for example, a private damage action sounding in alleged common-law 
fraud, whether committed knowingly or in reckless disregard of the 
truth. A disciplinary procedure or injunction action instituted by the 
Commission may fall in still another category, but it smacks of prejudg
ment to give greater weight to such proceedings in any disclosure re
quirement.

Letter from Cahill, Gordon & Reindel to SEC, supra note 29. See also Letter from 
Haskins & Sells to SEC, Sept. 12, 1973, at 3, in SEC File S7-488; Letter from Sullivan 
& Cromwell to SEC, Sept. 15, 1973, in SEC File S7-488; Letter from Arthur Andersen 
& Co. to SEC, Sept. 11, 1973, at 2-3, in SEC file S7-488.

The nature and status of litigation is also relevant to a finding of 
materiality. For example, criminal charges unrelated to securities prac
tice against a member of an accounting firm seemingly would be less 
relevant than charges of fraud or other securities violations. Final 
judgment in securities actions, since it may be based upon different stan
dards and burdens of proof,30 perhaps should have differing effects on 
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materiality. However, the primary question is whether only proceed
ings that have been terminated should be disclosed or whether pending 
litigation should be divulged as well. The initiation of litigation by a 
claimant presents only allegations of wrongdoing since the merits of 
the complaint remain undetermined. Pending proceedings not only 
may be insignificant or frivolous but also may not relate to the compe
tency of the firm as a whole, especially if the individuals involved have 
been removed as was the case in Lyman. Further, the proceedings may 
be in various stages—complaint, discovery, trial, or appeal—and may 
entail very close questions of law. More importantly, pending proceed
ings may be settled before judgment on the merits.31

31 Letter from Cahill, Gordon & Reindel, to SEC, supra note 29. The legal process 
favors early settlement of disputes, but in this case it may be wiser to go to trial in 
order to obtain a favorable judgment and avoid the disclosure of a settlement.

32 All 50 states regulate accounting practice and provide for disqualification of ac
countants in certain circumstances. The SEC’s rules of practice provide for the 
suspension of accountants from practice before the Commission, including the prepa
ration of financial statements and other documents required to be filed with the SEC, 
if, inter alia, they have participated in any unethical or unprofessional conduct. 17 
C.F.R. § 201.2(e) (1972). Individual accountants may be suspended following con
viction for certain crimes. Id.

33 Letter from Touche Ross & Co. to SEC, Sept. 14, 1973, at 2, in SEC File S7-488; 
Comments, supra note 26, at 17. If the firm did not change its procedures, it might 
lose the professional reputation upon which it depends to attract business.

34 Many accounting firms have hundreds of employees with offices scattered 
throughout the country. For example, Arthur Andersen, the firm involved in Lyman, 
has 749 partners and 10,000 employees with offices throughout the world. 364 F. Supp. 
at 797.

Even if the litigation is determined adversely to the professionals 
involved, there is every likelihood that the individual employees at 
fault will be discharged by the firm32 or that, if specific procedures or 
techniques used by the firm are deficient, they will be changed.33 Fur
ther, when viewed against the size or quality of a firm as a whole, an 
individual matter may be misleading or of little consequence. Under 
these circumstances, it would be very difficult to place a consistently 
valid judgment—good or bad—on the existence of litigation and the 
way in which it is settled.

The final issue, raised by Lyman, is whether a sufficient nexus exists 
between the litigation and the particular filing to compel disclosure. 
In Lyman the court determined that the nexus was insufficient in that 
the undisclosed suit was unrelated to the affairs of the issuer; such 
is the case for the vast majority of litigation.34 Disclosure of litigation 
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unrelated to the affairs of the issuer would be of little value to the 
reasonable shareholder when balanced against the total number of 
audits undertaken by a particular firm?5

35 Letter from Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts to SEC, Sept. 14, 1973, at 2, 
in SEC File S7-488; Letter from Sullivan & Cromwell to SEC, supra note 30; Com
ments, supra note 26 at 6.

36 See Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite Co., 369 U.S. 375 (1970). See generally Note, Re
liance under Rule 10b-5: Is the “Reasonable Investor” Reasonable? 72 Colum. L. Rev. 
562 (1972).

37 For example, litigation is a fact of life for accounting firms; in many cases, firms 
routinely are named as defendants. Letter from Cahill, Gordon & Reindel to SEC, 
supra note 29, at 5. Moreover, litigation involves only a limited number of the audit 
engagements of a particular firm. One deficient audit does not establish conclusively 
that all past and future audits are suspect. Letter from Touche Ross & Co. to SEC, 
supra note 33, at 3; Comments, supra note 26, at 8, 21. Finally, the conduct of an 
individual employee or group of employees may not detract from the overall quality 
of a firm. The financial stability of the accounting firm, the experience of the firm in 
a particular area, and the training and experience of the personnel assigned to the task 
may be far more important to the investor or shareholder than proceedings against 
particular employees. See Comments, supra note 26, at 15-16; Letter from Arthur 
Andersen & Co. to SEC, stipra note 30, at 4.

38 Letter from Drinker, Biddle & Reath to SEC, supra note 29, at 4.

These different criteria essential to a determination of materiality— 
the nature of the filing, the nature of the litigation, and the nexus be
tween them—complicate the application of a general standard which 
adequately reflects the merits of the litigation and its relevance to the 
filing at issue. However, even assuming the materiality of litigation, 
such information still may not be of value to the shareholder or investor 
when disclosed. A finding of materiality reflects a judicial decision 
based on the supposed reaction of the reasonable shareholder or in
vestor.35 36 But once that judicial decision is made, the information dis
closed may be digested by an unknowledgeable public stockholder 
rather than by a “reasonable” one. A knowledgeable investor weigh
ing the importance of disclosure may take into account many other 
factors.37 Moreover, general disclosure of litigation would be of mini
mal import to the public investor or shareholder. Such information 
would be of value only if the relevance of the disclosure to the ac-

J

curacy of the material furnished were reliably indicated.38
Disclosure has consequences other than enabling an investor or 

shareholder to make an informed decision. It also affects the account
ing firm and the profession as a whole. While the purpose of dis
closure is to protect the public from unscrupulous practices, harmful 
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consequences may result.39 For many in the accounting profession, a 
stringent disclosure rule raises the spectre of endless ‘in terrorem’ suits 
and extensive adverse publicity.40 The disclosure of pending litigation 
may facilitate “legal blackmail” by increasing pressure on accountants 
to settle suits to avoid the burden of further disputes.41 Even when a 
suit has been concluded adversely to the firm or employee, repetitive 
disclosure in numerous filings may detract from the credibility of other 
financial information accurately verified by auditors and may reduce 
confidence in the reliability of the audits upon which the financial 
world depends.42 In these cases, the possible prejudice resulting from 
disclosure might outweigh its value to the public.43

39 “Zealous and unscrupulous litigators are not above deliberately naming attorneys, 
accountants, and others, or threatening to name them, as a negotiation or trial tactic. 
If any lawsuit must be disclosed in a Prospectus, the incentive to sue professionals 
will be increased.” Letter from Halstead, Baker & Sterling to SEC, Aug. 20, 1973, in 
SEC File S7-488. However, in these circumstances, a remedy would exist in a suit for 
abuse of process.

40 Letter from Shipley, Akerman, Stein & Kaps to SEC, Aug. 1, 1973, in SEC File 
S7-488; Letter from Arthur Andersen & Co. to SEC, supra note 30, at 2; Comments, 
supra note 26, at 11-12.

41 Letter from Arthur Young & Co. to SEC, Sept. 14, 1973, in SEC File S7-488; 
Letter from Arthur Andersen & Co. to SEC, supra note 30, at 2.

42 Letter from Arthur Young & Co. to SEC, supra note 41. Disclosure would be 
less necessary in any event because the persons convicted would not be allowed to 
continue to practice accounting until the convictions were reversed. Letter from 
Arthur Andersen & Co. to SEC, supra note 30, at 3; Comments, supra note 26, at 17; 
see note 32 supra. On the other hand, in line with the SEC’s purpose of promoting 
high business ethics and professional standards, this type of disclosure might promote 
more thorough screening procedures in hiring employees, closer supervision, and the 
institution of more efficient and accurate auditing procedures.

43 Letter from Hughes, Hubbard & Reed, Sep. 14, 1973, at 7, in SEC File S7-488.
44 Letter from Arthur Andersen & Co. to SEC, supra note 30, at 3.
45 Rule 201.2 of the Commission’s rules of practice affords any professional the 

right to be heard on his fitness to practice before the Commission. 17 C.F.R. 
§ 201.2(e) (1973); see Letter from Drinker, Biddle & Reath to SEC, supra note 29, 

Disclosure of litigation before final decision inevitably contains an 
implication of guilt.44 In a society which values the presumption of in
nocence, forcing the disclosure of pending suits might violate due 
process of law. If the individual or firm became unemployed or 
under-employed as a result of disclosure, the disclosure requirement 
would be equivalent to a prohibition on practicing before the Com
mission without affording the professional an opportunity to be heard 
as to fitness for continued practice.45
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One case already has gone to trial as a result of the effects of dis
closure on the firm involved. In Theodore Koss & Koss Securities Corp, 
v. SEC** the plaintiffs sought a preliminary injunction to restrain the 
SEC from “directing” issuers using Koss as their underwriter to dis
close in their offering circulars that the plaintiffs were respondents in 
an administrative action pending before the SEC.46 47 An action had 
been initiated by the SEC against Koss Securities, Koss, and 10 others 
on September 14, 1971; the SEC alleged that the respondents had vio
lated the registration requirements of the Securities Act of 193 348 and 
had made false and misleading statements in the process.49 * Eight of 
the 10 respondents soon thereafter negotiated a settlement.60 How
ever, on April 16, 1973, Koss Securities and Koss, having waited a 
year and a half, moved to dismiss the administrative proceeding for 
failure to prosecute.51 The Commission did not respond to this mo
tion until June 15, two days after the plaintiffs instituted the suit for 
a preliminary injunction.52 Meanwhile, between February 23 and May 
21, 1973, members of the Commission staff responsible for reviewing 
offering circulars sent comment letters to six issuers who intended to 
employ Koss as their underwriter.53 These letters “requested” that the 
issuers’ circulars be amended to disclose that plaintiffs were respondents 
in an SEC administrative proceeding and to disclose the nature of the 
yet unproven charges against them.54 As a result of these letters, two 
of the issuers dropped Koss’ services and employed another under
writer.55

at 6-7. See also Willner v. Committee on Character & Fitness, 373 U.S. 96 (1963); 
Schware v. Board of Examiners, 353 U.S. 232 (1957) (requirements for proper hearing 
for admission to bar); Ex parte Robinson, 86 U.S. 505 (1873) (requirement of hearing 
before disbarment). The loss of business and income resulting from disclosure also 
could be considered pretrial punishment of the defendants for crimes that have nor 
been proved and the deprivation of property without due process of law. Cf. Sniadach 
v. Family Fin. Corp., 395 U.S. 337 (1969) (pre-judgment garnishment of wages vio
lates due process); Ex parte Robinson, 86 U.S. 505 (1873) (practice of profession is a 
property right).

46 364 F. Supp. 1321 (S.D.N.Y. 1973).
47 Id. at 1322.
48 15 U.S.C. §§ 77a-aa (1970).
49 364 F. Supp. at 1322.
so Id.
^ld.
^ld. at 1 323.
53 Id.
54 Id.
55 Id. at 1324.
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After the suit for a preliminary injunction was filed, the SEC in
formed the plaintiffs’ attorney that the comment letters were with
drawn and that no disclosure of the administrative proceeding would 
be required in any subsequent offering circulars.56 But the letter indi
cated that Koss would still be “requested” by the appropriate regional 
offices to inform prospective issuers of the outstanding administrative 
proceeding.57 In light of the damage already incurred, the plaintiffs 
sought to enjoin the Commission from issuing future comment letters 
similar to those that had been withdrawn and from compelling Koss 
to comply with the Commission’s “request.”58

™Id.
™ Id.
58 Id.
59 See id. at 1326.
QQId. at 1325-27. The court interpreted the Commission’s withdrawal of the letters 

as an indication that internal agency checks were available to control staff conduct, 
and that, therefore, judicial intervention was unnecessary. /</. at 1324. See generally 
Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136 (1967).

61 364 F. Supp. at 1327.
62 Id.
63 Id.

The district court never reached the plaintiffs’ claims that the com
ment letters deprived the plaintiffs of their property without due 
process of law and that the letters prejudged the issues of fact and law 
presented by the SEC’s administrative complaint, thereby depriving 
the plaintiffs of an impartial tribunal.59 The court instead found that 
the case was not ripe for judicial review because staff comment letters 
do not represent the opinion of the Commission itself and because no 
hardship would be imposed on Koss if judicial action were withheld.60 
The court also found that the Commission had not abused or exceeded 
its statutory powers in authorizing the staff to require Koss to disclose 
the administrative proceeding to prospective issuers.61 The court con
sidered a pending administrative proceeding against an underwriter of 
securities to be material to the purchaser of securities and, a fortiorari, 
to their issuer.62 Any harm done to plaintiffs by the comment letters 
did not outweigh the importance of assuring full disclosure and fair 
dealing in securities.63

Like Lyman, Koss is important more for what was left unsaid in the 
opinion. Koss illustrates the balance that must be struck between the 
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protection of the public by compelling disclosure of information that 
would be considered important by the reasonable shareholder or in
vestor and the protection of the professionals involved in litigation by 
minimizing harmful consequences.64 In Koss the undisclosed litigation 
was pending and had not been prosecuted by the SEC for almost two 
years until a motion to dismiss was made, no findings had been made 
in the suit, as a result of disclosure the firm lost business, and the court 
determined that the firm had no redress. The analogy easily is made 
to accounting firms and other securities professionals who might be 
harmed as a result of disclosure, irrespective of the final outcome of the 
litigation. Thus, if a standard for disclosure in this area is adopted 
legislatively or imposed judicially, it must fairly reflect a balance be
tween the public and the profession.

64 Perhaps Koss is an example of the “unusual circumstances” mentioned in the 
SEC Release. See note 5 supra. See also United States v. Simon, 425 F.2d 796 (2d Cir. 
1969), cert, denied, 397 U.S. 1006 (1970). In Simon members of a large national ac
counting firm were indicted, the firm was named as an unindicted coconspirator, and 
the members of the firm were convicted of fraud in connection with financial state
ments audited by the firm. The SEC did not require disclosure of this information in 
statements soliciting proxies for the appointment of the firm as auditor either during 
the time of indictment or after conviction. Not only did the SEC not demand dis
closure, but it also amended rule 14a-8 to prevent a group of stockholders from 
conducting a vendetta against the firm by seeking to have management include in 
proxy statements resolutions precluding the selection of auditors whose personnel had 
been convicted of violating securities laws. Memorandum of Law on Behalf of Arthur 
Andersen & Co. at 6, Lyman v. Standard Brands, 364 F. Supp. 794 (E.D. Pa. 1973)» 
copv on file at the Georgetown Law Journal.

A few basic criteria can be suggested for devising a standard for 
disclosure. First, the litigation must be connected to services rendered 
by the accounting firm for the issuer to ensure the existence of a proper 
nexus and to eliminate potential adverse consequences flowing from 
the disclosure of unrelated litigation. Second, the litigation must be 
adjudicated adversely to the firm or individual professional involved. 
This would ensure that the merits of the complaint would be de
termined and that prejudgment would be avoided. Further, some limi
tation should be set regarding the length of time after judgment in 
which issuers would have to disclose the information.

Beyond these criteria, the basis for settlement or judgment might be 
included in the disclosure to indicate the nature of the charges against 
the firm or individual and the extent and nature of the finding of fault. 
If so, the firm should be allowed to state that the employees involved 
have been discharged or that the faulty accounting procedures have 
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been changed, thus indicating what measures have been taken to re
establish professional competency and integrity. The inclusion of this 
information would ensure that the disclosure adequately reflected the 
relevance of the fault to the competency of the firm as a whole and 
would eliminate unnecessary prejudice. It also would give the investor 
or shareholder information upon which to evaluate the importance of 
the litigation in connection with the decision he is about to make. 
Adoption of these criteria as a starting point would provide a practical 
basis by which courts could determine materiality in a variety of cases 
and at the same time protect the interests of the public as well as securi
ties professionals.

Duncan S. Payne



TAXATION OF FORGIVEN 
STUDENT LOANS

Thorny questions concerning the tax status of scholarship and fel
lowship grants under section 117 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
19541 continue to plague the grantors, the grant recipients, and the 
United States Treasury.2 A recent Internal Revenue Service revenue 
ruling announcing that forgiven student loans will be taxed as income 
has underlined the need for legislation to clarify the tax treatment of 
scholarships and fellowships.3 The potential deterring effect the ruling 
will have on grantors’ forgiveness programs suggests the necessity of 
examining the interpretations of the Code that generated the ruling, and 
formulating a new statutory approach for determining the taxability of 
forgiven student loans and other similar grants.

1 I nt. Rev. Code of 1954, § 117; see S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d Scss. 17-18 
(1954); HR. Rep. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 16-17 (1954).

2 See generally Gordon, Scholarship and Fellowship Grants As Income: A Search 
for Treasury Policy, 1960 Wash. U.L.Q. 144; Huberman, Scholarships, Fellowships 
and Prizes, 3 Hast. L.J. 116 (1952); Myers, Tax Status of Scholarships and Fellow
ships, 22 Tax Lawyer 391 (1969).

3 Rev. Rul. 73-256, 1973-1 Cum. Bull. 56.
* Id.
s Id.
6 Id.

The Revenue Ruling

RURAL PRACTICE AS A QUID PRO QUO

Revenue Ruling 73-256 dealt with a relatively simple loan forgive
ness program. Under the plan, a state advances up to $10,000 to a 
qualified resident to help defray the costs of his medical education.4 
Tuition and fees are paid directly to the student’s medical school, with 
any excess going to the student for other expenses. In return, the stu
dent agrees to fulfill his loan obligation either by practicing in a rural 
area of the state or by repaying the loan with interest.5 6 For every year 
of rural practice, one-fifth of the loan is forgiven. The student is 
under no specific employment obligation; all he must do to receive the 
benefit of the loan forgiveness program is establish a medical practice 
or obtain medical employment in one of the state’s rural areas.0 In the 
revenue ruling the Service determined that the yearly cancellations

[ 1243 ]
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constitute income to the grantee in the amount of the loan forgiven 
during the taxable period.7

~ Id.
s See Ini . Rev. Code of 1954, § 117. Section 117 provides that for an individual 

gross income will not include an amount received “as a scholarship at an educational 
institution” or “as a fellowship grant.” Id.

9Treas. Reg. § 1.117-3(a) (1956).
10 Id. § 1.117-4(c) (1).
11 Id. § 1.117-4(c) (2).
12 Rev. Rul. 73-256, 1973-1 Cum. Bull. 56.
13 Id.; see Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741 (1969) ; notes 60-73 infra and accompany

ing text.
*4 394 U.S. at 750-51.

The Service cited section 117(a) of the Code and section 1.117-4(c) 
of the Income Tax Regulations in support of its loan forgiveness posi
tion. Subject to certain restrictions, the Code excludes from gross in
come any amount received as a fellowship grant or scholarship while 
attending an educational institution.8 The regulation defines scholar
ship as “an amount paid or allowed to, or for the benefit of, a student, 
whether an undergraduate or a graduate, to aid such individual in pur
suing his studies.” 9 More significantly, the regulation delineates items 
not considered to be scholarship grants. For example, the concept of 
scholarship does not encompass an amount representing “compensation 
for past, present or future employment services,” or amounts paid for 
services “subject to the direction or supervision of the grantor.”10 
Scholarships also do not include amounts paid to an individual “to 
enable him to pursue studies or research primarily for the benefit of 
the grantor” unless the primary purpose of the studies or research is 
to further the recipient’s individual education and training and the 
amount provided by the grantor does not represent compensation for 
services.11 The Service stated that these guidelines compelled the con
clusion that the forgiven loans were not in the nature of scholarships 
because they were “primarily for the benefit of the grantor.”12 13 This 
reliance on section 1.117-4(c) of the Regulations was buttressed by 
reference to Ringler v. Johnson,™ in which the Supreme Court ap
proved the Commissioner’s interpretation of section 117 and specifically 
endorsed the regulation.14 The Court noted that the regulation’s defi
nition, was prima facie proper because it was consistent with the “ordi
nary understanding of ‘scholarships’ and ‘fellowships’ as relatively dis
interested, ‘no strings’ educational grants with no requirement of any 
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substantial quid pro quo from the recipients.” 15 Within this frame
work, Revenue Ruling 73-256 classified the loan program’s rural prac
tice condition as a substantial quid pro quo for cancellation of debt and 
noted that the recipient of the grants is required to perform services 
in a specified geographic area.16 Despite the lack of an employment 
relationship between the grantee and the state,17 the ruling asserted that 
the medical services did not “further an educational purpose and [were] 
designed to accomplish a basic objective of the grantor.” 18

15 Id. at 751.
lf> Rev. Rul. 73-256, 1973-1 Cum. Bull. 56.
17 An employment relationship often is a significant factor in determining a grant’s 

tax status. See, e.g., Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 756-57 (1969); Lowell D. Ward, 
55 T.C, 308, 312-13 (1970) (Tannenwald, J., concurring), aff'd, 449 F.2d 766, 767-68 
(8th Cir. 1971) (per curiam); Aileene Evans, 34 T.C. 720, 726 (1960); notes 83-93 
infra and accompanying text.

18 Rev. Rul. 73-256, 1973-1 Cum. Bull. 56.
19 See Clurman & Reiner, Scholarship and Fellowship Grants: An Analysis of Factors 

'Needed for Exclusion, 39 J. Tax. 150 (1973); Gordon, supra note 2; Mevers, supra 
note 2.

20 See generally Gordon, supra note 2, at 151 (uniqueness of scholarships and fellow
ships lies in “their social function and in the framework in which they are employed”).

21 Id. (weakness of application due to Treasury’s failure to recognize and articulate 
unique role of scholarships and fellowships).

22 See Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 753-55 n.22 (1969), citing Gordon, supra 
note 2, at 151.

23 See Ala. Code tit. 52, 509(6m)-(6t), (13d)-(13g) (Cum Supp. 1971); Alaska
Stat. § 14.40.763(j) (1972); Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 2176-82 (West Supp. 1973); 
Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 10-363 (Supp. 1973); Ga. Code Ann. § 32-3005 (1969); id. 
§ 32-3102 (Supp. 1972); Idaho Code § 33-3604 (1963); Ill. Pub. Act 78-899, § 8, S.H.A. 

The Service’s position toward forgiveness programs is characteristic 
of its restrictive application of section 117.19 The chief value of sec
tion 117 is its recognition of the unique status of scholarship and fel
lowship grants;20 however, this value has not been reflected in the pro
vision’s implementation.21 Ironically, the Court in Bingler specifically 
recognized the uniqueness of scholarship and fellowship grants, but 
then, by endorsing the Treasury regulation, failed to accord sufficient 
weight to the grants’ unique value.22

THE ruling’s IMPACT

The Commissioner’s decision to tax participants in loan forgiveness 
programs will affect citizens of at least 18 states having programs de
signed to subsidize students’ education and simultaneously provide an 
incentive for working in areas that are short of qualified personnel.23 
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Varying in detail from state to state, the plans generally seek to al
leviate area manpower shortages in the medical, mental health, dental, 
veterinary, and teaching professions.24 Population below a statutory 
figure may determine a locale’s eligibility for designation as an area 
of critical manpower shortage.25 Although some disagreement exists 
as to the effectiveness of these programs,26 the fact that they are 
operative in at least 18 states27 and that their enactment has been con

ch. 144, § 1408 (6 III. Leg. Serv. 2042 (Sep. 21, 1973)); Iowa Code § 261.2(5) (1972); 
Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 20, § 2244 (Supp. 1973); Minn. Stat. 147.24 to .29 (1970); 
Miss. Code Ann. § 37-109-11 (1972); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 326.1 (Supp. 1972); 
N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 116-174, 131-121 (Cum. Supp. 1973); N.D. Cent. Code §§ 15-10- 
28.1, 15-52-18 to -20, 15-52-29 (1971); id. 43-12-30 to -31 (Supp. 1973); Tenn. Code 
Ann. §§ 49-4118, -4126 (Supp. 1972); Tex. House Bill No. 683, ch. 348, § 7 (Vernon’si 
Tex. Sess. Law Serv., 63d Leg. Reg. Sess. 782 (June 12, 1973)); W. Va. Code Ann. 
§ 18-21-7 (1971); Wis. Executive Budget Bill of 1973, Assembly Bill 300, ch. 90, § 196m 
(Wis. Leg. Serv. 274 (Aug. 4, 1973)).

24 Two states do not specify occupations that will trigger cancellation, but leave 
the decision to the discretion of a board or a committee. See Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. 
§ 10-363 (Supp. 1973); Ga. Code Ann. § 32-3102 (Supp. 1972).

25 See Ala. Code tit. 52, §§ 509(6t), (13e), (13g) (Cum. Supp. 1971); Ga. Code 
Ann. § 32-3005 (1969); id. § 32-3102 (Supp. 1972); Tex. House Bill No. 683, ch. 348, 
§ 20 (Vernon’s Tex. Sess. Law Serv. 63d Leg. Reg. Sess. 782 (June 12, 1973)). The 
terms “critical manpower occupations” and “critical manpower shortage areas” appear 
in the Wisconsin statute. Wis. Executive Budget Bill of 1973, Assembly Bill 300, ch. 
90, § 196m (Wis. Leg. Serv. 274 (Aug. 4, 1973)).

In the Alaska program, employment anywhere in the state meets the criteria for 
cancellation of state educational loans. Alaska Stat. § 14.40.763 (j) (1972). Alaska 
currently offers to cancel 40 percent of the loans of any student who is employed in 
the state for over five years following graduation and lesser amounts for fewer years. 
There is no requirement concerning occupation or geographic location. Id.

Senate Committee Substitute for House Bill 75, currently awaiting action by the 
Alaska legislature, would eliminate the loan cancellation program and substitute a 
revolving loan fund. One problem with the current program is that it does not 
require attendance at Alaskan schools and, consequently, many Alaskan students shun 
their state’s higher education facilities and instead matriculate in the “lower 48.” Letter 
from Stuart C. Hall, Legislative Counsel, Alaska Legislative Affairs Agency, to the 
Georgetown Law Journal, Nov. 3, 1973.

26 See Mason, Effectiveness of Student Aid Prograins Tied to a Service Commitment, 
46 J. Med. Ed. 575 (1971). A survey of state government and privately sponsored 
programs operative as of 1971 revealed that at least one-third of the physicians par
ticipating opted out of their rural practice commitments by paying off their loans; 
the program was considered a success if 60 percent of the participants followed through 
on their rural practice commitment. Id. at 576.

27 See note 23 supra. This figure only includes state sponsored programs; it does 
not include those sponsored bv private organizations such as state medical associations.
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sidered by several states during the past year28 indicate that a signifi
cant number of legislatures believe that they are useful tools for com
batting manpower shortages.

28 See Ill. Pub. Act 78-899, § 8, S.H.A. ch. 144, § 1408 (6 III. Leg. Serv. 2042 (Sep.
21, 1973)); Tex. House Bill No. 683, ch. 348, § 7 (Vernon’s Tex. Sess. Law Serv.,
63d Leg. Reg. Sess. 782 (June 12, 1973)); Wis. Executive Budget Bill of 1973, As
sembly Bi’l 300, ch. 90, § 196m (Wis. Leg. Serv. 274 (Aug. 4, 1973)).

Two bills containing medical education loan forgiveness provisions were introduced 
in the New Jersey State Senate on February 10, 1973. See N.J. Senate Bili Nos. 606, 
613, Feb. 10, 1972. Both presently are stalled in committee and no action is expected 
within the current session. Letter from Irene Salayi, Research Assistant, N.J. Legis
lative Services Agency, to the Georgetown Law Journal, Oct. 31, 1973. Pennsylvania 
has a similar program under consideration. See Pa. Senate Bill 1203 (Oct. 10, 1973); 
Pa. House Bill 1550 (Oct. 29, 1973); Letter from Donaid C. Steele, Research Di
rector, Pa. Joint State Gov’t. Comm., to the Georgetown Law Journal, Oct. 31, 1973. 
In addition, a West Virginia interim legislative committee is considering a loan for
giveness program for medical students. Legislation may be introduced during the 
1974 legis'ative session. Letter from Mary Del Cont, Legislative Reference Librarian, 
W. Va. Joint Comm, on Gov’t, and Fin., to the Georgetown Law Jouma’, Oct. 29, 
1973.

A bill to establish a rural loan forgiveness program for physicians received House 
approval in the 1973 session of the Indiana General Assembly, but died in a Senate 
committee. See Ind. House Bill No. 1525 (Feb. 16, 1973); Letter from F. Richard 
Rembuscn, Acting Revisor of Statutes, Indiana Legis. Council, to the Georgetown Law 
Jouma', Oct. 23, 1973.

29 The Bureau of Higher Education of the United States Office of Education esti
mated in 1973 that 265,000 students who have borrowed money since the program’s 
inception in 1959 obtained cancellations totalling $45 million. Letter from Robert R. 
Coates, Chief, Program Operations Section, Program Support Branch, Division of 
Student Assistance, Office of Education, Dep’t. of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
to the Georgetown Law Journal, Oct. 18, 1973.

w See National Student Defense Education Act of 1958, § 205, 20 U.S.C. § 425 
(1970); Education Amendments of 1972, § 137(b), 20 U.S.C. § 1087ee (Supp. II, 
1972).

31 Pub. L. No. 92-157, 85 Stat. 431 (codified in scattered sections of 21, 42 U.S.C.).

The federal government also supports programs employing loan 
cancellation devices. The National Direct Student Loan program, for 
example, contains an often-used provision29 authorizing cancellation of 
loans to students who teach in low-income areas or who instruct the 
handicapped.30 The federal government also sponsors a loan and 
scholarship program for health professionals and a similar program 
aimed at training nurses. The Comprehensive Health Manpower Train
ing Act of 197131 offers the possibility of complete repayment by the 
federal government of professional education loans in return for agree-
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ment to practice in a shortage area;32 the Nurse Training Act of 
1971 33 contains similar provisions.34

32 42 U.S.C. §§ 295g-21 to -23 (Supp. II, 1972). The House Committee report indi
cates Congress’ concern with encouraging and stimulating changes in the distribution 
of trained health personnel. H.R. Rep. No. 92-258, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 1-2 (1971).

33 42 U.S.C. §§ 296-98 (Supp. II, 1972).
34 Id. § 297b(h).
35 The Service has indicated that it will apply the ruling’s reasoning to National 

Direct Student Loans. 6 P-H 1973 Fed. Taxes 51 60-384. An education specialist closely 
involved with the National Direct Student Loan program has confirmed that it prob
ably will be affected by the ruling. Interview with Mike Oliver, Program Support 
Branch, Division of Student Assistance, Bureau of Higher Education, U.S. Office of 
Education, in Washington, D.C., Oct. 12, 1973. Also, an official at the National Insti
tute of Health confirmed that the federal health manpower programs will be affected. 
Interview with Alice Swift, Acting Chief, Student Loan Repayment Section, National 
Institute of Health, in Washington, D.C., Oct. 16, 1973.

36 Initially, many recipients of loan cancellations probably will be unaware of their 
added tax liability. One official stated that “[tjhis is going to be after the fact for 
many teachers. We never mentioned anything about it in our manual.” Interview 
with Mike Oliver, supra note 35. A similar view was expressed in reference to the 
federal health manpower programs: “(m]ost participants don’t even know about it. 
I don’t think there will be a soul who will include it on their income tax.” Interview 
with Alice Swift, supra note 35.

37 Interview with Edward Klein, Financial Aid Officer, Georgetown University 
Medical School, in Washington, D.C., Oct. 12, 1973.

38 An unmarried individual with taxable income of $10,000 would normally pay 
$2,090 in income tax. Assuming a yearly cancellation of $2,000, the individual would 
pay $540 in additional income tax each year. See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 1(c).

Although Revenue Ruling 73-256 dealt with a state forgiveness pro
gram, it apparently will apply also to the federal forgiveness opera
tions.35 Therefore, the impact of this ruling will be felt by the large 
federal as well as the more modest state programs.36 The souring effect 
created by the imposition of tax liability will tend to deter students 
who currently are considering participation in a forgiveness program.37 
Although the amount of the additional tax liability may not be stagger
ing,38 the grantor-devised incentives for students to enter shortage 
areas will be reduced significantly, especially for graduate students who 
already have incurred substantial undergraduate debt. The impact will 
be a particular burden for taxpayers in low-income areas, where sala
ries or fees are apt to be below average.
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Persistent Confusion and Unsuccessful Solutions

THE ORIGIN OF SECTION 11 7

Section 117 was enacted in 1954 to eliminate confusion attending 
the taxability of scholarship and fellowship grants.39 Without a Code 
provision dealing solely with such grants, the tax status of scholarships 
and fellowships depended upon their exclusion as “gifts.”40 The Senate 
committee report explicitly stated that the purpose of section 117 was 
to eliminate the confusing pre-1954 gift versus compensation test,41 
which, in effect, had established an unrealistic analysis in which scholar
ships per se did not exist—what did exist were grants in the form of 
gifts and grants in the form of compensation.42 The new section 117, 
rejecting the requirement that a grant be tantamount to a pure gift, 
specifically excludes scholarships and fellowships from the recipient’s 
income.43

39 S. Rep. No. 1622, supra note 1, at 17-18; H.R. Rep. No. 1337, supra note 1, at 
16-17; see Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 753 (1969). See generally Myers, supra 
note 2, at 393-95; Tabac, Scholarships and Fellowship Grants: An Administrative 
Merry-Go-Round, 46 Taxes 485, 485-88 (1968).

40See Int. Rev. Code of 1939, ch. 1, § 22(b)(3), 53 Stat. 4 (now Int. Rev. Code of 
1954, § 102). The pre-1954 case-by-case approach required close scrutiny of a grant’s 
distinguishing features for indications of a donative intent on the grantor’s part. 
Cotnpare George Winchester Stone, 23 T.C. 254, 261 (1954) (grant of Guggenheim 
fellowship for study of eighteenth century English drama held a gift) with Ti Li 
Loo, 22 T.C. 220 (1954) (grant of NIH stipend to support research on antimalarial 
compounds held not a gift).

41 S. Rep. No. 1622, supra note 1, at 17.
42 Elmer L. Reese, 45 T.C. 407, 412 (1966), aff'd, 373 F.2d 742 (4th Cir. 1967) (per 

curiam); see Gordon, supra note 2, at 151; Comment, TaxabV.ity of Scholarships and 
Fellowships, 35 Mo. L. Rev. 393, 394-95 (1970). Typical of its pre-1954 stance, the 
Service ruled as taxable fellowships awarded by a tax-exempt foundation to finance 
research by a chemistry professor, completion of a major novel by a promising writer, 
biological research by a university scientist, and investigation of certain interrelated 
areas of government and economics by a qualified scholar. I.T. 4056, 1951-2 Cum. 
Bull. 8. The Service noted that the grantor-foundation paid the stipends with the 
expectation that the grantees would perform in accordance with their qualifications 
and concluded that any donative intent present in the award benefited “society at 
large and not the recipient of the award whose services are expected in return for 
the grant.” Id. See also George Winchester Stone, 23 T.C. 254, 265 (1954) (Turner, 
J., dissenting) (Guggenheim fellowship requirement that work be performed on the 
topic of English drama and that the recipient devote full attention to that task indi
cates that grant was compensation).

43 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 117. The exclusion, however, is not an unfettered one. 
For instance, the eligibility of non-degree candidates is limited to 36 months, and 
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SECTION 1 1 7 IN OPERATION—PRE-BINGLER V. JOHNSON

Unfortunately, Congress did not define the terms scholarship or 
fellowship in section 117 and instead left that task for the Commissioner 
and the courts. Definitions and standards were forthcoming in a regu
lation issued by the Treasury in 19 5 6,44 but its construction of the 
Code's niche for scholarships and fellowships may be too narrow and 
possibly contrary to congressional intent.45 The central inquiries under 
section 1.117-4 of the Regulations are whether the grants represent 
“compensation for past, present, or future employment services” and 
are “primarily for the benefit of the grantor,” or whether the grants 
are for the primary purpose of furthering “the education and training 
of the recipient in his individual capacity.”46

the recipient’s yearly exclusion is limited to $300 times the number of months in which 
stipends were received. Id. § 117(b) (2).

44Treas. Reg. § 1.117-1 to -4 (1956).
45 See Tabac, supra note 39, at 493. See also Johnson v. Bingler, 396 F.2d 258, 260 

(3d Cir. 1968), rev'd, 394 U.S. 741 (1969); Gordon, supra note 2, at 151; Hutton, 
Scholarships and Fellowships: What's in a Name?, 56 A.B.A.J. 592 (1970).

46Treas. Reg. § 1.117-4(c) (1956).
47 See, e.g., Commissioner v. Ide, 335 F.2d 852, 855 (3d Cir. 1964) (NROTC grants 

excluded from college student’s income); Ussery v. United States, 296 F.2d 582, 583 
(5th Cir. 1961) (payments by state department of welfare to employee on educational 
leave taxable); Lingl v. Charles, 21 Am. Fed. Tax R.2d 410, 411-12 (S.D. Ohio 1967) 
(money paid to residents in psychiatry at state hospital taxable); Wrobleski v. Bing
ler, 161 F. Supp. 901, 905 (W.D. Pa. 1958) (money paid to study and research in 
psychiatry excludable). See also Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 756 n.30 (1969) 
(“[sjeveral Tax Court decisions point in the same direction, although treatment of 
various factual situations under § 117 has not been marked by a great deal of con
sistency”); Myers, supra note 2, at 393, 397.

48 Elmer L. Reese, 45 T.C. 407, 412 (1966), afgd, 373 F.2d 742 (4th Cir. 1967) (per 
curiam) (exclusion denied for amounts received for teaching as part of a graduate 
program).

The “primary purpose” test arising from the regulation was the main 
standard in settling conflicts under section 117 prior to the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Bingler. The test resulted in only partially con
sistent decisions that often turned upon ethereal factual nuances and 
divergent judicial opinions as to the intended effect of section 117.47 
One Tax Court opinion declared that “[i]n light of the decisions in
corporating the gloss of primary purpose into section 117, it is ques
tionable whether Congress wholly succeeded in providing greater cer
tainty in this area.”48
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In addition to the problem of applying the primary purpose test to 
varying fact situations, there even was judicial disagreement over whose 
primary purpose should be determinative. The Third Circuit explained 
in Commissioner v. Ide™ that the standard was based on the primary 
purpose and primary benefit of the subsidized study itself rather than 
on the primary purpose of the grantor in paying out the subsidy.49 50 
The same court reaffirmed this view in its opinion in Johnson v. 
Bingler^1 in which it cautioned against “grafting an additional sub
jective test based on the grantor’s intention onto the existing statutory 
language which was intended to obviate this inquiry.”52 In at least one 
case, the Service appeared to have subscribed to this version of the 
primary purpose test;53 however the Service as a rule and most courts 
have considered the critical question to be the primary purpose of the 
grantor.54

49 335 F.2d 852 (3d Cir. 1964).
50 Id. at 855.
51 396 F.2d 258 (3d Cir. 1968), rev’d, 394 U.S. 741 (1969).
52 Id. at 262.
53 See Chander P. Bhaila, 35 T.C. 13, 17 (1960).
54 See, e.g., Ussery v. United States, 296 F.2d 582, 586-87 (5th Cir. 1961) (payments 

made by state welfare department to employee on educational leave taxable); Lingl 
v. Charles, 21 Am. Fed. Tax R.2d 410, 414 (S.D. Ohio 1967) (money paid by state 
hospital to psychiatric residents taxable; primary purpose of grant was to benefit 
state); Elmer L. Reese, 45 T.C. 407, 411-12 (1966), aff'd, 373 F.2d 742 (4th Cir. 1967) 
(no exclusion of amounts received for teaching as part of graduate program). See 
also Comment, supra note 42, at 401-02.

55 See Johnson v. Bingler, 396 F.2d 258, 260 (3d Cir. 1968), rev'd, 394 U.S. 741 
(1969); Elmer L. Reese, 45 T.C. 407, 412 (1966), affd, 373 F.2d 742 (4th Cir. 1967) 
(per curiam); 1 J. Mertens, The Law of Federal Income Taxation § 7.42, at 146 
(1969); Gordon, supra note 2, at 150-51; Hutton, supra note 45, at 592; Myers, supra 
note 2, at 397; Tabac, supra note 39, ar 488; Comment, supra note 42, at 395; 7 San 
Diego L. Rev. 154, 16Q, (1970). See also Donald R. Dibona, 27 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 
1055 (1968). In Dibona the Tax Court applied its own primary purpose test inde
pendent of section 1.117-4(c) of the Regulations. The court noted that the regulation 
had been questioned and said that “[sjince we too have found this regulation some
what cumbersome, we await the fulfillment of respondent’s announced intention to 
revise his regulation under sec. 117.” Id. at 1058 n.2. The revisions were never forth
coming.

56 396 F.2d 258 (3d Cir. 1968), rev’d, 394 U.S. 741 (1969).

In general, cases perpetuated the purportedly discarded gift versus 
compensation distinction by requiring an inquiry into the nature of the 
grantor’s “donative intent.”55 56 In Johnson v. Bingler™ the Third Cir
cuit bucked the prevailing judicial tide by rejecting the Service’s de
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lineation of section 117’s parameters.57 The court particularly objected 
to the part of the test looking to the existence of compensation for 
services and dismissed it as an attempt to reinstate a concept that Con
gress intentionally had omitted from the Code.58 This decision grant
ing an exclusion brought the Third Circuit into direct conflict with the 
Fifth Circuit59 60 and prompted Supreme Court review.

57 Id. at 260.
Id.
See Ussery v. United States, 296 F.2d 582 (5th Gir. 1961). The Supreme Court 

also noted decisions of three other circuits that conflicted with the Third Circuit’s 
position. Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 748 n.12 (1969), citing Reese v. Commis
sioner, 373 F.2d 742 (4th Cir. 1967); Stewart v. United States, 363 F.2d 355 (6th Cir. 
1966); Woddail v. Commissioner, 321 F.2d 721 (10th Cir. 1963).

60 394 U.S. 741 (1969).
f>1 See Myers, supra note 2, at 393.
62 394 U.S. at 750-51.
fi3 Id. at 743-44.

Id.
™ Id.
Gfi Id. at 751.

BINGLER V. JOHNSON: BUSINESS AS USUAL

As the first Supreme Court case to consider the proper scope of 
section 117, Bingler v. Johnson™ raised hopes that confusion arising 
from the Service’s overall approach to grants would be dissipated.61 
The result, substantially affirming the Service’s policies up to that 
time,62 might have been prompted at least partially by the unappealing 
facts of the case. The grantees, employees of the Westinghouse Cor
poration, participated in a fellowship program sponsored jointly by 
the company and the Atomic Energy Commission.63 In return for 
being granted educational leave and a stipend amounting to 70 to 90 
percent of their regular salary, the program participants were required 
to obtain company approval of their dissertation topics and to submit 
periodic reports on their progress.64 After completion of their doctoral 
work, the employees were obligated to work for Westinghouse for two 
years; they suffered no loss of seniority or of employee benefits because 
of their prior educational leave status.65

Holding in favor of the Service, Justice Stewart, writing for the 
majority, flatly rejected66 the Third Circuit’s expressio unius est ex- 
clusio alterius rationale dictating that exclusion be granted under sec
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tion 117.67 The Court pointed out that the court of appeals had er
roneously applied expressio unius with reference to all funds given to 
support a student’s education, rather than just with reference to 
scholarships and fellowships.68 The initial distinction between all funds 
and scholarships and fellowships was vital, according to the Court, and 
the regulation was upheld as a valid attempt to draw the appropriate 
line.69 In the course of placing its imprimatur on the regulation, how
ever, the Court modified the regulation’s definitional standards. The 
modification was really one of emphasis—the Court stressed the regula
tion’s concern that there be no substantial quid pro quo attached to the 
grants.70 Simultaneously, the Court endorsed the government’s sug
gestion that the primary purpose test is “merely an adjunct to the 
initial ‘compensation’ provision.” 71 This apparent attempt to bypass at 
least partially the primary purpose problem72 73 has not wholly suc
ceeded in stemming the tide of cases which arise under section 117. 
The cases still turn on factual nuances, and taxpayer victories remain un
common under the approach approved in Bingler.™

67 See 396 F.2d at 259-60. The Third Circuit held that since certain exceptions ex
pressly are set out in section 117, no additional restrictions could be imposed on the 
basic exclusion. Id.

68 394 U.S. at 748-49.
™ Id. at 749-51.
™ld. at 751, 757; see Treas. Reg. § 1.117-4(c) (1) (1956); note 10 supra and ac

companying text.
71 394 U.S. at 758 n.32.
72 Hembree v. United States, 464 F.2d 1262, 1264 (4th Cir. 1972); see Leathers v. 

United States, 471 F.2d 856, 868 (8th Cir. 1972) (Bright, J., dissenting).
73 Cowpare Leathers v. United States, 471 F.2d 856 (8th Cir. 1972) (upholding jury 

verdict granting exclusion to resident physicians at University of Arkansas Medical 
Center) with Parr v. United States, 469 F.2d 1156 (5th Cir. 1972) (upholding summary 
judgment against resident physicians suing for refunds of tax paid on University 
of Florida Medical College stipends). See also Ehrhart v. Commissioner, 470 F.2d 
940 (1st Cir. 1973) (no exclusion for stipends paid by insurance company zo em
ployee enrolled as student at company-sponsored actuarial school) ; Shuff v. United 
States, 331 F. Supp. 807 (W.D. Va. 1971) (exclusion for resident in hospital adminis
tration who received stipend but performed no substantial services); Richard F. 
Bergeron, 31 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1226 (1972) (no exclusion for stipend given by 
state department of hospitals as part of program to train mental health personnel); 
Leonard T. Fielding, 57 T.C. 761 (1972) (no exclusion for fellowship to resident 
physician where only service required was two year future employment commit
ment); Thomas P. Phillips, 57 T.C. 420 (1971) (exclusion for stipends to participant 
in dietetic internship program); Jerry S. Turem, 54 T.C. 1494 (1970) (no exclusion 
for city welfare department’s “maintenance payments” received while engaged in 
graduate studies).
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Poor Policy and Faulty Construction

The Bingler result is disappointing, especially in light of the oppor
tunities for factual distinctions in the case. The factors which made 
the Westinghouse program suggestive of something more than a simple 
fellowship situation included the pre-existing employer-employee rela
tionship between the grantor and the grantees, the close relation be
tween the grantees’ salaries and the amount of their stipends, the con
tinuation of employee benefits, the company’s right to approve the 
grantees’ dissertation topics, and the requirement of periodic work re
ports.74 The existence of an employment relationship during the term 
of the fellowship and the requirement of two years employment with 
the grantor following completion of the program received special em
phasis under the Court’s quid pro quo analysis.75

74 See Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 756-57 (1969).
75 Id. at 757. See also Lawrence E. Broniwitz, 27 CCH Tax Ct. Mem. 1088, 1092 

(1968) (exclusion allowed where fellowship recipient required only to accept summer 
employment with grantor; fact situation “much stronger” than Bingler).

70 See 394 U.S. 756 n.30.
77 34 T.C. 720 (1960).
™Id. at 721.
™ Id. at 722.
80 Id.
^ld. at 721.

In its broad rejection of the lower court’s approach, the Supreme 
Court brushed aside in a footnote a case upon which the lower court 
in Bingler had relied.76 77 The case, Aileene Evans?1 involved a $160 per 
month stipend paid by the Tennessee Department of Mental Health to 
a participant in a psychiatric nursing program.78 The stipend, disbursed 
strictly on the basis of need, was given in order to assist the recipient in 
completing her studies and thus to remedy a shortage of trained personnel 
in the field of mental health.79 The grant carried with it a contractual 
obligation to work, following completion of training, as a regular em
ployee for standard wages at any mental hospital operated by the de
partment or at “any nonprofit, outpatient community mental health 
center supported in part by funds furnished by the department.”80 
The alternative to such service was repayment of the amounts granted 
by the department.81 In 1960 the Fax Court held that the stipend was 
excludable from taxpayer’s income on the ground that no services were 
performed during her training and the amounts paid were not related 
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to the value of any future services?2 Contributing to the court’s de
cision was the fact that the taxpayer had not been employed by the 
department prior to the agreement. In addition, the stipend did not 
contravene the section 117 requirements as to the nature of the grantor 
or the amount and duration of grants to non-degree candidates.82 83

82 Id. at 726.
83 Id. at 724-26; see note 43 supra.
84 55 T.C. 308, 312-13 (1970) (Tannenwald, J., concurring), aff’d, 449 F.2d 766 (8th 

Cir. 1971) (per curiam) (exclusion denied to participant in state welfare department 
program granting educational leave with tuition plus two-thirds salary).

85 See 394 U.S. at 756 n.30. The Court stated without apparent objection that it 
had been informed by the Solicitor General that the Evans acquiescence would be 
modified. Id.; see note 88 infra.

86 55 T.C. at 313.
87 Id. at 312. Ussery v. United States drew similar distinctions from Evans even prior 

to Bingler. See 296 F.2d 582 (5th Cir. 1961). “In [Evans], the taxpayer was not and had 
never been an employee of the Department, the payments had no bearing on her 
salary and, unlike Ussery, she was not compensated during her training as though 
she were a regular working employee.” Id. at 587. Though rejecting taxpayer’s re
liance on the case, the court did not flatly reject Evans as if it had no continued 
validity. The Ussery opinion later was endorsed by the Supreme Court in Bingler. 
See 394 U.S, at 756 n.30.

88 See Rev. Rul. 70-283, 1970-1 Cum. Bull. 26, revoking Rev. Rul. 65-146, 1965-1 
Cum. Bull. 66. The new ruling applies Bingler to the facts in Evans and concludes 
that the grant was taxable. “The fact that the taxpayer was not an employee of the 
grantor before or during the period of the stipend does not affect this conclusion 

The Evans case might have formed the basis for a more limited 
Supreme Court holding in Bingler, leaving open the possibility for fur
ther distinctions under section 117 based on the type of grantor, the 
existence of a past or present employment relationship, the nature of the 
obligation or services involved, and the way in which the amount of the 
grant is determined. This possibility was raised after Bingler by five 
concurring Tax Court judges in Lowell D. Ward.84 85 86 The Ward opinion 
downplayed the Supreme Court’s apparent tacit approval of the Commis
sioner’s announced intention to modify his acquiescence in Evans8'' by 
observing that “the Supreme Court . . . accord[ed] less than clear treat
ment to our decision in Aileene Evans.”88 Although agreeing with the 
denial of exclusion in Ward, the concurring judges underlined the fea
tures distinguishing Evans from Ward and Bingler and argued that the 
majority opinion was overreacting in its willingness “to consign Aileene 
Evans to precedential oblivion.”87 However, as forecast in Ward, most 
recent cases have accepted the Commissioner’s revocation of acquies
cence in Evans88 and have refused to grant the case any substantial
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precedential weight.89

since the stipend was nevertheless granted in return for the quid pro quo of a promise 
to render future services.” Id. at 27.

89 See, e.g., Leonard T. Fielding, 57 T.C. 761, 766 (1972) (distinguishes Evans and 
says no longer followed by Tax Court); Lowell D. Ward, 55 T.C. 308, 311 (1970), 
aff’d, 449 F.2d 766 (8th Cir. 1971) (per curiam) (Evans no longer sound precedent); 
Jerry S. Turem, 54 T.C. 1494, 1508 (1970) (distinguishes Evans while questioning its 
precedential value).

"See generally Randall, Athletic Scholarships and Taxes: Or a Touchdown in 
Taxes, 7 Gonzaga L. Rev. 297 (1972). The Service’s tough stand on this interpreta
tion has not yet touched the fertile area of athletic scholarships, which are often based 
upon athletic ability rather than need, and frequently subject to termination if the re
cipient ’ceases athletic participation. Id. at 300 03. While the Service takes a hard 
line with respect to stipends to residents, interns, and teaching assistants, it has ignored 
athletic scholarships which also seem to transgress Bingler's requirement that grants be 
relatively disinterested with no-strings attached. Id. at 303-04.

91 See notes 79-80 supra and accompanying text.
92 The Evans court pointed out ironically that the taxpayer had switched midway 

through her training from the Tennessee program to a very similar United States Pub
lic Health Service program. 34 T.C. at 727. The Commissioner did not assert that the 
stipends received from the United States Public Health Service were taxable, with 
“the only apparent reason for the distinction” in tax treatment being the Tennessee 
program’s employment requirement. Id.

93 Id. The court also concluded that the benefits received bv the Mental Health 
Department or the State of Tennessee were merely incidental, the real beneficiaries 
being the citizens of Tennessee. Id. at 726.

94 Pub. L. No. 92-157, 85 Stat. 431 (codified in scattered sections of 21, 42 U.S.C.).
95 Comprehensive Health Manpower Act of 1971, § 106(c), 42 U.S.C. 295g-21 to 

295g-23 (Supp. II, 1972). Another section of the Act modifies a pre-existing loan 

This rejection of Evans stems from an overliteral interpretation of 
“services, past, present, or future.” 90 To assert that Evans’ obligation 
to work as a regular employee in an institution minimally connected 
with the State Department of Mental Health91 constituted a promise to 
render services of a type proscribed by section 117 is to exalt form 
over substance.92 As the Evans court declared, the mere obligation to 
work in the state for a limited period following training “does not 
convert what would otherwise qualify as a scholarship into a com
pensatory arrangement outside the intent and scope of the statute.”93

Recent congressional legislation apparently is based on a similar 
analysis. The use of the term “scholarship” in the Comprehensive 
Health Manpower Training Act of 197194 indicates an understanding 
of “scholarship” more akin to that of the Evans court than to the defi
nition urged by the Commissioner. The Act establishes a “Physician 
Shortage Area Scholarship Program” 95 remarkably similar to programs 
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operated by many states.96 Section 106(c) of the Act empowers the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make “scholarship 
grants” to medical students who agree to engage in the practice of pri
mary care in a “physician shortage area” following graduation.97 Con
gress stipulated that first priority in awarding the scholarships was to 
go to “low-income background” applicants who resided in physician 
shortage areas and who agreed to return to such areas to practice upon 
completion of professional training.98 If the scholarship applicant fails 
to fulfill his practice commitment, he must repay the total amount of 
the grants with interest according to a statutory formula.99 Of course, 
congressional use of the term “scholarship” in this instance100 does not 
bind the Commissioner or the courts despite the obvious similarities to 
many state programs. Yet, congressional use of this term certainly is 
relevant in defining a scholarship for purposes of section 117.

repayment program under which the Government repays professional educational loans 
in exchange for service in a designated “shortage area.” This repayment program is 
designed for students who already have graduated from professional school and who are 
burdened with educational debts. Id. § 105(b)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 294a(f) (Supp. II, 1972). 
A companion act contains similar provisions for nurses. See Nurse Training Act of 1971, 
§ 6(b), 20 U.S.C. § 297b(h) (Supp. II, 1972).

96 See notes 23-25 supra and accompanying text.
97 Comprehensive Health Manpower Act of 1971, § 106(c), 42 U.S.C. § 295g-21(a) 

(Supp. II, 1972).
98 § 106(c), 42 U.S.C. § 295g-21 (b)(3) (A) (Supp. II, 1972).
™ Id. § 106(c), 42 U.S.C. § 295g-21 (c)(3) (Supp. II, 1972).
190 The use of the term “scholarship” in describing the program is not limited to 

the Act itself, but appears repeatedly in the accompanying conference committee 
report. See Conf. Rep. No. 92-578 on H.R. 8629, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).

A Legislative Proposal

The fact that a grant forgiveness program described by Congress 
as a scholarship program would not qualify for exclusion as a “scholar
ship” under the Service’s interpretation of section 117 demonstrates the 
need for rethinking the limitations placed upon section 117’s applica
tion. Section 1.117-4(c) of the Regulations, as approved by the Su
preme Court in Bingler v. Johnson, has unnecessarily restricted the 
scope of section 117 by defining “scholarships and fellowships” more 
narrowly than Congress probably intended. Therefore, the challenge 
is to implement section 117 so that differentiation between various 
types of grants is done in a pragmatic rather than a formalistic manner. 
What is required is a system with appropriate criteria for recognizing 
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when the quid pro quo of future “service” is so negligible and the bene
fit provided by the exclusion so great, that taxing the grant would be 
counter-productive. Yet the result of simply replacing the quid pro quo 
or “primary purpose” tests with an equally vague standard merely 
would replace one kind of chaos with another, or perhaps perpetuate 
the present chaos.

The easiest way to deal with the problem of excluding from income 
scholarship grants or student loans whose forgiveness is conditioned upon 
specific future services would be to write a specific exclusionary pro
vision into section 117. Without further refinement, however, such a 
modification would do little to protect the public revenues from Bing- 
ler-type situations where a private corporation’s employees seek to 
use section 117 as a shield against taxation of what amounts to salary 
payments. The proposed exclusion, therefore, ought to be available 
only in cases where the grantor satisfies standards already set out in 
section 117 for grantors to “individuals who are not candidates for 
degrees.” 101 This would limit grantors to agencies of a federal, state, 
or local government or to tax-exempt organizations as described in sec
tion 501 of the Code.102

101 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 117(b) (2).
102 See id. §§ 117(b)(2), 501.
103 See N.D. Cent. Code § 24-02-42 (Supp. 1973). This provision requires recipients 

of engineering and technician scholarships to work for the North Dakota State High
way Department following graduation. Such programs should be barred because of 
the inherent likelihood that critical manpower shortage was not a general state prob
lem, but was limited only to the immediate personnel needs of the state agency.

104 See notes 80-82 supra and accompanying text.

To safeguard further against abuses, grantor-grantee relationships dis
qualifying a grant from obtaining the exclusion should be carefully 
delineated. Non-qualifying relationships should include those in which 
the grantee is, has been, or is obligated contractually to become an 
employee of the grantor. This specification would deny exclusions 
in cases where the grant is part of a program designed exclusively to 
benefit a specific state agency or department,103 but would not apply 
to Ew/w-type programs calling only for employment in a broad range 
of institutions related to the sponsoring agency.104 The typical physi
cian shortage area programs thus would qualify for the exclusion. In 
addition, the revision should exempt only scholarships granted strictly 
on the basis of need and any indication that the grant was actually a
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salary payment should result in a denial of exclusion. This provision 
effectively would bar the Bingler situation where the stipend paid is 
based on a substantial percentage of the grantee’s former salary.105

105 The Tax Court has recognized that a “distinctive feature of a scholarship or 
fellowship grant is that the level of the stipend received by the taxpayer is dependent 
upon the need of the recipient.” George L. Bailey, 60 T.C. 447 (1973).

10GSee Rev. Rul. 71-559, 1971-2 Cum. Bull. 102. The Commissioner has denied ex
clusions for legislative internship fellowships sponsored jointly by the state legislature 
and a tax-exempt charitable foundation to remedy a purported need for additional 
legislative assistants. One of the five stated purposes of the fellowships was to provide 
the legislature with competent service and research staff personnel. Id.

107 See Treas. Reg. § 1.501(a)-l. The Commissioner requires organizations seeking 
tax-exempt classification to file applications containing detailed answers concerning 
the nature of the applicant’s operations. Id.

ioh See Rev. Proc. 68-11, 1968-1 Cum. Bull. 761. The Commissioner sets out in

Finally, the revised statute should include a provision listing the pub
lic welfare goals that would make a grant conditioned upon future 
service eligible for exclusionary treatment. The list should include 
goals such as encouraging doctors and nurses to practice in low-income 
or rural areas, meeting the shortage of mental health professionals, or 
getting teachers to work in low-income areas. The list, however, 
should be suggestive rather than exhaustive. As further assurance that 
the liberalized statute could not be abused by a state legislature or other 
body,106 a certification system should be incorporated into the require
ments. This would help to ensure uniform results and to reduce liti
gation by requiring any agency or organization desirous of setting up 
a grant-with-future-service program to submit the plans to the Com
missioner for certification. Presumptions of validity would operate in 
favor of government sponsored programs falling within the statutorily 
enumerated parameters. Programs sponsored by private profit-seeking 
corporations would not qualify unless their operation could be trans
ferred acceptably to a tax-exempt organization and brought into con
formance with the certification requirements.

Such a certification program may appear to create problems of ad
ministration and economy, but certainly the administration would be 
no more difficult than the system for granting organizations tax-exempt 
status under section 501 of the Code107 It also should reduce con
siderably judicial time and effort presently devoted to coping with the 
problem. In addition, a denial of certification might encourage an ap
plicant to modify the program in advance of its implementation, rather 
than leave exclusionary status to be established in later years by the
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Conclusion

Section 117 was supposed to end much of the case-by-case litigation 
that had characterized the field of scholarship and fellowship grants 
and, presumably, to inject some flexibility into their tax treatment. 
Revenue Ruling 73-256, however, is indicative of the niggardly ap
proach taken by the Service in implementing section 117. By amending 
the Code to conform to the proposals discussed above, Congress could 
establish certainty, reinstate flexibility, and simultaneously promote the 
policies implicit in the Health Manpower Training Act of 1971 and 
similar state legislation. Enactment of the certification requirement to 
a great extent would preclude litigation on the issue of excludability of 
grants conditioned upon a commitment to future service and would help 
to eliminate programs that might divert public revenues for non-public 
purposes. It would curtail the inflexibility that has characterized the 
Service’s interpretation of section 117 and prevent the Code from 
hampering states in their efforts to combat manpower shortages in 
specific areas. Most importantly, at least with regard to forgiveness 
programs, it would bring pragmatic realization to the concept of the 
“relatively disinterested” scholarship grant demanded by the Supreme 
Court in Bingler.

Peter J. Eglick

detail the type of information required to issue a ruling concerning the taxability of 
amounts received by an individual taxpayer. Id. at 762-63. The grantor certification 
system, however, would avoid fragmented requests from individual taxpayers, thus 
reducing the number of rulings and determinations that would have to be issued. 
Furthermore, a grantee would be able to receive information from the grantor con
cerning the tax status of his stipend prior to entry into the program.



TAX BENEFITS FOR THE CLERGY: THE
UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF SECTION 107
Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code? known as the parsonage 

exclusion, singles out qualifying clergymen for tax benefits generally 
unavailable to other taxpayers. If furnished with a parsonage as part 
of his compensation, section 107 permits a “minister of the gospel" to 
exclude from gross income the rental value of the home.1 2 Similarly, if 
paid a rental allowance as part of his compensation, a minister may 
exclude the amount actually used by him to rent or provide a home.3 To 
qualify for the parsonage exclusion, a clergyman must be an ordained, 
licensed, or commissioned minister of the gospel.4 He also must per
form services which ordinarily are performed by ministers, such as 
conduct of religious worship, administration of religious organizations, 
or performance of teaching and administrative duties at theological 
seminaries.5 Finally, if a minister claims exclusion for a cash allowance 
granted in lieu of a parsonage, his employer officially must designate part 
of the compensation as rental allowance.6

1 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 107.
2 Id. § 107(1).
3 Id. § 107(2). A rental allowance is deemed used to rent or provide a home when 

it is spent to rent a home, to purchase a home, or for expenses directly related to pro
viding a home. Treas. Reg. § 1.107-1 (c) (1963). The cost of utilities is considered 
directly related to providing a home. See Rev. Rul. 71-280, 1971-2 Cum. Bull. 92; 
Rev. Rul. 59-350, 1959-2 Cum. Bull. 45. Expenses for food and servants are not con
sidered directly related to providing a home. Treas. Reg. § 1.107-1 (c) (1963).

4 Kirk v. Commissioner, 425 F.2d 492, 495 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 400 U.S. 853 
(1970); Rev. Rul. 66-90, 1966-1 Cum. Bull. 27; Rev. Rul. 65-124, 1965-1 Cum. Bull. 60; 
Rev. Rul. 59 270, 1959-2 Cum. Bull. 44; Rev. Rul. 57-522, 1957-2 Cum. Bull. 50. 
Although the statute refers to a “minister of the gospel,” clergymen of the Jewish 
faith are eligible for the parsonage exclusion. Abraham A. Salkov, 46 T.C. 190 (1966); 
see Silverman v. Commissioner, F.2d (8th Cir. July 11, 1973) (No. 72-1336), 
n/fg 57 T.C. 727 (1972); Rev. Rul. 58-221, 1958-1 Cum. Bull. 53.

5 Treas. Reg. § 1.107-1 (a) (1958). Treasury Regulation section 1.14O2(c)-5 also is 
applicable in determining whether services qualify as those ordinarily performed bv a min
ister of the gospel. The conduct of religious worship and the performance of sacerdotal 
functions qualify whether or not performed for a religious organization. Id. § 1.1402(c)- 
5(b)(2) (iii) (1968). In addition, the administration of a religious organization operated 
under the authority of a church is a qualifying service. Id. § 1.1402(c)-5(b) (2) (iv). 
Finally, if a church assigns a minister to work for an entity which is not a religious 
organization, all services performed for this entity7 also are qualifying services. /T 
§ 1.1402(c)-5(b) (2) (v).

G Id. § 1.107-1 (b) (1957); see Richard Eden, 41 T.C. 605, 607 (1964); Rev. Rul. 72- 
462, 1972-2 Cum. Bull. 76; Rev. Rul. 59-350, 1959-2 Cum. Bull. 45.
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To exclude income due to the furnishing of a residence by employers, 
other taxpayers must satisfy the more demanding requirements of section 
119.7 Non-clerical taxpayers must show that such lodging is supplied 
for the convenience of the employer, is located on the premises of the 
employer, and is required by the employer as a condition of employ
ment.8 Because the disparity of treatment afforded laymen and ministers 
under sections 107 and 1199 might be considered a governmental prefer
ence for religion, the parsonage exclusion must be examined in light of 
relevant first amendment standards.

7 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 119; see, e.g., Caratan v. Commissioner, 442 F.2d 606, 609 
(9th Cir. 1971) (taxpayer must meet burden of showing lodging is furnished as a con
dition of performance); Commissioner v. Anderson, 371 F.2d 59, 67 (6th , Cir. 1966) 
(house furnished two blocks away from motel not on business premises and not ex
cludable); Wilson v. United States, 376 F.2d 280, 296-97 (Ct. Cl. 1967) (personal ex
penses not excludable under section 119 merely because they contribute to taxpayer’s 
business). See gejterally 2 J. Mertens, Law of Federal Income Taxation § 11.16 
(1967).

8 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 119.
9 Compare Rev. Rul. 64-326, 1964-2 Cum. Bull. 37 (section 107 exclusion granted 

to traveling evangelist with no specific home church; rental allowances used to main
tain permanent home in a community separate from those of his employer-churches) 
with Commissioner v. Anderson, 371 F.2d 59, 67 (6th Cir. 1966) (no exclusion allowed 
to motel operator for house furnished two blocks away from motel; house owned by 
business but not considered to be on business premises).

10 Parker v. Commissioner, 365 F.2d 792, 795 (8th Cir. 1966), cert, denied, 385 U.S. 
1026 (1967).

11 See, e.g., Walz v. Tax Comm’n, 397 U.S. 664, 694 (1970) (opinion of Harlan, J.) 
(Government must not favor religion over non-religion, sponsor any particular sect, or 
encourage participation in or rejection of religion); School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 
203, 305 (1963) (Goldberg, J., concurring) (Government must not engage in or re
quire religion, and must not favor or deter religious belief); Zorach v. Clauson, 343 
U.S. 306, 318 (1952) (Black, J., dissenting) (first amendment forbids state’s helping or 
hindering particular religious sects, or preferring all sects over nonbelievers); McCollum 
v. Board of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 211 (1948) (first amendment prohibits both govern
mental preference of one religion over another and impartial governmental aid to all 
religions); Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 15 (1947) (neither state nor federal 
governments can aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion over another).

A minister of the gospel has no constitutional right to special tax 
benefits. Reasonable exemptions and exclusions are matters of legislative 
grace which Congress may grant or withhold in its discretion.10 Con
gress, however, may violate the establishment clause of the first amend
ment when it enacts laws which benefit religion in general or which 
discriminate among various religions.11 The establishment clause does 
not prohibit simply the establishment of an official church, but also 
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proscribes any law having the effect of governmental promotion of 
religion.12 Both the establishment clause and the free exercise clause 
are based on the belief that individual religious liberty is protected best 
when government is prohibited from supporting or assisting any 
religions and from interfering with the religious beliefs of any indi
vidual or group.13 Because of the absolute language of the two clauses, 
in order to avoid potential conflict, neither should be interpreted to 
their logical extreme.14 This potential conflict is apparent in the area of 
taxation since taxation of churches may tend to hinder the free exercise 
of religion by increasing financial burdens on religious institutions. 
Failure to tax churches, however, may constitute government prefer
ence for religion in violation of the establishment clause.

12 See Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 771 
(1973); Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612 (1971); School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 
U.S. 203, 233-34 (1963) (Brennan, J., concurring); McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 
420, 441-42 (1961); McCollum v. Board of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 213 (1948) (opinion of 
Frankfurter, J.).

Justice Black reviewed the historical background of the establishment clause in 
Everson v. Board of Education. 330 U.S. 1, 8-13 (1947). See also Engel v. Vitale, 370 
U.S. 421, 425 33 (1962); Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 162-64 (1878). The 
clause was adopted in response to the practice of many colonial governments actively 
supporting state churches. See C. Antieau, A. Downey, & E. Roberts, Freedom From 
Federal Establishment 1-29 (1964). This support took a variety of forms. For ex
ample, religious dissenters were prevented from exercising basic political and economic 
rights such as the right to vote, to hold office, and to practice certain professions, or 
were banished from the community. Id. at 10-16, 18-20. Some colonial governments 
provided that only the established church could hold public services and seek converts, or 
required members of the community to attend services and adhere to the doctrine of 
the established church under threat of fines and punishment. Id. at 16-17, 24-27. The 
colonial governments often financed the established church by taxing all members of 
the community while granting tax exemptions to the church and ministry. Id. at 20-24.

James Madison’s Memorial and Remonstrance was written in reaction to such state 
establishment of religion, particularly in opposition to a Virginia bill establishing a tax 
to support teachers of the Christian religion. 330 U.S. at 11-12 (both the Remonstrance 
and the proposed tax bill are appended to the Everson decision); see 2 Writings of 
James Madison 183 (G. Hunt ed. 1901). The Remonstrance was instrumental in secur
ing passage of Thomas Jefferson’s Virginia Bill for Religious Liberty, which became a 
model for the drafters of the first amendment. 330 U.S. at 12-13.

13 Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 11 (1947).
14 See Walz v. Tax Comm’n, 397 U.S. 664, 668-69 (1970); School Dist. v. Schemppr 

374 U.S. 203, 309 (1963) (Stewart, J., dissenting).
15 See Walz v. Tax Comm’n, 397 U.S. 664, 668-72 (1970); Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 

U.S. 97, 103-04 (1968); School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 295 (1963) (Brennanv 

To avoid this conflict between the two religion clauses, the Supreme 
Court has outlined a policy of government neutrality toward religion.15
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The Court has developed a three-pronged test, most recently stated in 
Committee for Public Education & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist™ 
to determine whether a government has breached the neutrality require
ment. To satisfy the constitutional ban on government establishment 
of religion, the challenged statute must avoid excessive government 
entanglement with religion, reflect a clearly secular legislative purpose, 
and have a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion.16 17 
Section 107’s special tax treatment for ministers must satisfy this three
pronged test to avoid an establishment clause violation.

J., concurring); Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 443 (1962) (Douglas, J., concurring); 
Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 314 (1952).

16 413 U.S. 756 (1973).
17 Id. at 773; see Levitt v. Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty, 413 U.S. 

472, 481 (1973); Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672, 678 (1971); Lemon v. Kurtzman, 
403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971).

18 See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 649 (1971) (opinion of Brennan, J.); School 
Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 259 (1963) (Brennan, J., concurring).

19 397 U.S. 664 (1970).
20 Id. at 675-76. The Court considered whether particular governmental acts “are 

intended to establish or interfere with religious beliefs and practices or have the effect 
of doing so,” and found that the purpose of New York’s tax exemption for religious 
property was neither advancement nor inhibition of religion. Id. at 669, 672. The 
second part of the Walz test, concerning the effect of governmental acts, was termed 
a question of degree, and the Court held that granting tax exemptions created a lesser 
degree of involvement than taxing religious property and therefore was permissible. 
Id. at 674-76.

Excessive Entanglement

Section 107 may run afoul of the excessive entanglement rule. The 
excessive entanglement rule, based on fear that governmental intrusion 
into church affairs may lead to secularization of religious beliefs,18 19 first 
was articulated in Walz v. Tax Commission™ in which a taxpayer 
alleged that New York’s statute granting property tax exemptions to 
religious organizations violated the establishment clause. In Walz the 
Court concluded that, unlike a direct money subsidy, a tax exemption 
creates only a minimal and remote involvement between church and 
state.20 In the case of the parsonage exclusion, however, excessive en
tanglement may arise from the need for the taxpayer to establish his 
eligibility for the exclusion and from the government’s efforts to police 
the statutory standards.

A minister fails to qualify for the parsonage exclusion if he has been 
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“commissioned” as a minister solely for tax avoidance purposes.21 The 
need to consider the validity of a commission, however, does not seem 
to be an impermissible intervention into ecclesiastical affairs. The 
Government does not prevent a church from freely selecting its clergy
men;22 rather, it compares services performed by a validly ordained 
minister with those performed by the taxpayer in order to determine if 
the commissioning merely was a procedure designed to avoid the income 
tax.23 Where a taxpayer has been employed by a church prior to this 
commissioning, the Government also may compare services performed 
before and after the commissioning to determine whether the commis
sion represents a bona fide change in status.24 Considerations of this 
nature do not cause excessive entanglement since the Government limits 
its inquiry to a comparison of functions, rather than becoming directly 
involved in substantive religious affairs.25

21 Robert D. Lawrence, 50 T.C. 494, 500 (1968) (“minister of education,” commis
sioned for purposes of benefiting under tax laws but not ordained by church is not a 
minister of the gospel under section 107); Rev. Rul. 65-124, 1965-1 Cum. Bull. 60 
(“ministers of education” and “ministers of music” without ecclesiastical duties or 
authority and status of ordained ministers do not qualify as ministers of the gospel).

22 See Kedroff v. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94, 115-16 (1952). In Kedroff 
North American Russian Orthodox churches sought the use and occupancy of St. 
Nicholas Cathedral for their elected archbishop by citing a New York statute which 
recognized their autonomy from the Moscow-based Russian Orthodox Church whose 
appointee occupied the cathedral. Id. at 95-99. The Court recognized the constitu
tional right of a church to select its clergy free from state interference and held that 
the statute refusing recognition to the appointee of the Moscow hierarchy improperly 
interfered with ecclesiastical affairs. Id. at 107, 115-16.

23 See Robert D. Lawrence, 50 T.C. 494, 498-500 (1968).
24 See id.; Rev. Rul. 65-124, 1965-1 Cum. Bull. 60.
25 Cf. United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78 (1944). In Ballard defendants were con

victed of using the mails to defraud after soliciting funds for the “I Am” religious 
movement by means of false and fraudulent representations. Id. at 79. The Court 
approved the trial court’s jury instructions not to consider the truth or falsity of the 
particular religious doctrines, but only to decide whether defendants honestly and in 
good faith believed the representations which they had sent through the mails. Id. at 
82, 88.

26Treas. Reg. § 1.107-1 (b) (1957).
2- Id.

To qualify a taxpayer for the parsonage exclusion the Government 
also must consider whether an employer-church took official action in 
designating part of a minister’s compensation as rental allowance.26 In 
making this determination, the Government looks to the employment 
contract, to the minutes, resolutions, or budget of the employer, or to 
any other appropriate instrument evidencing official action.27 This in
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spection, however, does not necessitate an involved administrative rela
tionship between church and state requiring the type of comprehensive 
and continuing surveillance that constitutes excessive government en
tanglement.28

28 See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971). In Lemon taxpayers challenged 
Pennsylvania and Rhode Island statutes providing aid to nonpublic schools as violative 
of the establishment clause. Id. at 606-11. Though the aid was directed toward teachers 
and materials in “secular" subjects, the Court held the statutes unconstitutional and 
stated that the restrictions and surveillance necessary to ensure that teachers play a 
nomdeological role gave rise to excessive entanglement between church and state. Id. 
at 615-22.

29 See note 5 supra and accompanying text.
30Treas. Reg. § 1.1402(c)-5(b) (2) (ii) (1968).
31 See Presbyterian Church v. Hull Church, 393 U.S. 440, 450 (1969). Presbyterian 

Church v. Hull Church involved a civil court attempt to settle a property dispute be
tween two local churches and the general church from which they withdrew. Id. at 
441-44. Under Georgia common law, the local church holds title to the property with 
an implied trust for the benefit of the general church, unless the general church de
parts from the religious tenets it held at the time that the local group became affiliated. 
Id. at 443 & n.2. The Court held that the first amendment prohibits a civil court from 
resolving a dispute over religious tenets because such resolution involves interpretation 
of church doctrines and may inhibit the free development of religious beliefs. Id. at 
449-50.

The major entanglement problem with section 107 arises in con
nection with the government’s need to police the requirement that 
a clergyman perform services of the type normally performed by 
a minister of the gospel in order to qualify for the parsonage exclusion.29 
To determine whether a service performed by a minister constitutes the 
conduct of religious worship or performance of sacerdotal functions, 
the Government must examine the tenets and practices of the particular 
religious body.30 Although there is no need to determine the propriety 
of such tenets and practices, any governmental attempt to interpret 
religious doctrine raises serious problems.31 To the extent that this 
examination may inhibit free development of religious beliefs, the 
Government is involved in excessive entanglement with religion.

Secular Legislative Purpose

1 he second requirement of the three-pronged test—that the chal
lenged statute reflect a clearly secular legislative purpose—also raises 
serious problems for the parsonage exclusion. Courts will hold that this 
requirement is satisfied if the legislature articulates or if the court can 
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hypothesize a secular legislative purpose in the body of the challenged 
statute or as part of its legislative history.32 Neither in its present nor in 
its previous forms has the parsonage exclusion expressed such a secular 
legislative purpose.33

32 See, e.g., Sloan v. Lemon, 413 U.S. 825, 829-30 (1973) (stated purpose of statute 
to reduce financial burden on public schools); Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious 
Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 773 (1973) (stated purpose to preserve healthy edu
cational environment, promote pluralism and diversity among public and private schools, 
and reduce financial burden on public schools); Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672, 
678 79 (1971) (stated purpose to encourage colleges and universities to accommodate 
rapidly growing number of students); Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 613 (1971) 
(stated purpose to enhance quality of secular education); Board of Educ. v. Allen, 
392 U.S. 236, 243 (1968) (stated purpose to increase educational opportunities available 
to young people).

33 See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 107; Int. Rev. Code of 1939, ch. 1, § 22(b)(6), 53 
Stat. 10. Besides adding the rental allowance provision in the 1954 version, section 107 
substituted the word “home” for the term “dwelling house and appurtenances there
of,” but Congress intended no change from the law of section 22(b)(6) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1939. 3 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 4171, 4820 (1954).

34 See Two Guys v. McGinley, 366 U.S. 582, 592 (1961); McGowan v. Maryland, 
366 U.S. 420, 431 (1961).

35 42 Stat. 239, as amended, Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 107.
36 See Internal-Revenue Hearings on the Proposed Revenue Act of 1921 Before ther 

Senate Comm, on Finance, 67th Cong., 1st Sess., 497-577 (1921); S. Rep. No. 275, 67th 
Cong., 1st Sess. (1921); H.R. Rep. No. 350, 67th Cong., 1st Sess. (1921).

37 See J. Seidman, Legislative History of Federal Income Tax Laws 1938-1861, at 
820 (1938) (as interpreted by key on inside of back cover).

38 H.R. 4275, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. (1954).

If the challenged legislation itself does not exhibit a secular purpose, 
investigation must extend to the statute’s legislative history.34 The legis
lative history of section 107, however, provides little assistance. The 
parsonage exclusion first appeared as section 213 (b) (11) of the Revenue 
Act of 192 1 35 and continued substantially unchanged until 1954. The 
legislative history of section 213(b) (11) is virtually nonexistent; there 
is no discussion of the parsonage exclusion in congressional committee 
hearings or reports.36 The exclusion apparently was introduced as a 
Senate floor amendment, although no discussion of the measure appears 
in the Congressional Record.37

The legislative history of the 1954 amendment to the parsonage ex
clusion proves more fruitful for determining the legislation’s purpose, but 
even this information is inconclusive. Congressman Peter Mack, Jr., of 
Illinois introduced the 1954 bill,38 eventually enacted as section 107(2), 
permitting a clergyman to exclude from gross income a rental allowance 
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Daid in lieu of a parsonage.39 Congressman Mack’s statement during 
hearings of the House Committee on Ways and Means undercuts the 
proposition that section 107 has a clearly secular legislative purpose. 
Speaking in favor of removing the discrimination among ministers under 
then-existing law, Congressman Mack stated:

39 See Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 107 (2).
Hearings on General Revenue Revision Before the House Comm, on Ways and 

Means, 83d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 3, at 1576 (1953).
41 at 1575.

Certainly, in these times when we are being threatened by a god
less and antireligious world movement we should correct this dis
crimination against certain ministers of the gospel who are carry
ing on such a courageous fight against this foe. Certainlv this is 
not too much to do for these people who are caring for our 
spiritual welfare.40 41

Although Congressman Mack was not speaking for the entire Congress, 
his statement reflects a legislative purpose which apparently violates the 
establishment clause.

In his statement to the House Ways and Means Committee, Congress
man Mack revealed that the average annual income of clergymen was 
$2412 compared to $2668 for the labor force as a whole.11 It might be 
argued because of this testimony that Congress could have had a secular 
purpose in enacting section 107—the granting of tax relief to an eco
nomically deprived group. It seems unlikely, however, that Congress 
would condition assistance to the needy solely on occupational require
ments. Such an approach not only would be inefficient, extending bene
fits to members of the occupation who are not needy as well as to those 
who are, but also would ignore the equally severe need of those in other 
occupations. Moreover, a congressional purpose to care only for those 
low income persons who happen to be ministers hardly could be re
garded as a secular purpose. Thus, neither the statute itself nor its legis
lative history reveals that Congress had a clearly secular legislative 
purpose in creating special tax benefits for ministers of the gospel.

Primary Effect

The primary effect of the parsonage exclusion may be to advance 
religion, which would violate the third part of the Nyquist test. A law 
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may violate the establishment clause merely because it benefits all re
ligions alike, even though it does not promote a particular state religion 
or aid one religion more than another.42 The establishment clause is not 
violated, however, by a law which incidentally benefits one religion or all 
religions.43 Consequently, the Government may avoid conflict with the 
establishment clause by extending benefits to all citizens without regard 
to their religious beliefs.44

42 Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 771 
(1973).

43 Id.; Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672, 679 (1971) ; Board of Educ. v. Allen, 392 
U.S. 236, 242 (1968); School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 301 (Brennan, J. con
curring); Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 16 (1947).

44 Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 16 (1947). In Everson a taxpayer chal
lenged the implementation of a New Jersey statute authorizing reimbursement to par
ents for the cost of busing their children to public and parochial schools. Id. at 3-5. 
The Court held the statute constitutional, stating that although reimbursement in
directly benefits parochial schools, the primary effect of the legislation was to establish 
a general program to help parents of all religions transport their children safely and 
expeditiously to school. Id. at 17-18.

45 See Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 790- 
91 (1973); Walz v. Tax Comm’n, 397 U.S. 664, 699 (1970) (opinion of Harlan, J.); 
id. at 709 (Douglas, J., dissenting).

In Nyquist an unincorporated association and several individual taxpayers alleged 
that a New York statute which provided state income tax credits to parents of chil
dren attending nonpublic schools violated the establishment clause. 413 U.S. at 761-68. 
In upholding the tax benefit sections of the statute, the district court had distinguished 
between exemptions and direct subsidies. 350 F. Supp. 655, 671 (S.D.N.Y. 1972), 
rev'd in part, 413 U.S. 756 (1973). The Supreme Court, however, stated that for pur
poses of determining whether the state statute has the effect of advancing religion, the 
tax benefit sections and the tuition grant sections are essentially the same, and both vio
late the first amendment. 413 U.S. at 790-94.

In the earlier case of Walz v. Tax Commission, Justice Brennan argued that tax 
exemptions and general subsidies are qualitatively different. 397 U.S. 664, 690 (1970) 
(Brennan, J., concurring). Although both provide economic assistance, a subsidy in
volves the direct transfer of public moneys to the subsidized enterprise while an exemp
tion is merely passive assistance. Id. Chief Justice Burger took a similar approach in 
the majority opinion by arguing that a tax exemption is not sponsorship of religion 
because government does not transfer part of its revenue to churches but simply ab
stains from demanding that the church support the state. Id. at 675. This argument, 
however, deals with the issue of entanglement, rather than with the issue of whether 
an exemption has the effect of advancing religion. See id. at 675-76.

Section 107 provides not only a direct economic benefit to a qualifying 
minister but also an indirect economic benefit to his employer-church. 
A tax exclusion for a minister is the economic equivalent of a direct 
subsidy,45 since with both, not only is the recipient benefited but, also, 
other taxpayers must pay additional taxes to provide for the same amount 
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of federal spending had no exclusion or subsidy been authorized. Con
currently, the parsonage exclusion indirectly benefits the employer
church by permitting the church to pay a lower salary yet still provide 
the minister with a given net income.46

46 See Korbel, Do the Federal Income Tax Laws Involve an “Establishment of Re
ligion"? 53 A.B.A.J. 1018, 1019 & n.21 (1967).

47 See Walz v. Tax Comm’r, 397 U.S. 664, 696-97 (1970) (opinion of Harlan, J.) 
(critical question is whether circumference of legislation encircles a class so broad 
that it can be fairly concluded that religious institutions fall within the natural perim
eter) .

48 397 U.S. at 672-73. See also Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. 
Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 794 (1973).

49 425 F.2d 492 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 400 U.S. 853 (1970).
50 Id. at 493-94.
51 Treas. Reg. 1.1402 (c)-5 (b) (2) (iv) to (v) (1968). A minister who teaches or 

holds an administrative position in a religious organization not under the authority of 
a church without being assigned to such work by his church is ineligible for the 
parsonage exclusion, even though his employer is tax exempt as a religious organization. 
Rev. Rul. 63-90, 1963-1 Cum. Bull. 27.

The issue whether the primary effect of governmental action advances 
or inhibits religion narrows to whether government is providing a 
general benefit to citizens which incidently benefits religion or whether 
government is providing a special benefit to a narrow class based on re
ligious qualifications.47 In Walz the state property tax exemption neither 
advanced nor inhibited religion because the exemption applied not only 
to church property but also to a broad class of property owned by non
profit, quasi-public corporations and by scientific, historical, and pa
triotic groups.48 49 Section 107, however, encompasses too narrow a class 
to satisfy the neutrality requirement. Only ordained, licensed, or com
missioned ministers are eligible for the parsonage exclusion. The tax
payer in Kirk v. Commissioner^ was employed by a religious organiza
tion which sponsored programs of social research, education, and action. 
Although he performed services similar to those performed by his 
ordained coworkers who received section 107 benefits, the taxpayer was 
ineligible for the parsonage exclusion solely because he was a layman.50 
The Regulations also narrow the scope of section 107, qualifying minis
ters holding administrative positions only if they are employed by a re
ligious organization under the authority of a church or by a nonreligious 
organization through direct assignment by a church.51 Unlike the state 
property tax exemption in Walz, the parsonage exclusion is limited to 
a narrow class of taxpayers who are eligible solely on the basis of re
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ligious qualifications. The economic benefits to ministers and their 
employer-churches are not incidental benefits; rather, Congress has 
singled out ministers for special benefits that generally are unavailable 
to other taxpayers.

In upholding the state property tax exemption in Walz, the Court 
emphasized that such exemptions are embedded deep in the fabric of 
our national life and date to pre-Revolutionary colonial times.52 Al
though no one acquires a vested right by a repeated violation of the 
Constitution, an open and unbroken practice based on affirmative legis
lative action is not cast aside lightly.53 This historical argument prob
ably cannot save section 107, since unlike the property tax exemption, 
the parsonage exclusion has been in existence only since 1921.

52 397 U.S. at 676.
53 Id. at 678.
54 392 U.S. 83 (1968).
^>ld. at 85. In 1923 the Court had held that a federal taxpayer did not have standing 

to enjoin the execution of a federal appropriation act because she could not show that 
she sulrered a direct, specific injury. Frothingham v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447, 486-89 
(1923). The basic concern appears to have been a fear that the courts would be flooded 
with taxpayer suits if standing were granted. See id. at 487.

56 Cf. Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672, 675-76 (1971) (no discussion of standing, 
but appellants were described as “citizens and taxpayers” in case challenging grants 
to church related colleges). In Flast the Court distinguished the facts of Frothingham 
and held that a federal taxpayer has standing to bring a suit alleging that the use of 
federal funds to finance instruction in parochial schools violated the establishment 
clause. 392 U.S. at 104-06. The Court noted that one of the specific evils feared by 
the drafters of the establishment clause was that Congress would exercise its taxing and 
spending power to favor one religion over another or to support religion in general. 
Id. at 103-04.

57 392 U.S. at 102-03. Under the Flast test the taxpayer must allege first the un
constitutionality of congressional power exercised under the taxing and spending clause 
of article I, section 8. Second, the taxpayer must show that the challenged enactment 
exceeds specific constitutional limitations imposed on the taxing and spending power. 
Id.

Furthermore, the continued existence of the parsonage exclusion prob
ably can be credited in part to the fact that prior to the 1968 Supreme 
Court decision in Flast v. Coben,54 a federal taxpayer qua taxpayer had 
no standing to challenge the constitutionality of a federal statute.55 56 Al
though no court decisions deal with the constitutionality of section 107 
under the establishment clause, a federal taxpayer probably would have 
standing to raise the issue following Flast?Q The Court in Flast enun
ciated two requirements for determining if a taxpayer has standing,57 
both of which would be satisfied in a taxpayer challenge to section 107. 
The allegation that section 107 is an unconstitutional exercise of con-
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gressional power under the taxing and spending clause58 provides a 
connection between the status of the plaintiff and the type of legisla
tion challenged.59 The requirement of a specific constitutional limita
tion of the congressional power is satisfied by the allegation that section 
107 violates the establishment clause of the first amendment.60

58 U.S. Const, art. I, § 8; see Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83 (1968). The taxpaying
plaintiffs in Flast alleged an unconstitutional expenditure of federal funds for religious 
purposes, and the Court held that t’’_ ' lishment clause operated as a specific con
stitutional limitation on congressional exercise of the taxing and spending power. Id. 
at 85, 103-05; see Rothblum v. Board of Trustees, 474 F.2d 891, 898-99 (3d Cir. 1973) 
(no allegation of unconstitutional exercise of congressional power under taxing and 
spending clause; no standing).

59 See 392 U.S. at 102 (taxpayer must show logical link between status as taxpayer 
and type of legislation attacked); South Hill Neighborhood Ass’n v. Romney, 421 F.2d 
454, 460 (6th Cir. 1969) (no link between taxpayer status and urban renewal ordinance 
nor nexus between that status and nature of any constitutional infringement; no stand
ing) ; Protestants & Other Americans v. Watson, 407 F.2d 1264, 1265-66 (D.C. Cir. 
1968) (taxpayer challenge under establishment clause to expenditure of tax dollars for 
printing of religious stamp confers standing under Flast); cf. Linda R.S. v. Richard, 
D., 410 U.S. 614, 617-18 (1973) (no sufficient nexus between appellant’s status as mother 
of illegitimate child and governmental action attacked; no standing).

60 See 392 U.S. at 102-03 (taxpayer must show that statute challenged exceeds specific
constitutional limits on congressional power).

Conclusion

Section 107 grants economic benefits to qualifying ministers that are 
unavailable to other taxpayers. Rather than constituting an incidental 
benefit to religion, the parsonage exclusion singles out a narrow class for 
special tax treatment. By limiting the exclusion to a class of taxpayers 
who are eligible solely on the basis of religious qualifications, Congress 
has made a law respecting an establishment of religion in violation of 
the first amendment. Congress would not be displaying an improper 
hostility toward religion by terminating the parsonage exclusion, since 
ministers still might qualify for an exclusion under section 119. Minis
ters who fail to qualify under section 119 would not be subject to unfair 
discrimination but rather would be liable for taxes in accordance with 
the same rules that apply to taxpayers generally.

Roger H. Taft



RECENT DEVELOPMENT
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—separation of powers—District Court 
Can Hear Freedom of Association Challenge To Congressional Subpoena 
Directed At Third Party—United States Servicemen’s Fund v. Eastland, 
488 F.2d 1252 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

In the course of an investigation of the United States Servicemen’s 
Fund (USSF)1 by the Subcommittee on Internal Security of the Com
mittee on the Judiciary of the United States Senate,2 Senator James 
Eastland, Chairman of the Subcommittee, subpoenaed all bank records 
of the Chemical Bank of New York City pertaining to any account 
maintained by USSF.3 Shortly thereafter, USSF filed an application 
in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia seeking 
a temporary restraining order prohibiting execution of the subpoena.4 
USSF also filed a complaint seeking injunctive relief restraining the bank 
from complying with the subpoena and restraining the Subcommittee’s 
Senators and staff counsel from attempting enforcement.5 The complaint 
alleged that first amendment rights of freedom of association would be 
violated by forced disclosure of information contained in USSF’s bank 
records and sought a declaratory judgment holding the subpoena un
constitutional.6

1 USSF provides funds for coffeehouses, newspapers, and libraries, as well as civilian 
legal representation for military personnel. Both the coffeehouses and the newspapers 
became vehicles for expression of dissent within the military toward the war in South
east Asia. United States Servicemen’s Fund v. Eastland, 488 F.2d 1252, 1254 n.l (D.C. 
Cir. 1973).

2 The Senate had authorized the Subcommittee to conduct investigations concerning 
the administration, operation, and enforcement of laws relating to the internal security 
of the United States and concerning subversive activities within the United States. 
S. Res. 341, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., 116 Cong. Rec. 3417 (1970).

3 488 F.2d at 1254.
* Id.
5 Id. at 1255-56.
«Id. at 1255.
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During extended litigation in both the district court and the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, the district 
court denied USSF a temporary restraining order and a preliminary 
injunction. Following each denial, the court of appeals granted a stay 
of enforcement of the Subcommittee subpoena pending further pro
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ceedings. On motion by the defendant Senators, the district court 
dropped them from the suit. The district court thereafter denied motions 
by USSF for a permanent injunction and to compel testimony from the 
Subcommittee counsel.7 USSF appealed the denial of preliminary and 
permanent injunctions, the dismissal of the Senators as parties defendant, 
and the denial of an order compelling testimony of the Subcommittee 
counsel.8 *

i Id. at 1256-58.
8 Id. at 1258.
^ 488 F.2d 1252 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
10 Judge I'uttle, a senior circuit judge for the Fifth Circuit, was sitting by designa

tion. See 28 U.S.C. § 294(d) (1970). Judge Tuttle and Chief Judge Bazelon comprised 
the majority.

11 488 F.2d at 1260. The court held that the case involved a genuine case or contro
versy under article III, section 2 of the Constitution and presented a federal question 
under section 1331 of title 28 of the United States Code. Id. at 1261.

12 Id. at 1264. The court focused on two questions: whether courts may fashion effec
tive relief where the remedy requires an order running against members of Congress 
and whether judicial efforts to fashion this relief would violate the political question 
doctrine enunciated in Baker v. Carr. Id. at 1262; see Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 
(1962); notes 22, 35 infra.

18 488 F.2d at 1268.
14 ZJ. at 1270.
15 Id. Judge MacKinnon in dissent argued that the paramount issue in the case was 

the balance between the first amendment rights of USSF and the legislative interest 
served by the Subcommittee’s investigation. Id. at 1282. He found that the subpoena 
was a valid exercise of legislative power, that separation of powers deprived the court 
of jurisdiction, and that congressional immunity protected the Senators from anv judg
ment. Id. at 1284.

In United States Servicemen?s Fund v. Eastland* a panel of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, in an opin
ion by Judge Tuttle,10 held that the district court had subject matter 
jurisdiction over the case,11 that the case presented a justiciable issue,12 
and that USSF had alleged the type of first amendment right which 
courts traditionally protect.13 Suggesting that a declaratory judgment 
would provide proper relief,14 the court also held that the Senators were 
not necessarily immune from such a judgment and, consequently, that 
their dismissal from the action had been premature.15

Availability of Injunctive or Declaratory Relief. At the outset,
the majority considered whether injunctive or declaratory relief is avail
able for testing the constitutionality of a congressional subpoena issued 
in the course of an investigation. The District of Columbia Circuit previ
ously had denied relief to plaintiffs challenging congressional sub
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poenas;16 in each of those cases, however, the plaintiff had the option 
of refusing to honor the subpoena. In support of such a refusal, the 
plaintiff could present his constitutional claims to the committee con
ducting the investigation and then to the whole House or Senate if the 
committee sponsored a resolution to certify a contempt of Congress 
charge. Consequently, the court in each of those cases reasoned that any 
ruling on the validity of the constitutional claims asserted by the recalci
trant witness should await his actual subjection to criminal prosecution 
for contempt of Congress.17

16 See, e.g., Sanders v. McClellan, 463 F.2d 894 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Ansara v. Eastland,. 
442 F.2d 751 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (per curiam); Pauling v. Eastland, 288 F.2d 126 (D.C. 
Cir.), cert, denied, 364 U.S. 900 (1960).

17 See Sanders v. McClellan, 463 F.2d 894, 899 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Ansara v. Eastland, 
442 F.2d 751, 753-54 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (per curiam); ef. Pauling v. Eastland, 288 F.2d 
126, 130 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 364 U.S. 900 (1960). The contempt of Congress 
statute provides that refusal to answer any question pertinent to the matter under in
quiry constitutes a misdemeanor punishable by fine of up to $1000 and imprisonment 
for up to one year. See 2 U.S.C. § 192 (1970). See also id. § 194 (process by which 
contempt charge is certified to the United States Attorney for grand jury considera
tion) .

18 488 F.2d at 1260.
19 Id.

As Judge Tuttle noted, the critical distinction between United States 
Servicemen's Fund and previous cases involving challenges to congres
sional subpoenas was that the procedures for challenge through the 
legislative branch were not available to USSF.18 Because the subpoena 
was directed to a third party, the bank, USSF could not contest the 
subpoena directly. The bank, on the other hand, would have no reason 
to resist the subpoena and risk prosecution for contempt of Congress. 
In effect, USSF had no means of asserting its constitutional rights other 
than in an action for injunctive or declaratory relief.19

This distinction will influence a court’s willingness to entertain a suit 
for injunctive relief against a congressional subpoena only if the court 
applies a standard of judicial restraint which merely prohibits premature 
or needless judicial interference with the legislative branch. If a court 
applies a separation of powers principle barring the courts from any 
interference with the congressional subpoena precess prior to the time 
that criminal charges are brought against a recalcitrant witness, a plain
tiff in USSF’s position could not challenge a congressional subpoena. 
Two early decisions by the District of Columbia Circuit adopted the 
latter approach and held that separation of powers absolutely barred 
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judicial consideration of suits for relief from congressional subpoenas.20 
However, in neither of those cases did the court consider the situation 
in which vindication of constitutional rights would not be available 
through refusal to comply with the subpoena and subsequent defense in 
a criminal contempt action.

20See Pauling v. Eastland, 288 F.2d 126 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 364 U.S. 900 (I960); 
Mins v. McCarthy, 209 F.2d 307 (D.C. Cir. 1953) (per curiam). The same approach has 
been adopted in the Second Circuit. See Fischler v. McCarthy, 117 F. Supp. 643 
(S.D.N.Y.), tiff'd, 218 F.2d 164 (2d Cir. 1954) (per curiam). However, in each case 
the court emphasized that it would pass upon the subpoena’s validity if criminal pro
ceedings for contempt of Congress resulted from a witness’ refusal to obey the sub
poena. See Pauling v. Eastland, supra at 130; Mins v. McCarthy, supra.

21 463 F.2d 894 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
22 Id. at 899-900. The court in Sanders found the strict separation of powers ap

proach inconsistent with three intervening Supreme Court cases—Baker v. Carr, Dom
browski v. Pfister, and Powell v. McCormack. Id. at 897-98; see Powell v. McCormack, 
395 U.S. 486 (1969); Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479 (1965); Baker v. Carr, 369 
U.S. 186 (1962).

In the landmark reapportionment decision, Baker v. Carr, the Court formulated six 
categories which identify the non-justiciable political question: a textually demonstrable 
constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department; a lack of 
judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolution; the impossibility of 
deciding without an initial policy determination of a kind clearly beyond judicial dis
cretion; the impossibility of a court’s undertaking independent resolution without ex
pressing lack of the respect due coordinate branches of government; an unusual need 
for unquestioning adherence to a political decision already made; or the potentiality of 
embarrassment from multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one ques
tion. Id. at 217.

The Court held in Dombrowski that federal courts should not abstain from hearing 
constitutional challenges to state criminal proceedings when plaintiffs allege a violation 
of freedom of expression through bad faith enforcement of overly broad and vague 
statutes. 380 U.S. at 497-98. In Powell the Court, narrowly construing the Baker 
formulations, held that the courts have power to hear a challenge by a Congressman to 
his exclusion from the House. 395 U.S. at 548-49.

The District of Columbia Circuit in Sanders found that a civil suit challenging a 
congressional subpoena did not fall within any of the categories formulated in Baker 

The strict separation of powers approach was specifically rejected in 
more recent decisions by the District of Columbia Circuit. In Sanders v. 
McClellan21 the court, declaring that claims of deprivation of constitu
tional rights fell within the responsibility of the courts, observed that 
the decision to grant injunctive or declaratory relief excusing plaintiff 
from obeying a congressional subpoena must be determined through 
analysis of whether the facts presented by the plaintiff are sufficiently 
compelling to entitle him to short cut the normal contempt procedures.22 
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in Ansara v. Eastland'2* the court stated that the applicable standard is 
whether the remedy sought, if granted, would cause “needless friction” 
with the legislative branch.“4 Although in both Ansara and Sanders the 
court denied relief on grounds that the plaintiffs’ first amendment rights 
would be protected adequately through the normal contempt procedure, 
the court in both decisions adopted a case-by-case approach to the issue 
of whether injunctive or dec oratory relief should be granted.23 24 25 In 
Ansara the court specifically distinguished the situation where plaintiffs 
arc not subpoenaed.2'1 Because a suit for injunctive or declaratory re
lief by the third party whose rights arc threatened provides the only 
opportunity for vindication and thus creates no unnecessary friction 
with the legislature, United States Servicemen’s Fund presented an ap
propriate case for the first adjudication on the merits of a ci\ il challenge 
to a congressional subpoena in the District of Columbia Circuit.27 * 29

and that Dombrowski and Powell supported the finding that such a suit should he 
allowed. 463 F.2d ar 897-98.

23 442 F.2d 751 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (per curiam).
24 Id. at 753.
23 463 F.2d at 899 903; 442 F.2d at 753-54.
26 442 F.2d at 753 & n.4.
27 The court in United States Servicemen's Fund relied primarily upon Sanders and 

Ansara but also cited Davis v. ¡chord and Cole v. McClellan. 488 F.2d at 1259; see Davis 
v. Ichord, 442 F.2d 1207 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Cole v. .McClellan, 439 F.2d 534 (D.C. Cir. 
1970) (per curiam). In Davis and Cole plaintiffs already had complied with subpoenas 
directed against them when they sought declaratory and injunctive relief prohibiting 
use of the information obtained as a result of the subpoenas. In both cases, though the 
court found that separation of powers did not bar adjudication, relief was denied on 
grounds that no immediate threat existed to first amendment rights. 442 F.2d at 1213-16; 
439 F.2d at 535-36.

2«415 F.2d 1365 (7th Cir. 1969;, cert, denied, 399 U.S. 929 ( 1970).
29/if. at 1369. In Stamler plaintiffs brought two separate actions in w hich they sought 

declarators’ and injunctive relief, alleging that the House rule establishing the charter 
of the Un-American Activities Committee was unconstitutional. The district court dis
missed both actions, and both times the court of appeals reversed. The actions were 

It is unclear whether under the needless friction test the District of 
Columbia Circuit ever would permit adjudication on the merits of a 
civil challenge to a congressional subpoena when the subpoena was 
directed to the party making the challenge. Significantly, the court in 
United States Servicemen* s Fund did not rely upon St ami er v. Willis2* 
in which the Seventh Circuit held that a civil suit challenging the con
stitutionality of a congressional committee hearing should be heard 
even though plaintiffs in the civil suit also were defendants in a criminal 
contempt action brought for their refusal to cooperate at the hearing.2”
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The Seventh Circuit reasoned that the plaintiffs should not be compelled 
to endure years of criminal litigation in order to resolve their constitu
tional claims and that they were entitled to the more favorable pro
cedures available in a civil action.30

consolidated and reheard in district court, by which time the plaintiffs had been in
dicted for criminal contempt because they refused to cooperate at a Committee hearing. 
The pleadings then were supplemented to include a prayer for injunctive relief against 
the criminal proceedings. Id. at 1367.

30 Id. at 1369.
31 Id. at 1369-70.
32 “The Senators and Representatives . . . for any speech or debate in either House 

. . . shall not be questioned in any other Place.” U.S. Const, art. I, § 6.
33 488 F.2d at 1270.
31/d. at 1264.

The court in St ami er, while not purporting to apply a needless friction 
test, did state that adjudication of plaintiffs’ claim did not entail prema
ture or unnecessary interference with the legislature.31 Under the 
Stamler logic, courts could hear civil challenges to congressional sub
poenas not only when the plaintiff has not been subpoenaed, as in 
United States Servicemen's Fund, but also when the detriment involved 
in restricting the plaintiff’s assertion of constitutional rights to defense 
of a criminal contempt action outweighs the interference with the 
legislature resulting from adjudication of the civil challenge.

Speech or Debate Clause Immunity. Although United States
Servicemen's Fund marks the first time a court has held that any member 
of Congress might be subjected to a civil judgment for actions taken in 
a congressional committee, the court did not deal adequately with the 
problem of whether the speech or debate clause32 provides immunity to 
a Senator for issuance of a subpoena. The majority concluded that the 
defendant Senators had been improperly dismissed from the suit,33 pre
sumably on a theory that the speech or debate clause does not protect 
the parties who issue or serve an unconstitutional subpoena.34 However, 
the Supreme Court language which the court used to support this 
theory can be challenged by reference to language in other Supreme 
Court cases, and the court ignored several avenues of approach which 
might better have supported its conclusion.

The majority in United States Servicemen's Fund addressed the 
speech or debate clause issue primarily in the context of justiciability, 
discussing the court’s ability to fashion relief where the remedy lies in 
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an order running against members of Congress and the political question 
doctrine under Baker v. Carr.35 36 In holding that the case was justiciable, 
the court found that the speech or debate clause does not protect even 
senatorial parties who issue or serve an unconstitutional subpoena. To 
support this finding, the court relied upon language from Gravel v. 
United States3G where the Supreme Court stated in dictum that members 
of Congress would not be immune from liability for executing an 
invalid resolution by effecting an illegal arrest, seizing property, or 
invading the privacy of a citizen.37 38

35 Id. at 1262. Although the court treated these as two separate questions, the latter 
actually encompasses the former. See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962); note 22 
supra.

36 408 U.S. 606 (1972).
37 Id. at 621. Gravel was an action by a United States Senator seeking to quash a 

grand jury subpoena directed against one of his aides in connection with the investi
gation of release of the Pentagon Papers. Id. at 608.

38 412 U.S. 306 (1973).
39 Id. at 313. In Doe plaintiffs, who were students in the Washington, D.C. schools 

and their parents, alleged that defendants, including Congressmen, committee staff, and 
House employees, had violated plaintiffs’ constitutional right to privacy by disclosing, 
disseminating, and publishing information contained in a report on the public school 
system. The report included documents relating to disciplinary problems of specifically 
named students. Id. at 308-09.

40 408 U.S. 401 (1972).
44 Id. at 515-16 & n.10.
42 387 U.S. 82 (1967) (per curiam).
43 408 U.S. at 516 n.10.

However, in Doe v. McMillan33 the Supreme Court held that the 
speech or debate clause protects members of Congress from liability 
both for authorization of an investigation pursuant to which materials 
are collected and for use of those materials at a committee hearing.39 40 
Since the court in United States Servicemen!s Fund discussed both 
Gravel and Doe, presumably it found the issuance of an illegal subpoena 
more analogous to an illegal search than to the authorization of an 
illegal investigation and the use of materials collected pursuant to that 
investigation.

This assumption can be challenged by reference to a footnote in 
United States v. Brewster.™ The footnote cites several earlier Supreme 
Court cases as support for the proposition that the speech or debate 
clause always has been held to protect only acts which are clearly a part 
of the due functioning of the legislative process.41 42 Among the cases is 
Dombrowski v. Eastland,™ which is accompanied by a parenthetical 
referring to records subpoenaed for a committee hearing.43 The Court’s 
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decision in Dombrowski itself in no way indicates that the defendant 
Senator had issued subpoenas or that issuance of subpoenas is necessarily 
within the sphere of legitimate legislative activity.44 Nevertheless, the 
Brewster footnote, whether correct or not, may indicate that the 
Supreme Court in fact does consider the issuance of a subpoena by a 
Senator to be protected by the speech or debate clause, at least under 
some circumstances.

44 In Dombrowski plaintiffs claimed that the Chairman and counsel of the Senate 
Internal Security Subcommittee tortiously had conspired with Louisiana officials to 
seize property and records of the plaintiffs by means violative of the fourth amend 
ment. 387 U.S. at 82-83. The Court held that the plaintiffs’ assertions concerning the 
Subcommittee counsel were supported sufficiently by evidence in the record to entitle 
plaintiffs to a trial. However, the Court found that the complaint against the Chairman 
properly was dismissed because the record did not implicate him “in any activity that 
could result in liability.” Id. at 84.

45 See United States v. Johnson, 383 U.S. 169, 172 (1966) (clause cannot protect 
conduct “in no wise related to the due functioning of the legislative process”); Kilbourn 
v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168, 204 (1881) (members of Congress might be responsible for 
acts of extraordinary character).

46 See, e.g., Doe v. McMillan, 412 U.S. 306 (1973) (legislative functionaries not im
mune for distributing actionable material to the public at large, even if at the direction 
of Congress); Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969) (declaratory judgment sanc
tioned against House Clerk, Sergeant at Arms, and Doorkeeper for actions pursuant to 
the express orders of the House); Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168 (1881) (House 
Sergeant at Arms liable for executing arrest warrant authorized by House resolution 
and issued by Speaker).

47 395 U.S. 486 (1969).
48 Id. at 506 n.26.

The court in United States Servicemen's Fund could better have sup
ported its conclusion that the Senators should not have been dismissed 
frcm the suit by reference to circumstances which distinguish the case 
from previous Supreme Court speech or debate clause cases. Although 
the Supreme Court has been exceedingly reluctant to specify acts by 
members of Congress which would not be immunized by the clause,45 
the Court has imposed liability upon congressional employees several 
times.46 47 In Powell v. McCormack*1 because the Court found that an 
action by an excluded Congressman to recover back salary could be 
maintained against congressional employees, the Court refused to decide 
whether under the speech or debate clause the action could be main
tained solely against members of Congress where no agents participated 
in the challenged action and no other remedy was available.48

In United States Servicemen's Fund the parties defendant included a 
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congressional agent, Subcommittee counsel, and the court expressed 
willingness to allow amendments to the complaint adding other 
defendants.49 Yet, even with this similarity, there is a distinguishing 
feature between Powell and United States Servicemen’s Fund. In Powell 
the congressional employees served as necessary intermediaries in car
rying out a congressional order.50 Thus, the Court could fashion satis
factory relief from an unconstitutional congressional order by a judg
ment directed against those who implemented the order, rather than 
against those who issued it. In United States Servicemen’s Fund only 
the Subcommittee Chairman, Senator Eastland, issued the subpoena, 
and consequently the relief requested could be effectuated only by an 
injunction or a declaratory judgment directed against the Chairman and 
members of the Subcommittee.51 The majority in United States Serv
icemen’s Fund did not seize upon this distinction. But in view of the 
Supreme Court’s statement in Gravel v. United States that the speech 
or debate clause protects Senators and aides equally,52 53 the ineffectiveness 
of relief directed solely against the Subcommittee counsel or other con
gressional employees would justify the court’s willingness co allow the 
suit to proceed against the defendant Senators.

49 See 488 F.2d at 1270.
50 See Brief for Defendant-Appellees at 16-18, United States Servicemen’s Fund v. 

Eastland, 488 F.2d 1252 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
51 Zrf.
52 408 U.S. at 616-17.
53 383 U.S. 169 (1966).
54 Id. at 180-82.
55 See Reinstein & Silverglate, Legislative Privilege and the Separation of Powers, 86 

Harv. L. Rev. 1113, 1119, 1171-77 (1973).

The court in United States Servicemen’s Fund could have made two 
further points to substantiate its conclusion that the defendant Senators 
should not be dismissed from the suit because of the speech or debate 
clause. First, the court could have distinguished between criminal 
actions against members of Congress initiated by the executive branch 
and civil actions brought by private citizens alleging congressional de
privation of constitutional rights. In United States v. Johnson™ the 
Supreme Court noted that the clause was meant primarily to prevent 
instigation of criminal charges against critical or disfavored legislators 
rather than to avoid private suits.54 Although this distinction has been 
ignored by the Court since Johnson, recent commentary on the speech 
or debate clause has supported it.55

Second, the court could have pointed out that a declaratory judgment 
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voiding a congressional subpoena would constitute no greater infringe
ment upon the independence of members of Congress than a decision 
voiding a congressional subpoena in a criminal action for contempt of 
Congress. Since the judicial power to find congressional subpoenas un
constitutional and unenforceable in the criminal context has long been 
accepted,56 the speech or debate clause should not deprive courts of the 
power to declare a subpoena unconstitutional in a situation where the 
criminal defense is unavailable.

56 See Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178 (1957).
57 See 488 F.2d at 1264, 1282.
58 283 F. Supp. 248 (E.D. Ark.), affd, 393 U.S. 14 (1968) (per curiam) (injunction 

granted to Republican Partv of Arkansas prohibiting enforcement of subpoena of Party’s 
records).

59 Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539 (1963) (conviction 
of president of Miami NAACP for failure to produce organization’s membership lists 
at state legislative investigation committee hearing reversed); Louisiana v. NAACP, 366 
U.S. 293 (1961) (temporary injunction prohibiting state from enforcing statute requiring 
all fraternal, charitable, or social organizations to file a list of all members with the state 
affirmed); Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516 (1960) (conviction for violations of 
municipal ordinances requiring all organizations to submit membership lists to city clerk 
upon request reversed); NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449 (1958) (civil 
contempt judgment against NAACP for failure to comply with state court order to 
provide membership lists to state attorney general reversed).

6° 488 F.2d at 1264.
G1 Id. at 1270. The part of the majority opinion which deals with the rights claimed by

USSF is artfully drafted apparently to avoid stating that the subpoena was violative of

First Amendment Freedom of Association. Both the majority
and dissenting opinions in United States Servicemen’s Fund stated that 
the first amendment right claimed by USSF should be balanced against 
the investigative power of the Subcommittee in order to determine 
whether the subpoena actually violated the Constitution.57 The majority 
found that Pollard v. Roberts58 and four Supreme Court cases involving 
the NAACP59 established that forced disclosure of the membership of 
controversial private organizations infringes upon the first amendment 
right to freedom of association.60 However, the majority did not examine 
the legitimacy of the Subcommittee’s investigation. Thus, whether the 
decision embodies a final determination that the subpoena was unconsti
tutional or merely a finding of a valid claim by USSF which should be 
balanced against the legitimacy of the Subcommittee’s investigation on 
remand is inconclusively established. Language in the majority opinion 
suggests that the subpoena’s validity was not finally determined,61 * but 
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in a footnote to his dissent, Judge MacKinnon characterizes the majority 
opinion as finding the subpoena “invalid, void and unenforceable.” 62

the first amendment. The court declared that USSF had made a showing which met 
“the standards found to exist in those cases in which the Supreme Court has determined 
that the First Amendment was violated” and that the rights which USSF asserted were 
“of the same quality that the courts have long undertaken to protect.” Id. at 1267-68. 
In the part of the majority opinion dealing with parties and remedy, the court stated 
that, if “the trial court should conclude that the case can better proceed to a decision on 
the validity of the subpoena by the addition of other parties,” the right of amendment 
should be liberally granted to plaintiffs. Id. at 1270. However, in that same section 
there is also a statement by the court that forced compliance with the subpoena “would 
invade the constitutional rights of the plaintiffs.” Id. at 1269.

G2Id. at 1285 n.18 (MacKinnon, J., dissenting).
G3 Id. at 1282-83 (MacKinnon, J., dissenting).
64 Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539, 583 (1963) (White, 

J., dissenting). Justice White felt that freedom of association would be promoted rather 
than hindered bv disclosure of membership, which would reveal to other members of 
the organization, as well as to a state legislative committee, the names of those with 
whom they were associating. Id. at 584.

65 488 F.2d at 1283.
G6 Id. at 1277 & n.10. However, Judge MacKinnon failed to deal with the associa- 

tional right to privacy established by those cases. See id.
67 Id. at 1278-83.
68 Two threshold questions must be answered before the need for balancing arises: 

whether the Subcommittee’s investigation threatened to impinge upon valid first amend
ment rights of USSF and whether the Subcommittee’s investigation of USSF served a 

Judge MacKinnon found that USSF had failed to assert a valid con
stitutional claim.63 However, he cited only the dissenting opinion of 
Justice White in one of the NAACP cases64 to support his conclusion 
that USSF had no constitutional right to maintain the anonymity of 
some of its substantial contributors.65 He distinguished the holdings in 
Pollard and the NAACP cases on the ground that in none of those cases 
had disclosure been required for a proper purpose.66 Judge MacKinnon 
examined the authorization and purposes of the Subcommittee’s investi
gation and found the investigation to be legitimate. He then purported 
to balance USSF’s interest against the interests of the Subcommittee.67 
However, since Judge MacKinnon had determined that the first amend
ment claim asserted by USSF was invalid, there actually remained no 
balancing to be done.

Assuming that the majority correctly determined that USSF validly 
had claimed infringement upon a constitutional right and that Judge 
MacKinnon correctly determined that the Subcommittee’s investigation 
served a valid legislative purpose, a balance indeed would have to be 
struck.68 The Supreme Court squarely has faced the conflict between 
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legitimate congressional investigation and first amendment rights only 
in the context of criminal contempt convictions for refusal to testify 
before a legislative committee investigating Communist activity.09 In 
four such cases the Court has found the legislative interest sufficiently 
compelling to merit subordination of the associational right claimed by 
a recalcitrant witness.69 70 The decisions in those cases, each of which was 
decided prior to 1962 by a five to four margin, emphasized that the 
substantiality of the legislative interest in investigating Communism 
rested on the basic societal need for self-preservation and on the Com
munist Party’s close link with violent overthrow of government.71

valid legislative purpose. If the investigation did not impinge upon valid first amend
ment rights, then USSF would have no basis for a claim against the Subcommittee. If 
the investigation served no valid legislative purpose, then the Subcommittee had no 
legitimate defense to USSF’s claim. See Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 187 
(1957).

69 The Court often has found procedural defects in a congressional investigation or in 
the resulting criminal action for contempt sufficient to reverse the contempt conviction 
without reaching the conflict between a legitimate investigation and first amendment 
rights. See, e.g., Russell v. United States, 369 U.S. 749 (1962) (indictment deficient; 
failed to state subject of investigation or specific questions which witness refused to 
answer); Deutch v. United States, 367 U.S. 456 (1961) (Government failed to prove 
that questions asked were pertinent to subject under inquiry); United States v. Rumely, 
345 U.S. 41 (1953) (questions asked were beyond scope of House resolution which 
authorized committee’s investigation). See generally McKay, Congressional Investiga
tions and the Supreme Court, 51 Calif. L. Rev. 267, 268 (1963).

70 See Braden v. United States, 365 U.S. 431 (1961); Wilkinson v. United States, 365 
U.S. 399 (1961); Barenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109 (1959); Uphaus v. Wyman, 
360 U.S. 72 (1959).

71 See Wilkinson v. United States, 365 U.S. 399, 414-15 (1961) ; Barenblatt v. United 
States, 360 U.S. 109, 127-28 (1959); Uphaus v. Wyman, 360 U.S. 72, 78-80 (1959); ef. 
Braden v. United States, 365 U.S. 431, 435 (1961).

72 See note 1 supra.

No such substantial legislative interest supported the Subcommittee’s 
investigation of USSF. The actual or imagined threats to American 
society posed by the Communist Party in the 1950’s included infiltration 
of vital organizations by Party members with the intent to manipulate 
those organizations for Communist purposes and sabotage and espionage 
in the service of a foreign government. These activities certainly can 
be distinguished from USSF’s self-acknowledged functions of supplying 
funds for coffeehouses, newspapers, and civilian legal representation for 
armed forces personnel.72 Although Judge MacKinnon argued that the 
activities of USSF were necessarily detrimental to the morale of the 
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armed forces and that therefore USSF was ‘‘striking at the jugular,” 73 
nothing in either the majority or dissenting opinions indicates that USSF 
had sponsored infiltration of the armed forces or advocated or partici
pated in any acts of sabotage, espionage, or violence. In fact, the only 
violent incident cited by Judge MacKinnon was an attack upon a USSF 
coffeehouse by its opponents.74

73 488 F.2d at 1278 n.ll (MacKinnon, J., dissenting).
74 Id. at 1272.

The precedential value of United States Servicemen's Fund is ques
tionable. Although this was the first decision by the District of Columbia 
Circuit allowing full adjudication of a civil challenge to a congressional 
subpoena, whether under the needless friction test the court ever will 
allow civil challenges by subpoenaed plaintiffs or will restrict such chal
lenges exclusively to unsubpoenaed plaintiffs such as USSF remains to be 
seen. In addition, the court’s failure to deal adequately with precedent in 
previous Supreme Court speech or debate clause cases and its failure to 
balance rigorously the competing first amendment and legislative inter
ests leave the case open to challenge. Possibly, the speech or debate 
clause and first amendment issues will be dealt with more fully as litiga
tion in the case continues. If not, definitive decisions on these issues 
will have to come from other cases.

Fred M. Feller
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